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FOREWORD

In these days much of the interest and activity of scientists,

engineers and even laymen is directed toward the elimination of those

by-products of an exp-oding population and burgeoning technology that.

are detrimental to the health and well being of the populace. One

hears much of the man-made perturbations of the ecology and the en-

vironment. )he hears even more about those elements contributing to

those pertucbations; elements such as air, water and solid pollutants.

; mong t.: ese problems is another which has received less attention

but in terms _f its insidious effects may approach the others in im-

portance. .:-: is the ever present intrusion upon the conscicus and

maybe upon the subconscious human mind of sound. Not the sound of

the mountain brook or symphony but the random and raucous cacophony

produced by .m.uch of our technology in action. Except when such sound

evidences itself in abnormal frequencies and amplitudes, ole io :-t

conscious that we live with it continuous-y. What effect it has on

our serenity and our ability to concentrate is probably not too well

known. :1evertheless, if we are to have a well-ba-lanced and tranquil

life, it is necessary that we understand how such undesirable vibrations

are initiated, how they influence our lives and what we can do t'o sup-

Dress or eliminate them.

This meeting ievoted to the source and suppression of sounds

associated with a sincle type of aerial vehicle is not directed toward

the more general subject but it is hoped that the infor.mation evolving

from these efforts will oe applied t o the specific case of the vehicle

in question and will at the same timo make a worthwhile contribution to

the rerolution -oI' 'he larger, more cmprehensive problem.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1968, scientists of the United States Army Research Office,

Durham, North Carolina (ARO-D), and members and staff of the National

Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Engineering, identified

an urgent need for renewed effort toward suppression of helicopter and

V/STOL noise in military operations. Academy studies also noted that

short-haul commercial aviation was expected to grow rapidly over the

next few years with increasing noise abatement problems.

Subsequently, a conference on the subject of helicopter and

V/STOL noise generation and suppression was jointly sponsored on

July 30-31, 1968 by ARO-D and the National Academy of Sciences and

National Academy of Engineering. An NAS-NAE report entitled, "Heli-

copter and V/STOL Noise Generation dnd Suppression", November 1968,

summarized the findings of this conference and identified important areas

of research.

In response to the findings of the July 1968 assessment meeting,

ARO--D initiated in July 1969, a Helicopter Noise Investigation Program

with six new projects. At the inception of this program, a coordination

meeting was held at ARO-D to encourage the free exchange of information

between participants and to integrate the efforts of various researchers.

An ARO-D report entitled, "Army Helicopter Noise Investigation Program",

September 1969, gave summaries of the work to be performed on the ARO.-D

projects, three AVLABS projects, two other rele, .int ARO-D projects, and

the in-house research efforts of the Army Aeronautical Research Labora-

tory.

Since the Helicopter Noise Program has been in operation approximately

two years, it was felt that a good professional look at the whole program



was required at this time. Thus, a symposium in which recognized experts

in the helicop.ter noise field would participate has been organized.

Primary researchers from ten ARO-D-sponsored contracts and five other

groups presented papers on the subject of helicopter noise. In addition,

helicopter noise research at two U. S. Army Air Nobility R & D Labora-

tories (AAMRDL), at NASA Langley Research Center, and at the Office of

the Chief of Research and Development (OCRD) was discussed.

This report includes all formal papers presented at the Helicopter

Noise Symposium held in Durham, North Carolina, on September 29-30, 1971.

Although much cross correlation and discussion between helicopter noise

researchers was encouraged, this report was handed to each 'ymposium.

attendee as the official proceedings and no discussion could be included

herein.
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RAM

.lnery of Helicopter Notte Research at Eustis Directorate. based on Fo.urier transfors. techniquse provided a narrow digital filter
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory which accurately calculated both amplitude and phase of the nois* ros

by: mats. This digital techniqse also allowed close ctatrt of tbs specific
John Z. Yeats$. Chief, Aoromechanice Divisions *&Vl of the noise signature selected for analysis. an Item of particularWilliam E. Ne0ttles. Aerospace Engineer
Uliliam?. Alexander. Aerospace Engineer iozccance shar* the noilot has a tranolert quality.

*[[cpie wie ceterh tes ben ndeway t ggt DirctoateIrn the second-phase sf this p'rogr. tis filter wan used to extract-the

sinsce about 16 and numerous reports reporting the results have been votxws rmslce intrs h os a xmndadcre
laced with shed vortex calcslatiosu. The correlation results were us"d

The present reporc treats only tbose research efforts. thar are jis iheitn oto aayinhoy-n naaltcltcnqewsdw

loped for predictig the helicopter "cries noise signature.Wcin0 c.%pletied or Are sow in progress.

Summary of che following research studies will cover five general The resulting analyses were us"d to study the basic character of vertexi
areas. noise prCIuced by the helicopter rotor. one point of particslar Interest

.. Tip vorcen woise was the ability to reproduce n xtmagaecic tape a vortex moire pattern which
b. Shed vortex and rotational noise could readily he Identified as 4 helicopter noise signature although rate.
c, Internal noine (transmission. engine, etc.) tlonat wisec was not present. Whbite the results of this work have not yet
d. Tail rotor noise been fully reported or evaluates. It Is anticipated that these findings
C. Mueasurement & detection of noise will produce a significant new capability to analyse ad understand the

1. METCTNo H rvquality of helicopter noise.I. lESTCATON F TE 5EDUCTtoM Of BLADE TIP VORTICES AND NOISE Dcl TO
N O T O W A Z J R A I~ Ii E R . C T ~ N . Y A I l N ~ c ~ ~ i T T E R A D E T I PN O T E : T h i s w o r k h a s j u s t b e e n c o m l e t e d u n d e r C o n t r a c t D A A J O -7 O C 0 0 2 3

Summerv: Subject effort Is being performed by RASA under Contract DAAJO2. wilk Rochester Applied Scientce. Associ[ats (RASA). flosat report
71-C-0036. The programa Is essentially an experimental investigation to t edsrbe~h~tDcme 91
determine the practieality of Introducing a was of arinto the tip vortex 3. DEVLCIM~r OF A TECHNIQUE OR REALISTIC REICTIONA"ECROC

SYNTHESIS Or LICOMRe ROTOR NO-ISE
core of a rotating rotor blade, as A means of modifying or dissipatingl the

vortex. Esstlatil to the conduct of this study will be the measurement t " Eentooi:Aayclprdtoneciq -f oorba.

of influential paramters, and both visal and optical (photographic) band noise to Include rotational noise sod4 develop a methed of simulating
the noise signature of a-hellcopter from thi, predicted noise force constsnts.rtcording of-blade tip-and vortex flow patterns in the University of

Ywayland 9-X It' lind-runnet. Improved dincernment of flow patterns Is Apseah

enpected by applicatin of new hydrogrm bobble techniques. The test model 4. Develep an acoustical data bank (Controlled daa1e.whirl-tower.

will be a-full scale helicopter blade tip wtth-toe soon property sited to flight test.-etc.)
fit the wind tunnelI text section. A- few of the paramerters that will be b. Extract rotational noise fr.m the heoad-bsnd noise toainc method
stsdied are anfite of attach. mas -Injection rote, location and size of developed finder ContractIJAJO2.7o.C-ool31
taiss Injection, lift. dr&X. vortictty distribution, etc. Their effects c. Entend RASA snalytical prediction techniqte to inc lude rotational

on the routiltt characteristics of-the trailed vortices and the aetradyna. mIs.
ate flow of-the moel will be investigated. d. Develop technique for convertInr predicted noiset into analeg

acoustic tApes.Finally, all data will-be analyzed-to determine If tip Injection Is a prac.
e. Evaluate effectivenss of noise prediction and slieiltion methodstical amenno-for eliminating the vortex withest-cinpromising rotor ptrfor. b oprn rdce eut ihclrmna .A

-ance.

StinaY: RASA. under Contracc MoAO.2-7O-C-00:6, developed an analytical
.OTE:Cxwltiondate Jasary 972.technique fxr-predicting-the acoustical signature Of a helcopter rotor.

2. VxTESTMcoTTOP OF THE VORTEX NOISE PlrOCUCE hY A EIITR IITOR- This method, howeve r, only7 actssntedifor cbs broad band bhosndary layer)
Sumary The objective-of this program wax twofold. The-first part was oscillatory noise, The c.,rrent study-is designed to expand this toul to
to dvelop an advanced-capability to accsrately analyze the more subtle Include dtrlvution of the force constants for rotational noise. The tech.
coc~iits of helicopter ne*. io particular. the broad band or vorex nique will be-dealgnedcto predict mss of a rotor using such parmtrs
noise. The second pert consisted of the development of on enplicit asalytsn as: nubr of bladexs.blede chaed.hlade thicknss., blade twist. rotatiosi

to predict rotor vortex noise based on a correlation of the vorlen noise speed, forward velocity, aircraft, weight, And aircraft attitude.

cvmponients-wics Pe 4hedmvrtex analysis. That Is. Instead of being satn.
In attacking -thi probl e, the Contractor will research and cataloC, allfled with empflt curves fit to what [a nom~inally called vortex moinerassesmiee cuat&faplabeothtsk Slcedaa

as bed bonon dose Is the past. an attempt wan made to predict vortex noisewiltebecnredfoAaogodgtlNsoprmttasio
based on a specific aerodynam ic source, of the rtaitional frem the broad band (mettes) ssoi saing the entraction

The effectiveness of thin research- requited the development. of a digital method developed uneder the above contract, The force cvnscfto derived
bond pass filter (fo analyzing raise records. Thin cougutitr priois. for both noise urces (broad hand A eotational) Are then converted Into

9 Preceding page blank
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parametric turm as functions of the shove-listed control pariatr to Southeast Asia has bees aesI t comrmisead by Ito high "el" levels.

ferm a dats bak. That Is. the elemet of eurprie t ioated by early moral detection.

In addition to the aboe,. the Cetrecter to to Investigate a mie" of Misc. In an effort to rectify thie ceeditiac. AIA ceceaded that three 'crash"

ironically stimiatleg rotor matse by converting the Predicted digital noles progams be Initiated to prove the feasibility of qttemleg three operational

F- sigeatures lato analog acoustic tape. Soch tapes than can be used as a typo helicopters (the Ken" NhI-4)I. Sihorsky Si4'3A and Huaghes Osi.6A) usoa

deign toot In subjective evaluatica of a sew design or plased rotor Suffuse technology. The Perto Directorate,. was directed to manage the

mswiication. technical and contractual aspects of each program. Tme ecessity (fo

finally, the Contractor is to test the accuracy of this dealt% tool by

coristiog. the ptedicttd reslts with experiental dats from the UK.3T AEPA OWP
and Vertot Moadei 34?. Dot* will be copared as: (a) pressue riseim iistory

V plots. (b) maim spectrumn piots, ad (c)-subjectlve evatuatlsa of audIo ga~ii e~ M1£tl 19 P

tapes- Further, for the MINl coo~tigto cerrontly ueder development, the ? iINS14tdi IeWIa SIN1Mi Off#* CIAa ens
I1 two B111i0a1d1 tilt AiffmOASI l519? 4 # 8140t1

Cnrcowilpredict ccdi povide, siulated maleg tapes Ilk the $Ma for. O-3
Me a or abeo aircraft. I aNaW Split AfDuciD

I 11P CAP$ Wlts SWIPI £IAVING 1e6tS 40ete
Upon canieclton of the above, the Coatrettor will demostrate and Instruct t m tf W

J A100111i0 iSS141 tAlt PiPE
At"s iersorinl-in-the capabilities and Practical use of the design-tool. J ADete ACnuS1icde eldnattian to RIAe CA#

KE:This study Is balsg performad uoder Cootre~t DAAJOI7l-004. MSIA
(A 12'osath effort with a completion date of Jst 19;2) 1 AIDeCIe anus MAIN A Wm etn 1 AAWn

.' INcatmsie441 M Afaet /20n0 j to S-Stints
4. I.'5T24AL XoTSt 5IACTUs0 (Gearbox Noise and Vibrations Reduction for J Angie 1AAPemeAIt tAPS ",a FIe Nes SlAfE tiPS
totaryWin; Aircraft 4 ANS141ii0 teWiaf sPite tan1 Aetn CIA# e0N

Sul" : Approiastel four years ago, this Directorate Initiated a pro. I IltRA P f Of WAS NOCi ~ fS "iM110i

tram with mechanical Technology. Inc. (Mil) of Sme York t.i anaytt-atly 2 If 111 DUN t * CIo 109141 tole i ia iA'Sts

investigate wans of reducing the Internal maIse levels ot helicopters

by improved design of transmission Staring. Also, this eftort was Leether

enacd by the possibility-of achieving an esteeded Time Retween Overhaul Figure-
(TM) as a result of redlucing-the dynamic force levels between drive trainI
coapo..ests. One of the achiewvmnts to result from this Initial effort

has boon the dooclaotast of-analytical t"ols and Mthods of predicting maise $epecoit contracts is apparen- from the resposaibitity Siven each Contractor

levelIs of Various Beer traiss. this Directorate new bee a compucer-program Is-perfofrmun Phese I.- The design. fabrication. Mod Insallation Of these

that provides moos of evaluating nov transmission designs as well a prs' Modificationa that the Cantractor felt wouid aid in, reducig the antrmal

posed nedficatises for maime reduction, maime of his particular helicopter. Phase-i: the evaiuation phase, wee

Although emm-of the recommendatisa derived trom the Mfl programs-heve the responsibility of the Cavarsuent whithzcemdneted mafse smosorcat at

proved Impractical (Such as machiming complicated teeth profiles) -others, the wallops Island test elation "before *ad afetr the madificatlefla for

such as operating too near crilical vibratory frequencies end having too each aircraft to decesuianthemetim reduttion schieved.

stiff or too soft bearing -supports,9 are proving to have writ. Masy ofTemdicte.prfudonahvhclaeietfedsfire.

the 1511 findings are being enserimacallv verified through a researchTh miltf tffm ONecvhcearIdnfednFgue.

Program new being coadscttd at SeeinglVertal -(investigation of Hliicopter Although tbe qseeatte results at the thee, Programs are Classified.

Transmission Noise Reduction by Vibration Absorbers). eom of the reulatieon thet my be revealed art:

A suveyof he ajo 4j~co maufaturrsa. It metP speed of One main rater has the maet pro-eoeced effect on
A srve ofthemajr orfrso'in'ufacurrsand Covernment agencies Is

thehelicopt ese imlgnature. Nosver. helicopter perfeoance Is cam'
currently being Made In-house to determ Ine the overall status sf-maine

redaction offsets ead whet is required to asure quiet heicepters of theprisd(oseds d.ayadree-asarsl-freln rtr

b. Mechanical sources ef sound ouch as ealbenes, tramaaissism, etc.

It is becoming-invroasingly clear and essential that-a hey to ay #occese. are mat haerd "tiii the aircraft is relatively close. Pei"e attenuating;

tut maise rection reoram Is ceoperative effsrt between the designer end effocts should be directed. therefore. teserdel the mim ende tall rotor%.

acoustician during Initial design and In the application of the tools new
PM- A listng ef Papers hiich report on the results-*( the program is

available. shows I the Appeodix.

'sm.,1 final Report due Septeakr Ifli. 6. _____n~ IA11PM FAM Lp A

Semti The principle alms of this program are the devtopmat of e date
AWAtO WA _ 110JCTSAGICT A~p):EZT UICMAbAs of heicepeer acoustic sissatore& ane draft specification that 'may

sv It to wall k~nwn-that tie tactical use Of the helicopter inf
he seed as a staodard to the lest a"d ineermpt mf helicoter acoustic

10
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techniqus eapird in th measureent andanalyrieof acouthcaledta andanaly..isill hls be devloped eoseachacass ofnircraft

(he defiin r.a tioral fields mea srmnttprov ram evaissumtadtrohn ar (lnh 71f-Cle 0065e.v h ic .4 o ti copetion datre. is ne le1972) e*lvl.r

The A naou stcsignt ure d wai e harrtC opP c et c. r na fo r foive .era acevthe tma reerc l re f preseted t A. re i. le giveer

AM f-etic ener. te ON Ad identif the 47 andrb~cr vi 4A duer ing-o thoe r ti. n anth cse . hip ce dgive,tee th aat .1~ uylr..osregriesi

And ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cdelee in.Qc tioe. nfoe~to.ThstawIiriiasth XAcs

of anymas~iment po~imsbecaus of te necesity f havig rolbte T eelt.(, l th c_,jc n .ktr e,

An te eor~fn o te irrat ots n smer tate wills maevlt- uJrttn.it~ and Ie ma eny ase Nry e yta nd4'nq-hv v1

dit an ea y r tri val of he rcocordat .ed the Area Ifthe-cnhj clt an l s s a or.4,v n * a e b e

tota airraftmis. ff~nt ed reio Inn the Neelv signatu ren heicptr, eAs a trsltd the

ha~e lttRelicotrw~ rbeasisw oer-easecondtay Jesitn. Jnn but I5s.

finally.tfv theh Contacto reaommeneed pPr~tcrs.s e..een apcs calibre.ed

clams.use iSH.Mt Cone(eyeC Ins signa Iniia recordtng patiulrs etc. essetia

Tanetlto the acco fsanddize nith t a a books. d Thee oiste data.icoded ) O#I- e ec. te-Aubjrc f rotarylv win&r.ev Acous iranI hcominenCreasiely

onll-be coc siderede a w i b s r etne in dtabn aect-e Eustes. Drcoae lothea andie Ihis i &lo, ee siplyan arti~.ep bu t a .we l fiesiec

XMh- Thoe above diedr a Ino thre undpaesotrc lies .10- 02. wtd tei ith:& en esar .. 4te eeZ~-vrnn r.r.enaSadr n

Whs it ScLab It 1 e tomleeati nd r aere Inl. Vsatys eelIU Taest. tlfe Serby ti fll. 1 e ete- I tilP'dt $j O Cve

in thse I. t paraes hfted,~ ch h-atca e ftef

arraee~d o napertthe hsic salyie. onsidratin nieeeey thra1.wll5 Ionvr -f the X.I.~e.e P- at ?aemee( tl-rateen .f .a t aseiret nt aStandfiA

b.y~zn the surv(~e.P~)Ppivaltyofcuetttal aharcet nieredo t,

theso dteire ie) inaurs

b ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tato es inaueciei o otmmhlcpe sowia lASI #la4 L-eer 06eaaeri. lle-rcoet Pr Fevcrn . S.d)r id

Pthe prog ill he dvoed Ito thre d0)elPses: o Paeal tdyeta i i f" co011nt~scit9-4te r.rso ASA~r .

ph&& a 1. ditated bhelicot os se thes and . 4nvicor s ts. esults.e Xoli M.-ral SNieert Wt-tC.A with -en itia Res~~ultss' %4lpy O. ttle-

inri te. themsr themear thata ienalsbv th-a4 the ofeh theet(Oftt

oFast ofi~iait 4 ~sill (bserhvedtion tjk as .uilt ev it

a.l bedeined. roman thive Appropruae sa~ircas romeia i llb %0A Tienial tezeri O.SA ee Cy ril . l~i eet~ dIZw~~~

& crafte ospot te batsic Anlystd Conttlerine o mm, hetwl title. PeL-ver Pednvgtm tran se..4 npelieo* .eter njr a aM j

te fiint et vii hed dvsatpcd t m ofyin the Approachtng asc dtc IptE:11 Al ett e hru cey'e. aecinfedr1 ~
bynnss t eews the p-riclmntclia ore tyo consiered I"es

PW1,willeb devoisted toi then beeloment o "Vatlt 1etlilty feeWr

a.c gearoAw " *snl aircraft 4eel represen Finatlvc ssrvivab01iM4letssAprilffective

0. Aicatpntaigfrar ateln il,:im eqoir~a f.

Th ia hs ilb eneIt nlzn h eiotrgldtr I l rsean r ot r )sm mi f~.



breeder definition of sureiVosiiity then has previously been USed. Oad

the noise alpatvire will be carefully considered. I an sure that In

PZUTAMfCT 07 orl UIOTE N311$ suchEh aircraft s the IX ad %MA*. onmly minor reductioS ns p erformance

Richard L. Malar will be aloved for design features that will reduce the noise signa-

Office. Chief or Re0search and Nnvlopoat ture. Noever. io special purpose helicopters such as the aerial

Deprtmnt f te Aescout. Other mojor choames in design may be appropriate a jtsstified

The problem of the noite signature of a helicopter is an la- that result tn significant reductions In nois* signature.

portsot "apct In the cons ideration-of the survivability of the bell.

copter on the battlefield. During the 1960s. the U. S. Army was

Involved in a war that was classified aS lov Intensity and therefore In

the area of survivability the main e a"s was placed on providing pro-

tectiOn to the aircreve froa 7.6o (30 cal) projectiies. Xo real at-

tempt v&S Made to red -ce the noise-stgnature of the helicopter or any -

Of the other signatures (radar. Infrared. or WIptcal). The real desire

wsn tO-prO4dJ:* helicopters 'hat would operate effectively against the

emny. An.y changes to the design of the helicopter that reduced-its

ability to accomplish Its main mission were not accepted. In th case

of noise. no changes to red-ice noise were saed beause it meant

Penalties In that the aircraft gross weight vas iocerwased with accompany Ing

rehu:tton In payhoad or t"e rotor effice-tncy vms decreased or expersive

noiiaioto Sr. ehiStirng fleet would be required. The AM~ has learned

a l** about figh~ting with helicopters en is changing Its attitudes tovard

Sua-vIvability. The Army Is nov designing Its aircraft (111,3. ttTAS) to

c~erste In rid-intensity. 7he aircraft must be capable Of withstanding

hits-fr.. '2.7n- (50-cal) projectiles. and mast have-reduced signature$.

Therefore. ,' phssis-at the prrsent~ tiae Is to reduce noise, Infrared. ndt

radar S14natures of Arzy aircraft.

.he kA.- I-as ;roluzed a short filea on the noisc reduction program

cool-acteJ b/ AIPFA wth tnte Amy On the Oii-6A. The research effort on

hy 4A em;plnyej aalifferent design philosophy than previous P.0ise

reisct.4m ;rdrm Is% that the design of the helicopter vma 'or miniaum

noise-lesevl. regardless o, the re,:=tlon In performance encept that It

:must. be able to fly.

1hIS fJim Showed some very remarkable results. These results are

gIr4l" to be used in- program for a scout helicopter. This effort

hrougt!-t Out ont very-important aspect of designing helicopters for low

noise SIgnature. - 'It Is possible to glee the pilot the Option of

,eeting his noise signature.' For example. at home base thea pi1o2

loads the helicopter tO the r-oraal gross veight enl takes off. Prior

to-4pmraching the target ares, the pilot reduces the spee to that re-

-j4iring the sint~im-horsepover and reduces the rotor 09l to about

6T percent. The noise signature Is greatly reduced as well as the- per-

from . Th eiote 1n otiose to fly streight andl leel but

Is very limited lin ameverai lily. The p-rformce has been rededed.

hit no- the paylood. When the pilgn arriveS In the target area and

dqtersicas that he wit% baet the performance to land or mac.mover, siadler

the noise signature Is no longer important, the pilot can inreas~e the

rotor M~l to 100 percent. Temodern Army helicopter wili be using a

Precedilng page- blank -
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trier ~orvewe' or the 3Ab tamwi prorm In IMI, moist redotioc of the 1 -o . . I~ s~ (get rciereice ") win1 ibe io.<. '. r

e-rch is ;rsented. rnclot &.e descripttion of x;ec~ieId facilities surface pree it. the freqemy rnge 41. to I Mg W t'.* t'c- - rn .

rel1iL1. %-. '6-'- a~nd prorm designed to !%Vlore te.ie theoretical data from t n 1UIt to cr0-Oi based reccesdre. lo. 4sZhit tc, t. us- V

cnftw ant U~ deelop toige control technology for quiet Yehicele jesign~s. programs. . sczs-fotioc I= beingt even to ret-hreh that will2
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Th zn co0tit5 rexisr-h protrum at Langley. Is tceisefIcio ;n,-,. :feettb by ment of tip ..ir zn-o it4to.'o.

trosaiy lsed sod dierse in rature. Included are several seciri' stalies will it-t%9c4 on Initial '.err ;ertirni *Lj PLAZA s'A r r

restcr:L ares relatir4 directly to ML noise control. sod tiese are us41.ir4ton toiniroity (3-. rertrence )

ovalir-i In fig~ure 1. 1he-psrpose of this paper Is to present brier fl.OV~1EI Pz' ~t1_Fx*2=
dimscmions a- t0- ctivltie-l In eath of t.hese areas end in the order Several hel.d-ter Ciir,.t test ;,rnt hwe- teen corwltel 4.

Iis-Ii In 'he iij.we. =A 'tIlcp'. .;tatln noise miesOXO'OL rROOy SLie), it Chown it. Crk..

FZmuirir ftr-u-i ML noise research liclude rotor blade noise .. The .c~ m o iot5of arm operntitnol mirstrip, Icnttd It, al-l

.ed icn; the devv-epcment-or tec)I'.sioos fr meassuissc flyoser noise cOpe l lait itrmit. Demnselre Is ll'.Ie &Ilt trifric 55001 zinei
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zei.t is-el.4 A 5 3T"~1 mr tor Is ww~ ht. PIA ts d rs. Cr with In- i%:ttIWS 1  lOO tterxIeAbnl, s-irr'tIWAiF She tosito rois-
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reloctil6.. lectnt tt.-OcIt. 5101 at that of rererenc 1. .!%i't, Are s-tln[r u%:is f. r 'ic-I. cnmm .l -11tr...i'ioi til-tv
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100ctr to the espetinolmfol slat.. ThIs, testiS' Asjesltt th~t SI prciletii.gai m w,. o thr~t C.c.! refsremse '

setisol basej on iJtlnbin 0ois osyt ue 'otf.. loittic nitoy for Leii-eptsr noire sorect ror n pe.-i- %. AIWA .o- .1m,

tirnaier traicl'A svnid are or etos-ern-ftr (M=ooIty Mosse. nennopiextoolat the Nbtv me ~n sarseecot rood'. Az a prt t fh

-e no%re 'C tie 1&%-&~in ls tuieoe In e's - b, this steve "rr we ton ethi-s- fo Ie= f o-ere he-zed. The tsi'.Fid

.4r=.i% of figre S. TP.-rscoottc preas-J tirrooni-... iN, ar. copreceed -onib-rstien It shisn -le IIb t"p ;Ih IS sitc wsilfled "-w.o. In '

siz ft Cusi~o. 'f 'Et ttrmt,. and tartane. Q,-. Di sic lislo otva's. sho-oIn tc ,4500 itoO?. The o&'eetice u0. te, -Aine a ft -~s

The Ralt reictin jr3 .114 I~-.Q Win. sit.- ',*#tern siclin the Peioitwith ore.s .- issiflrj ui4 Sh Is-sr-.oi "s-L0.

0.1rettLity pmtsrn ass-iotei With rotoers-oct Vs-os-ta the term c' is)It u0. s--~ irco th re_,..i , r tre ttet Shoe I.- r,-- ree1tiinc

represents. In jd.plex form, the Totler series txpnnnsm of the blae "tr r.eoota.-

Pricigpage blank
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VIOL NOISE 3LSEAN AT 1161 LAISII KSUEA CK E

PRZP*XATIN ICNEK AURT NUFTU3G So Imglay ja pegmaqc Nodse llity (IMN), abaft In fn4- 12,

piston ssNibes hAve beer. replaced in the Majority of aiitery PrW4 Mal Inhouse oIsilty 10 studly Mass a" structural reepomer to

helicopters by lose Moisy das tsidine "ms. but they awe still VIOL noise in the frisimee ra se.1 50 It. Rom-size structs

wse& to power ms smal civil helicopters. Operatios& Over Congested can be Placed in the mose field geerated by the facility in -des

areas by users such as police depatt may require engine noise re- to evaluate the effects of low freqummcy notse exposure of people

dj~Ito.both, Inside, mad outase of etguetwao.

Langley poeearch :ecter Las had a sustained program to develop IKIAI. ANCII.I DiugeINi

rvcipro:-*ing engine oxhamt muffler technoog. The development. of a suffl~ 1T WO of the tmngley e*fnic win& tusele which are ideally suited

to a Poin. where It Can provide larte nwise reductins m 4still have fr VIOL aerodynmics research we being samoetically calibrated.

acceptable weight mod ptvrformeane. has In the pest required a lenghy ibeswinsanse being sof to determine the sound sbsorpt.La treatment

'-cut sal try" appro-ch. T.his approach has been supplemented by a newly soeisi to lacoe the Utlity of the tusmuls for ealating the effects
developed. more exact. computerized rAcffler attenuation. tvelustion.-and of forward velocity ma rotor &Oise 'baseterietice. As example, of the

.leslepi procedure. -Ais program allows for such constraints as volume and results of this Calibration Wr accomlisahed to date arm shown In

size to he-plated c" the a*.ffler design. The proema then performst the figures 13 ad 1L. Typical experimntal data obtaned In the evaluation

relutre-1 numerical iterations to define n expansion chamber muffler Of the PAU Scale twel are *base to figure 13 where the noise levels

ol.,Oe -ot.Ile ;erfarmaoce In Auzmzed withn the Initial size and from a calibrated arouatic source, me sha, as a function of distance in the

volone constraints. tuael test section. At the Iaro dietmacesp the mesued noise levels

Uising the above techaique, two muffler coafigratirng-shown In apOaes& thee in the reebesmat field. for the exmple shows, the measured

fl.t 01-1ave teenu desitd and evaluated on- the MA H-13K helicopter. vales exceed those Of the inver"e distasce I", by 3 0 at a dietasce

tyia rc bazI-nolse spectc-m results of thesi tests-are Cf about 17 feet. This Is defined ss the ball radius which ir the

preavr~e,1iin M~ure, 9. for the hovTering flight condition. The upper Xnitingt distasce at which useshla acoustic date cas be obtained. A

curve Is for the basic engine. and the ins*er curve is repremeatative of PUS View shrek Of the test area, Of thie WWn t l is IShn .nD;

auttler ctfIgratioe. I for coopsable operating eonditions. A large nmer ficrs IL. at the Current uneable ecoustes test are is abouwn

of noise ;rekn obseroi for tne basic egine are essentially eliminated cress batched. Consideration is bhing given to the iaclaisuo of acoustic

by tne notler. with as associated stsaatal revntion. In the overall well treatmrat so that the acoustic$ test are CIA be considerobly in-

*utlse level,. The ""ca.tic renralts for cenf~igu~ration It were the saw Creamed as indicated by the dashed lines.

as those for coctigumooe I tt% the weight-sod back pressure %;ere Of spatial Interest- Is the Aircraft 31oise Reuction Laboratory cow

les. lot. results of this stu.y aLs, show that for ;he under conetmution at Lasgey wa which Is Si-Own-as-ant artists coreeption

11l1 hel!4cer. %r-- :r-tters can he designed within ae;table site A In figure 15. This laboratory will specficallyzswpcort, IL noise

back ;rt..Sue lit,(less toesm 5 in. Jig). reduction research by Providing for tutor noise* studies at forward

if.ZiAN FACT='u velocities up to 150 Wtee. of Particular significance Is the

The Langley Rccarch Center has active cntrnvor sull1en In the capability for testing rotor models up to 3 feet-in dismeter in oun

it% sfth un response to MIL noise. As an ewwale Of some of this esetchoic 4aitomet a"d where the tuasel soise WAn turbulence, levels

wotrs, 1ir 111llotr~tes ti, test -configuratico for a ' lksky Aircraft are a minimum. In addition, the laboratory will provide improved

Coupoy st-udy t4 determine the effects of iomdited oise and vibration cpeability-ta quantitatively deteraise the effects of noise on

stimall - ;11. ilt leresuce. As ',a illootrWAA, y1lLots placd-tn, p semd-for engine sed asheest noise control- studies.,

& coc~eplt zinolator-ore expaose-ta prtrecriod helicopter noise ad CtI=iRG RUAKIA

vibr~tierJ. '--Ato lUeing thus exposed, the-pilots fly a slaulated The NASA/ WAAMINX research pongreas nMolrtug VOL moise from

ccamtrciul sir route, performing IM7 navlgatiou tasks. I ilot per- the scarce (rotor@ @A engas) to the recever (humme sad structural

* onrmcc ratings ore mae d.ring q- fliq;-.t n otf~ questionsires repsa) haye be"s outlined. the various research facilities

ore mlsa adiristered. This trrc is still Is progress al the final at wath the above work Is boing ceaducted were also described.

results-ore not yet avalable. Proposed futre programs wele shew. to provide increaedt easIx on

Another example o.- W41gey c=-ported poyr:hoactrosticX work Is heitcopter "Jose redtitosa md prediction techniques. mad to includ~e

-illustrated is fiCure 11. Mnova It the test eavircentt fwr a Doetd coosliratoa of Impreved facility cepabilities.

Vqrtol study to 4ctermir.- tie etclute acceptaility of VIL aircraft AWURIM

nolsc durin slilatei teralnou area operations. M&.1etts are ;tnced 1. Wrlekt.-5. I Send Radiation From a Lifting bttr Generated by

Ir the-test traller, which simulate$ a6 work mat leisure sovirsaet, and Aseymetrie Disk eding, Jawsal-of 5,ma - a iria V.1. 9. Ito1

ns).el to-porsr us .Asher Of activities sumh as job related %w.th, P. 223-24O.

plkyt-4 -%ris, or wslching television. While the sub~mcts are PerformLail 2. Kolear. bias X.. ed Viall. Sheila I The Pole of Pluctuating

these Activities, recorded IML tetriale area noise reced are played Force in the emerstmas of Camproess, Noise. Belt. beraseb sad tsme.

to then throo the speaker systems for evaluation 7proees. The NASA Contract NM51.4W) Contractor RP"ort-toe WPublished.

rvsllts o.f this worm are awating p'hl-ation ss a XA: Contractor 3. Riaskart. Stes. A., Relcerb. ^oA C.. 40d White. RICkad'd P-. Jr.:

Report. Mn ~SoretaL Stu& of Tip Vortex inodificetlm ty Ame# flow to-
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VTOL NOISE RESEARCH AT THE LAASLEY RESEARCH CENTER '

4. SAr Cmittee A-21. Aerospace Reccggtted Practice. ARP 796.

"raSmrtts of Arcratt-Exterior Solse In the Field. 1965"

5. Pe"g, Ai. J.. The Effect Of 7arinous 0yeratr.A Parameters on the Noise

Radiation Patterns fro a Helicopter In Forsard Flight. Presented at

the Joint. AS-hierSitY Of Tests ZYio321 On Environmental EffOc* on

VTOL Di~ns. Arlington, 7X.; kNoeeler 2.970.

" ROTOR BLADE NOISE REDUCTION

* FLYOVEk NOISE MEASUREMENTS

" RECIPROCATING ENGINE EXHAUST MUFFLING

* HUMAN FACTORSFiue4- aeyRtrWrlTw.

* SPECIAL FACILITY DEVELOPMENTS

Figure 1. - Langley VTOL acoustics research.

OVERALL MICROPHNEP POSITIS
NOISE

NEWE ?4MEASURED DATA EVNR

'k -0-F LUCTUATING WOADS THEORY MBL A EODN TTO
\ -0-STEADY WOADS-THEORY 

RC

HARMIC NUMBW

Figure 2. - Helicopter rotor rotational noise.Fg .- W qeS nFl TsRe.

WHIRL TWR DATA

0 RS,~

-n ACOUSTIC PRESSURE Mt - TIP MACH NUMER I

Ts - THRUST n - ACOUSTIC MODE NUWMSER18- 0 75d

QS - TORQUE s - LOADING HARMONMIC
a - SPEED OFSOUND R -EFCIERDU

SQ0 - BLADE PASSAGE FREQUENCY Re-EFCIERDU

* - AZIMUiHAL-ANGLE R - SOURCE-OBSERVER

0 - ELEVATION ANGLE

Figure 3.- Fluctuating loeds theory. FIkure 6. - Overall noise leve radiation pattern. *



VTOL 1...SL RESEARCH AT THE LA)IX.EY RESEARCH CENTIER

ENGINE - ------ C AUSTIC DATA

SOUD I) WITHOUT MUFFIER

PRESSURE _4 J~~P

HUGHES OH-6A STANDARD 4 IHMUFE

0 1w1101201d510 16
0 140 ~ FREQUENCY. Hz

Figure 9. - Heicopter hovering noise measurements.

HUGHES OH-6A MODIFIED

Figure 7. - Quiet helicopter program.COKI

NOISE

DATATIO

VIOL COLLECTION

MICROPHONES-

TEST
TRAILER-

ACOUSTICS
CHAMBER

SPEAKERS

Figure 11. - hist environment for subjective reaction to
FigureSL.- H-13 muffler tat configurations. VTOL. aircraft noise.
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VTOL NOISE RESEUH AT THE UWAXtY RESEARCH CENTER

V

. Ft- 4ft12.-;LngyLowFrque yNolseFcilhy. *-

--PRERENTACOUSTIC

OCTAVE L -

BAND -
SPL,
dB 96- INVERSE

DISTANCE LAW

9- REVERBERANT
I LEVEL

Figure 14. - Planform diagram of Langley Full Scale Wind Tu,. J l89 . I test section.
2 3 5 10 20 30 50 100

-DISTANCE FROM SOURCE, ft

Figure 13. - Acoustic calibration data for the Langley
Full Scale Wind Tunnel.

-'

Fure I5 Langley Aircraft Noise Reuction Laboratory.
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IMIK AJW*TSIS OF Tm IXTUNAL system.* Ufsseis of th sums flow will tend to &"favor* this Mosattan ~

C SiPN~APPLIesne@ the mss flow tbeengh the system to iocressed. Therefore. raiderable

l WFe LM attention met he given to the islet wall nou.ltr onay otoI> -~ Lmethods (auctien. ae.) my be reei red.

AL L1409ou" nd ine fuel "equromnts are about tea time sratter in the hoer oes

J. L Utley tepee to level flight. theziscresse in the threat to power ratio that can

be peivided by lAD Is met attractive. Aft epertineal aircraft with lift fes

~ng v ACOXTCALr..is oqIpeed with lAD would hev. increased trae and Psylead capability and would

MIU5MCAL AM AIPACM~w r tk enmimiro jereass the probability of km annoyance respoen. since too. Sale* vould

11"u CgANUus SUM 11111,2011 he Vroduted In the bie Owes sleet. the poential of melee eoYoft is

MUM MU CA.iA greatest. US, therefore, he. the Potential of pcovidiegs a uilt-im bites

redoetien Mechaim thet "se"ce father the* degrades, system potforence.

Akt~ctcurrent roeodv e nv eestigation (4. 5) degneerate system pefermece.

§it Is wall bknow that PrOller Perfetecam tebe impr, e by Poepe while onrly 4eportmetel investigations at Princeton, (a. 7) aid net

additi.., of a then". Prtees investigators have shows that. attendat with establish positive, beneits with tAD, mere recast eperimnetal results (1. 9. 10)

the I_ m, ve eret. the $brov eipeificascly reduem the system noise. Indicate cosiderable system perfes-ene impremot cs. be echeived. Am

Provided inlt flew $"$Cri" de*" mat mecet. Increse in aeheint me" s s c arn he epected. The affect of this iae""e

gnterval serodynanit diffusion (US) of the euhavet flew pviee an is enhovot area Is to reduce the fern blade leading by 242 easd the exhaust

e',teslee of the skewded , speller concept. This concept. whiet is uetft velocity by 5O? at ciesteet iteat.

for WsMt aircraft during heverepeTt1tis. signifitaetlyieopesves the system Ieegoiing that the meise Ied-ad by a propulsive unit is related to

thrut/p-errate cnpeed e te cevenime ehendd popelerwit methe mgnitudes of the steady bow fiutumtims blade lendiag fets, ad the

diffusiorn. Attendant with, the perumec Incriee is I. reduction in9 the System enheest velocity. the intest of this Paper io-t teammethe Pfacnisl of fered

Raiee. The misme reductis IS a result #f a decrease to the fan bibd. neredreodt by lA-ler simultaneeus inprenv n ef system melee Sad Perfateoe.

loadinge sa final enheast velocity. D. therefoee provide$ a method of NoisegReductin Salsi"I

decreasing the syetee molst wilt inpeaVing system pefenesete. Current The mt" is teusidetebly-rdeced bV using lAD dee te theme affects*

techniques of reducing the "ISO-of PISMO Prepulive vtte tead to depouectie (a) Rweutios In steady lea

systs pefsymce.(b) Reduttien, In fluctueting fae@$e an the blad*%

(c) Wettieng in final enheust velocity

it is Impertaent to understond that lange orse Increases ore Possible.

Pet-WITCI air:rsft iftiorpertinga shreede prepellers or fsaeinuiS toreasts of M0 io area are realitshle. The following aInl will illustrae

unite, the system "else And thr.et to poer ratio can be stgoificontly hew this affects bind. leading fer ihe single cas. of Ideal, uniform flow.

impeovd by using .,ternal mtrodyaoi diffusien during hewerg Wa~tion for& propeller (shrouded o aushrsvdod).

cue hat du-e di , .~ weT. .praieller thrust

lEternal aerodynamic diffusion ("AD) is a pr.Gsta proes acroynat T (ie ldelnig

tstrpann if the fan eshaust flo", tAD can be sccmplleed by providing a I ie.baelaig

short expeaston artsin the exit section of P Shrewd and b], pe venting flew I Sytmoalw t

Cwnsider the ceS ttW feill-:

separation do the diffuser well fer high divergeace, angles.-yIrl e 1. The A'

effect of USD is ts increase the effective nehausr to fan disc area ratio which. A 2

Is twm,-reduces the final exit f law velocity. fan back pressure. and faoeo

Mlade eeredYomic loading for a u-en* thrust condition. 
A n

The mine preduced by the prspsleien unit Is related to the magnitude ef !j -I

steady &ad flecteatIng blade leading CWNPOMNete 401 ts the enhAW-t velocity.

Induced blade leading. as given by US. wield thriefero, tend ts redue the In- T, T
teesity of $saw produced. Psrihernare. since-jet tltdepends an the-Sth

pener of the exhaust velocity end the led power of the exhaust dAlsoter (1).

levering the exhoet velociiy would notarially raiuce jet "os (2).

Early studies of abriuded two-blade prepellors by Nehj4rd (1) Indicated

that the presence of the shrood,whith decreases blade leading. reduced tkt A, $brow. a .

soun pressure level by 64E at the fundaental frequency and by an math-an

20 dB fee the higher hansmics fee smeoth l1ev tonditios. Flew separatimn

at the Inlet ef the shrewd caused the noise level to increase to the unehesuded

values and grooter with nore scenetie energy concentrated at the hiheor-freqwmncis.

It ws also meted that flew separation could he procipitotid by very slight

trees-winds, Inlet flew eeparstien is an atiedat "rtooe with shrevded!7preeIter

Proceilung page blank



NOISE AVALYSIS OF THE EXTERMAL AEAWYWMC DIFFUSER APPLIED TO SIOOJO1ED PROPELLERS

A2  pefrac Impovemet ratio is

At
Sit at consant thrat., Thee, (eg 0 -1.50, the perfrmance top 0 at faster

IT 1 21t 1.225. so that the perforumance impreumt is 22.3% at comatast thrust.

Shew o p. 2 TOWS. mat omly b~an the $Fstem MISs. hao. reduced. but the baer
AT A perforumac hs hat significantly imol ad

At 2(l.50) The aeall Peuformance Of the go will he depeadeet OR the efficiency

or ofthe Swans luetpaatad fer 41fto bua undary layer control. $meatH ('2 rauccim mmethods may he applied. a.$.. blowing from slets. trapped vertex. mortise.

~i1compared terasn etc. Alo the weight of the shrew met be zsidersod. Too large of a
of- aodition) Shrew wuld toad to mdat. the prfeemstes $41Ma.

shrewd. C. 1.5 Use of MAD for Perforace topeu t la s me nt without: probems.

Ts the proceeding example, It is shows that a sht a propeller with teperimatatiat, to date ha. imdieated that the high iverge a dt l diffuser
50%. diffuzIt will coa*s a decreae. in blade loading of 677. in comparison systm to to he umitable "boo subjected to disturbances (s14e winds. etc.).
to ad, wshoded propeller for the saw total thruat. It appears that a Thrust variatiats of 10% or mawe Sam be expected. Ala.. the flew will tead

significant reduction In nmist w.ould therefoe be empected. As demonstrated to Separate at the imlet voes plopes design Is followed. crrot
by Hubbard (3).* sh~sudmg the free I-opller (daubling exhaust area) reduced experimnetation litates, that the Whorea C intablity of the system is

the fuodama.tal frequency noise of the system by 6 as. This , ductien to the major eotacle that met be esegem befare system Integrity cam be
the order of mgnitude that would be expected since T . and assuming a head

proportionate change in torque. was reduced by a factor of 2.0. The prescure ia~aaasdRc~aim

would be reducad by the sam order of magnitude. The external aerodynamIc CrAt experimental Investigations so"btatlate the-ratical claim
diffuser Prevides an eucensies, of the use of propeller thrust relief as a mama that the system thrust to power ratio con he sigmilicantly-Imp a e. A

of pure, tone "seie reduction. comparable deerms* In system mele Is aleo predhicted. but it remiss to

A simtlar comparison of a standard shrouded propeller with no dtiffusion he shew experimntally.

to a shroud withd - 1.3 can he rede. The latter ha. 34%. less loading an M t ir et-a p a . The problems with the tmbereat-instalii1y

the bladeso. This represents approximately a-3.5 dO ftndamtal ftaque-cy reams a mjot obstecle In its application. Attensdant with the insability

noise reduction. Only the noise reduction doe tc the steady lift has been would be aggravation, ct the maise prcble.
considarud. The unstetdy pure-tone noise Is also reduced by the Jecreased It Is belilowd the poential omits of LA0 werttet feeder experimental

-blade leadimg-vs a decrease In the poenotial fIeld inceraction. This can ase thoaretital-imsestigations to elmimece-tha tmtaility problem and

he Illustrated as fello... Sinc, the thrust- Increase at contant pressure to delineate the absolute level of mwise reduction.

ratio is Proportional to area, the systm with a -1.5O has -502 Mare thrust C....e..l Scams

than the system with" A 1.0. Thee to return co comparable thrust levels, the 7A
pressure ratio of the diffuser system must be sidcificastly reduced. i.e..

the Propeller mast he throttled back. If the Ppeller ws eritinally a ,4
Opertis4 -t YjP0  1.40. this swans the pressure ratio mast he reduced to AZ1 .

*: - .255-to make a noise csaparison at constant thrust. the affect AtV~

Of pressuce rTWO ons nois-icr a typical system (1). considered here to he

the General elei lift fan L9475, Is Shewn In Figure 2. The applicable

reduction in pressuce ratio Indicates a $.$ da reduction in the fuodawent

-frequency noise. The difference Is this valve end the steady lift maisezis

attributed to unsteady loading matss reduction, aad reduced enlauct velocity. 0-4 wih91r1A

it is expected that the noise reduction-Acheivrd fat-a gives 0 will-

depend significantly on the charatart~eris rf the paclcular propliseunilt.

The nc or presented bare are for the prpse of shewisg the crder of magniltude .

to he expected. tre a ifre propeler to a shrouded propeller with 0 - 1-., Fl
the order of .sgitudose of fundamental frequency noise reduction, Is 10 d5 for

constant thrust.I

Dittarc Ste atpefoance

toe of an extersal aerolynamic diffuser t:gnificontly Increases

the Sstem thrust to power ratio. Considering the case oizthe constant

thrust leg id4al, uniferm, total pressure flew, it cad be shewn that the fte~o 1. C'.ntis 0 of 6.. WIo-1 W. tac r55 e~aovqnea

22
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NOISE MALYSIS OF THE EXTERNAL AERODYN41C DIFFUSER APPLIED TO SHIOUDO PROPELLERS
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DopareeIt of Ier~aeoties eed Astronautics siet tesat iieyo"o ld-ots teraction although apqasible lanter-

ASSUCSince the rotor wake In Not well modeled by acawais so disotige of the vortexJ

The generation of impulsive seined commnly called blade slap, due to flaent$ (the rigid-Wake assumption) -a &test deal Note meet be learned free

blade-vortex Isteraction for helicopter rotors is diecocoo. Two cern. are flow Visualization to accurately locate the vectices relative to the blade,. Two

C..oidared: first, blade-vortex tateracties, for which the ftSl. between the potewtial-f 1V models ttid are appropriate for toode-rsor blade isteracie aed

blmadmd vertex Is less then a criticai value such that the satire length of cale-roter tip interaction will mew be discussed.

the blade participates is efficiest seued gaeratleo-liboly to occer for team If we casider the toeem-rotor flow field Isteractiee setched is-fig. I

rotors only. soeoa. blodo-vertes isceraett in which the "oady isceracties ead wt "ea that the *$Mac*e of the blade-vortex isteractien problem to that of

'f the vortex with the tip of the blo to the primary camoe otftse-o-preast a less blade poeciat obliquely aver a Vert"s. Except-woer the blade tip, the

for the sladlo rotor helicopter. far the first type oi blade vertex Isterectioso aerodynamic$ of this Interactien can he modeled am a two~dieesfieal airfoil In

the unstedy lift an the blades 1s calculated usiffg n *%failed lihoar "eady ft *bLIwef Est. Two recent aerodymoir thories have-beeu developeid to predict

erjdynamic theory for oblique blade-vortex Iipteractiess. r the tip dominated the uxtady lift fiuctuatifos a o blade due to an oblique cioscaidel gest. filetas (2)

blede-verrex Interaction. usteady sleodor-body thory Is used to calcunlate the has cessidered the oblique seat ittractia., for iaomspraseible flow. JsheeA (3)

- usteady force on the bld. as it acteor the vertex. A thoofetical model has considered the oblique geat Interactie for subseitc compressible flow. 40woa

for radiated seued due totc-A-traftiftt Lift fluctunations io presented. Fredictions boa lu applied thix theory to the-calcolatise of helicopter airloedsofor blade-

of the directivity, frequency spectrumn and trasiest acoustir signal are presentad. vortex interactiao.

Caclatios of the tratlest-sigmal are precstad io comparsoo with freest In a reetpa W idoell (4) preeed a model for $Sed radiation due to

experimestal remotA. The agreemet is Sued. Particularly far the small, ale this type of blade-vertex isteratice. The reowlts-I this aalysis will be discussed

blade-vortex Interactions. - ad compared with experiments.

While, the inalytic model ot-blade-vertex intoroccion precat In (4) is very

suitable for tha-tandas-reisi totoractiess, It would not correctly prdict the

- Istroduccia, radiated noise dee to nid-etxiaact- eer the tip so the advantiag blade

The seratift Of lift by a helicopter rotor In forward flight to eccompasied aide of a otogie-rotor helicopter. -This ti .tauc the "Stceady aersdysamire assaW

by the creaties of -n sevedyseelt flow field of great comlexity iot hech space m a 1f iste twe-difsaoiasc blade with so tip. This aeredymic waeis1 set

and time. The characteristic-"["e signature is-leagely determined by the able to aceswt-for the wseadises s the tip of the blade rotatee cod move.I

fluctuating loads fs the blades due to sporatias In th's sanmoiforb flow field, oere the vortes.

i. many coors. the apreratis-of the helicopter roco,- produces smelialsive saead. A preliminary treatment of this aspect of blade-vortex interaction. based as

ofe source of this Is due to traaoic flow effects at the tip as the advancing sieader-body theory, will he discussed.

bladestde. A retest paper by Lyon (1) has demonstrated that wben as airfoil changes

Ite forward opeed relative to the flild In ae usteady mssero-oo does a retattas

blade fit forward flight, saved is generated eves though the flow opeed is less

thee sonic-eeryscero. Asother saurce of blade clap to the wMsteady lift flsctuation 1
os a blade doe to isteractiom with the vertex-free another blade. U

Eves When the helicopter oPerates In a condition which subjectively is described SIGL

as non-bafimg. It Is likely that blade.,jrtee isteracties provides loch of

the higher harmonic caetstis the rotational sotor spectrum. As baa bees

noted by nmsy mothers. the boundary hetwees blade-slap noise ed-retational noise

-is ont sharp. belew speeds for which copressible blade slap ca tee rr, both MIMPORTANT SLADI-VORTEX INTERACTIONA

are due to fluctuatng (fores actieg as the blade which although-voty complex are
saute4ss determiistic. The distinction between blade slap-amd rotteel nois

Is Mode for convenience. vewaly on heas of subjfective resoese.

in this paper, we discuo two pvtotial-f low Wn-S for the flotete lift due

to blade-vertex Interaction Wn the resulting Impulsive noise siaaecre. loome

recest esperiotal roltoorce alto Presented.

if we consider the rase flow fields skech in Fig. I we age that the posithi

blade-votexo ixatfiae quits diftfeot for %he single retor cc towared with

the tundra rotor. As Is well boome, fer the toadsn raise, blode-v~rtex isterotlys TAIMI

can take piece ts uhice, the smil between the blade sod "etiee Is mcelt (cay loss them Ft. KTH FTPV4'~ OFGMTO O
W)afd for which a lood portion of the blode will esperieace lguts lift forte. SeNSIE AM TANI HELICOPTER ROTORS.

25I~~3Pr-palsublank
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OULIV2 win wig 10 11A&B-INSIM 1101111CtIO - HSU I

The mest etraight ferward calculation oft he Impeleive m~ee$ dee to blede-vorte

Ieraction Is to ws the model sketchad is pFigre 2. to this mede the oberver

ls onted LB the flid erat di& e 416406te. the location at & vertex, Which If taen

tohe at wat Is the still fieid. The blad en iase the Pesitive V. direction at r
a Loe adste A h h e.,wIch is ebieto the lending ekge by an

a&%te A. Theo vortax height h .s takes e s etant &Ife" the spun. The soundA

gestd by repated eccuesces of ti trasen.is ccu eter thelicepter operatiee,

Is buhilt up ia a simple way fes the fanier creamate, of the timiaist signal. Ihis

"liftied model Caste" the essential features of the blade-vettes Interactions -6

wch eacur foe toed. es, ert do"e st ile the comlexities ot blade rotation. AX
the sentitesm free "toss at each blade alest dee te receclee, the curvature af

the vortex filment asd cheemes in distance between the blade and vortex a&Is% the - o
I length ot the blade. Is the Calculation of-the atesdy lift as the blade a two-U

dimesioneal thacy ts ueed, thee lgeniag thcee-dimomeiesal effects at the tip. The

tinite lemth of the blade Is cosidered eaiy Ia the ateuetic calculation.

A. The tiesteedy Aoedyeasics Of Ilade-Voctax Inteaction

The* unsteedy lift as the blade dee to blede-vortesilateractiee ts calculated

wsing Homeanseteady aeredynamics Is a aser salslgee to the theery at Seers (5) hbo
develeped Ler pWallet Interactions. The westeady lift as the blade Is primerily O

dee to the istcnaties betwee the vertical velocity field of the dleturbosed

-- the solid sitfoil surface. Lisear theory treate this vertical velecity Input as FIG. 3 GEOMETRY OF SLA~g/VONTEX
s imposed vastoedy epwesh field which, Creates the westeedy lift distrtionia s ITRoTP

-the 6irtsll serface esceessnyce satiety the condition of as flew thrug the oateady asradymssics, the blade samicerd %., ad the blade velocity Veare

airfoil. Figure 3 aboe the geesetry sf-the isteracti... As to staedard Is weed as refereece qeeetities. The msediemiseels fraqesey is thee S-'I.. , the

itewhal freqency.

r The velecity tielS a0 a vortex at strength r located adistante h -rom the blade

say he viodated as a distlibecion at obtkom simasldel gusts. Using Faurier

trasferms, ti. vetical velocity field at the airfoil location dee to the vertex

msy he writta

ysna treet1c etwas) Pe aE rmeelvccI 't isesae

W~(s)

So to th~~~~~e esial veriati.. aoews) the ealvrewihaeeov oe

y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~e "N teehoiste rduf.evre an otepl;o "smtfets eoiy

ANM OEF"NTWN OF COORDINATE SYSTEM. 145,5) *L*(S,A) aupli MtANs (~Asl,~l (4)



TMEORETICAL AND EXPERIENITAL STUDIES OF HELICOPTER NOWI DUE TO KIADE-YORTEX INIERMTION

This can be Interpreted as£ssi dal patters of lift 0.d It cooaeectki alo.'a than a Wavelength so that tIs "mateeaiy lift may be Sedaed so a Its of acoustic

the N1540 '11th tonva~tioa speed dipoles, distributed sloog the open, moviagl with voio~ity U 10 the w Iirtciion.

Unoder these conditios the far field v£eo~atic pressore due to a ilagle

U! frequency component of-..stemdy lift caueedhby the oblique sinusoidal &wit was

j for the sisplftst acouetit model, a criterion for very effirientowra fdiation shown to be()

would be U 's the speed of sound. This wouald Correspond to radiatio-Ies a L k *I%#_sin(ksoI(tsnh)fl - (come *in#)/Il - KitoO co0)

disturbance moving at s-superionfic oped with respett to the fisid. Ip I- oO o*'ckhsm_/ -COslt)INcs cs)

5 the unsteady lift for ouch w" oblique susiflal Soat interaction-is available

h from the incompressible flows -%eory of ?Ilsetme (2) or the mere seseral ,tsbeeiscthr ste~iseo h ltaro it wd r h lvr n

theoy ofJ~hsoo 3)-n th azimuth anglos of fig. 2. A Is the angle between the bledO and the vones K Is

the b.'ade Stch nmhsbrt k Is the .-ouotfc sews number it/c. (Eqati~n 9 differsJ L(x.S.A) - flei
2bO)C C0o. _ K (, Ii&e-tI

from eq. 10 of- rof (4) in that an sruts s50mit previously In holes from acoustic

power to acostic pressore for s moving acostit our.ce). touatli 9 ' .dlcates that

Asihe angle A between the hlad and vortex hat a major offet en the-acostic fiold.

k. a snAThis to hersot. the wegls betwseen 04 vortex and blade, doerulnes-the trace .vlocity

of tke Intercttion along the blade. if this trate velotity Is jobsonic, very little

To Obtain the opectir.n of the Itil J,.v.t to blade-vortes intmratki. W~.5.!) from &coustit- power Is ioserated for the Dotuat ing force level which exists at the vsrlos

Eq. 6 is mltiplied by the P'orier trasfocst of tho vortex velocity,- k. 2s expressed spamsiss stations along the blade. In fact, If the iblzdz s6seinfinitely long, exactly

as a funitiso of S. A-factor IICOA apsro In the transformation do to JS. Expressing no sound saild Wa-inecoted by these fluctating forces. (This Iv discososd In wiet

the unsteody lift as a function of frejuecy and A only, we obtaindeali().

1i(0re 4 *ooms th.. maximum amplitude of the directivity fnction defined as

Ssi t...tfi cae si..n/'l - if coeo) COWI) alas

LW.S.A) -(ZtIt1
2
b .)ECLDScos.A.l)e'o x S0 it ~.)* HcSl bttuni-csisngfA.

i'h e 5(I Coal O#) cowlAA/ -CG it/t-9CAV 4)

-Iicee~'vs. elevation .&I*la
rosA for various Combinations of A and Macth numeber Mf. The moot -Iportant feature of these

Filotso has developed a simple antalytia espe"7loo for CL (C1D t.1 carves Is the dependence on A. As the angle between the blade-A..d vortex Increases,

a complex quantity with both magnitude and phase dependent spon. frequency) the acoustic *fficittcy Is greatly reduced. Tht resolts *I1 ef.(4)olwo inditated a

strnts beamlaxgef the signal in a direction normal to the 0I.-de- (soy within 20*).

CL21101cok.A4 Hi - 0) 1os 20 10ei (Ia

.7t .~(I + IA~ S tanA) M-0S

whiere the a-roiynamlt phase shlit bStwoee the ot favor aod lhs unsteady lift Is -0

A.S1 A 30* 60*

sinAA

This syressiox ws-esd In the numerical predictios of the acoustic transint

Signal doe to hi ide-vortox Interaction. A more complete atcow 9 of-these aerodynamic

theories can be found In (2) t#. (3). 0

9. Atoustit Weistlon-fron Itsda-vattex lateractln

is deweleping the expresson for sownd dnnotaed by blade-vertex-Inteactlon. 30 s.

wc coilder the blade translatng merucl is its leading edge is Pace Over the-vertx 3 01

which is at reot ts the still fluid.'& aSketched Is Its. 2. fcr a helicopter In M09

forward fllgh'.. there is & flows liens the hI zii. shich .oald be represented i-Y *weping

ho,' no blade. This a"dltional complication has net been Included. Since the 2 A-09,-'convective Moath numbor tif flov along the blade mover exceeds the forward (light 0

ySpeed of the helicopter. in additien, on the advancing blade mid* Kfl5et* 2bs

Moth W.jer Is the highest, the Soot critiucl condition for noes generatloc it

'' flow c&"pnet *to.05 the blade ie identically ero.

ity (4). a detailed analysis of the acoustic field due tNs A #isgle-freqdeetyso
FIG. 4 MAXIMUM AhWLITUDC OF THE OlftC-.IVITY FUNCTION

S te)5,KWAL 9f ueieadylt1ft- e- pro*gated ecesming tic the bleftechori-t smaller AS A FUNCTION O #;2be 0 .~1 FOR ks, vuI.



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES Of NELICOPT I NOISE r TO liAE-ORTEE NTIATIOS

Stae the Jiroctivity functlca does not coetain the magnitude of the omtedy eaected the core due alleets the level lpificatly tot very close isternrtlons

lift. a furthers odectlea In the signal Is obtained an A licresaes toe to & but Is ovoiectant If the blede passs ely thremopktbe potestial-flow regi. of

decreas is the fluctuating lift. fig (S) takes free (4) indicates the affect on the vore.

the acoustic spectrin of the reductio in unsteady lift doe to tncressi blde l ie hes mow b" to obtain experiamentl daes so, rediated noise duo to blade-

vortex $anle A and blade vortex oplacin h. localiteg that on lact*e. in vortex vertex isteraction in ear paI Jet viad tOIel. ri r S shows s skesatic of the

core aiso is os&lilent to so effective icroess In h. wo can see a redoction is sapeiLuqt (the tassel With the model helicopter roter Sd the Upstrem unle

level and high freqoecy contoest Wold rc~s py n increase in vFtex core site. eeroter) s well as the traesiet acoustic sigl doe to hleds-vertex Interaction

As A approaches " the scostic-ed nrodynamic theories i this Model at 64 seg A-40'. The sceosti eig iure is processed es• Wvefer ducztotr

predict no unsteady lift nW no sond raditios. this is oe rea0s why this whick eotrects the repeated traniee sitl fran the inrorrelsiod heckgreund nise.

model does "stchrcterlse blade-vortex iktersc:ion which occur sear the tip The lower trace shows the roe daet-Cat a reduced scale), the upper trace the extracted

for & singl rotor since these lnteractions occr at meles very close at $0, blsde-vOrtax traselot signal. The left-heed Curves shows the acoustic signal

11) Compleities of the reel flow which have been left out ef the simplified model obtelsd from the model rotor vithot flow Is the tunnel. This Oesl Is just the

met the he ce-exsatiod. rottloel nols of the modol rotor is hover. The right-bad curves show the scoustic

@sgot des to blade-versat isteractioa - the vortex beims generated upotreas in

-t0 oOhe tunnel by a fled vortex S ,gseator. The prece e g ef the .iesal by the ve

enAlyser inprsves the clarity of the ctamiset signal is comparisn with the raw

ho 2. ID 0.5 0.25 005

-10 A -
o LABORATORY MODEL ROTOR EXPERIMENTS

-----THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

0.I 1.S-i 00lO. -,00 VOTEX CORE SIZE.38 ICE

bob. m 0.0\5 XPERIEITCHEER

U2000
FIG. 5 NORMALIZED SPECTRA OF THE TRANSENT .,,,.

BLADE/VORTEX INTERACTION AS A FUNCTION :OR
OF 5; A-BLADE/VORTEX ANGLE, h.BLADEi/
VORTEX SEPARATION. ISZEOOUBLEDg T ait-?

VOTXSEAAIO.9 CORE SIZE DOBE

Sow. of-the es.lteet .. pertmootol -fata v had acros tkvon the areostic als- 0

atur de to hiede-vortas interaction Woe obtained by koing Vertol (6) osina T I

the • ol rticor of WCormick (1). The coeparison between the pesk to pek prooore 90
in the trsetoeet e stitc signal as obtesed (fee the esperlnt sA as predictod

fG,) the therosticl eadol are shows in fig. 6 sod 7. tAke ftem (4). Alos show

ato hetch el-the trastet acoooticpulse (ree hth the theoretlcal prf4ctiott
65 . . . u. . . . .a.

nc4 the esxpasst. Wet, felt that the do ste pso obtoaie In-the sperim 0 1.0 2.0
th r.Cho tit-of rcrloctian of mean nAsrby oarlfe*. This ws lootqr C€ftred whoa BLADE/VORTEX SPACING h -- INCHES

we OM .'4 our V-... .,sv .tel results. Also shown to 1g.-6-i. the theorottcal FIG. 6EFFECT OF TIP VORTEX CORE SIZE ON HELICOPTER
pedictiv Of the eff et Of a ch ?ge in core ese On th# 11e61. tS WeUid be NOISE DUE TO BLADE/VORTEX INTERACTION.

8j



THEOBETICAL AID'EIPERIIOTAL STUDIIS OF HELICOPTER NOISE DUE TO ILALC-YORTI C INTERACTIONi

- THEORY date. ThM typical shape of the blede-verten leteracton traaseet-is clearly

* h. 0"o visible Ilk the processed signal. one Can I al e the reflected pulse from the

* h Is - /4" EXPERIMENT concrete ceiling-(the ceiling wilt evestualty be covered wsitlh an asechoic treatment).

h- I" This reflected pul se is such clearer In sese of the acousetic date which will beJ

110 -Preented later in this Paper.

EXPERIMENT THEORY tn order to predict the trasient acousatic pulse one mast knos the tangentialj

t velocity distribution In the vortex. This wsa obtainedi by measuring the vorticity

(%lA P distribution in the vortex (sear the point of Intersection) with the vorticity meter

§105 J developed by MicCormick (8). The experimentally dotvteined vt~rtictty Jiscrihution

and the Calculated tangential velocity distributions are shewn in Fir. 9. In
a.

applying the analytical prediction method for Intersection throuagh the vortel

tote, the vortex-io modeled as a potential vortex with the effective distance and100
01 circulation chosen so as to match both the location and magnitude of the malmas

l i i i normal velocity at the blate.

'06 The exsperinici results for the peek-to-peek presonre In the transient acoustic

-95 11A0 $s":ua, present in the form 20 log IF re 001 ab ye. the blade-vortex separation

h In inac s are rsented In Figs, 10. It. 12 and 13 for values of blade-vortenx

h~ 1/4" interactio n agle .of 0% It%. 38.S* "-63%V The resulta Indicate a rapid decrease

0%) It, SPL as A cod ha Increase. The agreent-betseen-theory and enperiment is certAirly

90 it ~ \f ~ * 1 '~ acceptable considering the sisplirity Of-.-he model. in replacing a rotating blade
h ~ I Interatting with a vortex wiith a finite leegth blade translating over a vortex,

oft does not irw-preciaely hey to choose the effective translational velocity anad

the effective hiade Interaction length. The agreement between theory sr.4 experiment

85
0 10 20 30- 40 50 Is poor for very large Interaction angles$ (A45). This Is to be expected &Inc. meony

of the asuaiptino In the simple model are sot vAIlJ as the blede-vortex lnteractio..r

BLADE/I VORTEX ANGLE A - DEGREES occurs near the tip region. The present -cc.&Jyticondel seems to unlerpredict the

FIG.? COMPARISON -OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT ON THE r~ac-os lhuhw osdrtepraitlrvlst rsrhtPeii-r

EFFECT OF BLADE/VORTEX ANGLE AND SPACING
ON THE TRANSIENT SIGNAL ItIsBLADE/VORTEX
SPAC ING ROTOR -RPM Is1500.

2000--
UA) "M'vR ROTATIONAL NOGSE (9) S..AOE - SLAP SIGNAL

UffER TRACE 1S *fERAGIEO TRAINIEWE SIGNAL; LOWER TRACE 1ISRAW DATA

ra "K 120 -

w fwoo T t*EIL 3FPDE
KV V60MPH

- f VORTEX GfEERATORN

000 0.

400 001

i9r 1-1 1 IZ2 0 05 10 is

tip VOTEX
.$-EXPERIMENT -TO MEASME_ TRANS -IENT ACOUSTIC SIGNAL OUE TO FI MEASuREDOvoaiCiTy 0aSTAIBUTION AND COMPUTED TANOIENTIAL VELOCITY OIStR*ffaw

KADE -VORTEX INeTERACTION. Or ryE VOgtCX.
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IddI02 0

0° 05 o 9Ito
' 070R0

Ito. 00 0s6IT/L 095
0 0

ORO P cOE RAU$•06 III

-J - THEORY C.8 O. EPRIEN .6

___ ,______ _,____I I - I I
-2 -IV2 -1 -/2 0 l/2 1-11/2 2 1/2 0 -102 -I -11/2-2 -2I/2-3

h (INCH) hi (IN)

FIG. 10 THE EFFECT OF SPACING BETWEEN TIP VORTEX AND ROTOR ON FIG. 13 T l EFFCT OF SPACING KETW EN VORTEX AN ROTOR ON

SPL OF TRAN SIENT SIGNAL ; A" 0. SPL OF TRANSIENT SIGNAL ; A oG3S °

0 4V 100 70,0 RRPMec 4ed1$swteoeeO teteeetple o iedA

MIKE V.60 PH I since the isechoic treatSent has not yet bees applied to the veils of the tenst es.

A' T e' A .&
CORE

r 
RAIU0"ICI 9L V V,60MPH

U4 
,  

*,O~OR ew€• fee, I Je the aeplenta el. fom ciesayit palie The on- erieefit" 63

mOoNC( R * 50S* remit. show easy refiatien fro, the veils of the ve€iesere which sake the Stetpre-

0 l~111 ej~

POSITION 73. S*

*Ofi~ . * 66.6* teties Sf jeet what . enitte the bleds-elap aigS~tere a bit difflcvsit. The
I10- THORYso pel hbees Adefifie a a ref*-eetis fre the OeRiYi wth later returns

THaie of the f teiv o4 the #r i3t ed d

-The effe~t of rotor saie~lr veiocity om ip I• ehnm h Fig. ha. In thus

4, J0 pereient the circeilee .f the vertex wa. held to,,tas. The thnoreic.itarl

O*0O ~ ~ %Apredicts so incress An Sn. proportiess~i to U
4, 

the eseriest saggeets tC
5

it

O.1.o EXPERIMENT Ioigfeetewll sadlh le.Teasyi edet~~ oarewt h

"[I an ecteal, helicopter (heilegn the lift €onetett) the circulation yowl8 be

-2 I 1 -- J rophiy iovers to te velocity o that the bsd-1sp 1i20 -r1 S1L o12i2 -d -

h (INCH) 2 This hevever igeors the effett of this ch(sIN ) i operating €ondition on

FIG. II THE EFFECT OF SPACING BETWEEN VORTEX AND ROTOR ON SPL heth the OeeF €*reelse and the BlsJe-vetee aEpeectiWs-Ebe h vEy N ROtOt

OF TRANSIENT SIGNAL ; A s•i. SerLtere in deteRsAnieg the bIado NAl;p si trs.

r 
" I - THEOY -A 31.9*

oT ,w 0 EXPERIMENT cam700RPM

-4

0.0

0 0

J- 0 0

80 I, j 0-9/2 0 - //2 -I -11/2 -2h (INCHES) a

FIG. 12 THE EFFECT OF SPACING BETWEEN VORTEX AND ROTOR b-
OSOF TRANSIENT SIGNAL paamtesnetrmnig



THE(ORETICAL. AN EXPERIHMETAL STUDIECS OF-HELICOPTER NOISE MIJ TO SLOXOEiTEX INIERACTION

.EXPERIMENT THEORY
120

hxO~ .. 115 9

ollOO

V0 0.FOSITIOIN III 35

h-0.625* . r -i1.7 FT2 /SEC
k !2100 A rff-25.1 FT2 /SEC

CORE RAIUS - 0788
C. THEORY

95 o.& EXPERIMEN

100 200 400 600 800
ROTOR RPM

FIG, I6 EFFECT OF-ROTOR ANGULAR VELOCITY ON SPL OF TRANSIENT
SIGNAL.

FIG. 14 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL
PREDICTIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC PULSE DUE TO
BLADE -VORTEX INTERACTION; -As I .

IMLSIVE NOISE DU_- TO-TIP iXTEgACIC' -- HWtEL 11

EXPERMENTTHEO Y whle the analytic model of blade-vortex Interaction io very suitable for

the tandem rotor Interactions, it does not correctly predict-tie radistvd noise

due toblade-vortex interaction mear the tip on the advancinp blade side of a

single rotor helicopter. This Is becasse the unsteady aerodynamics assume# an '

hzO.25* "L infinite (two-diaensional) blade with ro tip. lhis ae.rodynmic model is not able

to accodtit for the steadisess a4 the tip of the blade rotates and moves Over the

vortex.

qualitatively, w expect the force on the blade doe-to blade-vortex Inter-

action to behave as shown (fig. 17). W~hen the blade is In position (1) the net -4

force due to the presence of the vortex Is smail, in position (4) It is also *Aall I

beczuse the positive and negative forces along the sp..n wilt nearly cancel. However.

h-0.5 "an the blae moves from (1) to (4) a negative force will te felt as the tip Interacts

with the negative dowwwaob of the vortex; the net usteady force, Fit). ahoold

behave as shetched. The radiated noise is determined by thse race-of-chapse of

this force dF (0).

Weo will argue that since the rate of change of angle of attach at the tip doe

to the presence of the vortex, especially In the situation whore the Vortes It very

close to the surface of the wing the unsteady flow field my be analyxed by applying

slander body theory to the tip region. this of course Is not valid In from the tip.

h22.75' Although ana:ytic difficuiti- orreent a rigorous maghohig-to a two-dimensional or
vv iifhing-linxethtory for the rest of the hlade, we feel that come insight Into posible

optin-a tip )Wa~ form-shapes might be gained by applyimp tie niaple Ideas Of slender-. -

hody thedr/ rather-thAn-attet a complete numerical trtalment of the fall three-

dimensionsal unsteady aerodynamics of the tip. Slender-body cbvory does hcw'er
FIG. IS- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -AND THEORETICAL

PREDICTIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC PULSE DUE TO hive& a o er of peculiar fvatores even in steady flow which are difficult to

BLADE -VORTEX INTERACTION; Axr 630. accept for heliceptir-biede tips.as will he svon.
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FCI)tie I" PIgs the grsaflsv has a smL-Lafwate plate and a vertex. the peteatlal

f~r~) of the flaow cgs be famed throw*h scfau -- Christeffel trasfs,,ati.

4

dt

-7I

rbr

FI.I3LD-OTXITRCINNA

FIG. I? BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTION IN THE THE TIP ANDD -OTE -NATONNEAR
ROTOR TIP REGION. FLOW IN THE CROSS-FLOW PLANE.

Figure IS shows the geometry of blade-vortex interaction at the tip in r 4 $i ,2 i , r2

,/.tch the coordinate system Is so chosen that &an, q axes Are on the blade with the -7 coo (070- .r ccc C*yI
2
) (13)

C aeis parallel to the vortex while the fteale is norsal and pases. through the

nttrsectioa of leading edoe and trailing edge (in the case shown in figure 1s, the - too,4-i 02 - ,tn(/2

tip edge is also treated as a trailing edge). Since the vote-flant Is /F coo (0/2) + .-,-rCGS (01 12)
static with respect to Oft fluid (under the rigid wake assumption) In this

where
coordinate system. the free Strom velocity V1 It In thet Caxis-direcion and

the bled. to moving In an direction with velocity V. Bo1th Vand are&t functIonq 101C - 0 
2 

4, t2l 1 11 00

of flighnt speed ad sadvante ratio. They are also functirna of time hut for the *ton',*~ (15)

short period of -InteractIon, they are Asumed to be uniform for siaiplictty. Ar 1n + h2I (16)

from eay espertmer.tal works sach am Steen. Pacif ica and Jon#* (9) and

Plercy 04.) It te-found that the-corn dimeter of- the tip vortices tre of the order-of r ton"~ (?

one tenth of the blade c04rd. This fact alias. the use of niendorbody theor,

to calculate the anstoody fonrce acted on the blade and thnus Its tie derivative.

Cand t exist at parameters Ii n ffor straight leading edge
I4 *ORSs tVe stender-body thory, three-dimeno."l unsteady compressible flow

probiemtas be-reduced to tvc-i io~cl steady Incompeosihle fiow In the cross- I (C. t) . V C t* Cc.t 1
flew Flace wtth the third spae coordtnate and time a parameters j)

0 
the governing

squetlanIs ,dnee AL to the Interaction eagle with leading *doe.

So the pressure com be wflttes as

1" - 4 -0f (I+ )flt Lo
.4 tp U -(! + Vt1 1~) - -oV(l ri :a('It(

-8ad the pressure Is given by

at 44with MAI~t gives by (IS)

2
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P 0V( + tan 
4
L~O _I Vf L 3C (20) VC/Vf 10,25 - Cf(T, t0 ) Cf/( r

IL a 15" 20 oV

h/b 0o02 -~~Ji
In this process, the onsteady part of theareooro in written in term of the I- ) BLADE TIP- 0

Steady "ft. this wil simplify theipaCe integration process to get the force. 5 4 3 2 0
r n the slopie-body theory, te portion ef the blade after the interection t V

of leading aij eand trailing de Vill se no oetribtuton to the lifting force L. o/Vt

LE -OL

.o V ( 1. + t n , .a ., 0 4 0 L o1

rhere --40

since f n rc oatinuoa At the loadingtedge ie n0by

wth (1) substitute Into (2J)-m
f 0ASYMPTOTIC LINE -(I+Vo -fil /Vf -

f~fnIt)* Alf0 0 d (2)11 -.
(ta S tana -1'A..
i t)

- . t) - (2 2) * :)

FIG. 19 THE SECTION L IFT COEFFICIENTS FROM SLENDER--
- e section lit Cwoefocent C n be obtaine a BODY THEORY AND LIFTING LINE THEORY AT THE

TIP REGION.

fi.; t) if C -L .010

Cf t) Qs: ; t /o (.* Before W1 *valualte the force and its timei derivative. we first exaine

the characteristic of the "unsteadiness" of the two parts of the force due to the

(I + ISt a Z A-, Coo (')./2) tip region and due to the rest-ofthe blade.
it If t int (t) A ' - ) C The second part of the facts, which can be obtained fr . two-dlmenslonaltheory.

has a1 definite [it dstribution which depends only on the angle of attack, lnce,

But It should be noted tLat this result Is applicable only to the tip region of Its "un*teIdiness- cms jua2froa Its uniform translation along the blade. From

the blade while away from it two dlimenalonal-lifting line theory should be early c'onsideration tar-the tipvinteraction of single rotor, this translation speed

used to calculate the section lift oefficient. ent gives I very hot arid tse aBoDY tlE radiation LrIN ths tranHtatin torte Is ngligible.

So tte effective force that contributes to the coustic radiation Is only

Cf2t (r tip n that due to the t e reoe

b (t- t) r (t)- ftr, on

f a (26) pit o2b the I fore which ca) he ohialoe f0., (20)lenonlho

-a If--) -
With (2$) 4ubstitutt4 Into (2T),ethes oecomes

Sr Vf(

rtrf(,) - tn )x
(o orrectly eso l h te th resj loo an pInteried late three-dm tnsip on of (2)

thoud be ued. This may be Investioated In the future.) f(r. -t) tAnhi t4; A-, o. (- ,2)

In Fig. 19 C I (it) and Cf (20 I t)-for given Vc. 6 
L 
And h are plotted for

various times. h r. + A
r 

- r m in (0,,72)eftcoo' hea etion b ..e . h g-ve o i er n n the ah-eoy frd ethist'tn. foces (9 1g)igb

to calculate the force should be ¢hng@d-froo the tip slender.!ody theory oo the the fl fe derivative o th t forct o t otvrn by

t r41mlon4l ifting line theory. Thenthe total forte on the blahe t rll be "JC(

r
s  

r. (2) .
I [ C ( (C;€ ) d , I 

I 
) I( 
D  
f ' s 0 d f " I 0 2tn ~ ( r - , * C os. - / ) ( r t e ( , .Z

(r rC

___ h0rfl 26 1 (c 1/ CV (bIti. lI**(8



THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF HELICOPTER NOISE OK TO SLADCVORTI IITERACTION

-this is the strength of the acoustic dipole and the acoustic pressure field

can *&oily be Calculated.r

The vaius of rs remains as aren qaestieo. It my depend oa the usteedinss

I.e. Vc. Results-from (30) are plotted in rig. 20 by choosing a cutoff of one

chord ie,.gth; this sovwe the shape of the impulse qualitatively.

From (30) we can see that the magnitude of the time derivative of force Increases

with VC and a L' This suggest that It cam be reduced by modifying the rotor OWd

blade design.

first consider Vfor a given flight speed. V Ccan be reduced by reducing the .

advance ratio with the extrem limit Vo -0 at hovering.

FThe leading edge Interaction age 6 L depends on both the Interaction angle A
and the swpt angle of leading edge (rig. 21). 

4 
L Is decreasing as A Increaes.

this can be acceeplished by two ways -- reduce the advance ratio and increase the

number of blades. To Increase the snmer of blades has another benefit that the

loading; on each blade Is reduced and thus the strength of the tip vortices can

be reduced. 4 L an also be reduced by having a swept forward leading edge near the -

tip-, thin Is described geoeetrically In rig. 21.

To sumarz, cth blade slap noise of a single rotor can be reduced by having a

smaller advance ratio, more blades on the rotor and a swept forward leading edge

near the tip of the blade. Of course., the nois could loe further reduced by-

rdcing the flight-speed Ad grcoo weight.

redo LOPLliSliNS

hav prsetedthe sutac ou ogoig teoetial ede~rnesalFIG. 21 MODIFIED BLADE TIP WITH-SWEPT-We av prsetedth wolt-efOu OROIS t*O~tislandexerienalFORWARD LEADING EDGE.
studies of signatuta due to bladet-vortex: interaction. The experimental and

theoretical results-ohtained to date clearly deninstrat* the ability of

simple unsteady potential flow models to predict the bisde-slap signature. The

analysis cf the tip region using slender body theory Is still in the very

Preliminary stages. We. would hope=to obtain soee-insiiht Into possible optimum tip aaFEIKi9c

shop$ t ttwe lad slp wie ad t tet teseconcptsin he indtunel.1. f. M. Lycin, "Radiation of Sound by Airfoils that Accelerate near the
Speed of Sound." J3. Acaust . Sao. Amr. 49. pei-90t q7 i~).i

2. L. T. Pi'lots. "Theory of Airfoil Reopanse-In a Gusty Atmosphere--PartI
8 r Aeredynamic Tresefer ?motion." tnit. fer Asespace Studies, Univ. of Toronto.

et, /64- UTIAS Sop. Nio. 139. APog 6R-ZISMy-(Ott. 1%)
3. if. Johses. "A Lifting Surface Solutien for Vertex Inuced Ailbeds and

0. O Its Application to Rotary Wing Airioods Celtulationso" AeroolastIic and Struct.
CF-1 2 2 too. Lob. MIT. Camridge. Mase.. ASgL TR 153-2 (Apr, - 1970).

0.2

y~i ; 0. - . S. 9. Vidnall. "Nelicter Noit" dues tlnde-Vortex interaction."

l'O Motion." J. Franktlin lost. 230. 95-111 (1940).-

0.2 6t. S. C. Riedel med J1. 0. Scheirer. "Acoustics Dais Obtained from blade/Vortex
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a., p.. (Oun 1970).
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[SYNTHESIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR rIPS FOR LESS NOISE the center or pressure fixed. The actual constraints employed

Richard H. -Lyont. William 0. Mark. and Robert V. Pyle. Jr. aedsusdblw

SIl eraeb sad Ne:uan Inc. It is not necessary to point out that designjing airfoils by

Cabridae Masachuset 23 acoustical consideration Is unusual. To aercdynamieiStS such an

approach may seem naive and presumptive. But we do no' minimize
ABSTRACT the acrodynamlo problems. The design suggestiors offered here

hertclAnd computational studies of rotor tip sound are only partial. Sufficient freedom will be available alter

radiation have been conducted for the purpose of designing rotor the acoustical design is complete to allow for aerodynamic per-

tips that radiate less sound in speciried-Frequency bands. Con- Formance optimization, which must Include both acoustical end

sideratlon is given to radiation due to lift and thickness eF- aerod~namic experim~entation. We do-Feel, however, that our

recta. Effects of unsteady vortex shedding an lift radiation approach - the definition OF thickness and irt distributions

are examined. It is shown that lift radiation Is generally neg- through acoustical considerations -is a viable and desirable

§ ligible In comparison with thickness radiation. A computational procedure.

algorithm Is developed for the synthesis Of tip shapes that

couse minimum thickness radiation In specified frequency bands. 1I. RADIATION BY LIFT AND THICKNESS EFFECTS

Nlumerical results are obtained-for tip shapes that minimizce high- In HeF. 1, a particular model is used for the calculation oF
frequency radiation, and a substantial reduction of radiation lit h on aito.TertrtpInoee :a"opd"
comparison with existing shapes Is shown. The uncertainty prin-Anailysmerchpewtlftndogtunlscin

ciple is used-to establish a-Fundamertal relationship between the area (LSA) Identical to that oF the tip zection. Further, the
tip section-choN length and-the minimum possible cutoFF fre-litadreefcsaerpae-bboyocendvum -
quency for effective suppression oF high-frequency sound. Factors lct itiuin ln h xso h opd.Tuw
that aFrect trade-oFm letween-choices of airroil section and

replace a boundary value problem on an airfoil thiat has dimen-

planor= re dscused.slgns In Feet with on inhcoogeneous wave equation problem %here
the source terms are concentrated -along a single line, It 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
worthrwhile Slr.cusrlng the l1mitations that may result rom this

It. this-paper, we present-the results oF theoretical and approximation.

czmputat.ional studies OF rotor-t'p sound radiation. The purposeTharaefcalncntoraedsadirbuonr
of the rusearzh is the design-or rotor tips that-radiate loss

simple sources over the tip planrorm. GenreAlly, thes,, sources
sound In particular frequency bands. By design, we mean theprdcnonmaveciyIth lbt nwihte re*-ac.
selection or a combination of planrorn and airroil section shapesThsterid cnayodtt Iaumtclystaldfr
based on a-o-istical and aerodynamic Considerations. The sound

th~n airfoils. In-addition, ax we showed In Hier. 1,-the direc-
radiation that de consider is-that due to compressibility effects

tion of sound radiation from the rreat effect I.- very strongly
that are Important is the iMach-number of the advancing rotor tip

apprachs unty.forward. hus, In the spanwise direction, the trace wavelength
appoahe unity.:1 qielag pae o h i

.hFo theoryin orennr isun rauiteo laroe acc-lparedn to the t3hp
Th hoyO on aito ro ceeaigarol a panlenglh. This Foans that the radiated sound Is Insensitive

been presented In another paper t1l. Sound radiatlen i3 due bill- to the distribution oF volume velocity In thin aimension. The

to the lift distribution on the tip and to the longitudinal aee- volume vilcitj may therefore be concentrated . .to a-line In the

tien area. Since a Functional-relation was developed between tie chordise ,iirotLI-n.

radiated Sound spectrum and these Functions, it is Implicit that
The ' 'Atlflaatlon for the it-oyfor.:, replacement 1z

we sho-uld be-abli to dcrive-tiP shapes that will-radiate less
more diFricult. In part It. Is, as we shall see, that the lift

sound, at least In snne frequency bands.
radiation Is :o muil, weaker than-the area radiation that it.

As we seek other shapes however, It will be necessary to Is- .oeanlt much matter what we assume-as long an. we get a "bal

pose constraints on the area and lift distrIbutions. The area park" estimate. Weo can, however, do better than thiat.

function mrist be ponitive. Weo can keep the tip volume censtant.
The dipole-din'.rIbutlon over-the planrorm represent.Ing M,~

by fixing the-Integral oF the-area Functlen, and the center oF
lift 3tr 3s wonuld produce nersozro vel.5cltler In tii- plane oF the

gravity is Fixedi If the Fir~t-moment of area i% fixed, In the
aIrroil; tberefore, the rigid surr~ace OF the aI1'Foll will aFrect.

Cas39 oF the-lirt distribution, we night like to keep the total terd&lnfo hs ore.W odt s.mttesz
lrt, the pitching moment (first chorewlse mome:nt of 11.00, andF

1,F this IFFec:t that we nre not, hccounting for. vfo can do thiv

epreenty. ro~en~rOF ~eehniel hg~ner~r~,2as~iaclurets y noting that Ftowas Williams has. shown that supersonic! multi-
lrentituto nF-Teehnology, Cambr~doge, 'as~achmoetts 02139. poles radiate independeatly oF each ather Il.')
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SYNTHESIS OF HELICOPTE RYTO TIPS FOR LESS NOISE

Thus, at least for the supersonic wavenumbera describing the

source distribution, the effect of an infinite rigid plane passed

through the plane between the positive and negative monopoles 100

akilng up the elementary dipoles is to increase the sound radia-

tion by 6 dB (3 dB for each side c' the plane). Since-tte actual T K
rigid plane is the size of the tip planform, the radiation aug- 

SPL

mentation will be less than 6 dB. With the-infinite rigid plane 60

inserted, the justification for col.apsing the dipoles into a

chordwise line is-the same as abnve, since the radiation from the 40

lift distribution is also very strongly forward [Z]. LIFT-/

In Rer. 1. the lift force per unit length In the chordwise 0O

direction is given by O 0.2 0. I sii

Fig. 2. One-third octave band spectra for thickness and lift
L(x) - PVt Q(t) IBCp(X)) . (1) radiation including high-frequency vortex shedding. (See text

for parameters.)

The product BC is proportional-to the Incremental lift force per We can include the effects of unsteady vorticity shedding

radian increase In angle of attack, and is expressed in Ref. 3 from the rotor tip by postulating a "high frequency" component in

by the product the angle of attack. As an example, we have assumed the same

conditions as those for Fig. 1. but have added a fluctuating

" BC( a-- -. (2) angle or attack of I degree &aplitude at the 50th harmonic of the
rotor rotation rate-(frequency of vortex shedding - 250-Hz). The

where the two factors on the rhs of Eq. 2 are tabulated for varl- results of this calculation are-shown In Pig. 2. Note that the

ous airfoils. a~ugmentation In radiation is quite broad band, and does not show

Applying the formulation of Ref. 1. we have calculated the up in the k50 Hz band at all. 7his example does showhowever,

sound-power radiated by an airfoil of the following specifications: that excessive fluctuation In the shed vorticity during the for-

ward sweep of the blade may cause lift radlation that could ccn-s, ection shape IIACA 0012 Rotor Disk Dlaneter 48 fl.

C3 pete with thickness radiation in the higher bands.Chord Length 18 in. RP 300 (b Hz)

Niumber of Bladvs 2 Tne princinal lesson from the foregoing, Insofar as design

Tip ran 56 in. Forward Speed 333 fO/sec is concerned, Is that we can concentrate on mininillng thickness

Average Angle or 80 Advancing Tip NAch 0.96 radiation. This circumstance is fortunate-since the relation be-
Attack No.

tween tip shape and thickness radiation 13 very direct, while the

The radiated sound power Is expressed as the =.s. pressure at lift distribution depends on-shape In a rather complicated

50 ft-averaged over all directions. The results of the calcula- fashion (3]. Thus. our approach Is to synthesize tip shapes for

tione are shown In Fig. 1. The difference In level In nearly all minimal noise, under certain constraints. We can then-look at

bands is at least- 0 dB and in tne higher bands It approaches the pressure distributions on these derived "optimal" shapes from

70 dB. Thus, even with a 6 d3 augmentaticn of lift radiatIon due the viewpoint of flow sepiration and lift-radiation. If they ap-

to blade baffling effects, our conclusion that lift radiation Is pear to be acceptable, they will become candidates for-a new tip

unimportant would not be affected, design, to be studied experimentally.

to Ill. -MATHEMATICAL-FORULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In Hef. 1, the LSA function A(X) was espanded in an cape-

nential Fourier series,

so , THCNSSAelkx0X< (3)

SPL m-

60 where k, - 2mi/t. The period-i Is the spacing between rotor Lips

in the rotor model used In Ref. 1; each Interval i Contains one

40 rotor tip. It Was shown in Ref. I that,-fcr practicbl purposes,

there ix a one-to-ore correspondence between the frequency spec-

Strum of thicknCss radiation-and the squared magnitudes IjA' of

the expansion coefficients of AIx). The radiatud angular fre-

Is. I. One-third octave band spectra for thickness and lift quenoy corresponding to a spatial wavenumber Is ckm, c being
radiation. (See-te, for parameters.) the speed of sound. We can therefore find optimal ISA functions
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by minimizing the values or IA, over chosen wavenumber bands, Eq. 8 permits. the minimi:ation or ik()l' over given bands,

where the minimization Is subject to an appropriate set cf con- subject only to the constraint of Eq. 9, would lead to minimizing

straints applied to the function A(M). functions A(%) that tend to be symmletric about the midehord

point x - L/2. This aerodynamically undesirable result can be
The expansion coetricients in Eq. 3 are

controlled by additionally constraining the -rirt moment of A(x):

dxI A(x)dx - MK , (10)

which Is also-the-Fourier transform or A(x) evaluated at wave-

rumber k,. We can therefore formulate the optimization problem where M, i: specified. Equations 9 and 10, taken together, are

ins of the Fourier integrals, equivalent to constraining the area and center of gravity or

A(s). It Is clear that intolligent choices ror X. and M, will ji ~A(x) - I-; ek
Adk * -x'( not be independent of the choices for the-bounding runctions

a(x) and b(x).

iCk) dAx)e'kx x , (6)
S. Formulation-of Problem in Terms of Sepled Area runctions

instead of Fourier series. The optimization problem Is thus .e

reduced to minimizing the integral For numerical solution of the minimization problem, the limit

I if ,gC(k) l dk (7) constraint- described by Eq. 8 Is, In large measure, the deternin-

Ing factor In-our choice or method or representing the LXA

where V(k) Is unonnegative real spectrum weighting unction function. Thisis because It must be possible to conveniently

that 13 chosen-to be-large over the range of-k-where we wish to transform this constraint to whatever representation of the LSA

=InImize IX(k)i.-and where the admissible A(s) are-required to function we decide upon. This transformation Is most easily

satisry an appropriate set of constraints, carried out if we base our representation or A(s) on an approprl-

ate set or-the-sample values A3 * A(xj). It-will be convenient

A. Choice of Constraints to use equally spaced saples; that is. - 31, 3 * 0,1,..., ii,

where A Is the sampling interval, and where H - L,/. For values

The LZA function A(x) must be constrained-in the ninilization or x it xj, A(x)-is defindd rrom the set orcsnrples A,,

process so that it-will be possible to design-an aerodynamically j 0,1,..., _1-by interpt:wtion. Our representation of A(s) can

acceptable tip from the minimizing A(x) runction by chosing an thus be expressed-as

approprlate t1ip planform. (Factors afrectinr this choice are I
discussed In c. IV.) To help insure that the-minli:ing frm A(x) - J Ajw3 (x) , Aj - A(JA) (11)

or A(x) is "reasonable", we shall constrain-the admissible class

of A(x) to those-runctions lying between appropriately speciried where

upper and lower bounds which are runctions or-x. That is, the wJ(x) - w(x-JA) , (12)

admissible A(s) shall be constrained to satisfy
where w(C) Is an approprlate Interpolating function with the

a(x)IA(x)O(x}) OcxcL (8) properties

where a() and-b(x) are these bounds, and where L is the maxlu= w(O) - 1 (13)

chori of thetip-section under consideration. At the very least, v(nA)-. 0, m - 1, :2,... (

1i is clear that-A(x) must be constrained to-be positive and J

finite; that is, a(x),0 and b(x)(-. In most or our numerical work we have used-for the interpolatinng

function
If If(k)' were to be minimized over a-certain interval or

X subject only-to the constraint or Eq. 8, it-ls clear that the w(C)- -.*sinhCeeC/A)

mini~izg A(x) function would tend to fall on-the lower bounding
function a(x), since the requireoent thwt 11(k)12 be small tavern hich is a generalization or an interpolating runcticn suggested

by Lerner E4J. The decay or the tails of Eq. 15 is controlled

all values or A(x). uch behavior unnecessarily restricts theV by the paraetcr=O. For large 0, the tails-have strong decay,
shape of A(s) and-can-be avoided by also constrainIng the area or

AW -I~e, b-reu~rng tat he kdms~lle-Ax) lsosatsrywhereas, as e-0. the rha or Eq. 15 approaches the familiar2 A(s) - i.e., by-requiring that the admissible-A(s) also satisfy

usin(sC/1)Jx/AJO. . For rost or our numerical work, we have

L A(x) dx , (9) used 0 0.4.

To mlnlnize-the- intogral or Eq. 7 subject to the constraints

where 4, Is a specified number. or Eqs. 8-10, It i3 first ncessary to express I (k ll in terms

We shall require-A(s) to satisry one additional constraint, of A(x) as *.eprecoMted by Eq. I. Arter carrying out the Into-

It Is shown in Appendix A that, Insofar as-the constraint of gration In Eq. 7,-we can then express the integral I as an ex-
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pli:It function of A4, Al,...,AN. erxt, we must espsess the eonstraints in Eqs. 8-10 In terms

or the-LSA function-samples A,,Ab,.. .,#A. Fro Eqs. 11-13, we
Deflning imedlately hav for the limit- constraln;

.(k) .j (6) a A'-b , J0, l... AN , Contraint A (25)

we obtain, by substituting Eq. 11 Into Eq. 6, where

i(k) A (A3 k) (1) a(j) , J,,... ,N A (26)

3.0
and

Multiplying Eq. 17 by Its complex conjugate yields

b * (JA) *J*,1,.... (27)

a ere specified sets of numbers. From Eqs. 6, 17, and 19, we have

for the -volume constraint

A; Av(k);*(k)OI IAjAmCj(k);Z(k)+wjv(k)w,,(k)3
0I A - Constra. n. 3 * (28)

I A AIw(k)1O2rIAjAmRtE"wk);'(k)I (18) waere, from Eq. 20, it follows- that
3.0 e m

where the-asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, and where ;(O) * _w(C) dC A (29)

RE~] denotes the-real part or-the quantity-wtthin the ls the area under the Interpolating function. Turning to the
brackets. We now substitute Eq. 12 Into Eq. 16 and hen-intro- first Moment constraint, we have-by difrerentiating Eqs. 6 and 17.
due the change of variable E - x-*:

and then combining-the result3zwlth Eq. 10

-;(k) - J w(x-.3)eitX dx N
I M, - isI A;;(o) , (30)

J.0-

eikj4;(k) A (19) where the prime denotes differentiation. Next, we differentiate

where we-have used the definition Eq. i9gand combine-the result with Eq. 30-which gives, after sone

F(k) 4 w(C) e•ikC dC_. 
(20) rearrangements

Comblning Eqs. 18 and 19 yields 
j OUA+Y }Aj (0) A (31)

N here

IA(k)I' -l(k)llt I AJ+2J-AAcos(k(=-)I.)) f"
3.0 3cr.

3  
i = , (32)

N N n

-(k)'{ at A 'eiIcos(kn&)) ! • 21) according to Eq. 20. tittce that y is the-center of gravity of
n-1 n n . -

the Interpolating runction w(C); thus y Is-zero for symmetric
One can~ohcw that as i.0, Eq. 21=becomes In the lit interpolating functi.ns such a Eq. 15. Equation 31 Is-the

2 L -A(x)A(x.Udxlcos(k)d. (.2) desired-expreslon for the first-moment constraint in-ters of

CJ xI( th LSA-function samples AAA,...4AN.

which Is-the Wiener-EhIntchine theorem for determInistIc wave-
Equations 24, 25, 28, and -31 collectively define the optlni-

formo AMx) that are defined over-a finite interval OcxcL. We can
zotion prole. under e.,,siderat.ion. The problen is to mthlile

therefore -interpret-Eq. 21 as the Wlener-Ihintchine 
theorem-for

I(A,,A ,..... A 0, agiven by Eq. 24, where tL.e admissible
vectors-A.,A,...,AA) are subject to the-constratnts given by

To express I explicitly In terms or AIAn,...,Am, we must Eqs. 25, 26, and 31. Our method of solution, which Is based on

now aubctitute Eq. 21- Into Eq. 7. Defining the Gradient Fethod, i described In Append", B.

n V(k)l(k)'c cs(kn L)dk A n-0,1.... ,i , (23) C. Sol tien s for Particular CaSts

we obtain For several combinations of paraeterr, we have used the

x(-A. - o(.technique described-in tppendix II to find-opti1um IZA-functlons.I(A-,A (;.(Al) ,1 ')+ (o* [ n
( 
, XlAjtn}] • 2h)

n~o)n.0 ~n~ 0 A In all-of our numerical work, the initial vectur tA(0)oA
(0

A

Equation-24 is the desired explicit expression for the weighted ... (. ) was taken-to or a sampled version or an MlACA 0012 aIr-

lntearal-of Eq. 7 In-terms of thesamples Aj.A(JA). The-coerfi- feil. The upper and lower bounding vectors that constitute

olents 0n are defined by Eq. 23. Constraint A were-both taken propurtional -to the Initial vector.

3.



SYIINSIS OF MELICOP MOTOR TIPS FOR LESS NOISE

be0.5 and 1.5 times (A.)A(O..A )respectively. The

Inmot see, (And,a. ud nCostan and (bC..,p were taalentto

from the initial vector using Eq. 28 and 31. This Insured that, ----------
at every-stage of the iterative procedurt described In Appendix-89-~-

(AU)h most araanCine)rrviya
the NACA-00l2 starting vector.=

Figure 3 shows the optimum LSA funct~lons and their carre- i'----
sponding spectra for chord-longthe L ranging, In 4.5-ft Increments.

from 1.5 ft to 45.0 ft. For all of the reaults-presented In 1,
Pit. 3,-the specttum weighting function V(c) -was chosen to mii--

mize the sound radiated over-th entire frequency banu above, I -- --. ---

700 Hz. This was accomplished by taking 1(k),- ic 2sf/c, tc be_______

unity In-the band from 700 H~z to 11,300 Hz and :ero outside this .

band. However, the value nf 110300 Hz can be-regarded as being

effectively- infinite since-the sampled LSA function re-presentation*.
used In-computing the results of Fig. 3 has -an-inherent cutoff

frequency of about 5500 Hz-as we shall now-show.

Using -tabulated Integrals, we fini the Fourier transform,
Eq. 20,-of the Interpolating fuAnction, Eq. 15, to te *

S--...-......
In al-o tecsshwin Fig. 3, we haetae C .O

o r this value of 4. Eq. 331Is very close to a rectangular func-e.N

tion With cutoff wavenuzber k.c (w/A). IMenct, the cutoff fre-

quecr .In Hz. Is f /(s) - Cf( . For all cases
3-iwr-n ig.3,we have taker. A MC/14) - 0.10 ft; hence,

-, - 5 c-- 55"0 Hz, the number ctted above. The fact that the ?ig. 3. Optimum-LSA functionc and-their radiated one-third
ocove band spectra (solid :urves) for chord lengths 1.-rangIng

cutoff wavenumber or w(P)- coincides wtth the-Inherent cutoff fro 1.5 to 4.0 ft. Radiation Is minimized above 700-Hz. Upper
and lower bounds- 1dashed curves) on-allowable LZA functions1 are

waven-uobcr or cur saspled LEA function representation follows 0.5 and 1.5 times lIACA 0012 sIirollof uniform spanwise thick-
ness. DaShed-spectra are these of-MACA 0012 airfoils of same

directly froi Eq. 21. chord length, sectional area, and-center of gravity as oiptlmumLEA functions.

-..e radiated spectra were computed using~the formula I

..- 0 na .

where

A 50(i,.ic, kJ' li coalknildic-, (35

%here )k, and ic, are the lower and upper wavenuaeers (kc 2sf/c) N.

corresponding to the standard one-third octave bands. Equation 341-- 4

waS-obtained by integratirng Eq. 21 between-the limits i and-ic,.

The spectra or both the Initial sampled version of the NACA-0u012-

airfoil and the final optInized LSA function-is shown for eachi

of the-esses studied.

RtferrIng now to the-spectra shown In Fig. 3, we see that
virtually no Inprovement-int-the spectrum of-the LZA function

with si .5-ft chord WAS Possible. Howtverp-w~the chord was Fig. t. Optimum LEA functions and-their radiated one-third *
Incrase frm 15 Mto .o t. cnsierale mprvemnt asoctave band spectra (solid curves)-for 3.0 ft chord-lengths.
incrase frm 15 f to3.0ft, onsderbleimpoveentwacPadiation Is minimized above 700 Hzt. Lower bound on-allowable

LEAL functiies-is 0.75, 0.5 and 0-25 timets PACA 0012 airfoil ofachieved. Increasing the chord beyond 3.0 ft produced no further uniform spanwise thickness. Upper bound 1. 1.5 tilts .IACA 0012
airoil for all-cases. Dashed curves have same meaning as InxWgIfjc~n-, Improvement relative -o the 11ACA 0012 $hapes. Fi. 3.

~1 3,



SYNTHESIS OF HELICOPTER MOTOR TIPS FOI LESS IOIS

Turning now to the optimum LSA functions show.i in Fig. 3. -- - *

we see that the-result In the 1.5-ft chord case has a very blunt

leading edge. As the chord is Increased to 3.0 ft, both the T

leading and the trailing edges drop onto the lower-bound con- T
atralnt. Then, as the chordeis further-increased, the trailing -

edge rises and takes on a more complex shape. Fig. 5. Optimum LSA function and Its radiated spectrum (solid
curves) where radiation was zinimized between 700 and 2800 Hz.

Chord length Is 3.0 rt. Vashed-curves have pane meaning as In

Table 1 lists the ordinates of the cptiov L.SA-functions Pig. 3.

shown-in Fig. 3. Since the termination of the optimization t s clear from the spectrum shoin in Pig. S thatthe fre-

technique was chosen to given answers accurate to one-part In one quencies between 2800 Nt and 9200 Hz were not supprssedzin the

thousand, three significant figures are tabulated-in Table 1. optimization process. t is this high-frequency content that

TABLE-1. ORDINATES OF OPTIMUM LSA FUNCTIONS SHOWN IN FIG. 3. causes the erratic behavior of the iSA function shown In Fig. 5.
OniNATES ARE GIVEN AS FRACTIONS OF CHORD-LENGTH L.

However, In comparing the-spectrum shown In-Pig. 5 with the

x. ft L'I.S L-2.0 L-2.5 L-3.0 L,3.5 L-4.0 spectrum for the I, - 3.0 ft case shown in Fig. 3, we see that

0.0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 virtually the same reduction or radiated sound In the two octave
0.1 .081 .050 .036 .030 .028 .026
0.2 .0 C67 .049 .040 .038 .o36 band from 700 Hz to 2800 Hz was obtained for the two cases.

63 .17 08 .68 .03 .053 .052. iI4 .02 .085 .,9 .068 .067

0.5 .122 .118 .103 .056 .0!6 .*O8' To test the dependence or the-above results on the par.icu-
0.6 .123 .129 .118 .103 .102 .100
0.7 .120 .136 .132 .119 .11 .115 Lar interpolating function chosen, the 3.0 ft-chord case-showna.$ .112 .139 .143 .133 .132 .229
0.9 - .104 .137 .,.!0 .145 .143 .140 In Fig. 3 was also run-with a triangular interpolating runctlon

1.0 .08 .131 .152 .153 .151 .147
. .O 7 .126 .150 .159 .156 .15 that decreased linearly from unity at any given sample to-zero at

1. 3 .0 32 . 01 0 .1 4 15 .15 .152
1.3 .013 .072 .121 .151 .159 .150 its two nearest neighbors. The maximum fractional difference
1.5 .013 .072 .101 .151 .111 .137
1.6 .03 07 .06 .130 .1 1 .137 between the-two LSA functions obtained was 2.3%. The optizun LSA
1.6 .037 .079 .130 .231 .129

1.8 .01 .07 .102 .11 .12 function obtained with the Interpolating function or Eq. -1 woula
1.9 .01 .05 .102 .t09 .112
2.0 .03e .04) .07 .090 .0 7 seem to be somewhat preferable, however, since the continuous
2.1 0 .02 C763 .0810 .097
2.1 .012 .06 .01 .09. -function defined between ti-e sample-points-by-Eq. 11 i-snooth
2.0 .012 .3 0b7 .06

. .07 .29 .02 .086 when Eq. 15 Is used for-Interpolaticn.

.001 .022 C0k7 .083
.014 .052 .012 The general behavior of the opectr3 shown In Fie. 3-can be

1.7 .o1 .04:. .019
. .010 .044 .077 partially expladned with the aid of the uncertainty principle
2.9 .006 ,oj9 .073
3. . 0 .034 .06a for Four!er transfor=s, which can be-expreosed ($) *s

: 028 .06L
.023 .054 " L - (36)

.3.017 .04, ne
3.4 .01 .037

3.L .02or, In our application,-as

i.t .0 15.71
.9a 08 2fm Le '- (37)

.001 C

where k, is the =*xnms= angular wavenumber In the spectrum-of
I- -ig. 4 we show th, effects of varying the helght of the the LSA function; hence- e /(2c) ix the naxiu frquency

lower hound constraint ror the~case or a 3.0-ft chord. Going In the radiated spectrum In H!=, and where L e Is the noninal Is]

from top- to botton In Pig. 40 the lower bound was taken to be effsectfe LSA function chord, and-o-Is the speed or sound.

0.75. 0.50, and 0.25 t!nes thoHZACA 031? :tart~ng shap. The
Since we are consIderlng rather sharp cutorrs In the -fre-

spectru= weight~ng-function V(k) and Interpolatin~g function w~cquency domain, we might-first take Le = L/2. where 1, Is the
were the-saie as those used in-obtainIng the rcsultsaor Fig. 3.Sactuol chord. -.The "ancertelnty principle" Eq. 37 in thisocoe
Thus, the midile result shown-In-Fig. 4 Is a repeat of the 3.0-ft

chord-result shown In Fig. 3. The general behavior of-the spectra . I. Solvlng the equality In this-reintion for L,

usli c - 1100 fr/sec and fm- 700 H:, gives I.-- 1.57 rt. Forshown in F!g. 4 13 as expected.

the situation studied In Fig. 3 we could not, therefore, have

In-FIg. 5 we show the LSA function that was obtained by tak- expccted sharp reductions in the radiated spectrum for chon

Ing (k), k - 2fr/c. to be unity-In the two octave band from lengths lesn-than about 1.5-r. In=ract, we saw littic reduC-

700 Hz to 2POO HI: and zero outside this bard. For the-interpolatng tlcn for the 1.5 It chord, but began to see strong reductions

functlcm, we used Eq. 15 with 8 0 0.50. The chord L-was taken to for the larger chords. However, werust recall-that the center

be 3.0 ft, and the number of samples H1 to be 50. This gives or gravity of the LSA functions of Pig. 3 has also been con-

a - (L/.)-. 0.06 ft;- hence. r,*-tc/(2S)3-• 9200 It: Io the In- strained to be off center. As far as the uncertainty principle

herent-cutoff frequency or the-saspled LsAvrunctlon represents- Is concereed,-this has the erfect or redUcing th, effeCtivo

tion. chord length somewhat rarther. The-sharp-reduction In the-sounJ

40
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SYNTHESIS OF HELICOPTER ROTOR TIPS FOR LESS NIlSE-

radl ution at--frequencits beyond 700 Hz- that occurs at-the chord defin' J along the direction or the intlow vector.-not along the I
FIs inlreased frz, 2.5 rt to 3.0 ft Is therefore completely con- chord (normal to the span).

Sist-Ot with-the 'uncertainty principle*, as described-by Eq. 37. _
Toe esuts r Pi. 3theetoe ca beregrde as oriicaionThe-forces and moments on the outer regions of the rotor also

Tne esuts f Fi. 3theefoe ca beregrde as eriicaionarrect the-airtoil section/planrorm-traideofr. The ift on the
ot Eq. 37, which 13 an expression or the-fundaaental -limitation

rotor increases as one proceeds outward toward the-tip, failing
on the redvction or high-frequency sound-radiation due to thick-otrailatheip Tedsrbuont -a ng hepn

ness erfect:.
~. IP~l~~lOS FO ROTR TP REIGNMust be compatible with-the spanwise bending rigidity. This

would not seen to be Al serious ractor, however, in-OhOO3ing the
planform-or airfoil section shapes.

The synthexlt. result* prresented In See. III determine an
If-the lift varies along the span, vorticity will be she(d

LSA function only. Thre relation Veen-the LSe function and
along the span and the tip vortex will be spread out In a -'heet.

the lrloilsecionandplat4 m ructins-s sowngrahicllyThe amount of this spreading may have some effect on-the shape1;If. Pt. 6, which Is reproduced from Her. 1. It Is clear that (core size) of the trailing vortex rrom the tip and on the Inter-
having determined a new LZA function, we have the option of using

action or this v~rtex with a trailing rotor blade. Such Inter-
a standard airfoil section-and modirying the planrorm or-the re-acin3kowtopduecusca-pletrmd"ae

verse, or modifying both planform and airfoil section. The purpose

or this eiction ies to discuss the zfactor.that street our choices

In doing ths Clearly, the research-presented In this paper-does rot allow

AN$ F NOAURus to draw-detailed designs of rotor-t~ps thal not-only produce

less sound, but are Also aerodynamicelly well b',avied, etc. There

1"t Is still enough flexibility In the choice of :n uirtoil to allow

sA Po considerable-latitude in1 design~n6 ior proper aerodynamics, since

the allowable set f. planrorr-airfol-sectirn comblrnatiOns that

V meet the required LZA shape is still-quite large. W4e believe

that more theoretical research should-ba carried out on tile 3inul-
st"4141 taneous opt-mizaticnztor botn acoustical and aerodynamic per-

se M55T formance. We also I-clieve-thit sup'porting experimental studies

both heoustical and aerodynamic - should be carried-out to clarity
Fig. 6. Diagram or rotor blade tip shouing how area tuinatien ata eeiso h e ein n-o estv h an r
AMz) Is derived.aculbnftoftenwdSP1 n-osestvthgisar

to minor roilfications in-the airfoil and flow parameters.

Quite-apart from the Improved design or rotks tips for leas
Iwe..r- the aIrroil-section ShCpe,-then two-dimensional noise radiatIon, we believe that the optimization method presented

utrttl heoy-ca beuse to ompte henc prssue siztrbu-In See. xII and the Appendices ha' a-much broplder application
ton s a run:tti'n of chord -for both surfrces sj). Ort ourse we ptniltmnmzn h~os rmoos o rplos

W.sh the lift to reraln constant, but we will also have-to examine
- th-picnlg,~~en, an ceteror resure. CerainaerdynnicSince analytical formulations for the-sound radiated-from rotating

airlolls have bedtn developed, it should be ressible to minimize
deriaties.3,jc asth c!,ang- ofpltclngmomnt ad-lft iththe rotational- noise from -propollors3, for eawuple, by-procedures

angle of attatit-rhruld also be evairjated so that the aeroc-lastic
very similar-to those ;resented In this-piper.

Stability of the rotor Is maintained.
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CONSTRA114T
desllrable. Prom en acoustical viewpoint, this emoina that the (,:A
functian should-als* be relatively invarianT; to the direction at We :how-htre that mInImIzs'.ion ar AkI over given bands

Ilwtw at least-for variations-in Inflaw direction of-20 degrees Or0 k, subject only to the-constrAInt or Eq. 0, would -le~ld to

or as from the normal to tho-span. The LiAztunction must how be lInising functions A(s) that arc oven functions about the nic-
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chord point x -- L/2. After changing the orIgin or the abscissa our approachc to tbeunimissztion problem defined by Eqs. 24,

to the midehord point x - L/2 by defining the now coordinate 25* 2Q and 31 has beem-based on an Intuitively appealing-tech-

y - a-(L/2), we express the translated longitudinal section area nique generally called either the method or gradients or the

function A1 t(y) a the sum of I*& even and odd parts At(y) and method or steepest descent. In discussing our approach, It i3

A,(y) respectively., convenient to-consider any set-(A.,A ......AN) of LSA function

At~y -A ~y~t/2])samples as a point in-a space or N+1 dimensions. Constraint A
definep a rectangular region or-thias pace. The collection or

.AI(y) + A*(y). (A.1) points that satisfies Pock eonstraint 3 and constraint C definea

a N-I dimensional hyperplane within this-space. Thus, the-ad-

For he ourir tansfrm t (I of Aty) w hae nssibie points are points on this hyperplone that lie within

0t(k) At (y) ei'kyd (A.2) the closed rectangular region defined by constraint A. Asso-

- At k) ~it~kelated with each of these admissible points ic. f value of

c 'I(A,,Ag,***,AN). The problem Is to find-the admissible point

where (A,.A,....,AHI where ICA,,A ......AN) takes on its minimum

A~l' -JA(y)-co3(ky)dy value.

A~(k - 1~y)sin~y~d . (.30our numerIcal solutions wore obtained using an Iteration
A,(y sl~ky~y (-31procedure. The procedure we used was chosen Instead of one of

From Eqs. A.l and A.2 it follows that the rather sophisticated gradient methods such as=Davidscn's

-k[ j'kJ method or the-,method of conjugste-gralients because of the-re-
striotion Imposed on the admissible domain of IAjA-A

- Ail' ((k)]' .3 (A.4) by constraint-A. The approach described-below im-conceptually

Aly) simple and allows the straightforward imposition of- all of-the
.Ow, since Ay)Is an odi function, It contributes nothing to4 constraints.
the area-of At(y) which Is the same&- the ares of ACx); however,

the contr-itutlon of A',(y) to IA~k)1 2, according to Eqs. A-3 and Our numerical procedure Is-begun with an Initial choice

A.4, izA(). It follows that-the minimization of-li(k)1
5  

(,CO)(O) -,A(O))o Sfucinsmlsta re-o-

over givenab,,nds,-subject only to-the area constraint of Eq. 9A.A strai tA 1  )n of- Pe nc tios- amnps tat oaurie-N-1

would ylelu minimizing functions At(y) that have no odd part; dimensional space Ilea on the hyperplane defined by constraints

thtIs. minimtiing functions A(X) that are-symmtetric-about the Hi and-Co and-L Iles in-the Interior of the region defined-by

mi~tr~o~tx--. L/2. constraint A. The computation begins with-the evaluat~on and

storing of the 1-41 values of On 4efined by Eq. 23. (4()

APPENDIX-a. METHOD OF OPTIMIZATION A, ,... ,A1 O I, the iniItial value of 1, 11z then eviluat~i usine

T." roben-l TominmizeI(AA1,--,1J) as ive byEq. 24. An Increment 41. In each of A - .. .. t Is then
'Theprolem-a z niimiz i(,.A,...A~) as ive bycomputed such that. the new point

Eq. !",-whero the admi21sible vector3-(A,F.,,.,.,A :d are sub-J

ject to the constraints given by Eqs. 25, 23,-and 31. Before (A _[(O#A.f)4 ... A04 01

d'31!U3&in; our approach to th,' problem, It is instructive to as-aife-osrit .RalC
conz.-der the problem withb-constraint A, Eq. 25 removed. Theai-stfiscnratsA ani.I
resulting problem i3 a olc.jilcal minimization PrOblen-that, In The Increnents4 14Ol,., are chosen to maximize the

princirie. Is easily solved using Lagranre multipliers. The rate of decreace of I(gAp # by taking the vector

solution Involvex-matrix-invers~on Ind the solution of Untar (&A,.dA ......,1 1 1 parallel to the negative-of the-gradient rof

algebraic equations oniy. We wco id-generally expect-the somu- l(A.,A,....AN1 ), 3inc.we want tto constrain the argument, of
.ion. to-be-unique;- that Is, we would expect only one vector I11)CA~ A' AH where-I

111 
is-the new value of I.-

(A,,A,...A N to-yIeld a-statlonary value Of-I(A,,A,t*-*,A 5) to lie-on the hyperplane defined-by cons*.rainte It and C,

cu~c-.~the con.-ttints-of Eqs. 28 and 31. litwever, we would ---,A,.,A)ms ergdeasacninofnlU-I

not generally expect this solution vector toatisfy the con- Indopendec AP. the two-rmatning Aalso-teing readdas

atratnt give:n by=Eq. 25. In fact, some elements Of this solutOn functions of -the iU-1Iindependent A3, where this latter funt-

etor may have negative valuf. A-similar situationxists with Lional-dependence Is determined-by constraints 11 and C,

of the Intigrill In Eq. 7, vh:r*-in-this cae IAIBII' is given-by grodient of x(A,,A,,-.,AN1 ). Let us designate tht-two dependent.

R1. 221-ad whtre-the admissible AWs functions are eujbject to Aj by-A, In A, then-A. and An-can be expioitly-expresaed-ai
r Lt.e constraints- of-Eq. 9-nd 10. In this case we would not functions-or the 11-1 Indepeent -l~A, by solingv sqi4 23 014 -31

gen rally'expect-frA thd' 'n functiOn to satisfy S. 4 sn rmr' ue h euti
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1~~ rn)MMI()(A So)'A1)....ACO) Unless h was taken too large, I

AimO 010 (.2 will be less than 1(o). If 1" is greater than I(0 a smaller '

L 1  j.4YlP.~.I (M-)A] (B.3) value tor hs is chosen, and tile operations beginning with Eq. 13.6 ]
" here .1*.n dessignatcs the set of all Integers OojjI except J- eoe-h e tr~gpit an-h (0) aton beg)A~)..,Anl))

and J-n. Continuing to consider A. and A. as-runctionzi of the with the-evaluation at Eq. B.4 ar repeated.

1- liIindependent A1, we can now find 31/3A k by differentiating Eventually, for some value or I. (iI)(A .,..[ -. ~ ~ -n nnA~) will be greater than I (A ±.10) ...... 
1
) ). When

-- 20 G(A- E-kAm - -kAn) this occurs, the admizzible point ,A,,A,,....A 11). where

l(A4.A ....A 0) takes on itz ninimum-value, has been Overshot.

+ 2 j A A1 (61+j 1 k _ -- E-k (B4 Hence; at this stage. hi Is given a smaller value and the com-

31 1~-o -n i3,m -u I3.nputatlon Is returned to the operations b~eginning with-Eq. H.C.[A!+j ( lk- ~~ n- n 6..- E-, a") Is is miss Vin- this, smaller valuc of h. we again continue to march toward

I the admissible point ishere I tales en I,.- min-mum value, always

where Z.denotes kronecker's-delta, and where In carrying out gorgI h etdehl Irtinn tcdisble hyper-

the abo.ve differentiation. we r led'eptilelvtecplane defined by constraints 0 and C, anid always ztaying, witilin

41M (nk 'An .P tile admissible regien defined by constraint A. When It Is ob-

-SA-, V71 -A ktm-nn(B5 served- that, for some -larger 1. 1 (11)grain exceeds 1 (1) then,

the value far hIs r urther reduced, and conputation-is again
Which were obtallned by dltterentiating Eqs. 11.2-and R.3. From

t' r tniiton-Qr the grad-ent, the Increcentz-4A Q 0$-%,n) returned-to the operations begInn~r.g with Eq. B.6. This process3

ar.- thur. olven-by Is terminated when negligibly czall gtcp ieslead-to an In- A
crease-in I(A,.,....,A,,). In our num:ericai calculatlenn, we

LA -- , 3 of mnn.) austomtically terminated the above process when changes In A3

wh rv ii I.- constant independent ot 4 that determ-ines the-step wt antdsn. agrta 115)o h agm au l

and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A weeIiA isitrmrd ral ci cet. -mnA, led-to an increase In tlie value or I(A, ......* ,A11 .

ty ovi.igteright-hand side Or EqJ. B.dI Us'ing the Initial Blecause evaiuatlen-or 'he tSnction I and Its gradient In-

ret G(A1  ,A, 0 Wjt A,'s. valves-orly ce.;station at quadratic frms in the A Is, each

"downhill gztep" took-relatively little computer time. Thu: thle

Frcnu thle ir~eOl~ A dtrj e yq E h e cociparl.ivoly slew convergence itypinally. on the order ot 100

.st ,~ l~ ten ealuted ar ll 0~3~I exeptS - an:steps-were required) was not ctl. In taut. mre-prcezor

(1)-. .(
0
) j is3 mi nn L B7 ine' was- required ror-tho evaluation ,f the cefttclent: 53

through-the integrala ot Eql. 23 than was- neg-ded for the entIre

It pr._zible that :ne A will ofttallaus) groAlent dceent.
fso he _1,1er7313 defineJsby constraint A. He nce, at this

~ntce, qcd ot these Values Ot Al ani etdt APrENC.X C. METHOD-USED~0 LEMKN N

hn. at t.satii'et cinstrait A. *Any value that crossed

~i'Aer t te-bundr~e5 a3 or- 3 . s st eqal o te vlueAt any giver. stage ot the it-ration pr,.cedure de-scribed In

e i t h e r b 0 .1 a t h I V a l e w a s s e t e q ale d A r p e m dI a x -, t h e u s e. o - q f. B . 2 a n d .3 - t o e v a l u a t e A n
iir o.1i1rar haw,.r~zd

11)~~~~~~~~~~ rom the r~llgA gaate httezt'

E,17- ll.'0 and B.3, A and An a te evaluated nraiiA 3  a amtedtI t st. .,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~t A'
1
j deter-ined by Eq. 1.7. The:C valu,* .,* lzwudstsycosrit n C tec tg

- (1, (1) a Iter-ation, ri and-n-were chosen -- that the value:: of An and
tA"' and An) are then tested to insure-that th-y do ulot via-

r. An . computed trom hqs. B.7 ndo 11.3,-were very unlikely L, vlolate

lateerrt~rintA. It either-vtolatess constraint A. a1 smaller cntan~Awe esnbysalvi.strr eeue.T~

vilse -1 h in-Eq. 1i.6 Iz ehosen.-and thle proeelite from Eq.=il.fcntasl hnrnGnbyv51vlm ,rh eeue.T'

o i r~eotd. hemet~d xpl~nd i Apendx 1 tm coosngwas acconpilshedI by-chnsasing = to be the Index j or-the- L. A tune-

~l-evales t ~0.1 n nsues hatthecomute vaues
0
C Lton c.ample or the prior iteraition-thait had the targest ninimum

andA ~llsexa~vilat snsrait whn~easitiC alesdisltanee from the bounds and b, in the tirrt one-third 1r the
Jill ~ ~ ~ ~ (61 AmWl e,7 ilt o~rt'Awe ra-~evle Interval] 313, and-by lh~oilnK n In a sxnIlar ('a1.11101 tron the

f ,are 2.1el. The %bove procedure for determin~ng (A (1) ,I ln~li"eo 3 In the- la:t one-'Inlrd of the Interval OVIN. Thnti,3

A.. Ij g.aran-ecs that. th-a nev-point will satisty onstralntr. A,
# determine ix at n -given stage- ot- the Iterut Ion, -we-teund! the

MaXIMUM ever I Of trw. r A (
1
-

1
)-aI or Mb3-A~ 

1  
rus 3

3ar te.*u-r1(1) (A(.' * ),A wa: vapied over the Integers 6~u-l3.The resultinr value!

p'nt.d zsng-Eq. Vs. It is, then lon;ared 11.th1 the value n Jr swa: ernzen for m. Th 'Ine detrrnlnnatf. n ,wer-the Itgr



'11
SYMNESIS OF HELIPTEIR NOW TIPS FOR LESS OISE

E(2M+2)/3]3JjV yielded the value j -n. Ve chose m froe the 3. Optimum LSA functions and-their radiated one-third

first one-tb rd and n from the-last one-third of @_J14 to Insure octave band-spectra (solid curves) for chord lengths

that the magnitudes of the der7itators n-m and m-n in Eqs. 0.2 L ranging from 1.5-to 4.0 ft. Radiation Is minimized

and-6.3 were reasonably large. by choosing a and n In the-above above 700 4z. Upper w.d lower bounds (dashed curves)

srn.er, It was-Assur~d that the magnitulecs or the-Increments on allowable L3A functions skz 0.5 nd 1.5 times

A - and dA (A(n) A( ) c,,ldll e I- elatively MACA 0012-airfoll or unirorm spanwIse-thIcknsss.

la.-ge without the new-values A"
) 
and A"

) 
violating constralnt A. Dashed spectra are those or NACA 0012 airfoils of

same chord length, sectional area, and center or

gravity as optmum LSA functions.
REFER EN CECS

1. P.H. Lyon, "Radiatign of Sound by Airfoils thal Accelerate Optlt m SA functions and their radiated one-third
Near the Speed or Sound," J. Aeoust. Soo. An. 49. pp. 894-905 octave band spectra (solid curves) ror 3.0 ft chord
(1971).

2. .E. Ffowos vIllilaz, "t, e olse from urbulenc Convected lengths. -Radiation Is minimized above 700 He. Lower

at F! h Speed," Phi fror. ?oy. So._ London,-A2S5, bound on-allowable LSA-functlons Is 0.75, 0.5 and
pp. 49-503 (1963).I 3. l.A. Abbott ard 4.5. Von Doenhfr, fsory of hing Srone 0.25 times MACA 0012 airroll or uniform spanwise

(Dover Publicstlcpr, In,:., lew York 1959). thickness. Upper bound is 2.5-times MACA 0012 airfoil
A. L4M. Lerner, "Representation of Signal,." Chapter 10 O or all cases Vased curves have ame meaning&% InL.ozngrfs on eoCeunfation Syter rhiory, E.J. Baghdady Ed.f a c(mcaraw-fall Inc.. New York, 1911). Fig. 3.

5.L. BrIllovin, Slanoe and Ieferxscion 7Ae.'rM, 2nd Ed.
(Acsdemlc Press, flew-YorR, 1962). See p. 87, Zq. 8.30a. 5. Optimum LSA-functlonand Its radlAted-spectrum (solid

curves) where radiation was minimized between 700 and

LtST-OF FIGURE CAPTIONS 280 Hz. Chord length It. 3.o0rt. Dashed curves-havs

same meaning as In Fig. 3.

Figure 1. One-third octave band-spectra-for thickness and lit

radiation. (See text-for parameters.) 6. Diagram of-rotor blade-tip showing how-area runctlon

A(s) is derived.
2. One-third octave band-spectra for thickness and jlft

radiation including high-frequency V3rtex-sheddinE.

(Z** text for perazetero.)
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A fomaiar isdevlopd fr peditin acustcrdiaiodete (rmiin thea satial rso cariateit in of ot a liea ss e

a plan. surface that elerts a fluctuating load upon the sisrrounding fluid. pteno ublne n h eoddtric h aitdsudf

The development asuot he pressure field on the surface to be random andh itrnone h itrsonei hrteizdb niple

stocastc; it ay b be-' ~n-tatonar, ad ihomjenous.Thereslt s tmpe fnton, or eultlyb aepni arodmc tre ane funon.

an-epregio fo th ac ilstra o,=etiv ttem f&aItN 1ee

We illnegc the ffetsto of theg anonceniua aocusi aswel eiuatose

the ist rban e r gion of he ener lizd fo r-d ams onal Fouier pecruto tubalen di ltr i ti on s o the ot a ns e .it Assuing t apn rp riate

bra-adseta fvailriati ve ormpe peuadrupoles. rotors eaere snie etnn o ifi~rtr 5

presenedted; rehlt areeultis three oft tthse cuasre-i thhst haeneeteae

Uri~ht , reviul niseetrmat th oseli ver's d iscsion ofThi-ls is hie

prriioutly. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ if rehens isa:%a tie bem iveedtn.eboa-a os

thrug thS ail olution of th nooe~wcoustic wave equation

tecformulathedb equathi ecibn the pareset ino ti conces byf"I

The lasic rob--. n rl,, nase-teor wa aal*_ved y Gtinbrderoinnt classofprblthta t of p o atin-riae -tis easy tendd2

teadld the l ena n e pon foi tijtini at ctonsan in sucha c distribution s f otereoustie dipoeitct-uh s mes.e

Anzill. ~ ~ ~ ~ tta or ditteO-aes A-fews~ eleenar axmpe pertnen rolitorrsar

cvlctywt o rreliation readi na td is usefu obtaindiiy crt In (I

owitw inr~tpe of li p~-vs~ requincy dta. Ftowso an -peste P reresunts forcevolith the ofaoril suto-n tca .exsee-1

loadosi spectoonaW As preliminar discssio oftththeiof

lleeroes aoVer a series hs.2/ ohlave open the questo t on (2)

whr. the fore al ecrws night eyI hela-t th twoe.Teharaterits-if esonse2 Is vtldende thve Aolw odtos

anstll d-rtot tio b e&. z tI.C b l dsus ane ixtnint 1 ouino-cutctaerut

casd cad p d then e zi o n -ianial nco re sea varol-theory) This iqato deci ingt _-Jnrtino (rte ave)y

loading&. t he for a resrs d f4ansMIeeic~ than a helc an rtor. >IjI.C)

une s wchc e 1tiez blade hor s obocstI eal-c a ctheavil aond -AV.pin(i)i lttn-thttedsubnergo per entia

aediicltt usti fy 0 a pr oreai. nae n susflpiaiyI

esiaigood tha mnteg o p nesest trene vihiota thoe sa towlardwhr reprsent fo 5[Aon. h fr-iesolto a etpez

ad1riieradition. Ima-roltndwr-i prente for wthe 3

radc odintrin ttan- of dipe iad ."strice z eade fid; ~t i l ii i h iao =- eney a sbttt Lejl~
cioe b~ - alculatcon ofe the tone proic-na tsss obt oteaosti redtn'nth ufc nt~ lt

scaread ote un te w oisiona Iof 1Soessibl a.-r. G teor, otis Ik A (A)~ 1(

iecmvsalibe ofuioes .I n firatful Pack ledged. LUOpatcu l -whre~ ito the obdveort. Usi ng we5 the hortoicra ionta la

'SS

relain, sw 0.-thee a~raitraion. A-roudwok-Ispreentd fo th (3



SOM F A INECOP1't NOISE 1W[nY

- - (9)
AIt Is convtnioxt.to den,,e the goetric coefficient preceding the Integ l

by the ayiaw G . We alo introdue the avar. and relative position

Ob*ever

Fig. 1. otor- ce try and coordinate systems. - 2

tInce ow probl I- rando, -we ca;,not Cet an expression for rx. t)

t: a detcrministic i'retion, but we-can work with an acoustic intensity

avcraC.edi ocec a hypothctleni. ensemble of realin-Ations. Consider the quantity-

where tl-e .r-nent Is an ensemble parameter whose dlfferen
t
i integer

values 1 2t... IV refer to 4fcrett realization$ of the jam experiment. Fg. 2. Coordinate transformations.

Nrorfig a itAtI.-tca-aver:ge over all realizAtiOns, we obtain- It is easily verified that the Jacobian of this trnsformation is I, and

R~r1 f~tV Or t(t- ,i . vii hence 4 " A17 4'g directly. c
P1 1(5)- M_ N olider the tea IR-1 ia. occurring In the

rd hene eeoe ec.cn verACed ineiitanoneuw-ntensity as first retarded tiAi. From F . 2 we ve that

If(R~J. (t) = (-?r,o,

1~ow consider the Fourier trtnsf'rm of RP-(T,r,Y)/p. d. ()I~~
vith respect to r ,-and itsl nvrse:

(7a)-

* -) -(0e)
. it. T) 3(;~)c

f*G. (7b)
Substituting from ( b) Into (6) we find: 4 be the unt vectorlo g -

- Cifilarly

t S (,t,f) df
-" (Cs), ,-/ - . - o(/,,

ad htre S is the spe;tral decoxpostlcn-of 3 it represents the (lob)

acoustic erergy-ralited within the-frequency interv2 a to Thu (9) becoms

f -df.
ZubstitutWg for f (Ft i-j) f"A (4) Int-M,() yields R - -

(II)

44
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SOME ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER NOISE THEMY V
ra m th s * r trlsu f wi ith Neo m t to 7 '

4 Observer0, tf) G *'"f7"" I

and dtfim ne

'S 4s
.... ! _ _ * dV-dbeing the Avr age retarded time between h" an * .h. - ,e

I< a n 
*

a.

thF) - GS ed the aw fs% di )tin L .tr ¢rbn t' v~il tha -otzed ut s 'Lr &.r =oh=J-

WE,~s 4  Kg-~ 4 c' e~~ 3- Constructiv interference at frequency

,,e gon't apealho-yn the correlation new o pehr-n-ae form, out|atantoded
llowing us to wittek. 

±a. ka the Aek - -1 tebove requires that

4S(l ,te ne G dn7 ¢d S C ea'
1

" d sce'K d X i.e. just a& in diffraction 61*n11 the irstesItY-at hrequenj3,
-- -a 1at An elevation are o T 0 depends 22Z onp thole hc iu -c onc ila . nC t oh

t e. . o " t S ) f reu e n cY f a n d d i s t r i b u t e d s p o a t a m y w i t h t h e v a v l e , g ) ,t
it Is easily si1oam tatreplcaeut of 4 by v . ithe exponent &10W at'ove. Wly th'en do the siVIala Constructively interfere, az Isrequires Ila../* r< . or easily seen from theegeometry ori g. 3.

While (14) provides mre detailed Worm th n (11), we l

_k!Y'4 < o e h Itgar-n-emso ince ts It more coriont e-which Is called the rau ,o r or diffraction Carryingout available, than J . To t.i end we quote a usef tgreslt; from otochantilast two In'Aations, 
process theory, which expresses R i n terms of-

s7 (t t,. ft G-j 
1

ther. Pj1  R, -t-. f is the generalized-f o0nsinel 

(Fourier transfrm of Rjj Respect to I and -S , but evaluated at where here t.and taare both absolute values of-time. MA our- - * Ju~Vte thal the appearane of the spatial taintramcc" with this arcument is at result o having retained diftereet 
t 

-tIn retarded tines In (11);-the dtecposition of the-lift distribution Intoits Fourier em fet-noaewould be uecesoary had we assumed an AMd the chain rule-for differentiation easily traneforgs the above tiacousticall~y compct-sourco region. 7bere 11: a simple-Ph7_utLal interpretationof ft- the tr~iec aailloud c-peetU1 MAjt be evhluated in 
-!Fit7 * 4'termi of a three-dinenm.itwal w.ave vector. It iz easily seen that the

spatial transform of a :-inclc~vave.Jt,
4 h tvo.diaensionae sinusoid (zLee Fic. 3is simply Weaeige whic (6ue)I

In the first temn, MAY be brOngit outside the-integral., and the
aeqend term may be Integrated by Parts twice to yield

47



10E ASPiCTS OF HELICOPTER NOISE TIEORY

<11 (f2IJ ii ->
(17) The net section gives a fw elementary exmples in which- pit

to (1) bec s Is Preser bd a Priori to dms-trate the application of (20).

III. xmples of Acoustic Analis

ScR?,t-f) - 7r'f~ X tn thts section three examles of the application of (20) to lifting
- rotors re given. ?be first two involve discrete spectra; the last is

- ~ t If.1/n.,~da7 broad..bend. They all Involve a point dipole rotating In a circle end
-experiencing fluctuations of the forms

( Case A: €ee '0 (cf. Outin
) 

Louson and .erheAdMM, Wright'
)

If the integrud was only weekly non-etationary, the C

tern could be neligible in coparison with the f ter in a particular Caeu : wits tie' (c. rying s ad ftis U
Appulcation. In any case# In nost acoustil a8"l/€tions and fteldwmen s,

In Cage C, the result hee been extended to any planar motion.
the physical quantity of Interest is the time-averaged power spectral

ensity Case A: Consider 8 point lift forces rotating at angular frequency l
about the origin, with their magnitude varyingt 44, -A 0 1

".=
a  

being a positive ntger nr zero (see Fig. I). ny sipection,

Lhe such an aversgin-C process, tefrtetrn in (18) contributes nothing, jI t) ..L C40Ye Uf( R)~ (Re0- 7 J 2 q .A t)V/A -A

Thus the acoustic arslysis redues to its final forn in terns of-
tin~ver d ttie: _ven though thin is a deterniniotic problen, it is attlvelid to zresh o

< terms of correlation and spectra, if one keep in id that (h .

.I <J't')>m <S ti,F)> df (19) and hence a llrealzaton by definition coincidewith the manovalue. |/e

7- it, R,9 RY E co Y O-'e~e.Y(* t)~

here e aveUe

Eqution (20) is th mmn result of- thin section. It assumes only

ta thae disturbance reio s plnert and that

Thu th-cut nlssreue ois ia om ntrso

Zither ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e braoafo ieri-rqecyset.cnb handledon and noco If on keeps) lit4 nn thato. nY ~ I. (j a ) j

<Flifdcftin Vr the case of-rotors ha yet bei tide. cnce the mennpula- .

.0.

timctior.s, rather than th.eir physical stiniiance, results analoou to
(1 0)" for acoustic onnopolcs ad quodrupolee ire eisLy derived. (2

tte notcethat the calculations in (o0) are all per tweed in spe- We can perfom the tins average Imediately. Since dependence on t i

fined coordinate:; t.his can be-a big adatag.-in calculating: noie .-re periedic'ith a f is aq:el frequency of BA. , w aerage over the

oncsin turblencene it/i inmoth acnordincte Crne that truetlhtreanl 0 to Y e , hich pt1k. up oe blse" from the surn over .

velocity correlatioo and spectra are most eaatly seciie. 14ot The result is
n tiqaSton haove s stmtn thy spectrum of lift luctuations a(

seenab the movin bla e is lna n, thiha tu yteoyifoh

m lifmts have been made. S - -
ction IVu.t gte brief irodcstii n as to w nal gous2))

W e Ie 

-

.. . . .t h e c a lcul ati on s I n
"

( P O) a r e all p er r d i sp ac e - W t c P e f r h-e ti m -- I mmedi at el y.. ...



SOW ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER NOISE THEOi

frt (20), "nWipuate-both terms into interals of the form

(S R = 9,rq
t G RRd 0- oreiaefir

The integrations over M and £t are easily performed due to the (28)

presence of the S unction.. Mjing use of the geometry In Fics. I And Also needed are

k end &-little nip'Alatio'n in the exponent gives

a, 'a (1) ( J

10 otherwise (30)

The finsal result is

(25)
-air

Xtee-ation over - of the first term yields a tereth-order Bessel (31)

function; -the chne of variable - 0 (3 . is useful in the The argumnt of all the Betsel-l.nctions is

second torn, Which gives, after some manipulation,another Beszel function: a r R£: &Pe- - a 7rg. k c il n M &a..4g
The above result is In atreenent vith those obtained b7 LOwtoannmd

Cleha a) - 14)
O~erhead-~-- by l.,rJiht. The-former have defined -0 - 0 s the

a observer's azinuth; hence our results differ by the phace angle -l

For Y- 0 , 31) reduce: to

,. -=. -o r° " ""

"6 -2 which agrees vith GutIn's analyzia of a conetantpoint. force-rotn ti in
*-circle.

A computer precrnm ws uzed to evaluate (35 )Ifor rolziaom Mcsh

-rsn.bers of 0.5 and 0.9, for * I and 10. The ob:erver's peisiten

%as tzken s 0 - 30' and * - 1.. fesults are pre:ented In

Fig. 51 and-5b in thi! forn of the-drensiorac: poer, '

versu- it the harnonie of the blade-passage freluency. The rpectra-

Mig. U. Polar coordinates for rotating point forces.

(s > - 8L '(.Jr'#')G. ;Y w q

Mthe argment of tbe-,es:el. functions Is

The factor-ln curly brackets Ls periodic; hence w-expeci a discrete

_ spects , i.e, - functions. To this end, After nch al ebra, we can
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S E ASPECTS OF HLICOPTER NOISE-THORY

Fig. 5. Dimenslonless acoustic power
versus h nonic number for asiumthal

mao-(Case A): As' Leeho.ctsemvr-s Fig. 5 (continued) (b) 0.e oq

position #.a3e-f Wv a -s q.
4(a P-o.f"

a I-i (sj~
s
)

A jM (AY- ))

- n . n, armonic ,iumber
w~1 ar, nonic /05f
num er 5

teni to peas near the lover harmonics with the peak broadening as i1

increases. Increasing Y -tends to shilftthe spectrms to the right,

as-one wa>ld expect due to-the laster fluctustions or-the dipoles.

Case 3: Any spatially fixed-two-din oi'r-.sl upwa.h pattern that isfrooen

in time can be represented-as a Fourier superposition of waves of the form

A ~l and ..- j{x 1 . principle, the resultant-lift

response can then be modeled- in the sie mnner. Mas the acoustic

response to such a tsdcoental sode vould be useful at a Wuilding block

In-situations in which a decco.Vsition into asiathalt-odes as discussed

in ee A Is inconvenient.

Consider- B point lift forces rotating at angdar frequency J.

abont the origin, with their munitudee vaing as .4Z" I X, -whereI

is any real mber (see Frig.
6
). Hence, rather than each dipole

oscillating at constant frequency, e In-the previous examlle, at my instant

its variation now depends on whether it-it moving along or perpendicular to

the X, direction. by inspoction,

(33)

romdog Rif and setting x. - R. 4 yields

5o



'SOME ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER NOISE TDERY

7e( e x

(34) ,q .,

t crest r

Py witing the eo~ines-as tocploic exponentials and several chczuvenX of vtriable one can show that-the integral over 0 results In four

terms; ali olve X. , but each with a-dierent auent. T.G o.

these-term can Le Integrated vith respect to 7 usring (P). ?.h other

t ce a an be mnipulated Into a form In which the Io1 expansion byy

Ronine11) is usefuxl:

x., [ ; c ' ,

Identities (2))-nd (3D) are alo required, ond the final result i,

"x, 8,. .,()

b. Side Vie., , ,c".,, WiB T,, 8  )J S "f-an)

where

rie. 6. rttti.t: Nl%* dipe, fluctuatitc -Irrj-oldally In X.

A R.jq 7r f c.v4 G +
&h oedac n e ad CGA can be secpazated u.-Isi 5tA1,1&rd tr[Go.

n=trlcIdentitlez, --A thy tine aver.,c yields afacter /27 Just

a.C in case A. Hlence, C . IV ?r )L

YR, 7- !aL - I
'he-r. ,ponse to L" X, -is the above with a () -igvrecedir4 "he

Wlat-'ern. It Is esaily seen-that thln redtee to C'atn*:-result for

c- - ,.1 t o - .. Lo w. G( E - - n7r iu ) . -Fo a o ., variation , ' e rcp . . e

i. that for I~ V, but vi th LZ- (3 replaced by
( Co- e and vice versa.

yon (20) 
The asyoptotle b1ehvlor-of (39' as --. 0 Is

0l~ L) RJ - t 
.

(36) (ho)
The caotio n -,, I." i . -Z to p arordin'es is th where the ar .ncI of the Icese faset:n Uo * :' .~ 5k 40

se as uael in Case A, and ao the lrtcIa.tiOn over E, yield*.
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~ AA~4.(~.~A... 7. iuensleelens atcatle .

- aX~c-) J~( ~ ~ ', Spti"e 0 - 1'

-114 (a) Ml-0.9

between ~ iR the* Y 0cr e d t o -0 ( 0JR siniicnt

andipie her the faehcor playsa sr ro e a~stialy ie t ion h asit.

th9a th uesttcbvo of ( . r39)1 ad1 for 0 .~6 ith (3ad

foadens th I~setu d ie ina sine. 6 shnieg ftse fato tright

Of Case, tc essentially c oince; ooter th difference -
atd here 0 the diffnumerenceas Isragrile, te sill, nei Il

It als Imoran._hecae -_R___0__sruoertynuercal

pigs. 5 and 7 displayj newrly constant-slopes for aUl the ccwves at the -'S

higher harmonics evidently Independent-o Y or tR. . Appaet IV

M' does Wae a strong effect on-this exponentialX decay rate. 1
Unfortwuateiyp rerults for very large-values of i( or tit. are _ _

unavailable at this ivriting due-to numerical. difficulties with the bessel ~ ~<>
functions.
Case C- Considerwpoint. forces rotating-it n& alar speed ..f about the fig. 7(Cesti.meg) fb)-M- 0. _

IA
origin# but with their nignttudes varying randly in such a way that no -'

correlation exists frrun one instant- to -the- next, or equivalently fron

one point to another. This Is cossioly referred to "x 0hitt noise, mmd re-
r.oIts in a flat Icsi spectrum independent-of-frequency. The correlation

functlon for rijch a sy!otts Is easily seen-to-be ie

f (R-)t,) W et,) S(C.) ('r) Y S (8 - AW.nt) £ 0

aicer L0 Is the neen-square-lifrtexerted by one of the dipoles. -

ZMa ttitldh we know that the acoustic spectrum wLl be broad-bend and

hence have no "turdsuaental" frequency, the- no- statinwaity In timeI

exhibited by (10) is still periodic. fleece a tim average over the

Intervam 0 t:4 &/aIsstiu aenio'fcWAnresults In afactor

rrom(.0)

<S> i G O.fP) -1R e

IRAR

AU the integratiorsinvolving delta- fucotions- are easily carried out, n' Ho'mniel number

giviffs to1 /S A.40 5-

52O
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Ks (i, > BE V -BET fixed point _at tim t due to a alnuseoidal upwaoh distribution
'If. Aaof wave-vector i? . This function, cenrealyeomple, is referred to

(13)as the aprodflnanic transfer function. Then the response at I at timet

which Is independent oi the dipoles' notion. T'his result vas noted for the to a turbulent-1'pash pattern is, by linear superposition

ease 8 I by ,fowcs ,illian. ad !H5-tinge . Iote that ue o.ly -

rain a factor of 8 in roer as contrasted to 84 In Cces A and D. 1" ', If f,(y.t7
This is ecause successive dipoles no l.er reinforce each other's " -; (46)

sigals, as their phases are random; hence the intensities ad4 rather where

than the pressure amplitudes. I
The ease with which this result was arrivcd at fte to the delta For(q.J) .( .) - 7t. '11IV-l

fu:tions in V* and t svUests that it may hold for any planar (9.7)

motion, not eircular or even periodic. A si. le point force whose path where . end F- are taken as generalized random functicns. 1b0w

is prescribed as $-(t) sos which fluctuates in the above we forn the correlation of the lift loading,

manrIs described by ( it) t £ )t'a ) 4,ti 5 5 ) () c a'

RA( j.(0) 1M -(1..))-
VA)

S(1 taf 7(r~ fhnO 7. IlomOeouz turbulence has the prcp~rty that escilationz of any C.lven

-- .waveler.th o.ust-be uncors tlted with those of Any cther; i.e.#

J .. , beirz the pier s.ctral density of th. turbulence.

), ICthe,- = ($(,,, .I.,, Co,,s,,,rtly
__ 7r )( v erformlrZ the -lntc~ratior. over e' Cmos

at 7

. -P,, M ) d' (50)

Her.ce, as lona a: the dile re ains Ina. plane, its occu-tic f

radiation Is the-zanezas-if It were Lviobile. 7he-reault for 8 tlilczls~''~ * ,) . ' ' ~
1: 8 times the above, by linear cuperposticln- even-if each exesutes aI

ditferent notion. This i- because the assumption that tra.ec:ories ore ."

geometrically conpact precludes amplitude vnriatios-in the srecttr., and t P m
the toppler chift.-are Indiscernible in a fl spectrum. eOi -1

W~ortwnately, (51) in conjunction with-.(0) implies a tetxst of

W. Lift Per;ons e r-Potor to 1nbulent U-.azh-I ttern elCht scslor-Znterntlcns, sll beyond the eapbllity of even the fn-te:t

As aentiond above, ow acoustic anlysis-requires the space-tine eceputer-. tzl hoped that cae mny be d ne nalytieally; but even with-the

lond spectrsu p expressed in fixed coordinates a: seen by the sinpltet forar-fer P. , , if un.-uly c-'aitcd el Mn uh

*sbserer. To obtain this quantity, we begin w'th-the following approxilmtions: to prohibit this.

1) linearie:d aerodynamic theory is applicable - hence, we can One -i p.llfication would be to ncu.lccL-rctarded-tIee differences i
superpo e solutions, nross turtulc- eddies; i.e., to r.:zum-that they are much :-.nller thu.s the

2) tht turbule.o i. honcee ios In ;a&ce. acou;tic U-neltnath. iAfru ntcyioealm.1cales In the atmsph're -

The need for-1)-Is obvious; .) Is no. absolutelY necessary, hat tpIcAli, rM 'V-%-s-VS7 er s; o :U:h an appr6x--.d.i brea. d .?. 05 hir 1'
It considerably sLplif.te the analysic. rreqrsies. A,=-ore reasocuble zpprsseh I: to-con:ider the chord a s sco:tlc.ll-

7he variallns in Wu (y, r g ) ive rise to fluctuatim.' t e¢ t

in the 4le o.rattack - -IU , U being the local meso kc e -c -S = C M I

horl-ontal velocity,-vhich varics lineosly with distance .fre. the hub. tVe where we hayusOt. (I A.: typical ' fthe hlch.st frequcncy. Ifens:o

preasume that we hav". j, 9 t ) ,the-lift loading Mt A this efticyiit~ste resutt to jmc.noprcssible flo. Anothrr fpren\"h
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would be to model the chordwise loading as rectanigula~r. 1woever, this S aoeh

end the previous assumption both imply-that Af/at , as seenby a fixed correlation reaction-

point In the dish, Is zero except at the discoatinsaitles. The rorns of P_ power sotral. dansity

(13) -suggests that this vould-tend to oversqdiasize the higher frequency M Ibekue

coponents; Indeed, this say explain why Gutin's calculation overestimates iftt loading (force/area)

the higher harmomies as the transonic regim Is appoched. li~t force

field, vith an ad hoc application of qusastesdy-aerodynammics or* the fatrdeidinE.(9

of finite chord aind xr -..luding the different orientations of the MMx~

spatial Fisirier-components or turbulence relative to the blades. b55nO ex

V. 05Irery and CowciusioZ)ns~~b&-au

mn acoustic analysis of a surface distribution of dipoles; has b'cn C ) deviation from ( )

rude with a miniru :r assumptions; both discrete and broad-band spectra Ef ob vlae trtre i

can-be accommodated, and extension to acoustic monopoles and quadrupoles aslt aa

it strsight-forward. Thea formulation has been applied here to soveral ~ensemble averaged qiuantity

> -timn averaged oatity
exanples and zhmcn to PGrce ilth previous apnroacheo; iiere applicable.

in porticular, It it expected to be or value In treating the C3complex cejugte

probIL2c of a liftin: rotor-in atmor-pheric tvxbulenle, as It &:*.e VII.- References

kncvlede of the spae-tine loading cpectrms in fixed coordinates,# 11 1, Cutin, L., On, the Soud Field ofm a rotating Propellers MrIAA.8 1105, 1909.
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SOIC ASPECTS OP N0LICMft 100132 TXMy wee Is the frequency and ft the speed of Satoo. Thus 9Iti aLsoI~pr t Imeent Results Relating to bagins WSle. equal to I/2V times the product of the Nscuh e and the conventionAl
by V. P. Sears 'haducd frequascy' of wmateedy..aIrfo.1 theory based an the hmalf-chord.

Cornell Whiveoty It is only when teams of Order 4 are also n=gledtd that the

aproxmadtion of #2 Shows - 'satraigtfor'ward qsis~d r~lGeet

Abotract is obtained. Thus, our third peopsition (#3, may) Is to proceed, once

again, as in JI1 ad #2, but to transform the flow field (which Is unsteady

An ivesigaionof uds orcs aisig fom atorstaor ~tesetODSin the - frame of reference involved her*) as per the GAS? approximation.
in aubsonic flow is reportol. no conclusion Is that the Kemp-Seers type o Of course, one would amloyp Instead, comrossibl-flow -. steady-
appromiation can be extended to Include compressibility effects by masof

airfoil results to estimate fluctuating forces if-such were available.
the technique sugsted recently by busiet and Sears. To a limited extent they are available: som years ago Drisehier at al. a

In the course of this investigation, Sam appestat discrepancies inko AAotie h utrs i untosfrtreHc ubrpb
the results of Johnson on Lust loads in subsonic two-dimensional flow were

series of Ingenious numerical appraimstions.C Two parts of the inter-rui
encountered, These are reported here,-vithout explansation# especially In

p vliw of the Importance of Johnson's thee-diaeoaional results In helicopter- itrcinaegs-it i.vsoswk n otxwk fefrne

1~., #the passage of downetreem blades through these two kinds of wakes.
noise reseerch.

(Incidentally, viout-se Interference Is said to be the most important
r. AeradynaicInterference between Naving glade Revs

Under controct~zith the Mechanics Branch of*ArnCR we have-continued Pert of inter-raw Interaction ~n present-day engines.) onsequently we
- have calculated-these two phenomena by use of Drigchlcr'srsults,

our-studits, begun In the 190%s of unsteady effects in axial-flow fasanol

compressors. Although ther" exist, in principle, methods for solution of-epcayfocmarsn itspnxsiosS1L2 dL3abv;w
eall this ii,.

these polmwithin the two-dimensional and smll-perturbation appraxfmm- Our nsa~erical results are admittedly limited. They all pertain to

tions but without fwtether simplificaticno, the-pratical-situation Is ththat*stgtetdbyKe n ers ihvrin ~hm~r
these are generally not in forms suitable for practical-use. It-is,ga/hrndailoesci, wdifetasspon wreoe

therefore, Still of-interest to investigate possibilities of extending thereadgthunrubdror-lelaigditbton iccsecud

Toe-ear tye o epnoxmatonsto sbsoic empessbleflos. t**easily be calculated, since the results appear in closed-form formulas for

C. Obore hs crn, ou suh a invst~atin. irecttzvaluation for all for approximatins. The conclusions are-simple:

The ioeip-Sare theory ' treats-Iner-row Interference as a

pertuebation Of steadyr-flow through a stage consisting or an upstresan oigAa u-tnado oprsn
1. Approximation 71 (incompressible umsteady-airfoil theory) shows

Stationary row of blades and a downstream movinC row - stator adrotor, say.thrittenswt bss r ateeotudreimtteefcs

It Is clear, first of allp how to account for compressibility my-th. stea.dy of compressibility.
flow fildus attaheG to the respectiverows; namely, by the lrandtl-Glauest 2. Approximation C2 (quasi-steady Privudtl-Glautrt) -is completely

g rule. A possible approximtion (il) is to mak, culy this correction for wtotmrt rdcigcmrsiiiyefcsta vnhv h-r-S
cceipresibility wAd to-use, ss-Keop and Sews did, Iinempressible unsteady-

tivside with varying 12Lihper.
airfoil results to estimate the -.nsttvedy force& that result froms tte motion

of the up- cr downstream blades through this periodic flmw field. Prposal5. -3 . Approxinstion k3 (-GAl?-) It-relatively satdfactory, even up

might be t -Invoke Psandtl -Glauert theory again, -In a straightforward quashei-cpaefcofcsreublt, ngnrait

steuly fashion, to estimate the unsteady forcas;-i.t., to transform the
reduce the magnitude of-inter-row Interaction (lift fluctuations). -.his

flow field encooeotencd by the movine blade by Frandtl-Glsuert stretchtngwvith
Is recognized as a general phentomenon In unsteady-airfoil flows, and can I~e

respect to its relative flow direction, before employing incompressitleexlieealyIth aswr-fheGZtanomto.Itlobcms
unsteady-airfoil results, end-so forth,

Bu narcn ae -WtadSer one u htacnitn clear, -Iv -nthis fnasework,.ridy the predictions of cour #2 are-so wrong.

j Ru ina rcen paer mie an Sea; pintd ot tat cosisentHaving thus Succinctly stated atur-conclusg,.ns, we shell not present

any of Osborne's graphs -here. They appear In his thesis6 -which we propose
involve: an-addit ional- effectv-there IS the Frandtl-Glauert stretching, buttoasrcInhefmort.orw pulhdpprss-wasosie-

thuref alsooa first-order distortion Of any time-varying boundary condition.
11. The efg ofTiAifi:t-IuodlGssat Subsonic nlow oc.3 ('~ want Of IL better nm, I-sugest calng this thc-CASapprouismtiont ~cltoso h rsue a ocsoarol-fifnt

5 although unfortunately this acronym puts N*Wdt losti) This yieolds aCacltosfthprsueanfresnifos- niie

related Incompressible unsteady flow If terms or order Care negispan is convectad siousoilil gust-fields have been carried out, for
compressible now, in loeferencee Is amtd5.

compared to I-and tase Cif order C are retainel, where C denotes both Investigations involvv-so1'"- intgal eutions for the
the ratio of body length 4 to-wave length of moed s4glrt isrbtosi

sinulaitydisribtio Inthe preience-of vorte wakes. John~son4

EL Si'... -transforms to a coordinate system-in which the flow becomes-steady

(three-dimensional) - an Ingenious device which, of coursep-carnot be used
This work wae partially Suspported by tUe t.S. Air force Office of Scientific t rdc h w-iesoa ae aetees ohatesd rsn
research under co-tract lYoi62o.6"WC.50 3 opouetetodmninlcs.~eetees ohstosd rsn
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data for the two-diaensiorial ease Jshnesrl e in the form of exponential 5. *-be' J.,.. *0-1 t Voles for Thin. .Airois In Non-

foreal Obtained from his xjmica1 enllutiro by ciuve-fittiig. xliii stationary 3*1bso tme," 3. u IbHl~ 753 (1970.

Graham' aIe 11esented (to date) oniy in a single Vtctor disal whose 6, Cobolne M cin, Cmpessibility gffeets -in the thuteld Interactions 4

ale! Is not eat to provide accurate vulues-for computations. It Is# Between Slae. IRows, Cormel lhivelIe tl ?ba.Thsis#,. Available

therfoe impoeible-to al e aningful comperisons ot-johaeona eand frn tIhiyersity V~crofili, inc.P Ann Arbor Nielan

Grehea results at-this aSetting. 7. Seers, W. 3., PSome Aspects of hor.Stationery Airfoil Theory sold its

On the other hand, it Is possible to coupre Johnson's veiute Pretleel Appliesties," J. Aro sci.8,O. 11.)

(a) with the corresponding incompreaeible-flow foction
7  

00( with che 4
r-sults of applying the GAS? transformation to ths-fhaction, andl (c) with

r reisehier's approximate results 3 These c~eol s are presented in 40 RI (gL M) hG3)L,,(M ll~

Figs. 1-., vkere-the absolute value jr the ratio of lift to eleaisod ~ee:~4
lift Is plotted egainstroduis frequency Wa -Pn Halh rumer of flighst M. MsO

It should be recalled tMat the validity of the GASP approximation Is M-034

limited by t'1 erA the frequency perameter f. ;wzCS

j '1e cul -or Figs. 1-3 therefore leave-us with some concern for theKO

tfroraey Or Jchrnocn's results for the tWo-dleer-sionul caze. it Is hard to M0

j believe that the-effeet of coapcebolbility Is so-larie at very small P1.

Azniaedpthe value of 9tfor C en 5. kio y

.0 o that Welex7eCt the acCUracy Of 0eGASraPerOXImAtion to bo veryII

1. ' hve, -!l-.therfr, ftv. t., a ppd~nlcaItnof Jhnson' rewesuIlts.acN~~oGZYs~eiito ~ .244cre h

1 Adt m'ore i.r t Aesl ci,1y o, toe -;) Iners te inroadybn Foce 6 of4 £ 1.,$r .- Foie ee

dhe t'1.aodL Viss -toes ing %urbe epn tAer. in th7e publcatin.

de2. ri~tt, l. s r~lIahaU or the eqiaent#n-ni- seof irosslle tuo n0

3. thsy Figurelcu Leer.atc oflflcaltif ol aif nwwo.A Ioqaisod il t\tc

ifnt Ces feet withWY foeraics-o lbchO41V~~tva Ilnbe 0.7., ofS 7:: %t

Tedrcsp"Li.tAr . l. Funcion for (9 atoImeUnsteady Forces andue of aI2r -PonRfrne

detniscousJA. Wks Ic~nn boachnd, Ja.s-c the. 22ot 478 LIZ5t

2.Action fo ar-Sa. Vi.i r.,e 'Mbetd t-o Sinus1oida GS end trato

Siusonidcl- sr,klm- Flid tkch, 44,27(s3?8-.Ia 6

3.. Jo:es,!1 BV., cA Litin wett oltin fr Vortl te 0ndoe Ala

erAi-Apiintlo to Rtarloi AirfolatSbon W Csieriti- 7m Oscilator

Lift ofelient wtuacus Pesear Lachtm ., N.Y.? (1972562

irchn nlprs ay Ilch al e .5 aond~ o;v, epAere4 V1 ic 27 so (12)

unctin oa gl thocaro~l.fo utrs o Stnugtoina 1 t arndle tor

realor for using irIscIters approximation lrsteasi of tht wil b-
*11ntior'd below.

5'3
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X 0S's Gm WASTw GAS
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M.O IA
.. M05 jw 4-

w, RED)UCED FFRE(EK~Y F1ewe 3. 1FAtio of lift MCMItude to qui:catzitt-t :InsoiaA

F Iwc. 1tio of lift r,3Cftutde to quasL-ste~*y 'Ift as function or cut,-- rigt ='s, aro n -- ihe it I. -

-- reduced fretuen~ty fOr-tinusoidal Cuit at variout-lich mualrs of flipht, At-functim. of ?bch nubr M for-tw.o values er redujced frquncy zJ

airU t' 4o~~o . (tPaI'ICTCehe 6) (ircom veterence 6)
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DZTEPMIIATION OF THE CMN INC CHARACTRISTICS et al.1 Hanson
2 

has done extensive experimentarl xi rk on notched

OP VOMTX SKEINI~G FMO LIFTING AIRPOILS- and bluff airfoils. An-exitnsiVe survey of literature concerned

FOR APPLICATION TO TiiZAKALYSIS -with the singing propeller problem-(primarily for hydrodynasuic

oF HESLICOPTER IIOIE -application) by Ross) contains Interesting papers which are Pertinent
-to the current work on airfoils.

0S.-G. Sadler The first year g efforts were directed toward determining.

ROCHESTER APPLIED SCI3IC ASSOCIATES, INC. insofar as was available from existing literature and simple theory.
140 Aliens Creek Road

rRochester, New Yirk Important-vortex shedding characteri~tics. orders of mantueo

r frqueniesardampltuds whch mghthe epectd.ane important

ABSTRACT aerodynamic-parameters and their effects on vortax shedusing charac-

teristics. The feasibility of an experimental-investigation to
The urpoe o thi prjectis o deermne wethr ornotattempt to determine vortex shedding-characteristics of an. airfoi

vortex-shedding noise from heliccpter rotors exists, and If it-exists,. vlae.i a eemndthtsc neprmn a el

to determine the associatedlaerodynamic characteristics. The firot wse evauatd. t waceert ne ttsuc and rexpiement ws exei-
year's-effort was-directed toward an evaluation of the-feasibility mental facilities and Instrumsentation. The second year's effort

of A-exllrmen-to ttept o-pasur votexshedingnoie o-apwas to perform the experiment an) to-analyze the experimental data.

airfoiil. It was aceteemined that the state-of-the-art experim'ental Tetidya' fotst edrce oadteueo h

tecliniques and equipment would-be adequate-to measure-vortex shedding Tetheri earess fotin moei ecotetrd oie ueo h

if it had /.-rtain-assumed fraqpuency characteristics and if some eprmna-eut nmdln eiotrnie

specific model. instrumentation, and wind-tunnel requirements wereThefotasbn mptd-rugtqotimn fex
metTh effor hecon been' effortd~hrg tw-asamn ofece toad-orintn

denet the ec oya'sefr wal as dnirtuedatowad condinting-x perisental-data. Datdaanalysis han-not been completed. so the

desin-o th aifoi noe~ad istzuenttio an coducingex-results presented here-are of a preliminary nature. The exacrimentaL

periments on two-dimensional and three-dimensional airfoil nodels. effort was -duied approximately nine months from the schedule

Surface-pressure measurements on the airfoil. hot-wire measurements oiial lne.adcmlto ftedt-nlsshdbe

in the wake. so'ind-measureasents, and accelerometer measurements were
delayed accordingly. The delay In-the experimental phase-of the

made. Those measurements Indicate that-vortex shedding at a disrrete efr a u opolm soitdwt xeietlfclt
frequency exists but that itssfrequancy may be higher- than has been effonsrtiasdintrobmemstatocatdsedwn.xermna clt

used-in helicopter-noise prediction techiniques. Details of this

and other noise charactcelstics; as observed-from the-experinental Snayo-setdVre hrc~itc

data will te presented and diecuasoed. A brief discussion ol the and Test Feasibility Studies

upcoming year's effort will be prestnlted.

Expected vortex sheddiwi charac'~eristics-which were determxined

Introduction early in the- investigation includod-th7 following.

1. The-oscillatory lift force. Lit). due -to-vortex

Helicopter rotors are anzrimportant helicopter-noise source. shedding at frequency. .,-from an airfoil with

Rteductionui In helicopter rotor noise aremcdesirable-from various chord. C. length. 1, and lift curve slope. a..

considerAtions. Including detection. annoyance. and healrin, danage. in a-fluid with density, --and relative velocity.

An Improved understanding of-the i'echanisas involved In helicopter V. with angle of-attack magnitudtj due-=to Vortex

noise generation -are- important In the obtainment of-veduced hell- shedding of av. -is given by

copter-rotor noise. Vortex-sheddino noise-has been-suggested as

olne source of high- frequency-noisle. and under some-flight conditions Lit) a (!-a V2 c I a.) veut

it ha%-bee.1 stuggested as a source of high-asplitu~Cehigh frequency

noise. 2. Similarly. the first harmonic drag force, 10(t). -Ix-given

by

The prinary-purpose of-this vork Is-to establish whether or

not vort'ex street-shedding from helicootcr rotors is-lgnificant mut * v.' r Aj a.. v I

nolne-Aource. The bulk of studies if vortex shedding-have Involved

blunt bWies. Considerable work In the area of vortex sheddlin where-,. Is the-steady airfoil Angle oflatta,!k.

free airfits Ijss een done-recently, and-in pres-ently-being con- 3. Thme-tortcx shedding angle-of--attack P4gnitude. a,.

_ducted. of particular Interest-is work done ot UARL by Patterson. is-expected to have a- rangc A% givnn by"

0 v- 1*.5-Y4

*This study Is supported by the Department of tho Army, U.S. Army

Research Of fiel-Curhap, Durham, North Carolina, under Contract where c. Is the-airfoil drag-coefficient, and In a
DAC0'6-C000

S9 Preceding- page blank-
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function of airfoil1 shape-and surface-condition, and 3.;D model tests wer, conducted. Detailed analyses of tunnel

engle of attack, and Mach number. noise-have not been made for' the two fan configurations. but

4. The:scond harmonic d::g force is negligible with preliminary Investigations indicate that changes In the test section

respect tothe-fis harmonic drgforce exceptcodtoswr %I.(-reeaidanlisayb4vibe

aveysmall angles ofattack, is of-the order of by the date this paper is presented).

a. times the first harmonic lift, and is expected to Two wing models were uaed in these tests. Plan views are shtwnbeigiil o setal l rcia lgti iue2 ohwr AA01 ifis aeo towt pn
conditions for helicopter-rotors. wise -internal holes for surface pressurc microphone And acceleron-

The feasibility studyfor the-experimental tests Indicated *ter cables. and-with a surface pressure microphone mounted in a

[. that tests were desirable if certain-test facility, model, and spanwise slider mechanism to permt the -301 surface pressure micro-

instrumentation requirements could-be achieved, phone -to. be traversed along--the airfoil-span. The two-dimensional

model (21 inch spon) was clamped at each end, and-the slider micro-

Teat facility requirements Included the following: phone-could be moved to any desired spanwise position. The slider I
1. wind tunnel turbulence, rulu .0004 mechanism was observed to have a slight-gap along its loading-edge

2. Known wind tunnel speed and-angularicy-distributicns; and to be a few thousandths-of an inch-above the airfoil surface.

speed range to-Soo ft/sec. The three-dimensional model 0. 11 Inch $pan) was-clauped at one end .

3. Sound field measuresents-outsid* the-open jet test and the slider microphone could be moved-incremental amounts, depen-
section, with tunnel epty-and with a known sound Ing upon availble-insertsto fill the slider gap. The slidermechan-j

source In the test section- (both with-tunnel running). Ism fit was better on the three-dimensional model- than on the-two-

4. Capability to-achieve full-scale helicopter Reynolds dimensional model. A chordwis atray of--surface ulcrophoneg was

num~ber range, located-severs Inches from one end. for both wing xodels, with-micro-

phones at 151, 300- (slider), -380, 50% and 701 chord. Ar. accelerom--

model and-irstrumahtation requirements Included the-following: *ear was located at midchord: at midspanzof the 2-D model, and-nenr

1. Size large enough-to achieve full-scale helicopter the tip of the 3-0 model, The accelorciAstera weTt internal to-the

- -Reynolds numer-range. surface. The surface pressure microphones were mounted so as-to

2. Standard airfoil shape, areferably iiACA-0012. have a-very small-gap around-th* *xposed-disphragm. and with the

3. Two- and thrce-dimensional-models. diaphragm wountedz-8a nearly-flush with the airfoil surface as

4. INodels and mounts as rigid-as possible to reduce model possible. Durlng~somo of the-0- tests,-not all of the surface

no-ton, pressure microphones were operational, an in any-event only-five

S . Known model natural frequencies in flap-and torsion. of the surface pressure nicropliones. the-accelerometer, and the

6. Accelerometer measurements to determine model notion, two Sound nr..-- ..i'mnhmn"n could be-recorded at-o-e tine due toa

7. Surface pressure - easurenents7 to tetermine pressure the limited number-of power-supply units-which were -available-for

magnitudes, -correlation lengths, and frequencies; various amplifiers.

Tests were performed-at the United Aircraft Research Acoustic

wind tunnel. which was designed for-a turbulence level (4 '/U.l of Tohot-wir-nemometers-were mounted downstream- of the wire,

0.0004. AM SPL of the turbulence has not yet-been made by-RASA, as shown-in Figure3. One was on a traverse mechanic% which

but the overall level was-repartaozto be approximately 0.001. some- permitted spanwise and vertical (normalto Airfoil, middle surface)

what higher than the design level. The tunnel-test section can b~e motions, and Is referred t* as tI'e movabl*e hot-wire. The othver

operated as on open jet-in an acechnic chasber, The chamber is could be-adjust-d manually only, and is-referred tq as the 'fixed'

snechoic above 270 fil. Microphones were positioned within the hot-wire. It could be located at any spatiwise position and at onm

anechoic chamber so as to-be in the-far field of that sound-Iradiated Inch vertical increr~ents. The-movable hot-wire required a vertical j
from-the model In the test-section. -The test-section used-durinq Plot In on* side wall to allow-verticAl motions. Holes were driled

these tests had-an open top and bottom with approximate dimensions in the side to permit vertical adjustment of the fixed hot-wire.

of '21 Inches (spanwise) by 30 Inches-(atresawise). Steel side walls Only positions below the 01 angle of attack plane were attainable.

provided mudel-and Instrumentation support, and sone flow Contain- Originally, It ted-1been Intended to make-wake surveys at approxi- }
sent. tarious-arrangemne.ts of flow control devices were used to mately-0.5 and 3.0 chord lengths downstream of the-trailing ode-o!

reduce noise lev.s associated with the open jet nozzle and-collector, the airfoil. The use of a 30-inch test section opening together

Alternate downstream openjet lengths were available, and-offered with rather severe buffeting-near the collector precluded making-

advantages and-disadvantages. The-30-in~h length was chosenLecause surveys-at 3.0 Chord lengths downstream,-and the surveys at 0.5 we re

it-represented, In our view, the post 'weli known' and reliable shifted-to 1.0 due-to interferencq with other ir.'trumentation.

operating configuration of-a n'nr tunnel facility. The general

arrangement of the test section Is shown In rigure 1. The tunnel Two sound pressure microphones were located in the anftchoic

fan-undewmnt- sore modifications between the times- that the 2-0 chamber-as shown in Figure 4. One was located directly above the

A a_
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model centerline, midway between the tunnel walls. had on easily through peak velocities of about 670 ft/sec, or Roynolds numbersVadjusted height, and is roerzed-to as the overhead microphone. of about 2.4 x-10.)

Another was located at-a lower, oreo downstream location. but not Spanwise correlation lengths in the wake and-on the airfoil

so as to be in the direct "shadow* of the collector nozzle, was surface were investigated. Preliminary estimates of the length

n~ormally kept at a somewhat smaller radius from-theg model center- over which wake velocities were in phase-were made by observing

linezas the cverhead microphone, and is-referred-to as the "down- whether-or not-Lissajous figures-were generated on-the oscilloscope
stream' microph-tne. whnoehtw nmmtrwAs das tehorisontal iptand

Appropriate amplification of transducer signals was-provided tions -for the two-dimensional model were-indicated for only th ote4a0sda h etclinu. X-hs eoiyvra

when-netcessary. An oscilloscope was available for some on-line angle of attack, at low ve10loces. At 4* and 100 ft/sec this

monitoring and investigation, and an oscillograph nnd a magnetic length was approximatuly 1.5 Inches; at 200 ft/sec-the length fell

tape recorder were ured to record transducer output. The oscillo- to approximately I. inch. The correlation-has not found. however,

graph had 7 mirror-trype-galvanometters-which were flat within ! St except on the vertical "edge" of the most turbulent region as

to obout 1K Hz and had a gradual drop of f above-that. (The response Indicated In Figure 5. and at the-spanwise coordinate position

is down about 351 at 2K Hz. and about 75t at 3K Hr.) The tape of the chordwise array of surface pressure microphones. This

recorder was a one inch. 14 channel. FN4 recorder with a 27K Hz indicates that either (1) the surface pressure microphines caused
carrier signal. and had a flat-frequency response up to 5K-Hz. the correlation in the wake, or (2) the wake was warped verticaily

I and surveys at othor spanwise locations missed the region-of corre-

Test Procedures and-Results- lation. It was- observed-that the maxidaw. amplitude-disturbance for

4* and 100 ft/sec occurred from-approximately 0.2zinch, to-0.4 inch

-instumentation-was tested-and calibrated before each set-of below-the 00 plane. The-observed dominant frequencies, together

SIndividual components were monitored with the oscilloscope with this site of peak amplitude-region indicates-that the-wake

-- and-repgaced, repaired, or removed when found -to be defective. thickness Is approxinately one-tenth the-airfoil-s-pro3ected

System check-out included runs-made with the tunnel empty and with dimension on the free-stream. -It Is possible that-helicopter rotors

j a one inch diameter steel cylinder placed at the-airfoikmmidchord have lower frequencies and] larger wake thicknesses than those ob-

j position. Some of these teats-indicated significant characteri'ticrs sorlted during-these tents. Different turbulent levels, airfoil

*Of the system. They-provlde-a-base of-reference-for other measure- surface conditions, and-other differences In operating conditions

I et.a el could-result in-different frequencies. and It Is-expected-that

Imost-or-these-differences would-tend to-lower the shedding-frequency. 3
j It was-noted during calibration of other -instrumentation that For those-configurations whore pure-tones were observed, the

the-accelero-ster seed-to have a residual output of 0.0531 at surface proanure micro)phone meassarencnts-indicat-that the-surfaceft about 60 iiz-and 0.0204g at about 180 Hz. this-was probably line pressures were-cotrrelated over the entire length of the airfoil.I noise, and could be a-significant part-of so~e of the accelerometer As shown in Figure 6, at-4* and 100 ft/sec the 151-surfacc prossure

tirte histories. The-overheod-microphone also had a residual microphone, the-oVerhead and downstream-sound pressure microphones.

signal with 30 Hr anal higher frequcncy~noise contained in It. the accelerometer, and to a degree, the 701 surface pressure micro-

phone and the-hot-wire anemometers all appeared-to he correlated

The oscillograph-records are the-source of-moat of the results and hav! a dominant frequency of about. 1160 1iz. A traverse with

presented in-this paper. The-prim:ary- function of the oscillograph the 30t surface pressure microtbone indicate,. no-variation of ragni-

was-to serve-as an on-Lt..9 multi-chonnel monitoring device. Thus. tude,-phas, or frequency with span. and appeared-to have the same

allzchanniels-were used for primary transducer-outputt and for most amplitude as the 15% microphone.

ruihs no reference signal for- frequency--lot paper soed) -was recorded
on- the osnillograph. -The Plaximum nominal patter speed was so spa One result of the-spnwise surface pressure-mierophone traverse

and-there hcre occasinally variatiore-by as much a,; a-factor of- v.,. the observation that the 151-microphone (and-probalbly-all 'up-

two-or vore. rrequeni-i values based on-an assumed paper speed of stream- microphones) had .1 significant-effect on-the 31microphone-

-~the-oscillograiph are-keown to-be inaccurate. (and probiably other downstrea,, micrnphonesl. as-shown in Figure 7.

A high-frequency disturbance of significaht nagnitudc was-introIuced

Tunnel-empty tests and-cylinder tests ind.-cated that- noise W., placcrent of- '1.e 30t-micropsone dow- r- an of-the lMlmicrophone

from-objerts-within the tunnel enould-he of sufficient amplitude tit: rolure I..i -Ind was elimineted uric. the 30% microphone vas

to-be measurable, and-rot be masked by. tunnel background noise. removed frm the downstream position by approxlmiety 0.5-inch (see

A beating pattern, which was-observedxduring the cyliader tests in Figure 7.1n). The jot-microphone output shown on Figure 7ta In An

-~thezoverhead-and downstream sound microphone records, could he from free -from this-high frequency disturbance as ony-ftwnstrean micro-

--tight spanwise nonuniformities in the tunnel-velocity or angularity. Iphone-aignAl-rccordled-durini most of the runs. other conditions of'
S (PegulAr shedding from the cylinder was observed at all-velocities anglec-of attack And velocity showed similar effects of moving the

-A



srac-lcoones adotucotiigsnfcatmuts f of attack caused-by flapping velocities would not be large-enough

Out cause~lo ; / the Tbsr te sudpeursa thovhade ticophoe.~~
hihadeue c au-ra ti el co e n w ih- ahe 1 ha m icr ph n output f rThe Measured surface pressures, however, would be sufficient to

cac h -t h e irohon c en itag. downstream ofuthet cause the observed sound pressure. Therefore. model motion does not

11microphone. Thhusar
3 

ist trsaeasmdta ot fntal

oscillgraphrecord-of-te chorwist urfacepressre micophonsthoughodsmellon doosh contribute cotoib thetomth haenisismus

are of- doubtful value, Lut analysis of the magnetic tape records involved in vortex shedding a" turbulence, and thus plays an impor-

=ay yeild more Information.
(bserved surface-pressures for-these conditions was approximately

Wakecorelaionwe&als Inestgatd duingthethre- /2 he axiuntpressure predicted in the preliminary study men-

dimen~sional model tests. Correlation lengths of approximately tioned earlier, s" is the correct order of magnitude for-vortex3

0.5 inch were obaerved for the wing-at 41 angle-of attack and at shedding pressur*adisturbances. Analysis ofzother test conditions

tunnel- velocities of 100 ft/sec and-200 ft/sec. downstream of the 19dpnetuo-rjec nlsi ftemgei oercrs
sufc peer mcohnearyduigth he-dmnina oe which was not completid at the tise of the printing of this-paper.

tests. Again. .z wake-region of peak disturbances and observed It-it expected that further analysis of the-experimental data will

frequencies indicated a wake thickness on the-order of one tenth the be done, Including spectral analysis of sees of th~e recorded pressure

nkirfoil's projocted dimension on-t'e free stream. There did-not time histories. The results-of-this and other available work wil

appear to be increased spanwise- correlation lengths In the wake near be used to develop methods for-predicting vortex shedding-parameters

the -tip-of the three-dimensional model. Surfac#-pressure microphone as-a-function of-airfoil and operating characteristics. These

traverses indicated-that the 15%-and 30t (movable) microphones had methods will be-used In conjunction with existing rotor-blade loads

the same Amplitude, frequency. and phase along the entire span, for porm n oo os rdcinporm opeithlcpe

those cases invtigated. Miro rvrtxnsefor helicopters in-varzous flight regimes.

The models could-be expected-to respond most-rosdily near theirCocuin

natural-frequencies. An attempt-was made to determine natural fre-

quencies of the three-dimensional- model by tapping the nodel- near the The exipected-magnitude of-surface pressures was observed for

tip. Ifesulting accelerometer output indicated-that the tiro-newest cases where "pure- tone* signals vare observed, -but fre-quencies were

berdin3 natural frequencies of the- three-dimensional model were atan-order of magnitude higher than predicted-on the basis of airfoil f
approximtely 135 H~z and 527 Hz. Higher frequen~cy modes exist.-but dimension perpendicular to the free stream. Model notion did not

ne-je~~~~~ ypsadfeeciswr ntceal ni.tdb the-simple appear to be of-sufficient Magnitude to account for the-obserued

tests. Model-physical proptrties-and support conditions are-not felt sound levels.-but may be an impartant-part-of the mechanismfs)

tobe known sufficiently well to-permit a theoretical estimate of theinlednvot-sdignieprcuaywh ep et.
mode-natralf~reuence*.are emitttd. Shedding frequencies nay be different on-bperational

-lfopter rotors -th&n those-obeerved during-these controlled tests.

The accelerometer output Indicated that there was model motion
at te sme reqenc assuraceand ar ial-riropne resureMost angle-of attack and-velocity conditions did not result In

pure thne saneion frqunc as suac andatrie far soundcr n pressurever
variations for many-angle of attack-and flow conditiont. At-otherpuetnbtwa chrtridbysndesio vra

Conditions the accelerometer either had no significant output with range of frequencies. None of -the observed -frequenciex-were in the

ttO same freguency-as the microphones, or that-frequency coeponent rnewihwudb rdce-sn tohlnme-fapoi

was-not clearly distlaguishable -from the oscillsi raph record. The nately 0.7 and-the airfoils-dimension perpendicular to-the free

possibility of oodlnotiorn exists, and either-torsional or-flat- stream; the observed frequencies were approximately an-order of

wise-motions wouIdlzhave a corresponding anle-of--attack. lift-caria- cagnitult higher than those-predicted on-that basis.

tiOns, and possibly wale valocit" and sound pressurc variations.
Model-motion, its measured by the-accelerometer, was calculated forFocndtnsweept tnt e ob rvdt suf e
the two-dinenslonai-modei for q-40 and v .- 100 ft/sec. Thspr-;ssure variations were in phase over the entire airfoil, wake l

condition rcsultedl in very nearly-pure tone 1smmqoe freg-.-ocyl out- velocities were-in phase forzlIengths on the order of th. airfoil

put-from all irnatrumentatlon. -it also had one of the largestz ratios thickness. and-acc*isrometer, surfacv-and-sound presjure-slicrophonex.

of Model velocity-to sound pressure ratios, Indicating that-if mode: and hot-wirt-onlisemeter: all-had ttbe saite-dominant frequency.

sotion-were ever--Important. it-Should be for -this concdltion. Calcu-
lations for this-case-indi-cate-that Il) the-airfoil motion-as ai fiat oinraewsoevdinhesnis lothihnwic
Plate would not be largA enough-to catme the-obsorvod soound-pressurcs wake velocities ware correlated I's the tip uzegion of-the-thre"-
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dimensional model, as compared-with two-dimensional model results.

- Three-dimtnsional effects do not-appear to have a significant effect.

onsurface pressure or sound pressure frequencies or magnitudes.Further analysis of the date-is anticipated. and may modify I

these-conclusions and indicate other important facts related-to the 2

generation of sours by airfoils. 
2
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SMATIG SIaDE VOMT mifst Ki rotor rotational speed, rpm

WITH1 AND WIT154W? AXIAL Vel~ R rotor rdius# a

r hall radius (see text for-defintion), a .
Jaes Scheiman sod David A. Hilton V velocity along the-axis-ot rotor rotationt, alsee

MAA Langley Research Center n rotor u.ar spee, redJsec
Hapton, Virinia

Iii experiental Investigation hat been ade Irk the Langley full-cal* et-eu

turland cutdoors to Inetgt se Of the characteristics or vortex noiseThinortt:escodtdint Lsey.10183afl-oe

geeaedoy ottn lae s7tem. Acoustic mesrmnswr aefrwn unl ceai kthof the test setup drawn toSclItsoni

two differ-nt blade sections with -several tip shapes when the blades were figure I and a photodraph of the setup~ Is shown In figure 2. The rotor rota.

rotatinst In their own shod wake-nzA-wihen the &he wake was blown downstrea. tional kilos was In the center-of the tutrel and approximately 3.96 a aboret

Mhe blaes were operated only atszera-lift, at earh radial sviticn. 'he results the ground beard. The rertinent microphone locations are Indicated by the

irdicate that the tip shaPe changes had very little effect on the ovtrall sound solid dots In figure I. The aicrophtones, shown are &aned with or at 45t'O

pressure level. Introducing axtai velocity to blow away the blade shed wak tihe rotor rotational axis. The zero-winA iw~or tests were duplicated In the

for the rotating circular blade sectloft resulted In an Increase In the roise evstdoors. For the outdoor texts the rotor a"is was alired parallel to and

level, while, for the airfoil section, the overall noise level decreased. approxiaately 2.11. a above the grourd-level. The recording aicrophoe were

located at every Wo5 aiutlszarglendr at a 2.diater distance. The out-

raWmfloh door tests were ceductedto-ohtan a-reverberation evaluation of the fuIll-

ctor noise It a %%3cr operatIng protles; of helicopter and propeller Scale tunnel.

IrIves, aircraft. The development oft satisfactory aethodx for predicting ul-c li e-vebrto Effects

no-clle vctesptiehai ben a obectve f te heicotersriproellr Te question of the reverberation effects arises whenever %coutic neac.

i.-e:ustry, but1 a 1%,k of experiaetal data has retarded this coal. rnt exwmle,- ureaetx are male In a closed-chamber. Two separate test progtrams were con-

in rfernceI, oll ernunt~ed.llficltis i theesprisnta searaionduted In order to aswer -this-questioo. The first program, consisted of"

of o;%I-M%-. votexhole. lzo-Deire reor-ce o sate tht VtsIdentical tests conducted wnith the-rotors Inside the tunnel anid outdoors

* o wind Zvi ftise the sound pressure to Vary con~siderably. unset zero-wins calitions. .the second program wan conducted insliC! the test-

The ri~in t vrte rAse s-cntroersal.In efeenc 3.Ottellchamber oly ami wax directAcpecifically tiward obtaining directvity-asn

AMd OZulrK lesignt special- rods In ant atttept to Isolate ;eahs In tt. 400 rererterAtion tiae-, within-the test-chamber.

... = ecrrespndis to the trua-reercshowever, they found that Such Comparisren orfittoor and outdoor rAite-frevr.ency Spectra for two differ-

att-=pln were uns-scesnful. Nnit recently, the orlitin Of vortex rOise has ert meel are-shown In-figurt-3. One of the models Ist the blade with the
been. attributed by ste to 'Ion M-rAci vortex rhedeirg ar.i by Others to turbu- circular cross- section anizshe-other is the blade with the .'ilit 0012 airfol

lence she-vS or the blate. For example, reference L assunex 10 the otell- section. The comparison Is for zero axial velocity aril for cne sicrophorte

iatir.g bld ift*pe rz a socl~ted with the the-idirg of c-idles position, namely, at a distnce Ortwo5 rotor diameters sod airned slorg the

resultipg Crt vortexs tre-t-erfeetz; wthereaS reference 5 Iiimte: that the -- ter rotational axis. The comparisoin at the amplitude andl Spectrum dlztrlbu.

vortex noise Is auxolatell with-tpe randcac turbulen~e nheai or the blale, tion for the circular blade section Is quite good. For the SNA O P lasde

which in turn causes turface-pr-sre os.1111utt. section the eotpaIrlon s-alxoiluItc gas., 'but rot so good as for the circular

A shortage t experltretatInf~ormation en vertex noise had 4 o' thi blaie section.

aJor ixp1Iictt to 0evliing mvrl correlating theory with test results. TO Wi1th Infoor-.lata only,-nn evaluation, was undoe on the tOasis of-noise decay

help overcome this ohstele.zthe %ASA-Iangley Aceerch C-nter hM& -eceetly rate with distance (ivresurlw.The measured dta indicateS a 5--to

complet-e a test program within the lWngley full-scale turnnl ard outdloors. b-11if1 rn~ az ccmpare with a-teareticel free-field value of 9.6 dii.

The, test prfr.gm oilsted-of-nroise =tasurmw-.ts for a rater -;etatiro, at zero This difference of about xzdi isv-the aa~itusv of the revereration effect.

lift for two airfoil sections. 1he tests Inclult-I rotor operston with tPhe In addition to tenoratnrnoise comparison, reverberation tests

lle: rotAtirg In. their cwn-she wale arvt with the ble w~ke blown dews. were car~icted in-the tnzt-chamber. The results of this program are presented

streamt. The two bladcl sections vote a circular pi;-c ass-I An 251 0012 airfoll In reference .ie-jst, for nero-Ind velocity, have been extrapolated-

Section. Path blades hsad tht-sam4 rel-o diater and blIae thicknesu, namely, fer the aoelg testedA herein, and samples of the conclusions are presIentel-in

r .C, a oat Si .- respectivoly, For the VIrM-on colitineo, the rACA M1.1 fisesren. afni 1, for the two differcj& rotor blade Sections. The OP
5 

asimuth

s-sties blade wak- provldvdlwIth-% helical twIsLtso the airfeul Ope!rated at positLI- on these figres-in shoieS with the rotor rotational axis vector

Zeo lift alt aiteg ItsspecS. Various blade-tip corotiuratifas wetet. (using the eio tMharni rule). These plots are In tcmet of the halt radius

Oivldeei by the retar diameter. The hall-radits is defined as the distance

El frcn tie Source where the sount pressure from the diret field equals the

0 rotor diveetr#-s- sra e averag ,vrn topess.r r the reerberant field. In other wor.ds,

f freqluency.- Ks- ace, stic aeauresents At-r0 c halt raius will ti 5 4ii a-eyc the enrrespnilr.6
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ROTATING BLADE VORTEX NOISE WI1TH AD0 WITHOUT AXIAL VELOCITY

rfre-field meaureents. Further, at a distance of onelf the beat radiue, Mofst of ip Shapes

this difference would be I d3. Is general the originaml test-ceober acome- Vortex nose radiation has bew shown to be Proportional to the velocity

tia evaluationt (ref. 6) Indicated that a 1000-112 frequsncy bsand resulted In Ao the 1.. power (e.g., ret. 3). IV far the largest Portion of-the noise

the smallest hell rad'us. Furthers for octsve-bgot center frequencies outside level, therefore, originates frne the extrae outer pert of the blade. Twos,

or the range pltAtedp the ball radius Is greater then that for a frequency of it sight be reasoned, that changes In the blade-tip fluid flow conditions

"50 Hin. Fiue n odot hteooiin oiin amdwt iht produce large angems In the noise level. htr wind-tunel tests of

atW to the rotor-rotational axis at the M-distance are Inside of or near loads on stationary circular cylindarsz(ref's. 7 and 8) with various tips had

a dIstaoce-of one ball radius, with Mas exception Of the 100L0-Hz frequency ahout a significant effet of tip shae. Tn order to confirm this Influence

bass. Therefore, except for the 10004.1 bend the Indoor data presented herein on roating blades, various gumetric tip &hopes were tested. lbs results

thould be between La.nd 3 dR too high. Omp Iaris. of the two methods of Of-a portion of these tests are shown-in figure 9 for a microphone position

evaluating the test-ehomher reverberation effsects sbc that use of the bill- ained with the rotor-rotational axis WA at a distancee of two rotor diameters

radius concept Indicates less reverberation than the comarison of the Indoor frne the source, From fingue 9 It Is evident that the various blade tip shapes

and outdoor mearo'*ents. tested did not produce sop significant difference In the overall-sound pressure

level. Similar resulta were obtained-for other microphone positiors.

?or tka BACA 0012 bladed rotor a squaered-off blade-tip end a blade tip f
A plot of the radiation pattern Is prestuted In figure 6 for the two body of revolutios. were tested. The body of revolutiourbiade tip had a

rotor bleade oectior". This Is based on outdoor measureent; and presents the radius equa to one-half the blade tioeass at that chord station. A cne-.

overall zoun-. pressure level at a two-rotor-dimstier-distance-with zero axial parisos of the noise radiation-for the-to two blade tips (fig. 9) shows the

-velocity-an! for variations In rotor rotational speeis. The zero angle is same result-ax tests with the circular bladed rotor, that is.-no noticeable

alired with the rotor rotatior-at axis (using the right-hand rate). The data difference In the overall noite level.

irndicste-tihat the-saliation is nearly symetrical about the 900 auzimuth angl, On the basis of-the results of references 7 and 8 the blade-tip flowI

as would he expected fip nero-wind conditions. Conditions are Certainly changing. However, -the results herein indicate-that

For-the c~rcular bladed raorp-figure 6(s)# the radiation-pattern-iadi- sosund Pressure radiated frne the reminder or the blade-dnemmtes, and theare-

cates elnost equal radiation In al~directicts. Slace rotor torque will fore the effects of tip changes are unnoticed.

*prcduce dipole radiation in-the plane of the rotor whereas vortex shedding

will pre-,... dipole radiation along the axis of the rotor, figure 6(a)

Indicates that the radiation pattern of both noise sources are nearly equal. Mfect of Plade Airfoil $-.ion

Further, -it appears that the radiation pattern Increases equally In all dire- Figure-10 presents a comparison of the soei pressure level for the two

tions as-tte rotor-rotational speed is Increased. diftvrent blae cress sections (circular and MACA 0012) with and without axial

Th aito atr o h ifi ldSrtri hw nfgr6h.velocity. -The results Indicate that the blade with the-circular section

soure, reaat pate higspee the tiroilu rladiarton Is doninentn fisr flww6(hblaefotla). r-qa. Thscscuin si gem

At low rotaticnal- speed* the vortex-st:,edding sales to be the predominant noise makes a sligsfirentty larger noise level both-with and without-axial. fluid

behavior Is certainly different for the two blade sections. The reason for with the conclusions-in reference I.-where It-is stated that the Intensity ci'

thin difference will he explored further In-figures 7 and 8. vortex sound-increases In proportion-to the form drag. i'nwvmr, Tidin In

Figure 7 Is a Plot of the 1/3 C'tave frequencyspectra for the airfoil reference I -encountered 4ifficultiesseperating wrotational and "vYortex'

bladed-rotor. Cn plot is-for a microphone allned with the rotor rotational noise withthe commencement of axial-flow. This difficulty is sot believed

-axis ('i9. 7(s)) and the other plot Is for a microphone in the blade rotational present In this Investigetion beause the blades: did not produce lift. PAcous-

plane (fit. 7(h)). Pro& figure 7(b), It it-seen that for te higher-rotatioral tically, It-Is concluded that the same frontal are, rod, end airfoi' blade

spteds, the high-miltude noise levels originate In the low-frequencyr spot~ seotions behave differently and this-difference exists when the rotor operates

trus, nemely, 50-to-125 Hs center-band frequencies- This result is Indicative with or without exial velocity.

of rotor torque-or-blade-thIckness noise radiation.
Effect of Turbulence

These mer data are-shown scaled In figurem 0. The amplitudes were scaled
-accrdig t t~e-sxthpowe oftheroitioal ip seedanithefreueniesAn attempt was made to-determine more explicitly-the Origin of vortex

-accrdig t thesixh pwer f te rt~tiealtipspee an-th freueciesnoise. Figure 11 depicts the effect, for two different microphone positions,
are mhowso divided by the tip speed. This-figtire shows that-the data aifted

-wit th-rotr rtatir~laxis(fi. 0()) tatewel, whrt& thedat Inof imposingi a small axial velocity on the rotating bled*$ to blow their shed

wake away-before the, passage of the following blade. One microphonte is slioeGt

-the blade rotational plan#_(fig. 8(b)) do not. This observaton to another wt h oo oainlsl n h tt-aa 5 otertrrttoa

-sanifestatic,. orfihe results finm figure 6(b). Figure 8(b) shows not colywihteroroainlaisndhete-sat~5toheooroainl I
exis. Moth aicrphoses are at a distance of two rotor disaeters. Mecali. that

-that amplitude does not scale but also that the scaled frequencies are mixed.
-A mrchof he ittrtur shrt o eplantio; tertoresIt n cncldedthe rotor-with the airfoil section had a helical twist and that-beeping zero

-that this strong phenono is not understood. lift on thr entirebiads spen requires precise ccuitations or rotaticonal
end exial velocity. Therefore, the-asial velocity for this moel varied con-

titabcusly with each cheage-In rotational speed. The-results-in figure It

Irndicate that the Introduction of axial velocity on the circular blade section
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t. ROT-TING SLYOE VORTEX NOISE WITH AND WITHOUT AXIAL VELOCITY

Increases the overall sound pressure level by about 3 dl; whereas, the intro- RFRNE

E_ ~~duction of axial velocity on the MACA 0r012 bladed rotor resulted in a decrease 1 uiE . nteVre on rmRttn os AATM136

of about 6 d5 In th2 overall sound pressure level. 157

Part of the reason for the foregoing results might be-explaintd as 2. Deming, A. F.: Noise From Propellers With Symetrical Sectioug at

follows: The airfoil rotatisg In Its own wake contains sco 'rotational noise Zr ld nls AAli69 98

due to lift which Is caused by velocity fluctuations In the shed wake. These 3. Stowell, 3. Z., end Peur.og, A. F.: Vortex Noise Fro RotatingI
fluctuations In lift do not occur whens the shed wske Is blown downtrame., thu Cyindrical Rods. MACA CM 319, 1935.
resulting In a d-ucressed noise level. Small axial-velocity fluctuations t snr .SadIey t . hoyfrPeitn h

(present when the blade rotates In its own shed wake) will produce relatively Rttoa n otxNieo itn oosi oe n owr l~t
R .ot owional an V .or and Noiser d .Lifin Aoor InHoreial Fotuad Fgt

large lift fluctuations on the airfoil section because of Its ki Ig-llrt-curve UARpr 81.(vial ajM M13.
6- slope but would produce nero lift on the symetrical circular blade sectisn.

On the other hond, the fact that the circular airfoil section produced Hlcpe oo es.Juolo cn i. 99
soft noise lbea Its shed wake was blowin away by axial velocity cannot be 6. Ver, latvan L., oLme, C. I.# and Meyer, E. R.: Acoustical Keslua.

explained. Is section Is a poor ae.ndyrinic section, so that blowing the to fteNS age ulSaeWn unl AAC416,Jn 91

wake away would not seem to affect the section either aerodyOsmically or 7 eff.C:A netgto fteFuta~gFre cigo

acoustically. Introducing axial Velocity certainly increases the dynowic a Stationery Circular Cylinder In a Subsonic Strew and of -he Ash ciated
pressure on the blade; hwever the vectorial addition of the axial velocity Sound Field. University of Teronto Institute ef Aero~physios#-Aept. 76,
ad tangential velocity vectors will not produce a sufficient-Increase -in- total-~191

head to explain the 2 tod 3 3Increase In sound level. 0. Gerrard, J. H.: Measurements cf the Fluctuating Pressure on the

Com IG EAK Surface of a Circular Cylinder, Fast I - Cylinder of 1-Inch-Dismeter.

Aeronautical Research Council Dept. 19# 8kb, Jan. 1958.[An experimental Investigation was conducted to define further the char-

ecteristice of' vortex noise generated from a rotating blade system. The

analysis C the data Indicates the following results-

1. A comarison of the amlitude and spectrum distribution for-tvo models

tested in the vind tunnel and outdoors It good. Evaluation of- the wind-tunnelIterberation finm the inverse-square, law of the overall sound pressure. levels-
,also relatively gotd. Further, the test chaber 'ha~l radius" has been-

detemaired for the two different blade sections operating Ins the wind-offDRV

condition.-VLCT

2. The sound-pressure radiation pattern Indicates that for-the circular 1

bladed rotor, the noise level Increases equally In all directions with-increasePHN

in rotor rotational speed, whereas the radiation pattern for the air!ollbleded- 55

rotor Increases mere rapidly In the plane of the rotor than %long tteeslea of

the rotor with incresing rotor rotational speed. The reason for-this Is

3. The blade tip shapes tested did not show W* appreciable s'ffect-on- Figure I.- Its- setup.4

though the frontal areas of both blade& were the ss*e. This-result confirms-

previously found results Indicating a direct relationship between Increased-

FZ noise level and increased form dreg.

5. The Introduction of axial velocity to blow %..4 -be- tuf blent- shed

wake of one blade beore the passing of the following blade -.au led a decrease .-
of approximately 6 dB In the noise level of the airfoil sectior-as copared-

to tt* case for tern axial Velocity. Part of the explanation .,f-this result-

would sese to be that MIL axtal-velocity fluctuations (present when the

blade rotates In Its shed wake) would produce relatively lakrg-t lift-fluctea-

tins on the airfoil section because of Its high lift-curve, slope, but would

-j produce zern lift on th spemeirical circular blade section. Figure 2.- Test setup.



ROTATING SLADE VORTEX NISE WITH AND WITHOUT AXIAL VELOCITY
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ROTATING BLADE VORTEX NOISE WITH AND WITHOU T AXIAL VELOCITY
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Vorex LW inn Moist 9f Am Isolate.d Airfoil pressure fluttoatlcell 'ir correlation areas. Availability of such datss wousld be useful

Robert W. Paterson, Paul G. Vogt.,O K. Alklet. And Notr . Fikfor separate evniustion of different assumptions within Vartos .ortltt .f aseyl

United AicatCorporation Research Liboratories WtholS for calculatingt vortex noise. otr te attiedAcaf

Recently. an acoustic widtunnel wscntutda btdArrf

Research isboratories. Ibis tunnel I= capable of te-~tin- airfoil mnotels a

full-scale Reynolds number-- an Mach numbers for the rotor bles of smail helicopters.

Vrexnoi0st produced by An Isolated nonarotating airfoil in Icas-turbultnce flow .sCh nodele are large enough to contain ommercially avatlable alrcophone Instramen-

Is being investigated analytically and *xperiaentally. Ibis paper serves as a propoase tatton foe' measurement of very week surface pressure fluctuations. Provisions have -

report Ont the not yet comleted Investigation. s^urface AMn far-field acostic spectra alto been .ae to ensure a very Iow turbulence level In the airflow In an attempt to

and crosso-correlations were obtained with full-span and sealopan MACA 0012 airfoil mintilo its effect on vortex noise. The objectives of the investigationt described

mnoils; of ')-in. (23 cm) chord. Thoe. were tested In a semi-open jet with solid side- herein were (1) to obtain airfoil surface Ond far-field acostic data lIn that wind

walls 21-in. (53 cm) aer#, ot! oakef. jet bonlaries above and below the test section. tunenel for virtationi of velocity and incidence, (2) to utilize these data In

Airzpeeds rasted from about 100 to 670 fps (30 to 200 nae, providing a ranw of evaluatineo analytical axsuapticonsconcernitng detail: of the process that renerate-

Reynolds number from 0.5 x 10f to 2.7 x 106. vortex noise. *Mi (3)~ to combine the validated assumptions irto a now analytical

At low Reynolds numbers, the observed far-field spectra were-dominated by a method for predicting airfoil-vortex noise. -
dtscrc~s tone. The Intensity Of this toe Increases to a MAXIOum and then decreases The expertsental efat Is being fotled by Armi Be--earch Office - urham UndO?

with increasing velocity. 'The airfoil noise could no' he detected above the far-field Contract it0. iAW.-64t-C0069. The analytical effort Is beingc coo-iso'. as part of

tackgr&=nd noise for high Reynol:, nursers and low angles of attack. The mecared the tite-i Aircraft Rteerch Laboratories Corprtefurg^ roocr prcgr-a. Poth

surface Pressure spectre then were typical of those expected-for turbulent boundacy portion- of thi, investleation are In progress sr of toe 4a- of this rsiurt;

layer pressure fluctuaton. coopltion 'ass preparation of A final report, are tchedale-i for the ent of this year.-

An ap;roslaate, analytical methol for describing ant pre-ictiog the irfact WAi mhl.- ppr tfsrtfforc sho-Ald be- regar-tel A. a prftrtoo report .alrntr than a descriptionl

- far-fieldi tonxe noise phenoena is beinv; -teveloped. N o:' lec- effort I
rV.flimci cI EYWVRtWr.AL FqtIfnIFW=

A-rA~lcop-tr rotor gentrateu three ajor types of noises perlolle, interferenre.

*Mi vortes. Teperiodic noise is caused by the pressur atr ftertrbae Acoustic Pv-earch 7uxxnl *
thichkness Ord 1.f.. diitr' .,tion. That patterr varies once per revolution relative to The Ac., a f.c Rerearch Tunnel, *hsn schematically In fie. 1,In iv acotrolled.

tl-otloye e:., Is aorei peat an obsarver as tIA blat rotates. Inttrference noise I. turbslertn eeIvel. oren circuit. open-jet wini1 tunnel -picognei specifically ftr

* causeS by relative notion tetee. the Mlo! AMn an adjacent physical or aerodynamic hiolyrnnic nods.o resenrch. insensitivity of trxt sctlison flow - external litM

obotr-uoctim- (a fuselage 0? another blates tip vortex). The remaining! type of noire. ccosi'isn . accnlovet by the-use of.a high, length to diameter ratio (72) ho~neycomb

vortex noise. It. caused Ity Interaction o.f a blate with Its- own-loumodar1 layer anl At the uxr-cl Inlet. For the prea-vnt experiment, five 25 mesh turbulence suppressicon

near wale. Vortex noise impose9s a floor on the noiso generate-i .hen ro-or iW1in4 ereen: were providit In the ilt. ":,e of the tcreens In conjunction with a

aM nditoracti'-S have been mlniie-i. Thus the study of vortex noise lv iep-Crtaat ovoz trc~oiv ra-so I I" i rctlacl tvh a lIus turbuslence iev~l antI a spatial meanI
since It represents a prac tical minim, limit on helicopter rotor noise anl forr.~ an velocivy 41 swrat-ti- in-tt-e te-it :ectics. mbffvrei to te uniform to within :n.25 percent.

In erig problem In basic fluid dynamics. The rat. t f the rn. 5-rtical *oriant ves-l icv.i,.'i-n '-siscity was waorti

Prior to studying the vortex noise of rotatint blades. It -t-i be -i-efuo to to be le., tha.n .' percent for fcnc o above X iHA. The ol-n itt Is contained

-7 unierstand the simpler probiem of -he vortex noise pr-toe-by a nonrotatIng airfoil. 'mithin. R 1.- ft bi.J. I" ft long (axial *iircctloit). ant 2:' ft side -catir reinforcel '
fhit vortex noise will be accompenici by bromdbard noise from lift fi'.ctuatinns concrete thastcr I,rel with one foqot fiberglass wedi-..lasuressento of the chamber

induced by upstream t-rbulsooe and from pressure fluctuations within the airol'ts lootu prnp-rl hove diemonstrAte1 that, the chamber is A-uechoio (0) 0l decrease In

turbulont, boundary layer. 11e only analytical description of vortex noise Is that, of P% ter rri'.u il-rs c inn cre) for frequvrcicSq af Ant atoe 'S) iHr.

Sharlani (pef. I). which does not permit Calculation of surface pre:soure fl'sctamo.. fiAiuro . -no-u ihwo c t nctir arruxecevut tapihyI In the preront atqiy. A

Few experimntal Studies ace availabie. itoit of these were corviistei with low apW4 er-lc-W..ir ',C-u Jectic.ti itn. hilsh by P--in. wide with 0 Its. rounici eorneri was
ratio moels supportel through the -*eor iayer -Mi testei at relatively ion iuevrsS - n to -, pr-t 5 I.'iint raifi. to Preite a aniforn qpAnwist variation of

numabers and might not be representative of high aspect ratio blates at full-scale imllAii.A 1nf'7--ptn, airfoil moel,. the vertical >ideA of the jet were rinsedt with

condlticn'. Also, the contribution of free strea tturbolecce to i'retio&&u.y ao-aet adevplate esotulw from the-contraction Outlet Into the J-t collector bolet. The

vortex o lt chcr-ateristita iv. ott kca. Finally, in -cne, nm.- etocnimloi-- only 4-- WbPiatv *Io cielainaeo 11he noei Ur estoni the airfoil of airfoil support

far-fiell souvl pressure omorvnahave bean" maltith n-deternInation of srfoe turep ithe thick. hichip tnrl-uient lot or reglion which we-mi- nofamily exist in
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VORTEX SHEDING NIlSE OF AN ISOLATED AIRFOIL

their absence. With sideplates Installed, variations in sparmis. velocity distribution coneser microphones were used because of their high sensitivity to pressure

occur only In the sideplato boundary layers. IMe sideplates were constructed of fluctuation and low sensitivity to vibration and temperature chanpa. From the

aluminum with a smooth finish end were not acoustically treated. results of sa~ll-scale tests conducted with microphones flush and covityuoount~d,

T0 isolata the airfoil models from vibrations of the tunnel strsctur e, It was decided to flsshmount the microphones to acysid cavity

* airfoils were directly supported from, the anehoic chaer floor. A 1/2-in. annular resonance. It was also decided to test without the microphone grid to avoid high-

clearance, filled with sponge rubber, provided Isolation between the sideplates and frequency noise caused by the grid. The microphones-in the airfoil were optically

the aifoil's circular end supports. aligned to within 0.00i' In. of the airfoil surface. An annular gap of 0.008 In.

The semi-open 'at was collected at the diffuser entrance by a *at collector, existed around the Installed microphones. The microphones were Installed in a mammo

.he Interior edge of the collector "a located on the constAt mass flux streamline similar to that described In Pr. 2. in order for the microphones to be flush mounted

which divides the man Jae flrs from tlo! chamber reciroulation pattern. This In the airfoil surface. BA right-angle adapters had-to be used. The lA4-in, micro-

positioning helped to mininise streamline distortion In the test section. based upon phones were the smallest for which such adapters are mode. As shon In Fig. 3, five

model tests, a 4-in, radios collecter lip was provided whllo mnitised the bachgroundi l4-in. 3Z1 microphones were located on the MCA 001 airfoil models. Four were

noise duo to shear layer -- collector lip Interaction. In addition to thit broadband fixed at One-third open and 15. 38. 50, and 70 percent chord. The right-angle adaptor

ovie. en acoustic coupling between the contraction outlet mod the collector lip was rebuilt In Order to fit within the airfoil section at 70 percent chord. The fifth

prodiced strcng discrete-frquency backgrounod noise (edge tones) at certain tunnel mirpoewas mansted at 30 percent chord In a slider which allowed spanwise travel

speed-. To suppress this osise source mechanism, an array of 20 small triangular (Fla. 3). For the half-spen model, Inserts were used to close-the gap caised by

tabs Proljecting 112 in. Into the jet were installed a- the contraction outlet. lased movement Of the selier. To obtain far-field pressure measurements, a 912-in, microphone

on ton ovasured variation of tunnel backgrtusd noise with open let length, a test was mounted on a boom 7 ft aboye the tunnel centerline.

section length or 30 in. was chosen for the present esperiments. Data were acquired On- ine with swept one-third octave eWd 10 Ht filters and

,Ie three-stage diffuser located downstream of the jet collector operetes real-tim correlations. A HgX Audio Frequency Spectroter (ripe 2113) couPled with

unutolled and Is therefree-At a major source of background noise. To attenuate 4 W~l level Pecordir (Tya 2305) produced the one-third octsve-spectra. All 200nd

funefs noise, on absortive 2-SrAped Mffl'n section co.sisting of parallel pressure levels In decibels wire determined for 2 x 10'4 dyrnesfcn; reference pressure.

fitergnso Warfle and line.1-bends Is located between the d~ffdser-and fan Inlt. A quinn-Tech Ve Analyzar (Model 305-R) produced the 10 Hr spectra mni-a slicor

For freq .tnci's above uhich-the chasber Is, saechoic (250 Hz), the fe-% muffling Is Correlation andl Probability Analyzer (WA-
1

2) the correlngrass.

jfficlettlY hlgh-ttAt tie background noise level in the chaber Is set by noise The micropt-oes were calibrated with a B MPstonphone at-250 Hz ant with a

radiatted from the jet shear layer and from the Steer layer -- collector interection. reneral Radio Calibretor at M2. 250~, 500, 1000, andl 2000 Hzs. An acoustic cosplicr

padial vanes located at tlhe inlet of the 1800 rps c-nt.-riloul fanr provide continuously fabricated at-WRLt was used daring salibretion of the swrace microphones. The

varl,.le-teut sevotion velocities from 60 to 670 ft/sec. Tkinnel speed Is determined signals were filtered (with LIZA type 551525 filters) whien usingo the correistor In

from total pressare at ttm contraction Inlet an ttcpressure from a rino; of tsps order-ta remove low-frequency noise associatted with the tunnel drive fu..

oil the contraction outlet. Fluctuations In toorncl speed Aith time were meearel to A WA Accelerometer (TYpe 1336) w's Installed In the airfols as as &-n InI

te less than :7-5 Percent. Figs. 3 ent 4. This accelerometer operated in conjunction with a W?. Vibration

"els Orel IntrumentationPick-O'9 Preamplifier (Type 1606) and Hicropho Amplifier (Type 2603). The cetotl

Three airfoil models of 9-in, chord were fabricated for this progam. Tw aewa, calibrated at 60 Ht with the Vibration fick-1p Preamplifier.

MVCA 0012 sections and the third has an SIACA 0018 section. Ccii of the PACA 0012

airfoil models ant the MACd 0018 airfoil moel-completely open the 21-in, wide WAL, fXITO FAAYIA EH

Acoustic Research Tunncel test cection. The other model spent only half of the test A general framework for studying the acoustic radiation caised by vertex noise

section Od- sis a tip fairing to simulate a wlng tip. The modeis were fabricated Is provi~ed by tMe relationship between surface pressure 4Mi the far-field ratiated

from stainless steel with a surface finish of approximately 32 micro-inches. A so-und field. Within this framwork, measured or analytically predlcted surfacej

tolerance of 41.010 in. wqs obtainet with 0.005 to 0.015 In, discontinuity cci the pressure fluctuations can be used to predict the radiated acoustic field of an airfoil

instrumente4 side and less than 0.00)5 in. on the Other side. Crawings of the three undergoing vortex shedding. in adition, such a fraoworl' can be used to help

asroil models are presented In Figts. 3 and Z-- The airfoils were mounted Os shown Interpret erodynamic aod acoustic date and to evaluate assumptions witnin virI Ous

in Fig. 2 with the leading edge 9.5 In. downstream of the Inlet contraction ip, analyses of vortex noise.

The mo'xtlag was deslgnei to permit variatisos It airfoil a-4le of ettack. TIe theoretical foundations for relating Surface pressures on a body-in a flu1d

'.Ie microphon- Installation sketchq.!Iin Fig. L- require! a minimum of 0.55-in, to the sowed produced by tits body were originally developed In Rif. ) aci later

airfoil. thickness. in oriar to obtain microphone positions between 15 anM 50 percent genralized in Apfs. Ia and 5. These analyses permit the s&suidzproduoed by the body] hord of an MAt 0012 Itirfodi, a 9-in, airfoil chord wes requloed. bhgel & AJoer (iUK) to be exressed in Caew; cf a distribution of moopoles cr4 dipoles on the turfAce of

____________________________



VORTEX SIINOZ6IISE OF AN ISOL.ATED AIRFOIL

the body. Since the monopole distribution is proportional to the normal velocity of The neglect of the exponential factor in Eq. (2) for either of these two reasons

the surface, ansd since the airfoil for the prsent experient Is stationary relative than alwacoratnae-obeIntroduced: am(3

distribution over the surface contributes to the noise. If the surface loading O~

(or pressure) at each point on the airfoil. Is known as & function of time,. the far- -

For a random process. this area takes on the physical significance discussed earlier.
field gourdn pressure produced by the airfoil can be calculated by Integration of

The far field PSD can now to written aol

A

where the <0 axis Is In the flow direction, the y axis Is In the span direction, sal

normal t the spn. In gneral, wever, or a radom or ncasterbeiobtainedessfromq surfacebtpressure surfacupreseut Ma andii correlations.ionA. scannbe

P oven. Eq. (4) essentially sums the contributions of each correlation ares ovlr the
the detailed distributims of airfoil loading Ps a function of time and position

whole airfoil as discssed above. It Is generally valid for all field point
'required for evaluation of Eq. (1) is not kn,,wn. This equation aust then be cost

locations If the wavelength Is large compared to the correlation length ani, In
In ters-of functtons characteristic of random processes such as the loading power

particular. Is esact,/odepndent of wavelength for field point looations: directly
spectrum a,.4 correlation length. aoetearol

7be lower Spectral Density (MS~) In-the far field Is obtained by multiplying the
If airfoil vortes noise Is asumed to be a broadband ranomo process, as In Ref. I#

Fourier transfer of Eq. (1) by Its complex cossiugate. 1.ben this ic done. Eq. (2) Is

obtaned.the far field MID given by Eq. (1.) can he integrated over all frequenries and Over a

spherical area surrounding the airfoil to obtain the tottl radiated energy. Thit

A! I;L .'1 (2) procedure yields Eq. (3) of Rf-. It was assumadinttaalishabraad

noise was caused by fiuctsating loadings generated by fluctuations of Skear-watte f lew

This equation relates the Itil in the far field to the cross-correlation of surface direction. The center frequency of this troedbarM noise was talon as that for a Ztrouhl~a

pressure fluctuations on the airfoil and Is valid I'r a.y loading 11-tributen. number of 0.2 referencei to 3irfoil ManiuMP thickness. The correlatic,. area was taken

significant smoplificaticn of this equation Is posiiblefsr random processe- whuze equal to the maximum eddy ste, which was assumed to have a linear dierension equal to

dominant wavelcthe. are mrch larger than the linear dimeosions Of the regions on the the airfoil half-thickness.

airfoil-ovetr which pressure fluctuations are correlated or In phiase. These regions An alternate approach Is obtained by assuming that vortex noise occurs as a

are consideculI correlation areas. It I: Important to note thut the phasing between discrete tont, as-was observed In this experimental program. 7he aerolynai behavior

correlation areas ic rastom for a random process. This peraits the airfoil MS to be of the near~wahe fluctuations @Ao surface pressure .fluctuations that radiate noice to

computed by gamning up the separate MDI contribution. of each arca. If-the process the fur field could than be xsealneA.

Is deterministic (i.e., not random) then even thougth regions .on the airfoil can be An approch to calculation of1 near-wake fluctuations hat Ween-developed by

fou-A cover which pressure fluctamicnz-are In phase, the contributions from each area Erzywoblockl iRef. 6) to predict the buffeting of aircraft tall-surfaces reusd by the

c*anr*ote &-3!0e separately since the phasing between areas is not random. In thin wing wake. irn that Galysis, It woe reconitel that the Vine prodUres a Steady bounlorY

case, the contibuAtion of all the arvss to the pressure mist be computed first and layer that becomes anstable as It flows Into the wake. For sufficiently low Reynolds

then the MS obtained. This, for deterministic processes, the concept of correlation numbers, the near wake then develops into a perilc Yarmn vortex strfet. S5 frct0

areas tos some of its )5.ysIol appeal. of the vorticity generated by the boundary layer-during one period of the vortes stroet,

7he Lisumptiom thatt-the wavelength is large compared to a correlation area is then would be concentrated to comprise each vort.ex. The wing pressure distribution

equivalent to a tompct source assuaption. This assumption allows the esponential niut fluctuate In response to formation awal downstre movement of vorticet In the

phase In the Int-gral 01 &Is. (Z) to be neglected . significantly simplifying the Integral, near wake. The change In airfoil lift force. and hence the raliated acoustic energy.

fjoe of the compactness assumption Is valid If the difference in distance from the couid then be caculated from ihe-circulation of eachevorteo. This circulation wOUld

- cl-server-to any two points within a correlated area Is smaii compared to an acoustic depend on the frequency, which shtuld be that, for a constant Ztrnmsl Ameber refesrenced

wavelength. This aissumption will he met If, as disoussel above, theg correlation length to th em thickness. it was incorrectly %stuel In PF. 6-that te relevant

Is small compare-I to a wavelength. The asSumptimn can als* ot eet If t1:4 far field thickness was the projected maximum thickness of thl airfoil. For thin airfoi having

Observer Is directly core U-s airfoil since all points of the airfoil-will then be smooth pressure distributions, It-Is assonei herein that the thicknems of a laminar

equidistant from the observer (for an airfoil with small caber and angle of attack). bouaidasy layer at the airfoil trailing edge should be ,,st-. lhg-lift. force would be

This Is Ant iSportat Point Since W -xi Is 190 awhoe zost. of the far field qto--tte caused by vortices In the near wake ruther thus by airfoil lncidcnre. As can be soen

meaauresenus art being made. from Fig. 3of Pef. 7, the ehordIse distrit-stien-of lmailne det,0 a vortex In the

7sj



VCRTEX SHEDDING NIlSE OF AN ISOL.ATED AIRFOIL

nleer webse would be-relAtively conutoti along mest of-the chord and peeked ner the Into vortuxsetreet circulation, multiplied by ito period of the fluctuation. must

leading Sol trebltig edges. In ccntraat. the loadi04 cased by flucioattiog-incideoce equal the cireslatima o: each vortex.

wes shown io Bre. 7 to resembio that for steady incidence (sharply peeked near the
(10)

leading edgteand decaying smoothly to %eroi at the trei)iog edge). - n'f

It the pressure fluctuations on the aItfoil are caused by vortices located In the Tefutaino ifi it oc ol epootlatt h iclto otas

near wake, relativ.ely little variation of ?.q slung the chord would be expected except to th pouct of airfoil chord and the choodwiuc-vrge surface pressure fluctuation.[near the leading and treiling edges. Also, ite ojface pressure fluctuaticons measured

at low Reynolds numbers and described in at follculo portion or this report had

relatively little variation along the Ingtrumeritt! vbordwise region. The doainant £ft, igjJ'

portion or the measured ISDs was a discrete tons. -herefore the power spectralCobng s.()(1,W(1.

de-silty or the stofate pressure fluctuation at each tsts position wes assmed to

occur at tly oe frelie rncy f * J (2-) ad to be ind pe ndnt o r chordwitse position. (12).

or. In term of "eyOlds numer,

fradiscrete tone amd Z equal to r, Eq. (4) beoms-
-~ . .. '* 6) Me product. of the tw. constants K2 and K3 twn than be evaluated eoperimntally fire

.. ~ "~measured surface pressure fluctuations and tone tqaency. From Eq. (13). the ratio 4
of average surface pressure fluctuation to fret-strem dynamic pressure Is erpected

For a -two-dioentAI airfoil of spank b# the correlation area ant the surface 11411ur0 to vary inversely with the square root of R9ynolds nuer. Irk contrbt,-the surface

fluctuation (And Its freqzernvy) should-be Independent of Spasoife position. 1105 prescure fluttuations caused by velocity fluctuation. within a-turbulent boundiary

L layer, divided by dynamic pressure, are approximately constant (Ref. 1). 2t roct

-- mean-r~lare presre fluctuation at the surface is predicted to vary with velocity

so the rtio of errel-iion are to plafors mrs-coullbe totetheie1.xppowertalwhiletht 1.5mothod hofe tef.ethopredicr. s pre variationria withwi velvcityt to

-t l.b power. A variation with velocity squared would be tspectei for a bluff-body
free the measured frequency cad the masured press-ire fluctuatiors on 'oe surface anddioepats

In the far field. Also, the correlation area fat each surface microphone location Jioepoos

tocl I~ neaurc by ros-corelaion iththe tte ssrac~altrphues.This prediction of surface pressure fluctuation from Eq. (12) i
Cecan the beesrt cobie withcoreato wit. (7e to~v determin thfcrophrondees.n

A- show- In the flext stecton. It Is observer that Vertex tone noisre ocosrx a hnb obnlwt 4 7 o eemn h acinodpnec

of the far-field acouistic pressure fluctuation Above a two-diaensional airfoil.
when-a lazinmr bour4ary layer is expected along most of one or both surfaces of ass

rrfail. The thickheSS Of A laminar boundary layer at the trailing edge would be M ~~( ) o 1  I)

* aprrostuAtely

'his the far-field mean equaro of ttAe acoustic ;ressure is predictedI to vary with

velocity to the sixth power multiplied by the as-yet unsknown velocity dependence of

where It Is the Peynolds number bsed an airfoil chord. If the Strouhml number f/Uthcorlinmea

is assume const&t when referenced to the laminar boundaory layer thickness at theInsmyth wiic osatsfrpecigtetatr-leyadte

.railingT eiAr.
-I 4 .a .1,,surface pressure fluctuation can be dttermined from narrow,-ban sirface-pressuire

d. , ~4 ~(9) measurements. These can thent be utoefor preictin surface spectra for other airfoils.,

patios of correlation area to planfora area con be determined from the measured surface

where KIC would be 110) If the Itroulaol number were equal to 0.2 referenced to twice at far-field pressure coefficients. Tlese rtiUos, Whose VOICes are 4ifMcujl to 1

that thc.CMss. .he tone frejsenry therefcre Is predicted to vary with velocity to anticipate for a deterministic process. shousld be approximately equal tr those determine

the 3/2 Power Ant to be Inveruely proportional to the square root of airfoil chord, by the lengthier technoique or crossx-correlating the surface attroldone.ith

The rate at which vorticity Is convected within an attached bounodary layer ws eoperisentally evaluatei ratios can be generalited In tarms of the ratio of ntar-nke

shown in Vol. Z. Zection Z2 of pef. 8 to be (12Iit has been found for bluff bodies alnar bouindary layer thickness to airfoil chord, the far-field sound prersure level

that approsimately half of the vsrticity (Per. 8. Vol. 11, -Sect~ion 21'.) is transported *enerated by An arbitrary airfoil coul4 then b-prtdicted. The Oversimplified rvilysis

Into the indivilual edies that ccaprit the verbsx street amithe remminler canelts woujl4 be veriftI if the Assumed constants a determined from the data actually prov

Itself or breaks down Into tirbulence. -.%Is rate at which votticity is trenefomed to be approsiactely Wedptniqent of IN eperimental variables. A simple method for

16
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VORTEX SHEDDING NOISE OF ANl ISOLATED AIRFOIL

predicing scface and fr-field spctra of arbitrarlt airfoils &Md thre"-imanstioeal transition of the bounary layer. Oanly a small fraction of this model's opan woil

01sc25114 O l~b~lliITi. UULT High Reynolds Namer

The lest cndnitions that had seemed of greatest applicability to noise generation -
General Regimus of Sots* toration by helicopter rotor blades were those corrsponditir to outboard portlorti of full-SCale

man e or result or this investigation war the finding that airfoil vortex noise blaets. A conenient reference condiltion for colcjl::ton of rotor pfrmanice hex been

reaches s mexlaum intensity and then decreases with Increasing velocity. As Judged the 75 pereft. radius location. For typical light observation helicopters, the

from aosispcrmesedin teatfield atdfeetvelocities an nl rcorresponding FrnlsnmesAre near 2x 106 -adterelative Mach nmesnearIattaek, three different regimes of noice behavior ccurre. Approximate boundar~es 0.1.0. irtfore, tests were conducted at a velocity of 1.50 fpn- which produced a

sufficiently law '.elocitis and moderate angles of attach, the far-field acourtic small angles of attack, neither-the full-span nor the teainpan iihA 0012 moel proiuced

spectra were doninated by a strong discrete tcare. Vortes tone noise also was reported far-field noire greater than the tuwnel beckground noies. They did prodice measurable

In Pef. L for smlL airfoil modeli at Reynolds numbers up to 0.15 x 10
6
. Broadband high-fsequenrcy troadhand noise In thle far field at large angle:- of attach. For the

vorten n"Ise with an Intensity and center frequency predicted by the method of Fr. I full-span modal, this Increased noise was observed at 8-deg Angle orf attach which In

was not obsernedl. well below the Il-deg angle of Attach expected for stall at tils Mtach number AndS

At sufficiently large velocities and all but large angles of attach, the airfoil Reynolds number.

d'd not raise the far-field noise spectrum above-Ite bachprosw level. For this Zsrface pressusre spectra at different chrrdwine locations on the auction surface

region, designated t, fig. 5 As 'no toe", airfoil vortex noise appears to-have of the full-span model arc shown In Fig. 6 for 0 Ant 8 deg anrles of attack at 1.50 fps

decreased bolow that prc4.cel by lhe ;ressure fluctuations within thle atrfola turbulent veiocity. The spectra were essential ly -identical ip to its30 Mt. A brea-peak. not

boundary layer. In the intermediate regime, the Intensity of the vortex tone noice thown-In Fig. 6. was Produced by tunnel edge tones between 200 "n 1,00 it:. The corface
* decreaned with Increasing velocity at constant Incidence, pressure Spectra s.,owa In Fig. 6 have tile general appearanrce expectel for ztatic

The boundary between the regime of-intreasing tone strength and that for tone pressure fidtoationz annociated with the velocity fluctuatin of a turbulent toundlary

Sidecay rentables another type of aerodynamic boundary. Judging fron the data shown layer. This i, most noticeable in the specitra neasorei t ,0 ean 7fl percent chord.

g in Fig. 8 of Per. ), th's c..rve also gives the miniaum angie, of attack fcr which the Center frelsencies of tha mesured broad peak- deore- with iccairrg :treAftwise

prensr#-sc9 ltoinlory laye.- on an !IACA 0012 airfoil reutins laninar over tlhe entire distance (increasxing boundary layer thichniess), but the maxa. 42pttteas wae

blase chord. Agreement telween-ttense Aerodynamic ant acoustic 1-ounlariez WAOS to approxittattly ccnistant. -Mectra oreanuarei frther forward on the Airfoil -&illt4he

conIfirn the psiyslca seehanion de-cribel earlier fcr vertet tone noise. Fcay of tone erpectel to hav-e their peah-- at freienoie larger than the x,y)x Its I.1a.' Oftfr

~TIntensity with irncreatnn velocity could4 then be axsnociatei with. , rapid decrease In one-tilrI-oetave recorcr.
the chorlwite extent of laminar flcw. The overall r-oundi pre:.nare-level of the F,.Igj-fratquency portions of the cp.ctra

.he a~sured rwae Of these three reglon; wan not shoria aot Tero angle for zero angle of ttac at 50 and 70 percent chord correspocateSto a root mean square

of attach fer this nmonnlly oyomtritti %ACA 0012 Airfoil motel. Tones were observed prci.sure flustwatIon About 3.005 t~nex the free-strem; dynamicv rreoure. As can It,

for a connideral'y smller ranee of Peynoids number whe., the motel woo tested At hw from Per-. I. -, 11. Ant 11. this value is close to but ztightly le. ihat

negative anglei of Attach. Ite mel conteinel a tler tint pt~dicel _arface ceccel fcr t,,rtzilent bvsnOary layers in call pressur- .eallent- . The vaones

diocstlntitlie- at approxlmenely 28 ard-J12 percent cnor! actoss the cade& sp-an on one hiave not t~tn corrected for the effect sf a non~erva nicrophocro d&aveler reia, kca-to

surface. At negative angles of attack relative to the winA tunnel. the~e A,zcont.ittles tPhe enpeolsi1 Correlatt.ain leu~th o.f tuclent el-nt in the boAndary layer. Thbit

cause$ premature transition Of the preuude-surface houndary latyer. T1he oniel then was effect wentl -I ?.~bly raise the nea:.artmenta to the eupectei level.- As woull be

Inverted In the wind tunnel so thit. 150 slider was cn the ssce-lon surface at negative expectri from Pef. 11, tile chorl~wire correlation between prerilterei aignala from tha

1angles of attack. For those tests, the bouaiel shown In Fig. 5-for positiv aogles two ciolest .;rratt 2iCrOPhex 410 And yS percent choartt was Small. A 1000-Hi high-

of AttC,. were Approximately repodce-ic at .egattie atwle3 of ittach. ThIs result, ross filter vs. 4tlilpel to remove ahe hlshiy correlatel ziegoa at the tioni fan ani

helps to de cnntrste that the measurel vortes tone noise was caunel ty te 40101 ege on fqes i rasteg the Angle of attack intreset uhe pressur fiutua

itself rather that, by soft unusual inateractin tetweei it.* airfoil, tIk ltai1s tunnel, lions on U6 thei alot ulion sirforet 4Fig. ft, This rcsslt would tm expected becousl

awl the anetchoic chamber. of t incr~aeirng aicerte presure gralient. C:sofa pressure spectre neasurel to the

1Chg soaisgian NACA 0012 atrfoil Otl hat a Smallor regime In -hie% the ton" senispan rnoli At 9mall agli. of Attach were essentially Sder'tcal to ttnse for the

increenci with increasing velocity. The bosndaries between the three regimes rentable' fuill-upen onVet. Iteir Rapiltuic increasel ttszsrapi04ysith increasing germetntic

those showno In Fig. 5 bot were lociae at Peynolds numberS rouoily 0.5 x lii Smller at Aulie of attach, probably hjeas-n tte effe-teC Angle of-attck at than instrasutteA

CcGfsisot angle Of attach. !tae prestnce of the wingl tip 12artex may cuar earlier spatwioc position v01114 be atboit half the gesoatrlc amile of attack. Appiarently-the
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VORTEx SHEDDING NI1SE OF AN ISOLATED AIRFOIL

acostic radiation from airfoils aith t teasive turbulert tounlrY layers on both the slider as a surface discontliuty, the one-thlrd-octive bands that contained the

surfaces Is appeoxsimattiy that caused by velocity floctaticrs within the turbualent tone scsI its first horvacvic were pritntnt. -)n -he Cttoln suTf5cc. the tone ton's

bm.Osry layer. This radiat'on can be calculated by the sothod Of Her. 10. Its was only a week disturbance as compared with the broadband level of the

r ar-field Intensity Is smll, not because te surface pressure flactuaticns are saall trAn3itiOnal bounAry layer at 30 arel 50 percent chord. At 15 percent chord, upstream

bot-because the correlation lengths are Of .t Vorder of te boundary layer thicknes,# of the slider, the spetrus raseablad that for the pressure sa~rfaoe. .1ouni pressure

ah~ch it very swall relative to-the airfoil chord an-I iron. Vais result that the levels at -he tone frequency, as deteramd from siarrow-bani spectra or these orne-thlrd-

'rcepressure flucotuation spectra for an airfoil at foll-scale Ke#Ynods nuaters are octave spectra, were approximately equal1 on both surfaces. They &ere approxiletly

'hose, for a turhulent bceusdsy layer .ind therefore-produce very small far-field tO~wctic Wnepenlent of chordase position froot 15 to 5va percent chorl and generally were

ra-Ilation nas olzo determined In the sailplane fMost tests Meorted3 In Pef. V?. largest. at TO percent chord. In contrast. Ionlings soared by fluctruations of Incidence

angle would have caused the sound pressure level at 15 percent chord to be about
Low Reynolds Nusker,

5 dO stronger than thvat for 50 percent chord. Curass pressure fluct..ticns at
Crne-thlrai-vctave spectra taken In the far field generallY contAined Cne band that

velocities rmar 100 fps were about half as large for the senispen as for the fjill-&pan
u9! on Itrcoeer than the bacbgronl. along aith the firct, harmonic of thai band at

k) t V S un~te %tlitle.Ut nalzedat 1 H- bstwith he ppaentILACA 01012 airfoil. If the far-fleld tone w&21 strong, these 0l elsare roughlY

Ju~nc-.1toe s~ly 1ppard of sron sar tee al reor=cr wakIndepenient, of angle of attack. The effect Of velocity on surface prezzare

.luct~alos at the strong tare freqotocy for te faIL-9pan MCA 12 airfoil Or
nnvhrzonc twrez at neoarby frequencies. It.e asount, by ahch t!%e weak tone protruded

obtve the IriadAuAtile usually was at least 5 4B below that of th-e-strong tone. shown in Fig. 10. The general level of these data 16 given by Eq. (12) aih It. an.

K,, taens equal to 0.02 anl Kj taken s 1190. it is possiblo that in;rNvtl faereeent
.fpln-si 0 He tpeoton are shm n ifg. 7 for the rall-spen WAA 0012 airfoil over

could he obta"i at hlfhe-r velocities If either ?I or K aere ot ftrt-Any -Nrtt.
a s"Ail ronge tf velocity of 6 deg antic of attack. It& seanurel variation of far-

but vorli aith Retynolds nomber.
'iell tone fire-cy with velocity for the fUll-.pan ZICA 0012 airfoil-*- 6 deg angle

Of %tlsc Is sho-% In Fg. S. rr saillchangesor velocty. thefcelrrelaor it. atorthese Icionsvelthesties lelocties theitonthe nt tiegtrec rli11 that

the disturtance on the airfoil appears to he 7ropaatIng frem thc trallirg elgse r

!r~~ ir~eec~ sosaly toseof he eryaevt tnesshcvi n te uperporlonofthe leading tdge. A maple plnt, of the cross-correlation and auto-rtrrclaton the

Fig. 7 stilzt apprxlateIy with velocity to the 0.S poaer. '6ith zsfficlent Increase
11 an! T) percent chird microphones Is shown in FIZ. 11. 7he C"-,-ccrrvlstlon fntc

of a-cl Pty, me of the very week tonts at a largo.- fro.vc.ncy-tha the StrOn.;eot te

teca ?- Vlo~erably wtro r than the Others. A it !hcswi In Fls 7 an S. II Lone and the two 6-41.0-correlatca'.3 are seer. to var; ntarly ,Ins~z~olly aith the delay tine

*2eo 1eone donitanot. al the forn-rly ironseat tone tecane weaker. The resulin e-l f1l isrtdtesn.o hratro h oe.t. rl-

-- Vvenec I potn- witz. j~i-=- ;=s Of frt~eny In rreiv tlonrcOf.vlfcityatrforttthis rrlrticulorrhcaseorhaulta caenkA! a gn t f e X '.1 - n-Irwtthi

l a t lv-t ely fee vb len -!& b ea v or of i e ton e . H o ev- r, thre - a no h y' aere six Q L-rc IV zaig of ic at correlation between the t' owl 7 3 Percen '> a i -r a-V ;re--ar e
meoirorementa.

.-f frejuency with 00clty for these tones, The sane relative trvngtth of "-' -a t aiaii htawaewzcmn eete-aiigeg cslx e.

v -z u~d her- a test cmilitlon sat aproacb^d by !nmal.sgt; or a.raigtevelocity. -eIniaintiaSveS svngfo thtrlrgedeb r heealg
Al4e becoe3 evident in voso-Iloe *he jA'at of the crm--ercrr.-,i m. i:> I- ,b-orvI

.'nuer thelp .- po or frer.-iacy. the eerel trend. ae -h4550 In Fl1t t, a-v tha

zf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ta . ~l-o ihTILyWte3 Lt.lvrceth s sc r-,ny0 .Its first peak occorred at a tine delay of shout, -. r 21-oeci.te tan~ce

$1t each velocity a.-, ;oedirtef rvansb),-weiI by ore -of Eq. 0) with F.1 Drbitrirlly letween the centers of the two zicrophones was 3.t Jr.. fo thait the preliO'.el 'aIe

i .. of tine- delay hase-i on the-auumaption o a oc(s* save noeing tcward the iil.telpfe
.at." epoal t-, i90, as w-uS occr if the trallrg-eie boujna~r.y layer an'l !- prent

thicker thae, that for-% flat plate. Theme freq-jentitsoare in order of nantueirfer *.. t&-!XetO 10fsI . 421eo'.Veew-erlto -ue

the1n ', r.i pertent cord xlcrgphor. --f Phtan. heM :,e3a.rd It!elai; -f

han ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~sl tis cclte o .r-rlnz- fr-rfrne jt-srolMls Me illiretnd cocpared to a calculated4 vae of C.14 rtlltvcenol. :zinisr
hItke~ (Fig. 1).

ar~eeet bt-ween samarei ol] clculated veIse' of tine delay Wa obtainel rroc;
,%e Isys of freqtnoezy seecond to occur whes n kiInteger rnztr of' arO-4ule -vtve

vts grestor E.-An ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rae~reltin th ifilhr.rt a-eh =-o -ee rlgo takTetc *o etweien the otter ioyhe, ao t arqll %orfece. Atio

lengths~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~zlPhr wn pruntl qa otOecS evca-t11fn i avrt irpovrt-4 aith, spanv.se position of the olifer. 1be terresVpellnr'mnas

had roughly tot same behavior, Tests of these cic-vely spaced veovt -s ce not

evc~octi ais, he smisan iICA001 airoilnode. bt it nerrw~aas t~Csrrelat'Ci lretsing have not. Yet been eiAterainel. sirrclation emra sl-' ran t

farnelly cccpute- fran tie vessurel rerrowa.-A freia-tiles ani Moe 7urflace aol1 far.

Cetal ice hstfrteflo-n fieli 9ostol pressure levels bypuse of F4. (l.4). Uhen thi we.! Acme. fte calculated

At the tie Ihis rcttten paper was preparel. enly htalted su4rface resore: data rrealnaesar infcn rcino h lno:aei op'i~

j had teen obtainel. . typical ccapaslsvn Of cnj.trhiri-vooave spectra In the fr fiell threlne rena ee icet igns atually r c t rol0 Ileel isnfo tantem aIt. I Fhe har

andl on the :::ilon and pressure surface: or the soilsmr cod:l 14I given 1in Ylt. .M Mertze6ltutr 41nyaen' tW el w fn lothcod

On



VORTEX SlADO~iS NOI OF AN ISOLATED AIRFOILj

Use carriltieef areas deteadoode in thIs aner for thos larger surface pressure predicted variation or freqency with the Inverse square toot of Chord is verified

areas wousld be nick smaller. Tests with NACA 0018 fiell-spen airfoil moel (Fig. 1.), for an order of mgnitude change In chord.

whieb has surface nice - ae frm S to 80 per et Chord, shoutd be oratoi

determining the actual 9'h1 'wtoo variation of fluctuating loading. "Ay nor also M3RPljo Ct IIN A I F11TPM

provde beterirdostsa f wethr te cncet o coreltio ara i ueaintulDuring the remainder of this iavertieation, we plan to (1) conduct additional

-for this apparently deterministic as ei process. meu~womnts of surface pessv spectra and crossa-orrelations for the fallsPeS

MICA 0012 airfoil to determine the acoustic phenoena at wavelengths less then the
CCWMZSCN WITO HER DATA chord length. (2) conduct lmted tests with the fill-span MACV. 0018 airfoil to

Hot~wire inveStiptisos of the vortexsuhedding frequency of flat plates at la. determine the qualitative effect of airftoil thickness ratio and obtain surface Pressure

tsynolls rumhers were reported in Ref. 13. For thin plates relative to the boundary data over a larger percentage of the chord, and (3) conere sound pressure tewels

layer, the Stroulsal number referncked to the effective displacement thickness of the calculated by any prediction mothod developed from these tests with date-for sMell-

ner wake was constant. The Strouhel numer for an MACA 0012 airfoil at zero aingle SC6le (3ef. 11.) and full-scale (Ref. 15) CanfiWurtions.

of attack. referenced to ties airfoil aaimuse thickness, also Is gives in fig. 1 of

Per. 13. This quantity was foodb to be Proportional to the square root of Pepsolds-

nizaber, as Is predictel by uwe of Eq. (6) 4~rain. The frequencies reported for those 1. Sharland, 1. J.: Sources of Noise in Axial nowrpans. journal of sound and

hot-wire data masured on the wahe centerline should be twice the acoustic rrequency. Vibration. Vol. 1, No- 3. 196J.. rp. 302-322.

As expi.cted. those frequencies were closely predicted by Eq. (9) with a numerical 2. Murphy. J. S., D. A. Dies, W. U. Speaker, anll P. A. Freshen: Wind Tunnel

Constanit K1 tahen equal to *wIce the value of 1190 used in calculating tne solid line Investigations of Turbulent boundary Esser Poise as Related to Design Criteria

skew. In-Fig. 8. for High Performance Vehicles. KiA TM D-221.7, April 1964.

Par-l-eld acoustic spectra were given In Pet. 1!. for an uncabered and a eamlered- 3. iamb, Sir ii.: iYodrodynaics". Cambridge Press, .932, 6th ed., parageph 290.

MACA 65 series airfoil of 10 percent thtclkness ratio end 2-in. -hord. Frequencies ait Z-. Curie, H.: 'be Influence of Solid Dowdaries Upon Aerodyneaic-Sounil. Proc.

hch the Palk Intensities occurred were plotted In igs. 11. and 15 of Pe. 14 for "oIa Society. Series A. M. 231, 1955, pp. V45514..

velocities from M0 to-500 fps (Reynolds ousters from ro'ughly 0.2 x i06i to 0.5-z 106) 5. Pfowcs Villiems, J. E. and D. L. Mawbings: Sound Generation by Turbulence and

and oevreil angles of attack. These values are compared In Fig. 12 herein with the Surface In Arbitrary Notion. Phil. Trins. "Iye Society, Series A, No. 26L.,

fro~rie-les Calculated from Eq. (9) with K1 taken equal to 1/90. The predicted variation 1969, pp. 321-3:-2.

with velocity to the 3/2 porer Is in good ageemeant with the data. It Is more easily 6. Krtyeoblocki, M. Z.: InvestInstion of the Wing-Waes Frequsency with APictton

justified theni the linar variations taken from Mef. 14. and shown as .olid ines In of the Strouhl Waimber. Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences. Vlol. 12, Mo. 1,

Fig. 12. which would pass through zero frequenicy at about 100 fps velocity. janiuary 194., pp. 51-62. 1
Far-fiell acvustic spectra and overall sound pressure levels for high asec 7. von Kermsn. T. and V. P. ses: Airfoil Theory for Ilon-thiforas Motion. Jousrrnal

ratio wings of lualgor chord and span are given In Ref. 15. These dats vere-obtained of the Aerospace Scienes, Vol. 5# Mo. 10, August 1938. pp. 379-390.

from le-altittude flybys of several sailplanes. A cne-tlrd-octave spectrum for the. 8. Goldstein, S.: VMdrn Derelopments In Fluid Dynamics. 7ols. I-and-11i, Clarendon I
Likelle usilplsne, taken from Fig. 66 of Ref. 15, lit reprolicet In Fig. Ii. The Press, Geford, 1938.

spectruma cooteiss a broad tcne Centered in the 1I00 Mc band cadsed by the sailplane 9. McCloskey, U. J.: Measurement$ of bourdery ieyrTranuition, Separation and

wing ard a tone in the WW0 Mc besoA described as background noise caused by crickets. Streamline Drection on Rotating Ilades. MASA IN 0-6321. April-1971.

-It-should be noted that the presence OC a wing-generated tone at these large Reynolds 10. Hiegridge. 3. 0.- Acoustic Amidiation from Aerofoils with Turbulent bloary Layers.

wsmbers (u.p to 3 x I-fi) is att-ib-4ted to the airfoil sc.%Ions uted on the saitilases. Journal of Sound end Vibration, Vol. 16, No. 1., Jue 1971, pp. $91-6l1U.

They are of types that lichtic len drag at their design ciitions by mintaining 11. pull, M. 'C.% Properties of the Pluctuating Well-Pressure yield or a Turbulent

-a 1Irng cherduise *&ten~t of les.er firw on the pressure surface. Tone freuten~tcs $ordary Layer. AGAR1 Report 1.55, April 1%63.

Calculated for the root aOM tip -hords of this tapered wing planfors also were Shown 12. "ilson, T. i.: COn tMa Dipole Mediton free a Rigid. Plane Surface. Paper

In this fig'sre. The observed dominant frtquency Is about, halt a4 one-thir-ectave presented at the Noise C-ntrol Conference. turd"e University. Ieftc.ette.

baed Itigher then that col.vilate
4 

lor the wing tip chord. In contrast, thc freqtocy Indiana. Myi l14.16, 1971.

that ccrrosponis to a Wtouhall naber of 0.2 referenced to vine mmunm thickness Is 13. bover, A. P.: Vortex sheddling from Thin lat Pnotes Parallel to the free Stream.

belen 100 Key, an order of megoli.-is suiler. 17 Aoe Of EM (9), the Cblorved fre,uency Journal of the Aerospace Sciences, Vol. .18. Po. 4., April 1961,-pp. Y-0.3-11

of IW00 Ht for IC. Wp velocity and 715 In. men Chorl would Scale try roughly 900 M1 14.. Clark. 1.. T.: '.A Radiation of SourA free an Airfoil Inersed-int a Lamnar Plor.

for 17.1 fps velocity sod 2 In. chor. This scaled fretsency Is In stood aipreemnt with AW Faer U5. 71-CT.4, ASI bth Annual CTAs Turbine conference end ifoducts Show,

-the date of ter. I-. for airfoils with 2 In. chord as shon lift. Pig. 12 herein. Thus the Houston Ttnes, Parch 1971. (Alto, to be ivubitshed In Tranusactions of the £016,
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VORTEX SN(N116 NOISE OF AN ISOLATED AIRFOIL
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VORTEX SIMING NOISE OF AN ISOLA=E AIRFOIL
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VORTEX SHEDDING NOISE OF AN ISOLATED AIRFOILI
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ANALYSIS OP ARK -STRUZT VORTEX SKDDING Thinsmeansthat the helicopter's detectability and to a large

USING MEASURED NZLICOFTER SOUID sxtint its effectiveness as a weapons system is determined by

PRESSURE DATA- the noise signature of its rotor system. In addition, because

cf the strong emphasis today in noise pollution control there has
By been Interest in rotor-noise with regard to commercial helicopter

H. Revin Johnson and Walter M. Xatz operations. ror these reasons, aerodynamically induced sound from

rotor systems has been extensively investigated particularly in

ROCIHES.ER APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIArcS, INC. the last five years. (See References 1, 2, 3, 4, and S.)
140 Allens Creek Road
Rochester, New York Rotor noise consists of two basic t)pes of sound aignsturest

one is repetitive in frequency, the other Is broadband or non-

repetitive. The repetitive noise is typically called 'rotaticnal'

ABSTR iCT noise in which the frequencies are integral multiples of the rotor-

xKrimn-street type vortex shedding from a lifting sutface blade passage frequency. The broadband or non-repetitive-type

was analyzed as .. source of noise from a helicopter rotor In noise can bp generally classified as 'vortex" noise. In addition,

hover. The theoretical program that was conducted used acoustic there are other-helicopter ncise classifications such as 'blade

pressure-time histories measured by HAS1, at the Wallops Island slip", and sources such as engine and transmission noise. These

Test Station for a Uln-lb helicopter in hover and forward other noises and sources are not treated explicitly in thi: report.

flight. (See Reference 5 for a discussion of rotor-noise sources.)

The experimental pressure-time hLitorLes wera analyzed and Rotational noise is typically regarded as a dominant iotor

high resolution spectra were developed over a frequency -range of noise source (see Lawson, Reference 5). For this reason it-is
not surprising that many-investigators have concentrated in this

0 to 3000 liz using a 0.7 lit filtet. On the basis of these spectra
area of acoustic research. Results have sliovn that-whereas rota-

the main and tail rotor rotational risa as well as discrete noise
tionel noise is dominant is all cases for frequencies below 100

sources were identified and then removed from the measured 
pressure-

tipe histories leaving pcessure-time Nistorits representing only oz. Above 100 Hz, rotational noise nay doinato but In most cases
broadhand noise will nash out the-rottonal noise. It has been

the broadband noise radiated from the rotor system. This broad-

The theoreticaleanalysistthatowas developed-relased ehe icousticband noise was then related to-the nise induced by Kirmn-ortax found, however, that the noise sonrct that is predominant is

street shedding on the rotor blade. dependent upon the location of the noise source relative to the

oberver.
The theoretical analysis-that was developed raeLaed the acustic

Since in general broadband noise will be nonporiodic with re-

radiation of the *rtex shedding forces on the blade to the

pressure-tine histories measured by the micrnpficnes located In spect to blade passage frequency,-such noise Is often classified

as nonotatlonal. The hroadband noise that is associated with
tne-far field. This analysis was then used to solve for the

oscillatory forces on thc blade that would duplicate tlc .road- helicopter rotor blades Is usually relatea to vortex shedding

band noise characteristics of meaured pressure-time histories that occurs along the blade. Since-vortex-generatednoise Is

Of the helicopter in various flight regies. believed to occur In the frequency range closer to that of PAxL-

The results of the Investlation indicated teat 'vortex nun human ear sensitivity, the subjective loudness of such noise

noise- is the-major source of-accustic radiation from a helicopter can be greater then that of low frequency rotor rotaticnai raise.

rotor in hover or low-speed flight eel that it is-concentrated even though the latter may be of higher absolute magnitude.

in the frequency ane of 200 to 500 l. Because of the excel- Little is known about vortex street shedding .r n liftinlg

lent corre'ation obtained batwern messured and predicted acoustic surfaces. Vortex shedding-noise from rotating cylindrical bodies

signatures using the averaged nonlmensional force constants for was first messured by Stowell and Denmn (6). Later Yudin (7)

vortex sheddirg extraectod from-the data-analysis. it is believed and blokhIntsev (8) developed theoric predlctin such noise.4

that the basis of a realistic %ethol of predicting the total Ilubbard (1) has report! overall noise levvls due to all sources j
acoustic signature of-any helicopter rotor in vsrious flight on propeller blades, and has given an estiate of noise due to
cagiaws has been devloped and-demonstrated, vortex shdrin, Ile fou nd for propellers tnst the rotational*

sand vortex components can be ef the same oeder of magnitude. lie

natecd that the vortex component has a hi-1her frequency content
The primary contributor to te external sound of modern q.s- than the rntational component and Increases in intensity with

turbine powered helicopterm Its th' aerodynanically Induced noise incressinj tip speed. Schlegel, at al (3) have made further re-

from-the rotor system. Noise measurements have shown that- th finements in Ihhsberd's vortex noise magnitude formula. Irzywoblocki i -.

acoustic pressure time-histoty at an observer's location Is due (10) has measured the vortex shedding Crequency for airfoils at

Salmost entirely to thc noise output ef X4a. and tail rotor systems. lOw Reynolds numbersr howevar, the data for Angles of Att~ck

-rmy below stall had wide scatter. Poshko ill) rceasured the raec
Tis study was supported by the Eustis Directorate, U. S. Army fr-lueecy
Air Mobility Research & Development Laboratory, Tort Eustis, of shedding from circular cylinders in high Reynolds number flow,
Virginia, under Contract DAWa02-70-C-0023.

'" Preceding page blank



AVALYSIS OF KANVN-STREET 11ORTEX SHEDOIN6 11 ASMED( HELICOPTERt SOMN PRESSURE DATA

but not for airfoil-type sections. left of the flight path at Y 200, 500, 700 feet; and microphone

To summarize the exprimentl hork to date, it Is noted that 13 is at X Y - 0. A loal coordinate systcentred at the

masurements hve been made of the frequency of vortex shedding, min rotor hub moves with theetlicopthr and is shown n Figure 2.

but not within the range of flow conditions encountered by hell- A variety of test conditions were covered during the test program

copter rotor blades. However, to data nosmasrement have bean Including low, mdiumand high-sped forward flight and-two hover

made within any rang t ll, ton rfo e he magnitude of the plight on iton& (6 fe t and 100 feet).

oscillating lift nd dreag forces due to vortx shedding. It is, GtOUN eREFLECTIONEFrtCT

t~reforv, necessary that the basic characteristics of vortex The importance of ground reflection in the dat h Is revealed

shedding ftom airfoils shosldbedocuented In order to develop bY comp yng pectra for dffern inte crophoe-helicopter Oriente-

a btter understanding of their effects on rotor noise e mpirical iOns set Figures 8 and 3 which reprsent extended spectra at

or sei-elpirical constants f irt , therefore have to e used to positions 4 nd 6 frec intert hover condition. Observe that

investigate the relative importance o vortex sheddng on the noise the general charectoristc of each spectrum in the broadband

charactei tics of helicopter rotors atil the t ble that ruitable reion revealsnd series of maxima and minin separated throughout

measurements are obtainede the record by equal frequency ncerval. noever. t is seen

Sdler and Loep (2) have dtermed, by emiompirica l mean, that thie frequency interval n enr the same fr bth recording

overall constants for the ift and drag forcer associated with positions. The frequency interval between successive maxkma or

discrete vortex sheddilng. Inl th e te constanta were asumed nima on the records I seen re change as the orientation between

to be independent of bach nueber, angle of tteck, blade radius, source and observar changes. It should be noted that for s given

and azimuth. it Is. hoever. believed that those force constants icrophone he gt above theground, the icrophon receives o ne

are not entirely independent of the formentioned parameters, signal directly from the apid by and other tha is re-

The proga reported on hereir as set up so that the lift and fleetedcfrom the ground and then received. It can be shown tht

drag force constants might be dwaloped from experimental daa. the frequency Interval referred to between successive peaks or

For ther moitital model the hlnopter proto ua e epe- valleysaon the SPL recods a rleted to this time separation

sent.d acoutically bya series of dipoles who e strength and between original andreflet d s ignal. Thus the frequency spectrum

frequency variedraially in the case of hover or both radially received by an obserer is distorted from that of the source.

and anicuthally in the-case o forward flight. If the local angle some frequencies il be amplified by reflection while others are

of &tracksand otach numer ae known at bisu element, then suppressed.

based up n trtouhal nuaber the frequency of vortex shedding could The reflects. signal time lag At Position 6 is less than that

be Prcelculted. Sincrtble in h -kno n relationship between Of Position 4 becaus the r creaswoln efstance travelled by 

dipole strength at a given point inspace aend coustic pressure reflected wave recived atposition 6 Is less than the increase

at-another point, It was possible In this pragrm to use txperi- in distance travelled by &-reflected wand received at position 4.

menth ptessure-tie hitories weasured at fixed observer's Tat is, the ancreasH.n distance travelled by a reflected wave

locatic to determine the vorl-c onstants that produced the non- at position 6 Is 1.48 ft hlt the increase In distance travelled

1armonic (broadband) characteristics of the hasured signature. -y a reflectedwave at position 4-Is 4.5 ft. Threfore, th.

The purpose of the progrea discued herein was, therefore time lag for sound f ve atposition 6 is 1.34 x a
" 

see (745 zo deteArine the cha ccteristios of the vortex shedding force n while the time i for position 4 is 4.22 x 10d
) 
sei (237 111. The

an a helicopter rotor blade in hover-and forward flight. A more maxima or reinfsrced-frequencies would* therefore. correspond-to

complete peaesentction Is contained In tference 12. Integral oult-plas ofto bee ths cpue in fr minima or cancelled

a m ALYSIS OF FXPERImof AL DTs frTsuntn.le coraspond to in l-/2)f. The first minium frequency

iTF-ir 1OGRA s at Position is 373 end he first ndsecond inim at position

The data used in the nalyis wa generated during controlled 4 is III Hs and 35 fo, respectively (sou Figure r , 3). These

coutpo tests of a7 U1-n helicopter conducted during ,2ove00,r - nqunncas mrn consistent with the Predicted mnima (372.5 col

196f at wallops .and, Virgina (13). Thi data has been dis- for position 6 and 115. Rtand 55.5 ronar position 4).

cusse by Evans-and 4ettlex (13). Odt TIZATION

- The hellIe tests were conducted by the ArP7 at the Wallops In order to pe.rform computer analysis of the acoustic date

Island Air Station with cooperation ot the-,)ynamic Leads Division the pressure-time history hd to he converted Into digital form so

of trANASA/Lanqlty Research Center. The test area consisted of -a$ tu be comptible with computer-input format. This process-is

An array of micropho.nes In the form-of a cross. This Is-shown called digiti-atien. The original IM recordings were digitized

In Figure 1. As shown, the positive X-axix Is In the llrection asing a high-r~solution electronic conversion technique specially

D f-flight and microphones 1, 2, 3 are at X - 200, SC0 and 700 developed by KASA (oC carrying out this work. hy coupling a

feet; microphones 7. 0, and 9 are at X - 00, - Soo, and - 700 minL-computr-with sppPiL circuitry. a 1.45-second record could

feet; microphones 4. S, 6 are-to the right of the flight path at b llie ta 1) srt rvds prxmtl 40

Y - M0, - S00, - 700 feel microphones 10, 1, -12 are to the data points. The resulting- frequency response of the digitized

8'
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data extended f rom about 0.7 Its to-5650 Hiz. which exceeded the cylinders At large Reynolds number, Tha Strouhtal number is not

range of the recnrdirg system of 20 Is to 5000 its. The signal- a universal constant but ia-dependenit on body geometry as wall asI

to-noise ratio of the developed system was noted to be excellent, Reynolds number. The rosults of References 3, 10, 11, 15 are

at better than 45 db. consistent with a Strouhal number in the range of 0.11 to 0.2

To demonstrate the accuracy of thin eigitization the diitizedl for streamlined bodies. This Tonga Is only approximante, hut,

data was plotted and compared with the corresponding oscillograph will be used as a guide until tests can determine the esistence

records, see figure 4. The digitized-data-is seen to be-in of Strouhal-type shedding-from airfoils and the proper range and

excellent agreement witth the oascillograph trace. In fact, If dependencies of the-Strouhal nuelier on t"e controlling parareters.

differences do exist, the electronically digitized results should In the present analysis. the Strouhal number for airfoil vor-

be corsioured the Pore reliable for-two reasons. first. the con- tex shedding will he allowed to vary within the range 0.1 SI

version was tne directly off the FM4 carrier of the recorded signal. 0.3, which exceeds the limits defined previously. Ths-Stroau!Aal

This technique bypasses the Fit demodulator unit. which in itself number will be considered constant, however. along tthe blade for

introduces same distortion to thao output. In addition, the each calculation, that is. the Strouhat- number will not be allowed

electronically digitized data bypasses the frequency response to vary with blade velocity and/Or angit, 4.f attack. it is anticipad

of the oscillograph galvanometers. whuich were flat to only about that tho Strouhaal number Is dependent on theso parameters. but

3KC. in-lieu of this knowledge, the Approach usvld Is believed to be

EV'ALUATIONf OF voRTF.-x RgmtntR otst: reasonable. Thus, the vortex street sheddinj frequency Ii assumed

'..:4iM.t DISCussiO'n to be: t

Since the shedding of miArmin-type vortices off an airfoil causes w- 1  l

variation. of lift and drag on the airfoil surfaces. thernsulting where w*vortex shedding frequency u(1 -)

oscillatory forco-on the airfoil-will create noise. A. variety U- resultant velocity (ft/sac)

of-empirical !- hniques exist for estimating the magnitude of d - projected dimension of the body perpendicular to the

noise caused by shed vortices from rotating wings. (See References resultant velocity (ft)

2, 1 and 1.) The-analysis carried out under this program determined and Ct . Strouhial number: 0.1 S 0. 3

the maqnitutle of thmese o4.?illatory force% from-the measured Effects of vortex shedding on the two-dimensional- lift and

presuretimehisory f te reordd sond.drag forces acting on tho airfoil can be investi73ted by consider-

The-MASA electronically digitized I-ressure-time histories vate
late the circulation Around the-oppropriate airfoil section.

separated -into I -dhand-and discrete con-poncnt-s using rpectral sunruuashdigovricsfatratnsinam'

anaislstechiue. Te bradbnd res~re-ime'aisomywasoscillatory circulation twey be considered to be superinposed upon

then used- in a computer program which detrrminead the osel Ilatory the stesdy circulation. The correspondinr lift and drag forces

force on the airfoil that crested the cnessurad signal. cecause
acting t-.-tht* airfoil section will then cIllate asbout a mean

of- the importance of the value of thi Strouhal- number used in value of-lift and drag. Thai oscillhtory lift-and drag duo to
the calculations-and because the Strouhal num.ber has not been vre hdigcn hrfrb omltla

accurately measured, particularly-for airfoil sections, tho fitting

technique used to determine the-oascillatory forces was-also used Ll(t C(Kvi{I/aJir}sn( 1 ts

to determine the "best- Streuhal number. 
(2)i~f/ejJc~i (t*~

The data used In this prolram was only sufficientL to determine lk),t i

the contribution of each-airfoil-saction-to tho-prqssure-time where (K vI - nondip eniional force constant-associae wt

history. The data was net sufficient to evaluate the relative oscillatory lift

contribution of 1.0th lift and drag. Since It has been estimated -K!1 nondiraensional force constant associated) with

that the oscillatory drag forces are very small compared to the oscillatory drag

escillAntry lift forcex-as regards the-acoustic signal, the con- 0 --density of air

tribaution from each station was-assumed tO result only-fro)m the U - relative velocity of the airfoilA

oscillatory lift. C1  chordlletnth

TtiFr VARTE. INDUG rvaarl. -r station width

The vortcx-streot phtnomenon requires a aeparated wake, coused -"j frequency of- vortex shedding1

by the viscous effects -in that boundary layer. hiMle airfoil design ij *-ph-se of the vortex fmarces

mlinimized this separation effect, it dlid not eliminate it. On a The noise source treated are thrase geneated aaerodynamically

pIhygical-bosii the wake forred-fran a separated boundary layer from heilirepater rotors. It Is asnurc.i that hnlicopter rotor-noise

will h% influenced by its width at the neparation point And' the Is prodluc.) 191 variabhle forces on the rotor blades, not, f:eid

flow condition%. The Strouhtal-number corralstes tha-frcqu-ncy of a-iss dliplacement by the slsden nor flow turhulence. 1% is.

shedding for various hodies. for cylinders. the rtw.lnumber -therefore. resona),le to use dipoles .o represent these blade

-hanle. with Reynolds number and Is net known-for airfoil% or forces (VA" Rc~erences S and 14). Theo pressurf. received at-an
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observer's location from-an arry of moving dipoles can be cast This flow separation has been assumed to be equal to the projectede loin fom r d ofthe airfoil perpendicular to the resultant velocity

in the following form (see Reference SI:
U. The dependence of the projected dimension as function of angle

i f4 L of attack for the .ACA0012 blade Is shown in Figure G.

Meaure prssues annow be related to theosiltr

- • - h force con.n., objective is to solve for the unknown oscil-
+is}" tt'xuj

t - !  
t. story force constants in terus of the measured pressure-tl-.

history. For the hover configuration, the values of the oacil-
! (3)

latory forces are assumed constant about the rotor disk, sinceS where 1 1'. %! y21uation of those quantitLe2 inside the brackets
angle of attack and velocity are similarly assumed to be con-

are at-a *retardeid time, t' corresponding to a real
stant. Te geometric parameters, however, change considerably

with respect to an observer so it is desirable to seg..,lt the

c a speed rf sound time for each blade passage into smeller time intervals. If th.
- location of the obaexvir time intervals are small enough, the geometric parameters are

Rij - Lj'J essentially constant during the interval.

If the geometric parameters can be assumed constant in a small

i 'i"'Li" interval of time then the predictive equations can be linearized.
SI)-When 

possible such a linearization of a set of equations greatly
RRj  - reduces the numerical difficulties of their solution. The time

interval chosen constrains the frequency range and number of oscil-

ct " latory iations mch in the same way that length of record is

Fij --force on the blade at blade element related to bandfidth. The largest time interval that was felt
c~nistnt ithconstant geometric parameters was 1/200 sec.

With terms comprising Equation (3) fornulated, the pressure at

an observer's location-nay bespecfied-once the appropriate sources for vyple, if the time for one blade passage Is divided into

ha've been located in retarded tie. The-acoustic signature of the intervals (the blade passage frequency is 10.8 lIz),
rotor is assued to i.anato iron a seus of dipoles located a each time interval Is apProximately 1/200 sec. Thus, phenomena

blade stations. The sound reaching a microphone at some instant which change with frequency less than 200 Nz cannot be considered.

in tine. t, originates from each of these stations at some earlier This cutoff is a judicious compromise between frequency range and
blade element-station size. That is. if a sa~ller time intcr al

tine. t'. The tine that the sound originated from each station
were chosen, the aes swept by the blade (the Station size)

(retarded tine) is a function of the position of each 
station

would be smaller but the lower frequency cutoff would increase.and its cotion and is in general different for each station.
Conversely, if a larger time interval were chosen the lower frequency

A retarded tie calculation procedure has been programed for cutoff would decrease, but the area swept by the blade wuld in-
computer use. Th': program develop..d locates for an observer's crease tending to Invalidate this discrete element analysis.
location at time t, the contributing retarded tine position of
each radial blade station. The results of a typical retarded time The te iter blade advanclatowadvth eou .server while the other blade retreats-is particularly advantageous.
calculation is shown in graphical form in Figure 5. As can be seen,

The Strouhal frequency formulation is such that the shedding
the rotor disk has been broken tip Into -40 azimuthal sections and frequency Increases with radius. Pecause of the oppler effect
10 radial sections and that the azimuthal spacing in retarded time

the observed frequencies are-increased further on the advancing
is not-equal as it would be In true tin-. The-difference in the blade while decreased on the retreating blade. This is coupled
spacing between the advancing blade (obser'r on the negative to the Mach number effact In Equation (3) which increases the

y-axis) an,! the retreating blade is very tvulous in this graphical
pressure Amplitude of the advancing blade stations through the

presentation.
terms l/l-l( and decreases the pressure amplitude of the retr atingImovn.n A'JM.Y~lS

blade stations (M is negative for a retreating blade, positive
For this analysis, the t.)J-lR helicopter was in the hover con-

for-an advancing blade).
figuration 100 ft over the microphone data cross with helicopter

The larger frequency spread on the advancing blade allowsa
orientation along the-flight path. The data received was recorded

larger nud.' of blade elements with observer -frequency separa-
at microphone 4 which was 200-ft to the right oC the flight path.

rTPtNhuTIOh; OF ANCLE5 OF A-TACK.. PrEULt;ANT V tions above %200 H. On the-retreating blade the Doppler effect

7"Wroinu yRqrlCz£n works in reverse and decreases the observed frequencies. The

The Strouhal shedding frequency of the UIl-ID airfoil (INACA net-result is that for the observer frequencies above 500 it the

4012) was assumed to he proportional to the flow velocity and section of the airfoil from midapan to the tip of the advancing

Inversely proportioned to the-separation thickness of the flow. tni-IN blade contributes while below SO0 lit the Inboard half of

s
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the advancing blae and the whole retreating blade c~intCibut4. whr - * -,
SOLUTION TECHIQUIE ,

In order to solve for the magnitude of the oscillatory forces and X I is the total magnitude of the oscillatory force constants.

on the helicopter blade several assumptions have been made. The Since there are 20 unknowns in Equation (6) ten IY,) and ten

following list is a review of the assumptions used in this W C )i and 52 equations the problem Is overdetermined. The solu-

analysis. tion was determined using the standard least squares techniques

1. The oscillatory forces on an airfoil occur at the fre- for a set o linear equations.

quencies associated with Strouhal shedding. OBTA,3I4C E'XPERIME.NTAL M'AIN ROTOR VORTEX NOjSt:

2. The Strouhal number is assumed to be Independent of The acoustical pressure-time history recorded3-at the nicrophone.

Reynolds number, position Is assumed to be a linear supposition of many sources

3. The oscillatory forces-are sinusoidal and have con- of noise. Among these sources are:

ponents-orly in the lift and drag direction. 1. engine noise

4. The oscillatory forces on the blade can be represented 2. engine exhaust noise

by oscillatory dipoles acting at the center of ten 3. main and tail rotor gear box noise

spanwise stations. 4. tail rotor rotational noise

S. For each small increment of time (NO.0OS seconds) the 5. main rotor rotational noise

aerodynamic and geometric parameters at each of the 6. main rotor vortex noise

ten spanwise regions remains en..entially constant. 7. tail rotor vortex noise

6. In the time intervals when one blade advances toward Since the analyses that were performed heroin are associated with

the observer while the opposite blade retreats the noise only main rotor vortex noise, item (6). all-the other source% of

at the observer for frequencies shove-SOD lit is assumed noise in the measured pressur*-time-histories had-to be renoved

to originate fron the advancing blade above, in order to obtain the desired pressuret-tine histor/.

Using these assumptions- the pressure-time history at an observer In the rdel developed In this contract. the noise associated

for A blade In the advarcing region Is: with rotor blade vortex shedding Is assumed to be generated at
discrete frequencies defined-by a Strouhal formulation. Thesee

~t { LVYi(Alil sin ('ili + (51 i8,~Cos (-iii # Y shedding frequencies art determined by the airfoils-chord, thick-
nesst, angle of-attack and velocity. Sheddi.ag frequencies, while

~ov'i[('D'i sin (.t + 1 (8,111 Cos i (.T +C in part determined by-rotor rotational speed-aro not integral

wher t I theretaded impharmonics of the rotor rotational frequency. In addition. xince

is te troutstshedirg fequncythe blade is moving and continual'ly changing diretio-s. the
.I ith tohtsedr9feunyDoppler shift on these f.requencies also continually charges.

.I I thephae-oftheshedingThis differs fron Items 1. 2. 3. 4, an.! 5 of the lioted sources

LAL~. ~ (A 0~ a.' -n 0) ar th .70metic oeficintsof noise which are observed at discrete frequencies. This-tn
predicted by the moving. oscillatory dipole theory. clearly Illustrated in FIqur,, R. the spectrum of measure!hul

The assumption that the aerodynamic and geometric parameters copter rotor nois;o for the hover flight condition. It can bit
remain constant In a o.1105 second time slice 19 new applied. The seten that the rotor rotational noi15e appears at discrete nultiplex

term -ii is replaced by .*t where *i is tho Doppler-shifted of the blade-passse.-frequency 1110.1-I110 and the tail rotational
frequency at the observer's location. r'iustlon (4) then becomes -noise occurs at multiples of Its blade pasag frequency 155.1 liz).

for each blade The peaks at 1922 lit and 2133 lit are Identified with the tail-

Pit s K.1 sn wt K.
1
c~i Cos(.t .* rotor gear 5lash frequencies o.' the 42-degree and go-degree

i-i (second harmonic) geirs.

where in) ICl 1% *(L (Koli (A D II In the data shown In Pigure R the rotational andi dis;*reto

(KC)- ( )l 9th (r Di (O~inoise peaks are sufficiently-narrow so that-they can be removed
(I C ILI )i*I: 1  witho~ut-stignificantly-changin;n the content of the underlying

The exact-time-interval chosen to solve for the oscillatory forces broadband noise. Once-the discrete noise pe.vs are-idcntified

was 0.12046 seconds. The rate at which the data was eWictronticXal their corresponding Fourier coefficients as C.etormincd frem the

digitized was 11.3 r.Hz. Therefore, there are 52 neasured values Fast Fourier Transform of the digitized data, are set equal- to

f~ of the recorded pressurv-in each 0.0046-second tine Interval. zero. The broadband pres-ture-time history Is Pthen generated by

LnaiigMsin(S) by rennvinc the arbitrary phase gives using the Inverse Fourier transforn.

In 0rde:- to correlate the ree4sured prestsure-time history with I

P~tI - !(K.Ii sin (.;t,) *(yi) co, 1i'l 6) the theory, the azimuthal blade positiui must he known. -the
Wtallops island test dild reot r- lord this Irsportan!. piece of infor-

a 1.$2 mation. The azimuthal locat( -n of t1 rotor-was ,!eternined
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by matching the measured rotation noise signature with a theO- all of the analyses that were conducted. Therefore, only (KL)i

retically predicted rotational noise pressure-time history. 
were calculated for-the 15 blade passages in'each case. For each

EESULTS Or THE HCRtICAZ AsLYSIs radial station, the distribution of these (ML) values-multiPlied

A total of four hover cases were analysed. Three of these by-that station's dynamic pressure is shown in Figure 13. The

cases wera fron poition 4 (200 feet to the right of the hell- (M )i(l/2U for the ten radial stations for each of the four

copter) and one from position 6 (700 feet to the right of the cases are tabulated (Table I) and plotted in Figure 14. Although

helicopter). The radial stations selected worst there Is some scatter In each of the distributions the-mean results

r t - 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18.5, 19.5. 20.5 and 21.5 ft. are rcmarkably similar for all four cases. The comparison of

for i-I to 10 respectively. The electronically digitized re- Come A and Case 3 shows that the results are fairly Insensitive

cords are %1.5 seconds long. Therefore. 15 blade passages were to variations in the high frequency cutoff in the data, although

analyzed for each of the cases. the magnitudes of station 10 for Case A are somewhat suppressed

The set of equations solved tiad mor* equations (02) that from Case a. Going to a different position of the record also

unknowns (20). By-using the method of least-squares the result- does not significantly alter the distributions (see distributions

Ing deviation is a measure of the equality of the solution. for Case C). Some of the distributions for position S. (Case D)

Since the Strouhal nu.ber is not accurately known for airfoils however, do differ from the first three cases. Thia is due, in

at these Reynolds nunbers, a search was performed to determine part, to the differences in ground reflection. The magnitudes of

the Strcuhal number which gave the most satisfactory solutions, the oscillatory pressures are 1 to 2 lb/It
2 

for the tip 1/3 of
the blade (14-22 ft}. On the inboard stations (6o14 ft) the "

The optional Strouhal number was determined to be 0.235..02

which is within the range-for which results have been obtained magnitude of the oscillatory pressure ranges-from 4 to-30 lb/ft
2
.

by previous investigations. It must be remembered, however, that these stations Include signi-

ne of the recordings obCained 200 ft to the right was used ficant contributions from the retreating blade whoreas the outboard

to evaluate the method of renoving discrete rotational noise blade sections do not. For each of the four cases that were an&-

sources. "ae portion of the recording used was 35 seconds into lyzed, the calculated oscillatory forces were used in a theoretical

the recorded signal. For the first of the four cases (to be program tc determine if the essential noise characteristics had

referred to as Case A) all- noise bezow 140 Hz. the call rotor been retained. For-each of the cases, therefore a pressure-time

pe.s at. 165 Iz and 220 Hz; and all noise above 1860 ulz was re- history and a corresponding spectral analysis were predicted for

moved. In Case B all noise above 2820 Iz was removed (instead comparison with the experimental data. The predicted pressure-

of above 1960 Piz as in Case A) together with-the gear ulash time history and the corresponding spectrum for-Case C are shown

spikes at around 1930 lIz and 2140 fZ. In order to determine how in Figures 15 and 16 respectively. When these-pridicted results

much the- results were dependent on when in time the data was are compared with the measured results in Figurea 12 and 10, it

analyzed. ancther portion of the data taken 200 ft to the right

and 26 seconds into the recording was Analyzed. This condition J1. nkZ4 0:. 7er o l m . A rot- remTm's As A
rV=-zos er WIA~L ,essulzs MR4 Z4P orc

is referred to as-Case C. The electronically digitized pressure- r Ct CMU

time history and spectrum for this case are shown in-Figures- 7 U.ee sr ? eITI tren te Ife' |

and & respectively. The rotational -and discrete noise was re- It 's5 (52 WA ... C...c Cte D
7.7 $.1 0.22 217 2o.*1 IM- MI.S 30.441

coved by setting the followin5 coefficients of the Fourier repre- .e s.s s.2e 2s4 e.t . 1.3 .

s,'ntation of the digitized record equal to zero: -140 fiz, 165 HZ, 1.s $.1 0.34 sMe s.2s $.1 3.11: :.$S

22.) Itz, 1930 Hz, 2140 Hz, and '2120-iz. Figure 9 presents the 1.s 4.7 0.42 43. 4.03 4.4$ 4.41 11.32
15.5 4.2 5.14 012 M 2.10.2 2.14 2.2s1

spectrum of the noise that-was removed and Figure 10 presents the 1.0 .4 5. 9 1 ."M 3.5s 5.50 2.97

spectrum of the vortex noise that was analyzed for this case. MI.. 1s s 1.zs 4.14 2.4o 1.114

The pressure-time hittory-of the rotational noise is shown in tt.I 2.5 5.45 722 7.45 S.2 . s. j

Figure 11 and of the ",ortex noise in Figure 12. The fourth case 23 . 0.46 757 5.5 4.50 0.4 6.e4

that was analyzed (Case 01-was data measured 700 feet to the right

of the helicopter. A portion of the recording 26 seconds Into is seen that the calculated oscillatory forces have retained all

the record was analyzed. In this position the gear ulash frejuen- of-the essential characteristics of the measured pressure-time

cles occur at 1930 Piz and 1990 HIs. The frequency components history. Similar comparisons were made for Cases A, B. and 0.

removed were -140 I, 145 Iz. 220 11z, 276 Piz, 330 Hi, 385 it,. CF.N11tAL oSCussiou OF PFSULTS

1930 HPz. -190 lit. -and 2820 Hz. The technique that was develoslzin this-contract-effort, of

The analyses that were carried out used 15 blade passages of electronically digitizing and analyzing measured sound pressure-

digitized date. Because of the previously noted inability to time histories to create high reso.ution spectra, such-as shown

separate the lift arj drag components and because it has been in Figure 8, has permitted the detailed r.falysis of various

shown elsewhere thal. thq drag contributior in insignificant com- rotor sources. For example, the fine -frequincy resolution that

pared to the lift di-,trltbtion, thi (Kaii-s were assumed "ero in can he obtained by these techniques, allows separation of the
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individual peaks associnted with main rotor-and tall rotor rote- of a station corresponds to the variability of the frequency appro-

tional noise and discrete sources such as oil pumps, gear boxes, priate to that station contained in the experimental record.

etc., from the broadband noise. Since these types of noise Thus, for Case C, the frequency appropriate to station 2 was changing

sources can now be adequately separated, the characteristics of significantly from blade pasalge to blade passage while the fre-

the various noise sources can be studied independently. The study quency appropriate to station 4 changed little from blade passage !

that was reported on herein stressed the analysis of the broadband to blade passage.

noise rather than the rotational noise although the rotational and 
The mean values for each of these distributions were deter-

discrete noise sources were separated from th total noise signs- mined. The mean values are listed In Table I and plotted in

tueand studied as regards the characturistics of their pressure- Figure 14. The she him; frequencies appropriate to the helicopter

time history, rotor reference system are listed as well as the Mach number and

.,i The vortex pressure-time histories (Figure 12, for example) angle of attack.

that were generatei from the total experimental pressure-time 
The advancing blade, as previously noted, has its shedding

histories by removing the rotational and other discrete noiLe frequencies raised and spread apart while the retreating blade 'as

have the sae general characteristics. The-signals are essen- its zhedding frequencies lowered and-puslied together. The Doppler

tially random with a modulation in amplitude occurring every shifted frequencies on the advancing blade range from about 275 1IZ

blade passage. The high amplitude region has higher frequency at 7 ft radius to 2100 Hz at 21.5 ft radius. The exact asount of

than the low amplitude regions. This featuti is consistent with the shift depends on the observer-s location relative to th2 velOcity

the Doppler effect discussed previously. i.e. the advancing blade of that blade station. The Doppler shifted frequencies on the

towards the obseryar raises the frequency and magnitude of any retreating blade range from 180 Hz at 7 ft radius to about $00

oscillatory pressure umplitudes recorded atlan observer's lace- liz at 21.5 ft radius. ..ence th' outboard section of the advancing

tion. It is noted that each blade passage. however. it distinctly blade is associated with high frequency noise and the Inboard

different in its-structure. in order to evaluate the effect of section of the advancing blade together-vith the retreating-blade*

this differe.nce on the sound signature of-vertex noise each blade are associated with low frequency noise. For the observer, the f

passage of the digitized vortex signal was converted to an analog radial stations at 7 ft and 9 ft on the advancing blade are in

signal and than repeated so that a S-second-aialog record of each the 4sae frequency range as the retreating blade because if the

pDoppler effect and hence these stations also reflect the noiseparticular blade passage could be constructed on tape. When a

series of each of these 5-secind records ware played on a tape energy of the retreating blade. This contribution partially

recorder, it was obvious thit each blade passage sounds distinctly leads to higher values of oscillatory pressure calculated at those

diferent. Qualitatively, this difference-from blade passage to radial stations. The noisc energy of the entire retreating blade

blade passge may be described as . modulated signal of varying has been-lumped into these two stations.

frequency or -tone. That is. when listening-to a series of As shown in Figure 14. the decreasing oscillatory pressure

blade passage- recordings a different frequency content may be mgnitudes at-larger blade radius-reflect the grAdual fall or

i discerned in each of the blade passales. with frequency of the noise energy shown In the spectra (see Figure

The vertex shedding1 model allowed 3 finite frequency ra to for example). The spectra genct.ated-in this analysis compare-~el with thete findingsde ofle Co ainnt Lynn.n Refeenc 17, inta

be 'fit' to the experimental pressure-tine history. The relative well with the findings of Cox and Lynn. Heference 17. in that I
Mignitudes of each of the radial station's oscillatory forces re- the major soure of audible vortex noise is coicentrated in the

flected the frequency content of the signal-reveived at the observer frequency range of 200 Hz to $00 lz. The maxina and ninima in I
for trhat blade passage. Thus, since the signal-varies from blade these spectra-caused by ground ref lection-aIso affect the calcu-

passage to blade-passage both in frequencyand wagnitude, the lated oscillatory pressures as the -odel does not include this

The ea cillatoy ressreflection seo e ate a
oscillatory pressures calculated at the helicopter blade had a reflection effect.

cor elponding variation. Since each blade pmsage Is different, The ean oscillatory pressurps have been used to create a

each calculation-performed results in slightly different radial 
pressu~e-tin hietory .t an observer-s station. As discussed

array of oscillatory forces. This effect is shown in the histo- previously, these created pressure-timn historics and these

grams (see Figure 13). which Alustrates how these oscillatory spectra compare very well with the experimental pressure-ti e

pressures varied-at each radial station over-the 15 blade passages 
histories and spectra. See Figures 15. 1. 12 and 10 for

for each of the four cases that were analyzed. ilistograms plot example. Audio tapes created from the calculated pressure-

the frequency of-occurrences of a giver event. In this case, time history sound like the experimental tape-s except for the

the histograms record the frequency of occurrence of the calcu- frequency variation from blade passage-to blade passage eliminated

lted oscillatory-llft forces in a given range. P*eference to by using the mean values.

rigura 13 shows that the scatter of results increases as the Since the essential characteristics of the experimental

dial Station decreses which relates to the previous discussion 
acoustic signal can lie duplicated with these Pean oscillatory

of the gradual degeneracy of the solution technique as the fre- 
forces In a rotating blade frame of rnference, it is possible with

quiny o hddig o "blel qcrase. h~anuntof osterDraper pacAmeterization of thn force constants to effectively
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[I ~MALYSIS OF KAMAIiA-STRECT lOfI~I ESHIROINS j1R MEASOED HELICOTER SMaN PESSII DAT

simulat, the noise produced by helicopter rotors for a veriety S. Lowson. N.V., Ollerhead, J.D., STUDIES OF HELICOPTER ROTOR
NOISE, USAAVLA.S Technical Report 68-60, U. S. Army Aviation

of operating conditions. Because of the advancel data analysis Materiel Laboratories. Fort ustis, Virginia. January 1969.

.ures that have been developed, the rotaional and broadband 6. Stowell, E.Z., Deming, A.r.. VORTEX MOISE FROM ROTATING
CYLINDRICAL RODS, NACA TN 519, 1935.

vortex noise can be separated and studied independently. It is, . Yudin, E.Y., ON THE VORTzy SOUNDS FROM ROTATING RODS, NACA

therefore, possible to parameterize the vortex noise and the TM 1136, 1947.

rotational noise as functions of the rotor geometric and operating 1. alokhintsev, D., ACOUSTtCS OF A NoMHOMOGF.EOUS MOVING MEDIUM.
NACA To 1399, 1959.

conditions such as number of blades, rotational speed, thrust. 9. Hubbard, H.H..- PROFELLER-MOISE CHARTS FOR TRANSPIR.r-AIRPLAns.,

chord, twist. etc. The parameterization of the vortex noise and MACA TN 2968, 1953.

rotational noise can be carried out by analyzing various rotor 10. Krzywoblocki, M.S.. INVESTIGATION OF THE WING-WAKE FREQUENCY-
WITH-APPLICATION OF THE STROUHAL NUNBER, 3. Aaron. Sci..

data from whirl tower tests, as was done in this program for a Vol. 12, No. 1. Jan. 1945, pp. 51-67.

hovering helicopter. Once the parameterization has been acco.- 11. RoehkO. A. EXPERIENTS ON THE HeOH PAST A C 10CR CYLINDr 3AT VERY HIGH REYNOLDS NUMMER, 3. Fluid Mah.. Vol. 10, Part 3.

plinhed, for a number of different rotor s:stems, it should be May 1951.
possible to oredict the acoustic signature of any rotor system 12. Johnson, H. Kevin, Katz, Walter N., 1.IVESTIGATION OF THE VORTEX

pNOISE PROOLTZBY A HELICOPTE. ROTOR, Rochester Applied Science

'given only t ., geometric and operating conditions of the helicopter. Associates. Inc., RASA Report 71-10, USAA.4RDL Contract
DAAJ02-70-C-0023, Report to be published, 1971.

CoCLUSIONS 13. Evans. T.D., Nettles, .E., FLIGHT TEST NOISE MEASUREMENTS
OF A UH-I8 HELICOPTER, paper presented at the AHS/l.7A Joint

On the basis of the analyses carried out in thia investiga- Symposium on Environmental Effects on VIOL Designs at

tion, it was shown that random or "vortex" noise is a major Arlington, Texas, November 1970.

14. R shko, A., ON THE DRAG AD SHEOING FREQUENCIES OF TWO-
source of noise froo a helicopter in the hover condition. For DIMENSIONAL BLUFr SODIES, IIACA TH 3159, 1954.

the cases analyzed, =-sin rotor rotational noise was not significant IS. von Doenhoff, A.E., Tetervin, X., LIETERNINATION OF GENERAL
RELATIONS FOR THE BEHAVIOR OF TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS,

above 100 liz and the major audible zources of vortex noise were ACA-Rpt. 772, 1943.

concentrated in the frequency-range of 200 to 500 H.. In their 15. LLghthill, N.J., SOUND GE4EPATED AFrO .YNAMICALLY, Royal
Aircraft Establishment (Farnhorough) Technical Memorandum

respective frequency-ranges the ohm rotor rotational noise No.: Dir. ;. November, 1961. AD 275 075.

uas about 30 dh above the threshold of hearing while the vortex I. Cox, C.R.. Lynn. R.R.. A STUDY OF THE ORIGIN AND MEA:NS OF
REDUCING HELICOPTER NOISE. TCRZC Technical Report 62-73,

noise was about 45 db abcve a normal background noise. November 1962.

In addition to the above general .oncluslons the following

sOecl ifc conclusions were dra.n%:

1. Ground reflection effects can significantly distort

the radiated acoustic pressure-tint history.

2. The broadband noise created by a helicopter rotor can

be represented by Karman-street vortex induced noise.

3. The 'vortex" noise correlated-fcr a Strouhal number

of 0.2..
4. TT. vortex noise can be simulated by an array of moving,

oscillating dipoles with fr"quencien corresponding to

the Kir-an-vortex street phenomeno.

5. The basis of a technique by which the acoustic signature X

of any rotor system can be predicted in hover or forward- Y

flight has-been developed and derOnstrated.

6. A% new technique hns been developed %hereby significantly s

Improved high resolution acoustic spectra can be

generated.

REFERENCE: Ads.

1. Loewy, R.G., Sutton. L.R., A TIEORY FOR PREDICTI-H. "H.
ROTATIONAI, NOISE OF LIFT:1;G ROTORS III FORWARD FLI.;IIT.

ICLUMING A COMPARISON WITH EXPFRIlOZT, USAAVALBS Technical
Peport-65-2. U. S. Army Aviation Materiel LWboratories.
Fort Eustis. Virginia. January 1966.

2- Lowy, .G., Sadler. 5I.0.,-A THrORY FOR. PREOICTING TIlE mc0wIa Iaunls am wa:u1ta mat
ROTATIONAL AND -VOPTEX NOISE or LIFTI:G ROTORS IN HOVER
AND FORWARD FLIGhT. !ASA CR-133).-.ay 1959. 6rJ 1. 'litivO Positiens of Ni[rop.enes at

Wau .VllPos itons oi f Stt.4cwesa
3. Schiegel. R., ing, Rt., h:u.ll. ., I!ELtCO'TiR ROTOR NOSE Wallops lam Air Station.

GENERATION AND PROPAGATICII. USAAVLABS Technical Report
6604. U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort
Eustis. Virginia, 1966.

4. LOwSon, 4.V.,* THE SOUND PIF.LO FOR SINGULARITIES IN; MOTION.
Proceedinis of the Roval nociety, A. Vol. 286. pp. 55S72.
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DISCRZT NOISE FROM IIGM AND LOW shape Is determined by the blade loading spectrum function X.,

SOLIDITY- RTORS which is a function of the load excursion profile, width and

number per blade revolution.

S. E. Wright Some simple pulses with their spectra are shown in Fig.

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, 14 ,Ul). The representative rectag ular pulse is an even func-
University of SouthamptonS Southampton. S09 5 NH, England tion and has cosine terms only, AL is the pulse height or load

change from the mean value.
!ntroduction

Fsin i o osingle unified theory is described to account for the Sin aft t v

discrete radiation generally from the whole family of heavily

run axial flow rotors, including helicopter rotors, propellers The smoothly varying half cosine pulse is also an evenand gas turbine compressors. function and has cosine term only,

The approach used. Is to Fourier analyse the periodic
blade loading variation (aximuth profile) into blade loading os sftO  to

harmonics, and then sum the total radiation from each NtH. In

this way. the radiaticn from any arbitrary blade loading vans- and the zero lift full sine pulse-iS an odd function having only

tion. and thus the rotor noise can be determined. To indicate sine terms

trends, the effect of blade loading profila, load excursion

width and number of excursions is considered. The blade of sins (fto-ll Sint (fts4l} tt. to
, xa - i FoX 4itl , Avg • E. " (71 -

course can sweep out some very Icoaplicated source-distributions, X-

and again to be in a position to assess the radiation, approxi- In terms of rotor parameters, if W is the pulse or azimuth

mations have to be made, excursion width and E is the number of excursions per blade
With this in m~nd, the basic differen~ces betiieen high and revolution, then the excursion time to and periodic time T between .

'ow solidity rotor spectrums are considired, emphasizing the excursions is

difference-between subsonic and supersonic rotor noise. The

special effect of helicopter blade slap and compressor rotor- f .- to W Te

stator interaction is discussed, and measured rotor spectrums eEe

have been included to help illustrate the theory. The paper is

an extract (Section 6) from the publication Discrete radiation qivlng

from periodic sources in circular motion (1) and is a continua- to

tion of the work reported earlier in reference (2). T E and ft * 520

I. Blale loading spectra

Consider the aerodynamic load on a blade: if the total ari- Where 0. Is the load solidity, which is the fraction of

thmatic lodxrn varies as the blade rotates, so that in is re- the effective annulus that the loading region occupies. viz.

producible-for each blade revolution, then the azimuth blade

loading profile. see Fig. . can be Fourier analysed into blade _ t''n

loading harmonics. such that

The first sE zero Is given by

Li. L0 01 (A cU Xo * B sin s-) il. -I1 (ftelz•T 
(SE) Z - C. 11

i('..L~~*.~Ls cos s - o) (2)

where (ftee for simple pulses can-he read from figure 14 ,(l)

S- B5 e.g. rectangular Uftolz - 1, half cosine (ftoz - 1.5, triangular
an (ftolz a 2 etc.

-As an example, let the blade experience a short stall or
Any arbitrary periodic azimuth D.L. function can be analysed an ispu:sive load change of height i i from lbs mean load Io,

in tiwaadaanfrcneinete.1.hroisp1-If we represent the load-e.,'ursion by a rectangular distribu-

tude can be represented by a constant times a spectrum function,
tion then the blade loading spectrum is

Ls - 2 Avg. X, (4) 1' 
•

a 2 Avg 0 5

Here the blade loading spectrum level is given by the avcr- where

age value term, Avg. which is equal to the-pulse or excursion

area divided by the excursion period. The blade loading spectrum ,

Preceding page blank
42



DISCRETE NOISE FROM HIGH AND LUd SOLIDITY MOTCAS

ha In asCR. Hrt all the pasbands radiated from each B.L.H. sarto a
Avg L.Zo..andxs 12)smooth radiation, spectrum, and each mode-radiation at a particular

ar mB number constructs a smooth polar directivity. 
For a flat

B.L.H. spectrum (as is constant for all a valrus), equation 1S
s h o wn i n ri g . 2 , t h e a v e r a g e v a l u e t e r m f o r th e h a l f co s i n e a .3 3 A x c e u t e * t e r -s n i c l r i t r e e c

is anexact renult. Here there-ia no circular interferenceIne ecursin isoperating A in-the cae of a uniformly radiating disk and there-

fore y. collapse@ exactly to ma and X W XT .An 2 L.E.ow. (13)Avg cos Av~inePhysically the G).L. spectrum assembles to a B.L. lspulee

and therefore the acoustic spectrum in dominated by radiation
It is shown-tht the blade loading spectrum level when ex-

from a local loading region within the rotor disk. it is not
pressed in da, Is little different for a variety of simple load- *uprising then, that the polar directivity tern KT it now that

ing fun-tion. providing the pulse height, width and number per
of a dipole inclined at the blade force angle. For general B.L.

blade revolution is the same. Further, for a given function, spectrum including random phasing between blade loading har-

the spectrum level is indeptdent of how the average value is monics, equation IS will basically hold, except K~q increasingly

arrived at. i.e. it does nut matter how high, 
how wide or how

contributes to the radiation nsrrial to the dipole axis for pro-
many pulses there are per blade revolution, providing 

the-multL-

gressively less Impulsive loadings.
pie value is the same. The blade loading spectrum amplitude o• can either be nsea-

The spectrum shape is similar for simple all-positive or

sured directly-from the blade, or if the-blade loading vare-all-negatively going pulses. Pulses with equal positive and tions can be roughly estimated in terms of the maximum load change
negative areas (zero lift functions) similar to the full sine

4L and width of load excursion K, then from section 1, where im-
function, lave-zero value blade loading harmonics at zero-order.

pulaive blade loadinge are oar main interest
Blade loading functions -that have more than one excursion per

blade revolution have blade loading harmonics only at multiples LsUs r (2Avgx. -16)
of vhe excursion number E. The parameter that has the largest oA

effect -s the B.L. spectrum Is the pulse width or-load solidity

o. Figure 3 shows that the spectrum level falls off rapidly and for the simple load excursion considered

with increasing ow or excursion width W.

2. Blade loading radiation Avg . aL.Cow and ow w (17)

Having considered the blade-loading spectrum generated by

representative blade loadings, we are now in a position to pre- giving

dict the resulting radiation. From equation 70,(1) the sound ,

pressure from A-single blade loading harmonic, 5 is iL'E*Ow (181
0t

05

(SPt) single a - X'Xb'kl (14) Three prtinen" clade loading spectrww and their resulting

radiation are illustrated in figure 4, 0-hgs now been replaced

The distributive functions Xa' Xb ' y account for the linear by sE ta accoeodate for multiple-brade loading excursions. For

interfer,nc. along the chord and span, and between source and a single blade loading harmonic, a passband of discrete fre-

image (growid reflection) respectively. For free-field radia- quencies Is radiated, (figure 4(a)) whose radiation magnitude in

tion and point-loading or at low frequencies, the three func- terms of load solidity ow , nmber of load excursions E, and ex-

tions are unity. The directivity function yq accounts for the cursion heightz-L. Is from equation 14 and 18

circular interference around the rotor disk, and-the blade load-

Ing spectrum amplitude o, together with the operating constant SPm - L .K.Yq.ksE.Xa.Xb.Xl (l)

K determines the acoustic spectrum level. If the rotor disk is 0

uniformly loaded, then the disk radiates as a whole and s-0 in The first two term are basically constants for a particular

equation 14 gives the discrete radiation, blade loading function, and therefore set the spectrum level.

if there is a complete spectrum of blade loadin7 harmonics The directivity-function yq determines the width of the radia-

contributing to the sound pressure, then equation 83, (1) to- tion pasaband, and the four distributive functions ksrxabxz are

gether with the-relative phase Information has to be sumed for unity for point-disk, chord and-span loading radiating In free

all values of s, equation 103, (1) will now give-the acoustic field.

radiation thus Figure 4(b) shows the effect of multiple blade loading ex-

cursions per blade revolution. Here blade loading harmonics

(Skaftcont. 8 
•  

"K.T'mB-X'Syh-X) only exist at multiples of C. (the concept is analaguoua-to
sound pressure-harmonics existing at multiples of 8 in the Ah

L TI



DISCREE NOISE FROM HGH ANI LOW SOLIDITY ROTORS 't

spectrum.) Each X.L.H. radiates a passband of discrete fe- equal to To). The blade loading coefficient in do is then

quencles situated about at where £ - 1,2.3 etc.

Here the sound pressure spectrum is given by equation 19. 20 log o- 20 log(SP)cont.s-20 log(SP) .o+20 log (25)

For low E numbers or high 
M
e. the passbanda will overlap and

simple B.L.H. radiation addition discussed in section 5.1,U1) where from equation 12,(L)

will have to be considered. Physically multiple blade loading 2l6

excursions correspon.1 to t equispaced fixed radiated regions 20 log - ( --- - 120 log -! +7,mB 20 log R (26)

within the rotor disk. Therefore the overlapping passbanda now

reconstruct new interference patterns, which correspond to the The fractional change in load E can then be calculated from
interference between an array of E equispaced inclined dipoles. equation 18 thus

Figure 4(c) typifies the radiation from a single load ex-

cursion per bleJs revolution (E-). A single excursion gives o T (27)

rise to a continuous blade loading spectrum.- continuous in the

sense that the blade loading harmonics exist-at every sE ntwber. Similarly. to obtain the blade-loading coefficient for a

Therefore equations 15 ahsd 18 now give the acoustic radiation large multiple-excursion spectrum we-can write daon equation 14

as twice for a - -M and 5 o thus

ALL..OW 
(SPSE SEKyXYXbZ 

428:

(SP;.)conts -- L-- KTam8 a bI'XabX$ (20) lijy o 
• 

2K¥.h. X28)

The sound pressure hanonic-falloff Is now the resultant then

of the four distributive spectrum functions- XSE'A&XbXl* whose on-

set of effectiveness (departure from unity)- is measured by the (SP)I E 2vm (29)

reciprocal of their individual solidities P. 7or free field m, q

radiation xil and point chord and span loading (oa-ob-S where qsmb-sE. or simply at low frequencies

Yyb-.1), the relation between the acoustic spectrum and the 2(SIP)sE (MMSE (0

blade loading spectrum is Gda per uctave within the limitations u sPE)_ and L .
Kyq - o .-.- (30)of equation 103.1) qMq

xac - ,s.n8 (21) y is preferrnd to yq. as its eroeas in practice are never-clearly
resnlved. From equation 63,(1)

The fact that a relationship between the blade loading

spectrum and its acoustic spectrum has been established has 1,q 1+. f~e- o' (31)

fascinating possibilities. It means that aerodynamic data can

now be accessed from-the acoustic spectrum. To obtain the blade i.e. y rises at the rate of 3 do per octave in mm.

loading coefficient for a single load excursion, we combine The load solidity owp the blade loading-spectrum)i and

equations15 and 14 the static and dynamic loads on the blade can therefore be

estimated from a knowledge of the acoustic spectrum. In gen-
($P)cent.s (221 csYb I 122) oral for subsonic rotors. if there are large discretes high in

the acoustic spectrum, then ow is low and the blade ii exper-
then tencing Impulsive loading. If the discretes fall off quickly,

then Pw is-high and the loading is varying slowly. If th4

CS. o nts _T  2 (231 harmtunlcs fall off very rapidly-according to equaticn M11)

then . -100% and the blades are-sustaining static loading
The blade loading coefficient at the crossover point. i.e. only. For-supersonic-rotors, the stead*y lift dominates-the

the point where the fluctuating load radiation starts to dominate acoustic spectrum.

the steae'i load radiation Is 3. renral rotor spectrums

From a noise point of view, rotors can be conveniently divi-

amus T •rM .- 
5
ni• x (24) ded into two classes; high and low Solodlty-rotors. Low solidity

rotors are-those with-a few narrow blades such as helicopter And

Assuming KTKql $soand for the-observer situated propellerrotors. As-a result of-having few concentrated rota- P

along the maxitum directlvity KTv.K liOte 1s,0 is not necnssarily ting forces (8 small), the steady lift or thrust (soe -on this

typt of rotor in clean flow, dominates the low frequency rotor

spectrum in accordance with equatiom It 11). In the-ca ." -

F



DISCRETE NOISE FROM11 HIHAN L SOLIDITY ROTORS

higher raving rotor (propeller), the steady lift radiates well rotor frequency are different, the blade-tip vortex radiation

into the audible part of the acoustic spectrum and therefore is the-efore heard a" a banging noise and rotor-etator radio-

gives a reasonably indication of the rotor noise. However for tion, because of the more frequent load excursions, is heard

the lover r.p.m. rotor (helicopter rotor), the steady lift as a high pitch whine.

radiation from the higher order B.L.H. is all that is heard. Large nmer of load excursions produce fascinating rotor

In or4,r to predict propeller noise accurately and account for spectrums. Figure 5 is an example of such a spectrum. Here

the subjective noise from helicopter rotote, fluctedting lift the emhasis is on the radiation addition of-a few B.L.H. pass-

radiation (sto) must be taken into account, bands situated at multiples of 3, rather than the summation of

Fluctuating lift is generated by varYLng persistence in a complete spectrum of blade loading harmonics a for 3.1. In

the rotors disc loading asymetry. The causes are numerous, the figure, the pasbenda are represented by-flat plateaus of

some obvious effects are fuselage, wings and forward speed, length given by equation 9,1) situated about q-O where -s~t

-examples of transient effects are crosswind, atmospheric tur- for Zl, their level of course would be given by the blade load-

bulince and aircraft manuvers. Some readers may remember the ing function x. The sound pressure harmonics are represented

abrupt change in pitch of the Spitfire's maneuver in the last by the dotted lines and occur at multiples of S. Any rotor spec-

war. To produce strong periodic-tones well into the rotor spec- true can be constructed In this way. In the illustration, the

trum, the loading ssyax,,tries just be 'spLIke like', produced rotor spectrum represents a free field compressor with 23 rotor

by Inpulsive type blade loading-functions. Such a source of blades and -36 stator blades. It can be seen that the first

current interest, Is the banging noise heard in certain situs- sound pressure harmonic does not-raliate, it is below cut off,

tions on helicopter rotors, sometimes referred to as blade clap. only the first B.L.H. contributes-to the second sound pressure

Hero rotor blades are-thought to cut or pass near to-tip vortices harmonic and s-1 and 2to the third, the radiation addition here

shed by pro. eding blade producinq a sudden load excursion. It is discussed in Section 5.1,(1). By rearranging equation 9,1M

can be argued that strong blade-tip vortex interaction can occur for the lower cut off PS number

particularly in high orward speed, and in-hover in the case of

a tandem-rotor machine. In either case the radiated spectrum A * ) 1 M+ co o (32)

fren the impulsive loading will be given by equation 20, and

the polar elrectivity will be dipole like, inclined in the direc- it can be seen that for particular- combinat!ons of SE and M9,

.ion of the-effective blade Zrce angi'i. If more than one blade- certain sound pressure harmonics do not radiate. For example

tip vortox interaction occurs per blade revolution, the maltiple it-can be said that !or the fundamental blade loading harmonic

load excursion theory has to be-considered. (s-l), the fundamental blade passage frequency (m-l) will not

For moderate tip speeds, high solidity rotors such as fans radiate If

and gas turbine compressors (9 large), produce negligible steady

lift radiation. This is Imediately evident from equations 1 
M
e cos a (33)

11 ,Ml) and-12,(I). For high values of B,y,, is very small

ever. for the first harmonic (m-l) and therfore no matter hov Also, by choosing-a convenient blade ntmbee 5 and excur-

big K and as are within rjsson, the sound-pressure will be very sion nuoer:E combination, the q-o mode rediation can-be seen

small. However for tip speeds approaching Hach one, the mB fall- to be avoides. in terms of frequency f-mEl, our compressor

off is negligible and the steady-lift dominates the acoustic example running at say N-lOOHz, the spectrkeabove m.5140

spectrum. For tip speeds greeter than Mach one, the harmonics (f-14,00OHz) is of no further interest.

actually increase with order for=point loading as shock waves 4. Neacured-rotor eectrum

propagate from the blades, and a loud objectionable noise known To help -illustrate- the theory, several measured rotor spec-

in the fan-industry as buzz saw noise is heard. It is-clear trums from rotors of widely different solidity and operating

than, thatzto remove steady lift-radistion, a rotor must have conditions are analysed. Figure 6(a) Is one of many acoustic

-a Jerge number of bladej and operate at low tip speeds. spectrums of a OH4 bell helicopter measured by Pegg reference

Unfortunately, fluctuating lift radiation is not-reduced 3. Here the-main rotor has 8-2 blades, a tip radius rt-16.6S ft.

-by increasing a rotors solidLty,.and any dis loading asymmetry- and a shaft frequency of It-6.6 Hz,-giving a tip Mach numer of

-produced in high solidity rotors again produces large-discrete Nt"0.
6 2
. The rotor was-lifting LT-2750 lbs. at a forward speed

radiation. Further examples of-asymmetry are motor support of 61 knots, its altitude was 500 ft. and 1200-ft. head of the

struts on high speed fans and-stator blades-on ges turbine com- -microphone, -making en elevation angle of o-230. The microphone

pressors. Hence the blades experience impulsive blade loading height was 5 ft. above a grass coverud terrain-and the analysis

fluctuations as the blades pas3 over the obstructions -in the made on a 2Ht constant bandwidth analyser.

-flow. Essentially there is little difference between-rotor- In the figure, the-steady lift radiation is seen dominating

stator interaction snd blade-tip-vortex Interaction previously the low frequencies in accordence-with equation 1,U1) for so

mentioned, Basically- only the number of load excursions and

100
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DISCRET NC S FROM HIGH AND LOW SOLICHIY ROTOS

(assuming 8-6). The first harmonic i1 is muted through the for the acoustic spectrum. This is most encouraging as the

low frequency response of the recorder (20 Hz), but the bar- full sine type blade loading function .s consistent with what

vonic falloff is 1.5b per mfb. and is given by equation Il,(l) is thought to occur when a blade cuts or passes near to a tip

using a value of r..0.9rt. The remainder of the spectrum is vortex, reference 4. Also in-flight blade loading measurements

contributed by fluctuating lift, here discrete frequencies reference 5 on a XH-SIA compount helicopter show blade loading

stretch well into the acoustic spectrum at multiple of the functions cimilar to the zero lift full sine function but with -4

blade passage frequency. The rotor is therefore experiencing load solidities of the order of 50t. In this case the spectrum

impulsive loading, the radiation from which is given by equation hump would occur at m02-2, giving little high order discrete

20. It is difficult to assess-the exact contributions of each radiation. Assuming a )( function of the full sine type (of

of the functions in equation:20 without blade loading informa- ov.31 and E-1). then from equations 25 and 26. the maximum blade

tion. but by making a few first order assumptions progress can loading coefficient ;s=30 is -50dB or 1/300th. and corresponds

be -.ade. Firstly, the spectrum is noticeably modulated by the to a fractional load change (equation 27) of 5t.

image spectrum function X,. caused through ground reflection Figure 6(b) is-an acoustic spectrum from a low solidity

(equations 67,(l) and 68.11)). In-this particular measuring high raving rotor (OVI0 propeller). The salient operating con-

set up, the helicopter height is less than its range and there- diions are B-3, rt.4.25 ft. W-26.6 Hz, Xt . 0.64 torque 1000

fore the first and second spectrum zeroes !z are 130Hz and 390Hz ft. lbs. (TT-1200 lbs.)-a-0.6 ft., c-0 R.50 ft., analyser band-

and are adequately given by-equation 69(b),(l) where n-l and 3. widthv2Hz. secause of few blades, the steady lift radiation

Other simultaneous acoustic spectrums taken at different obser- can be seen dominating the low frequency spectrum according to

vation positions, show thatvthesfz move around in the spectrum equation ll) and the harmonic falloff (2.7dm per iB) is given

according to the above equations. by equation ll.(l) using a value of re-O.Srt. The spectrum Is

Taking account of X, and-neglecting the harmonics of the typical of many spectrums- investigated by Crigler reference 6.

tail rotor particularly m7 l-and m.T.4, the spectrum falloff will and shows the so called~vortex shedding hump resolved into an

be given by KT , m'Xa)(b, In all probability the spectrum is almost flat spectrum of-discretes. Subharmonics can also be-seen

generated from a single load excursion per blade revolution E-l. in between the main harmonics, and occur because the blade forces

and thereforn the polar directivity will be highly directional are unequal. i.e. each blade force is unique and therefore gen-

(that of a dipole inclined at-the effective blade force angle), crate harmonics at multiples of mx where B-l.

The directivity information is-contained in the KT term and is The spectrum is probably generates by a single load excur--

defined for the observer at-01 azimuth. If the observer lies tion E-I and the harrnic falloff will therefore be given by

along the axis of the dipole-then cos! sin, is effectively unity mRs)a9b(I. Again it is difficult to access the effectiveness

in ET and the impulsive spectrum will have its maximum value, of each of the spectrum-functions without blade loading data.

11 the load excursion occurs-on-the starboard side of the hell- However )q appears ineffective, and assuming a rord and span

copter rotor, then the lower lone of the-dipole will be tilted solidity of less than 1. Xab will have little effect en the

toward" the ground in the direction of forward notion. Listen- spectrum shown. The-spectrum envelope will then be mbx a" i.e.

ing to the src.d pressure time-histories of advancing 'blade s is falling off at-6dh per octave in nf. efrrting to-fig.

slapping' helicopters supports-this-description. i.e. the bang- 14,111 a triangular type blade loading function would then best

ing is heard when approaching-and-then stops overhead, fit this blade loading-spectrum. The same result could be-ob-

Deforo w4 can ostimate the blade loading spectrum fuactiOn tained using say a half-cosine type function together with

As, we must assess the effectiveness of the chord and span dix- lower chord or span solidities. The truth is probably a Com-

tributive fun'a-s. The chord solidity and first (nz would bination of both. -In either case the rotor is experiencing

be pa.Xl and Iull z'100 assuming a rectangular charl distribution irpulnive loading, and the blade loading coefficient a. at the

of a1l ft. If a tip vortexblade interaction is the cause of crossover point (mb-12)--frm equation 24 and 26 lassuming tht-

the Impulsive loading, it is unlikely that the whole span length observer Is along the-maximum directivity) is -63dm or

would be affected. Therefore assuming an effective span length nothing can be said about the fractional change In load without

of say b.2 ft. and a rectangular distribution, the corresponding a knowledge of the load-solldity.
spnsldt n is 98213I n 0 epciey o Figure 6(c) is a-spectrum from a high speed high solidity

more realistic distrihutions,-sey the half cosine function. a rotor 0 sta,;e axial-flow compressor) Investigated by Chextnutt

sclidity of I wt give In either Case the depart- and Clark reference 7. The operating parameters are o~z).-I:.) .

'we from unity of * nd Xh functions, would not be appreciable rt.0.5 ft. U.290112, 4lt .O.B.-horsepowcr.800 ITT-200 lbs. first
at on30. stagel A40' P100 ft. from bellnouth. casurenents wcre mide

With the above assumptions, tho spectrum hump situated in the anechoic-ch,mbor and the analysis parfor-ed en a S0I I
around m9-30 must be that of-the blade loading spectrum function analyser. Due to a-larle blade number, the steady loading sao

,' alone. Peferring to figure 2, something similar to the full is not contributing-to the rotor noise -it this particular opera-

sine x. function with a load solidity cw)lt would best arcount ting spead URT-0.9l and observation angle (,%e.Ol. If-forI' loN



DISCRETE NOISE FROM HIGH AND LOW SOLIDITY-ROTORS

kexample-the rotor had only onet bliale (all other thinges being ~teed 1.0dl 61ee4, PiWalw~o

equal) then the steady load radiation would have been 14085 at t
the first harmonic. Or at supersonic speed* the steady load

line s-0 would become horizontal at c-01 (see fig. 10,M1) and

the steady load radiation then doominates the spectrum irrespective
t~l 1 4 Ji~sis'+*

of blade-number.

However in this-particular-situation the steady load con- t

V tribution to the first harmonic is only 2S85 and the harmonic =kIIi = jj~
falloff given by y 9 is 4.fdB per m3. The spectrum is therefore .4..)
generated by impulsive loading caused through rotor-stator inter-

action. Here because of the large numer of-load excursions 9,

the acoustic spectrum will be given by equation 19. The first Fig, I Almefth alaoe 1
05415g analyst&

and second sound pressure harmonics mn.- 1 mi.2 of the-first

stage compressor can be seen dominating the spectrum at m5.23

and 46. The first harmonic m 1of the second stage Is at m9-31

and the- first harmonic m 3 - of the third-stage is at mB.46..

k The suiharmonics at multiples of-mB where B.1, is caused through __x.

unequal b~lade forces as erplained previously. ' ___

Because of the high shaft speed Aind large blade number.

the separation between the first-and second sound pressure har-A

son~ic of the first stAge Is almost 7 XHz and practically the

entire audible acoustic spectrum O-14KPz-is cnvered by these

first tw harmonics. (It is intereisting-to compare-this spec-

ru wthtteeqivletfirst-two hroisof tehelicopter

rotor spectrum which covers only 24Hz). The passbands for the

first and second blade, loading harmonic s-1, s-2 for the first

stage are shaown in-dotted outline. It can be seen that only

the s---blade loading *harmotic-contributes to the first sound X

pressure harmonic-at:4 s-1 and s-2 to the second. The-first4

harmonic Is right at the end of Its pa~s')and and by reducing a

the rotor tip speed a little, the passbands will shrink accord- 6

ingly thus cuttin7-off the first harmonic. Fro., equation 30 the-

blade-loading coefficient at tM% first naretanic mB-23-1s

023 *-47dB or it prsiaey
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An Investigation oNisGeraonpermit separate identification of the noise sources, and then to

on a Hovering Rotor (d) compiare these results with current "State-of-the-art' analytical

H. Sternfold predictions in order to mor, accurately assess cur:ent capabilities

and and to identify the mre serious shortcomings.

R. 11. Spencer The rotor system, tested In tnis program is that designed for the

wihadiscussion of the Army CIR-47D *Chinook" helicopter and-is a three-bladed, fully

Lie-ductive D~evelopment of Aerodynamic Criteria for Hovering- articulated rotor of 30 feelt radiui and 25.25 inch chord.

Single Rotor Impulsive Noise Generation

The individual rotor blades are fabricated from a steel 'D" spar

C. J.Bobowith fiberglass laminate covered trailing edge boxes. The airfoil

and is-a 23010-1.59 section as shown In Figure I and the b!?de Is

R. F. hild tapered in either planform or thickness. The tip of the blade

The BeingCompny irninates ii. a simple plate closing-the outboard box, a 'square

ero Dioein ony tip". For the purpose of-this Investigation the blade ws modified

by th* -addition of smoke generators. The smokie generator canisters

14TRODUTCION had been developed previously for a flight test program can a Cii-461,

This piper presents the results of a program of helicopter rotor helicopter 10.

noise mealaurement. The program was carried out using a 3 bladed The-subject program was conducted on the biccing-Vertol Engineering

t-0-foot-dianeter CII-47i1 rotor on the B04ing-Vertol-engineering- Rotor Test Facility (Figjure 2). The rotor on this-tower is 50-ft. 1 -
rotor whirl tower. The pa.eary objectives of the program we're: above lie ground and Is powered by a 10,000 hlia electric notor- whiCh

I. TO. Obtain-acoustical data over a frequency reinge wie enough drives throui-a water-cooled clutcb. The electric driv-., along

t efine all olcmenso oo os ne ,l-ouetd with suitable gear reduction system, is housud in the concrete-base

ambient conditions. of-thi. structure. This base serves to mni-ze the drive system

* 2. TfO measure the rip vortex position with respect. to a trailing noise radnate~d-oatside to a-101uel which lb nizglisgible when making

blade using-high-speedeanecras and smoke to visualize the %ip
vortex, and to relate blade-vortex-separation distaince to -VERTOL 23010-

noise level.

3. To determine the propagation characteristics of- rctor noise. ....

4. so evaluate- two current apalytieal-procedures for predictingj

rotor noise (Ref. 1, 2) aglainst the neasured data.

The testing on-the CO-foot-diacaeter rotor encorpassed a range of ?
tipspceds fron 600 to 900-fpas and thrusts from 6,300 Ilb to 32.000 lb SNOKE-GF.RtRATOR-

(disk loadings-of 2.2 to 11.3 psf). There hasve been-several programsFiue1 esArfl

aimed at measurement of pressures on the surface of a- rotor blade,

S but these studies-have been concerned with rotor peorrnonce ROTOR DIAMETER

and-haVe not recorded data-with oufficier.i. frequency response to-be 6 T

useful in noise research. -For the most- part this was due to the C~SSPOT
LOW FREQUENCY MICROPHiONES IR -Iu MOUNT7D

general unavailability of adequate instrumntantiin. Several 1in.2 RO.TTIG

programs have also been performed 6. 7 to collect noise data in-the 30CAER

near and far field of the rotor and at-several positions of rotor 3-RO'' FIXED CAW: RA

azimuth. Much of this data-hagi been obtained un flight aircraft DIAMETERS

and therefore Includes all other noise-sources; inherent in such a GRUDMIRPO-!'

vehicle. in at least one other program, smoke has-been releasedI

at-tho tip of a-bladle to study the blade wake In terms of the Figure 2 -Rotor Test-Tower
position of the tip vortex.

1 0  
iinwvr,-no date l.i terms of a rotor noise measuroeeits. The fundamental control-medes available

complete noise-mcasurenent--program has-been published for adequate are rotor spieed, and tiirustwhlch Is achieved throtjh collective

study of the generation and-propagation Of the noise Of helicopter pitch. all cyclic laitch, or snaftt angle vatultion was utilized.

lifting rotors. Riotor rpm readvoit in avWISIAIAiU L0~ tY Lower Operator ai rotor

The-concept of -the program-desicribeda in tis paper was (a) to .-Aarty impecil can be mAintain'I fi a. n .m-Curar, imited by variatoes in

the-situation (at least in-part$ b~y dealing with tiec sinpmest. cac, ambient wii,, tirneroii y to within I ipm.

namely a single horing rotor, (h) providing instruntation Thu-micropohones. caed were tit-the condenser type and-wore located

adequate to the task of defining the complete aconstical signature, -is -illujstrated -in Figure 2. rho minrophones d7signated 0.2R, IR, IDi,

(cW devising a-test technique which would, Insofar asl possible, JD#_ 51) were usedl to aequi re-tie primary- data. As shown, they were

I05 Preceding -page blank



AN INVESTIGATION OF NOISE GENERATION ON A VIERING- ROTOR

1 supported by cables and arranged along a single path from a Itself-on the acoustical signals eensed by the microphones by

point juet below the blade hub to the ground. The direction

chosen permitted a large radial distance without proximity to

other buildings or structures. In general. the microphone
rray-was upwind of the rotor. These microphones wore selected 

- , ,/ , ,

for this program-because of their high sensitivity at low

frequencies as well as flat fraquency-response characteristics.

This is especially important for the -study of rotational noise,

where fundamental blade passage frequencies may ie below 10 Hz.
NO ILE LABORATORY WEATHER INSTRUMENTS

In specific, the-microphones employed were Photocon 747 transducers AND TAPE VAN IN MOBILE LAB

with Dynaga e D0-605D signal conditioners.

Ideally, it would have been desirable-to have several radial

arrays of these low frequency microphones, each along a different

azimuth direction. Since pregram limitations and equipment

availability precluded such an extenuive system, it was decidedE
to prc ide four monitor microphones .ocated around the tower base

as noted in Figure 2. These were Druol and KJaer Type 4131 condenser

microphones of more conventional frequency-range. In this program

it was not intended that this information be made available, but

rather that-if the primary data should-appear Inconsistent, they SMONA INSTRUMENTATION WI TOWER
INSTRUMENTATION

would permit-the possibility of determining whether a change in

directivity-of the radiated sound mlght-be responsible for the

inconsistencies.

The acoustical and atmospheric, Information was recorded on an Figure 3 Test-Instrumentation.

Ampex FR-1300 wide band PM system operating at a tape speed of

30 ips. The acoustical inputs were continuously monitored on

reverberations tests conducted with 39 caliber blank reviver
individual-oscilloscopes to determine-the -required attenuation,

cartridges. The results of this are discussed later.
or amplification In order to *nsure-optimum quality drta with-

a high signal-to noise ratio. The-use-of -monitoring oscilloscopes Smoke generators were lynited-in- the blade tips to Mark the

also permitted the engineer to observe-noteworthy changes in noise vortex. High speel motion pictures were taken of the smoke

characteristics as the test progresses. The Bo ing-Vertol Mobile utilizing two cameras which were-placed on the tower, one-aimed

Acoustical-Laboratory was used as a-test control center for data- toward the blade tip from just under the rotor at about 0.2R,

acquisititn. Figure 3 shows several views of the instrumentation and one-aimed upward from the ground at the tower base. These

employed. Prior to the test program each complete data system was two cameras provided vortex position measurements at one-azimuth.

calibrated. A systea was defined as-a-combination of microphone- Two additional camoras were mounted in the rotating systemzto

transducer, cathode follower, cables,=signal conditioner, and measure-the separation between a-trailed vortex, and the blade

recording track. Once calibrated, the-elements remained as a-non- which-followed the vortex generating blade. In order to mt.~ure

interchangeable system for the remainder of the program. the films for vortex position,- to-cable grids with ping-png

balls-securely attached for targets were used. Measuring-the
Since-the program was essentially a-hover program, small changes-In imagesof the targets and combining-those measurements with

at,~iaeso then targetsiton andl cominig-toe measurtmnn. withiorabln
arbient-wind--onditions could become-important. To monitor ambient knowledge of the caers positions-and the target positions-produced

conditions, an anemometer and wind vane were erected on a 50 foot
the-desired blade and vortex-positions.

high mast approximately 10 ft. from-the rotor tower. This tower DATA IREDUCTIoN

located the-instrumentation at the same-height above the ground- Theprimacy analysis used forthereduction of the acousticai data

as the rotor, but kept it far enough-away-to be relatively em)loyed-techniques and equipment-referred to as Real Time-Digital

unaffected-by the rotor downwash. The output of the velocity
Analysis. -Application of this-relatively new technique to the study

indicator was recorded directly on-the-agnetic tape along with-the
of rotor noise is one of the major-Innovations of this-program.

sound pressure level data. Ambient-temperature and barometric

pressure-were measured at ground level-but not recorded on tape. efcre-discussing the detailed application of the processing to

These data-were used both for correlation with the acoustical rotor-noise data, It will be-helpful to characterize some-aspects

Information and for the tower torque/thrust calibration. Prior to of rotor noise and to agree on conVensent terminology. First-of

the test-program, an evaluation was made to determine the influence, all,-itis- important to recognize-that any real data, even-low

If any, of-the-tower ntructurer nearby-buildingst and the terrain wind-hover, will display many transient changes due to uncontrollab4

10.
-V Iny o-th -oe tutrenahybldns n



AN INVESTIGATION OF NOISE GENERATION ON A HOVERING ROTOR

variables. These may be minor in nature,or may be to largeI ot

that they completely dominate the acoustical signature. For s 0

many purposes, especially when comparing data with analytical

predictions# it is important to know whether the data under
discussion is invariant with time or contains the afovementioned

transients. In this paper, all data will be defined either

as 'steady stte implying that it is valid at any time, or as IDA

"transient", implying that it is only-valid rt a particular

instant in time.

ni second aet of definitions which apply to the frequency (rather[ than the time) domain are the terms *discrete* ardlbroadband'.. ~ '~,a

which describe the amplitude-frequency distribution. Thare Is no

rigorous definition of discrete but it can be easily understood

that it implies a concentration of acoustical energy in a rather

narrow range such that the levels at adjacent higher and lower

frequencies are significantly less. It should be kept in mind

that these discrete frequencies may be harmonically related to 30A

the rotor passage, (and to each other) or "~y be independent If

produced by a non-harmonic source. Wj 62 V

In this program, steady state harmonic-analyses wore used for

comparison with analytical Iirolictionst while transient analysis

was used to study tip vortex noise-phenormena. In order to cnmpare

the broadband vortex noise with-analytical prediction, conventional

octave band analyses were performed-using- analog equipment (iliK

2112 Spectrum Analyzer and l&N-2305=iLevel Recorder). This methodt

was used because the prediction method-is essentially a statistical-

matching of data With blade operatinq paratteters. S fAA.

Tip mlIo 0 -FT/51C 6M 607AVG 2
THRUST./ROOQQ.. IS-

Figur2 4

DISCUSION OF RLSULri;

v -7/0A -fundamental purpose of the program was, to ,locurent ti' n'dsv

of a rotor over a broad range of test vaniblk and ttndk-r

conditions which were closely monitored. Thit. was aic--plislued

with a recording system which, as lirevie-giv rleacril-J . had a

frequency response which had no sensitivity vaattn ,-.-r a

.2 AOL-frequency range of 2 - 5000 11z and wail-witip -A . thc-

nominal value over the range 5000-10,000j lil.

AV I The basic data was analyzed for the range U-500-11- a. J averaged

over 32 rotor cycles to preserve definsin-of IndividualI
harmonics of blade passage for a broad freqlUenc,, ranje. A rv-prnu

SLL7msentative matrix of data was also analyze. the n'lec range

Figure 4 piresents a typical Set Of data-.

The influencetof reflective -surfaces, ln'ji.li,.l j r,,rof plane,

I $A&was ivestigated and It was shown that djata ffr nsi:re'4 h,n~.s .51

MR21, Ill and IDi were '.01. generally degralde-frim ac/,ustieal

reflection. Hlowever# data ozuservetl at t~i,- Ito ard i1,Matvns

Figure-4 were not free field. Agreement b'-tw.'n ttit' pr.-jjli snaI
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AN INVESTtGATION OF NOISE G ENRATION ON A HOVERING ROTOR

measurement Is evident* that only the ground reflected wave was Evaluation of the attenuation coefficient, a', then permits a

the major source of interference. Destructive interference of correction to be made to obtain free field data. 20 log a' Is

the groundreflected-ray with the unreflected incident-wave plotted as a function of-frequency in Figure S.

occurs in- the range of sinal frequencies which correspond to HARONIC

one-half the-wavelength of the period associated with the time Predicted levels for thte test rotor have been compared with

delay between incident and reflected wavefronte. The-pressure measurements-(e.g. Figure 6) for those frequencies which are

amplitude at a microphone resulting from the inciuent and time identifiable as harmonics of blade passage. The theory o:

delayed reflected wave Is, Reference I has-been covrected for the specific test site

P3v - PO sin t + aPo sin (t + - )} conditions for reflection, by the method developed, and the

P, - Pressure amplitude of original wave reflected wave amplitude has been corrected for source directivity.

The underprediction, as noted by Lowson, is thought to result froma - attenuation coefficient

the lack of adequate high harmonic sensitivity of the instrumen-
at - time delay of reglected wave (secc tation which measured airloads utilized by him in developing

the theory. This difference between predicted and measured levels

expanding, is also illustrated in Figure 7, the zero reference being the data

P3D PO sin t aP0  sin ..t cos -.it+ cOs u.t sin w.At value.

-Z I: n ut (I + a-cos u.6t) + (aPe sin wat) (cos wt) T - 8300 lb

1001V t-  850 fps

s-P 0 a' sin -(ut + f) 2

where a' M(1 + a cos .t) a sin (W.t ROTATIONAL NOISE0-% 0 0 0 ,"-PRFEDICT ION

and 1 - tan
- 1 

/a-sin o..0 1 0
I1 a acos.t] -0

In the form of the-identity, ROTATIONAL NOISE

2 ~ w.2 -aa
2 4 NO REFLECTION*a'-[a•2 , os w.At • cosB s.t a in' s..Lt]

' z  
60!  .P0 EFCTIOWI.K

or a, [I + . a co, . 3at + a '/
2 2 __2 5 6 - , 9 40 Ji i

Blide Passage Harmonic
The measured sound level at 3 diameters is

SPL3D - SPLO .-20 lo9 &' Figure 6 Coeparison of-Harmonic Data with Theory of Ref. I

where SPLO Is ae level from the incident wave only. I
10 1-DIAMETER MICROPHONE 0

0b 4 3456 7 1 9 10 1112 DATA
vv -lVVv v vvv v v v v REFERENCEI-l0 0 o8 o . o O 0

100 200 300 400 S00 0 0 0 00& a
- '20

3- LMTE CROPHONr SLADE PASSAGE HAWlNIC THRUST
103-DIAM4ETER I COJ)H

El 17,000 POUNDS
A A 27,000 POUNDS

Figure 7 Noralized Comparison of Hsrnonic Data
0 With Theory.

00V o V 20 V3 0 400 V S0o

Cemparisons of tht data with predictions in-terms of tip Mach

number and-thrust coefficient were-also made. -Good agreement

t0 S-DIAML-ER MICROPHIONE was also displayed at-harmonic nuers of blade passage below
five. Vecausa of this agreement, -at low harmonic numsbe-, the

fundastel blade passage frequency was used-in Investigating
0-__- data tradezwith tip-speed0 illustrated In-Figure S. The dots

100 200 300 -...... _0 00 shown for the lowest thrust, displays a 5.3 power law trend.

This slope decreases with Increasing thrust to n - ).4. Straight

-10 FrtEOuNCY-HN? lines were -fit to the data by the-method of-least squares. Po t-

law trends at the low-thrust value$ are in conformance-with other

Figure-S Signal Amplification Due-to Reflection. published data.
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AN INVESITION OF NOISE GcNERATION ON A HOVERING ROTOR
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. _ _0_1 3 13 E j POUNDS A? 3 DIAMETER

C38.0OPUNS ATDIMTE
027,000 POUNDS hypothesized that this impulsive signature was due to blAde-vortex

704 intersections and, therefore,- smoke visualization of the vortex was

600 700 oo 900 used to measure vortex position in order to correlate-blade-vortex

TIPSPEED. Vt - FEET PER SECOND separation with recorded noise -level. Figure 9 illustrates

typical-results from the vortex position analysis. These measure-

Figure-8 Tipspeed Trends. ments-and extrapolations indicate that intersections occur for

all the conditions observed. Of special Interest is-the fact

It-can be generally conc).uded that the-low harmonics of blade that-intersections were observed for a low thrust condition
passage ase predictable in-that they can Ije estimated to within iFigure 9b) for whlich no transient impulsive-noe was observed,

5-db of tile measurement value, at least-over the range of and-for a higher thrust condition, Figure-9a, which did display I
casnting conditior., investigated in this program. Further, S transient impulsive noise in-its signature. Thus any correlat~on
it -is not surptkulng that ".he best agre -nt between- theory and b~wu sepration and the: occurrence of tihls impulsive n~oisc Is

data is in he-same range-ot tip speeds-and thrusts-as the airload not meaningful.

data which Scheiman reported and which Lowson utilizsd for 1ince-the existence u: absence Cf tranaient impulses In-An

developmcnt-of-his Reference-I theory. Airloading data with acoustical signature cannot be determined-by the existence or

improved high harmonic content appears to be the solution to 4bence of blade-vortex intersections alolau, one of the following

increased accuracy uf noise-prediction-of lifting-rotors. conclusions can be-drawns (al-the vortex-does not enter into the

requirement for impulsive noise generation, or Ili) the presence
ROAD[.AqD NOIS of the vortu- is-not the total- determinant of inpulsive noise

Table I presents-a co-sparllon of methods-for broadband noise generation. Ilscussion of-this is continued in the following

prediction developed by other researchers working in helicopter suictiOn along with a possiblemechanism of=generation-of single

noise. The constant- In -the expressions-presented-account for-the rotor transient-noise.

-field point where comparison data was obtaiued. Predictions have

been made for-only one data-point.

TRA20IN,'1T IIPUIL.;IVU NOIS:

In previous investigations-of thi. noise-generated fron a hovering

rotor as reported in reference 9, a transient, impulsive noise

was observed above the relatively constant rotational noise. This

noise dominates the slgnaturq ari becomes greater-in magnitude

with increasing tip speed ad thrust. It had been previously

I09
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SIOS MEATING TO STEADY AMD USTEADY ADOCYNAICCS
Introduction

The Department of Aerospace Ksgineeriog at The PennsYl-tant

by $tate University has been undertaking studiesc
1

) relating to

Isaa V. Heic'snick helicopter soit" for approximately three years. Nore recently
Department of Aerospace Isisee-rie 

I

The Pennsylvania ftsts University studies have began (
2

) on unsteady arodynaaic-probl. specifically

related to vary large hellcapters. This paper, In a sense, Is

Abstract a progress report on all of ties. tudies id prseits future
plans As well as some of the results obtained to date.

Ths aprdecrbe hereutsofreerc pojcs-hihThe KASA supported studies hame been concerned with the -

art presently being undertahen by the Department of Aorepace rotor-blade. verten-interaction problem. loth experimental mnd
Enineerings. The-Peasylvania State University. relating to-the analytical studies are being conducted. presently, a modification

steay ad usteay arodnamcs o heicoterrotae. ephsisto our iosei wind tisinel is being corcieted which will allow

Is placed In pacticular on the ANM-D sponsoced-preject which ito more oeaningfui motse measurements to be made. . some sacrifice
* concerned primarily with blade motion and air-loada for largeInvlct.heessciohab"IcrsdIniz -

helicopters. tn addition, laowver results of a rota-nortes
x 3' to 4' x 5. In addition an anechoic chamber has been

Interaction study, including a-short sound movie ace presented. prhsdwihwl ur~~ h p~~e etiiaino i

In the ARO-b project 2eans arebingl *splorod-for r%4*cing the
new-test section . Once bath in operation, the-intti.r of the

vsso~ve flapping to be expected with largetrotors. Using-a tuansel Will he ,jated acotsatically In Increnental steps to study

-- Lagranglan approach, equations of mtion have been seveloped for the erfects of sch treatment nthe abient-noise and testecti-s
coupled flapping,.ed-a and-torsionsI motion. A edifiedflw

gerowli-~le (sen e ha)-theery coneiders-the effects of The results-which have been obtained to-date include unsteady

rotay Ierta an o~er efomatin. he umeicalsoltio Ispressure measurements on a single-bleded rotor which sweeps-through

designed to handle an arbitrary elastit reetraint at the hub as avre riigfe igmutJI h unlaedo-h

well as a goncal spanwist and chordwlse distribution of mass sa rotor. Moat of- these results have already been recorded lo-
structural st14fnesa. Instastaneous airlssoare calculated. references I meniz2. Some analytical retsults.-whlch have' not

krsowing the bladeos mtion, by-starting the rotor at reet ad received wide disileatlon. are to be found In ratetencet 3. llere.

calculating the-position of %he fret wake Which is generated as nmrclccltm fte n;tayfo bu' w-iesoa

the-te~y opratng cadiim-l aproaced.airfoil are presented. A free, point vortex placed In the-flow

The islticl p3bla o-th ancdvsicfores awe byfar ahead of the-alrfoil Is carried past the airfoil generating

a partial spas, oscillating jet flap on a helicopter rotor blade ~ rsuedsrbto ntearol h rdce
inbe invesigate prssr ditibto mean ofe airfoil.h flappring.tAd
to-bingInvstiate asa sans f tdwift-he laping A3fnre of the time-dependent pressure distribution Is shown, to be

asymptoti, *-aasl~o technique-wed to Solve-the steady-state similar to the experimental measurements obtained with the rotor In

probem f aful-spa je ona trtedimesital ing tothe wind tunnnel. Related to the vorten-interactl on problem art e :.
being applied to-the unsteady-prohlest of A-jet-f lapped wie. The results of a brief soalysla which the author performed while a

boundary conditions for the wing sod jet hawe been altered-to consultant to-the-U.S. Army Aeronautical Research Laboratory at
include the unsteady effects and the expanitons for velocity %LAAe.Arcn uesoofti ohhssonta

potential arex being~ writteno with thek recprca ofow ashac rai
potetia ar beig wittn wth te rcipota of spet rtiosimple two-dimenstcPAl approximation to the rotor blade slap

s the small parameter. prolmor. dc* esnbywl-h fiesetu ,rSc

A studly *5 underway to design a devlce-capable of controlling roblo r. dcsraoal elteelrseto .rsc
the jet flop posItion. The device would In soe manner sense the The ARO-D studies are concerned primarily with the dynaics

rotor blade dimplacemefit and acceleratlosto control the jet flapofarelicpritenndpsiemas-feuig ceiv

to A position related to the-motion. Of Particular Interest-are -lpigaerae ihnhrtr.uigaLsaga prah

fluidic control-devices because of their mechanical simplicity utofmtinaebn-frutdrrcupdflp

and available power from the-jet flap pressure-chamber. A
lead-lagt. and torsional motion of an arbitrarily restrained elastic

:0 tuo-dimensional model of the device will be built and investigatdLod HoeulitIpandtoccltet netnesai

in a wind tunnel.
-loads for the rotor blade wing a free wake analysis beginning4

with the rotor blade at rest. initially, however, the tuua-strip

method will he wsed for determning the air iade In order in

proof the sumerical problem for ralculitlog the rotor Aynasfcs.

The possibility of reducing the hladeflapping by mran4 of

- a oscillating jet flap is being Investigated. The position-oif

(I)40ca~rd b SAA Lngly uderceerac l~-3t0,-llthis flop will be controlled by sensing In som nanner the-rotor

2)Sponsored by ANO.Duthas under tontrfact-DA.AROD.l 124io71-

- Ill 1J



STuDIES RELATING TO STrADY M DiSTEADY AEROOVIMAICS OF HELICOPTER ROTORS

blade displacement sad acceleration. The analytical formuatien

of the probhs, Is proeotly underw'ay an& asymptotie expanion Si.

technique.- which has been applied to the otedy-state problems on, now

is being extended to the unsteady' jet-flapped yin$. Presently ett

a fluidic control syetem to beta$ conidered for crotrol of the 95,I --

position of the Jet flap. It to planned to consttustt se tast a

two-dimenuional model of such- device. ,6

Vortex literrsction Studties a._

The experientl apparatus pictured to figure I ie described -

Y in detatl inreference 1. This siogle-bleded. couator-balaced

rotor blade As a I foot rcdLu.-2 inch chord, a 0015 airfoil .

section and-i. equipped with 5 miniature absolute-preesure . ti .

tra"Jdurera. Measurements have bee, cado to date of the unstedy

.horJ-vse pressure distributions At the .75, .85, .9 and .95

radius statLons for various vortex strentha. rotor advance region

and rotor positions relative to the vortex center. Typical results

are pres.cn -In (fIur.. 2. 3. Ad i. These meacuraesas were '/4-0s.-2/n.Ob; rl'IS2S Fit/Sgc

obtaiwed by recording photographically the outputs fron-the AC,

preossre transducer on an oncillo..ope. The photographs were tten 6O000 <0 ac,

trar.ifirred to-Im cards using atrace reader and the results CCe/At--

mesured on one side of the blade watched with the corresponding 2000 (3 Aci

resales from the-other side and proeensed through aI! a 0.8 &s/mi

computer. from measureents oach-mig them* the following tentative c

conclusions-hAvt been draw.

I. -he maaift lift coefficient difference. .L , 
awnJ their 

4 D.1

time variatiosaas defined in figre 2, are a aximus when tae rotor

interoects the-4enter of the vortex. -o___.o__.0______0 ______ ...
.075 .05 -015 0 015 _'d 09-

2a Vtlves of =C At high asn1.lS at 0.71 aind 0.75 x 10 1/soc s/C

for ' at 0.R were measured in the present experiments.
Lt L

3. U- and = increas approxinately linearly with vorten

strength with-the slopes being different for different-rotor plane

z/0.0o. RPM.2000, roIs2 F
T

/$tC

PO0924 0 htO00

07S ktC07$

05

2 2'tflWO I F _ - _

0 75 t 09% O

4. dC1 at each span statlon Increases maathe- heft ais to moved

away fron the wote eaxl (i.*. a the Intersection egeIs decrease#).

). At a particular ZIP. c,1 at the inboard $pan oratieod areI

higher then-these mc the outboard span sttions. Moever. no definite

trend exists in the came of the time variation ofesoiase lift

AC+r ~ ~dffoence;l.e.. -
-

.

~~2
aLi



STUOI£S I.ATING TO STEADY AND URSTEAOY AEROOINDICS OF ELICOPTER ROTORS

A two-dimensioal forulation of this problem wee performed in A sound movie accompseys this paper. This movie was taken s

reference 3. The procedera is illustrated in figure S. Here a the plans of rotation of the rotor was gradually moved through the

thin aitfoil-is divided into iacrment with a discrete vortex vortex generated by the vieg ahead of the rotor. As this to done

placed at the "quarter-chord" point of each segment with the boundary ne can observe on-an oecilloecope the output of a pressure

condition being satlfiled at the "three quattet-chord" point of each transducer on the blade s it develops a sharp spike. Simultaueoualy

segment. The vorte, at sers time. is placed i the flow far dread the nose produced by the vortex interaction is distinctly heard.

of the airfoil. The eaote aetrady problem to then calculated

as the vortex In allowed to moe with tea flow peat the airfoil.
At each suc.e4din time Increment induced velocitiosensr calculated

at the position of the free vortex sod oach cotrol point eloos 6.4

the airfoil. The strenth of the cd,1crete vortices are then foud i[
which will -stisfy the boundary cosditionas.

11ii daterenLId these the uateady presre diottilutton /

on the airfoil i then predicted leta the ute dy Semc u lli

equation which lads to the followiong enpressio far-the Instantaneous 0

* lift..0 ia Al
,V, J 1+ (s) del An

o o 0 "

sOW qC~..tO 20 .ve.......

,.. 0.1

It'
1,-~ .. x3  E 0.. . o 04o

0, €' - o , ...

Figure 5 0I0 . 1. C~.aM C..,,~ f. lot t..n, .1

Simiatton of Two-Dimeisoval Airfoil by Point Vortices

o., 0.4~.~1~

A typicl-reult from referenre 3 is presented In-fIgure 6. In 09 * 0,0 /

this-Instnce the erperiosntal results have been norolirled in 6,,4, * 0.2

term-of the aXimum peak lift coefficient to illustrate that "/ 0
06

the-prediction of the form of-the tion-weib variation of the 02 I S

ecttio4l lift coefficient agrees with the eaperivntal result. $.0 0

The agnitude of the enperimental result wer. con slderahly below a.:

those-predlcted by the two-dimenional eanlyss but as pointed - V -

out inrfereceo 3 ihis-disrrepancy could easily be attrtibuted f.e. M tenor., ,r1  #. , to. is.,. or

to tiplolles associated with the tredlmonoieeal-flow of the $A ttioo

rotor. A typical Colperclso. coriected for nuch-loees to pfnrlI d

in figore 7. For hit values or .25 and .5 the-predicted a eset"

fairly well with the measured results. iowever-for hit of 0.1

the two-dimenionl predictions arr high, probably due to the M g meAh jtnqlheig I.tt.mJ I~M l ft LjL~slg. met r-Fin

rc-i -..c:£r In the tangential velocity in the vortex core wich Is Noies for the Co"ditisa of Slide slne

neglected in the cAlcuSfuirr. Sy cemparison with the sotls spectrun fer a rotor without blade

More recently Johrison, as tiped In reference A, ha developed- slop. the-somie levels for-the slapping rotor exhtbitn oth higher

o-itfting-surfsce theorpwhict' 1o applicable to-ti, rotor bld- harmsftrpthao the ordinary rtor. If the assumption Is made that

vrte Interaction probleo. Although not shown on filures 2, 3 the nseproduced by blade slp predalinates the rotor nire and --
ead!&, his results agree closely with te exetimental wmsurementn is songem ted by A discrete dimol source reoultIng-fres a tit-

Prenreted it thone filgurs. vsrying-t mclatrated force. (tp, then it i oslble to relate

113
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STUOIES RELATING TO STEADY AND UNSTEADY AUEDYNANICS OF N(LICOPTER ROTORS

(t) to the noise spctrun. The tinm, through the rotor angular j
Svelocity. can be related to the "Louth angle t, hence ?(*)-can

St obtained froe T(t).

The nomhomen ous wave equation governing the radiation free

a itationary dipole source if \it I f
P beia& th& external force por unit volume acting on the fluid.

C is the acoutit velocity and ptthe pressure. The nolution to thlie ( J
equation for a concentrated force F(t) can be found in several 92 o

references..and Is given by (.S ,

frenean e n that F(t) is to be evaluated at the "retrded tim"

( )-Slth S being the dt3tane fro the source to the observer.

To simplify the algebra, let usplace the origin of the coordinate

system at the concentrated force with the observer tncated-in the the noise level at a point x ,- ains e function of the cheod. a

x-z place. The distance S then can be written ae apccinoD;-velocity V; and F(x).

Also, to further sieplify matters, let te direction of F )

he aongthe-~ans. tueton C) tan broee 7() I periodic with a period of DIV. Letbe &Ion$ the 2-axis. Equation (2) than becmes•

0 .--LS 22 MP(X, ,t)- LsI+s2 Fr (t- T D
1 S c S()Then F(t) can be expressed as

F' it-the derivative of i with respect to time sd, again,-i-s

evaluated at the -etarded tim. -For the for field, the first tes (t)- F L e+ o (6)
on the-right side of Equation (4) will be small and i neglected If we arbitrarily let 0 - 0 In the center of the pulsethtn
leading to Ina

p~xF(.t *:, MelendIgt .- I- F'(t-- i) CS n oa (714 ;
The above equation sug$ents-the Intereti g poseibility of ond Wa

Integrating the output fro-a pressore microphone to obtain 7(t) FW d ( d9 -L do (8)

directly. *r

The curve labelled "with slap" in Figure ($). taken fron Nence Fat) becomes
referent* (5). to a 10 cycle band width noise spectrum for-*

two-bladed rotor oeratint at 314 rpm and a tip Hach nmber of F(t)-- If n + Z n M .I. ()

0.9 on-the advancing blade. The-rotor dimeter is 8'end-the 0 nD

char id ?.72'. The fndmentalbladt psage frequency is 10.5 Now 0 woe chosen to be nero for -tim t (x + a12)/V. Hence.
hs.

Consider now te followin cle1d-fov solution uhich is 0 1E I t - 2a (10)

a tvo"dinsional equivalent of the solution to the rotor obtained F(t) then beco

in reference (6). 1
-Cona .d.r a rou of blades-spaced a distace 0 apart-having a (t) --- - n- 'na ,,, -....con -- d- -j.),zn.

unifoem crordwlse loading a pictured In figure 9. The 0ondisg

on e l lde is zero except-ce a blade passe# through a pulse F(s). (11)

Then-the total chordwise load is Y(s). The problem is to calculate

F()

__14!
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STUDIES RELATING TO STEADY AND ISTEADY AEIOOYNAMICS OF KLICOPTIR rOTOPS

formulation of the Streucural D mics of slstli-Notor ala..

Presently rather complete equatio defill the repae" of

F( - fully articulated elastic rotore to aebitrery aerodynamic forces are

dXbe& formulated. Three degrees of- fretd"e are being considered;

flapping. lead-la, nd toreioeal. Generally these three motion* are

coupled. not only beceause of the structural properties of the blade,[ but also becuuae of the nature of the aerodynamic forcing functions.

Tim variatin of Fres at X The three unknwn displacements which are functions of tie and

spnfe position viii be obtained from three eimultaneous equations

derived using a Lagreamtan approach. For a non-onservatiee syttcm

the Lsrangian form of thL equations of ntion are well known and can
In order to calculate the acosatic pressure p(x.Zt). frm be written as

equation (5). the above is differentiated with respect Lo time.

Hence for the far field.

P" E sin D -nW sin Me - 0 - '.,
(12)a n.,o

(i2)"a .... .ty.~ orole s.v 0

Now let us expand F(X) as follovs

FW )- Ao + __Acoo 2m(13)- -.

Sustituting the above into the expression for p. the nth harmonic lec o

of the mean pressure over one cycle becomes.

2 -. .\

in u - si 2! si jW2 I -AI +, ~'
29DZ %ap.O..,,114,,.f(bLI'2 

t

TO exm ine the behavior of the above cortder the case where As * O , . . J 1,Ie.J . . L - ,

i.e.. F(n) Is a pulse. In this ct

d ( l.) IL2)

n0ra~t (' ) - ("L) -Q (1 -i. 2. 3) (I7)

Theoabve ahoe -that p, decreases so and further. if 7 'I

or L should be close to an Integov-in f these particular n ere-L, the Lgrgsian, Is the difference betveen the total

valus will be to.. ki.tic-entr,. T. of the blade and Its potential- energy. V.

The predicted norse spectrum, in db. vii be given by 20 lo nat 41 Is a non-cooservative force and q, a Seneralied coordInste.

or db- C 20 log 15 20 log sin Oil, 20 log sin The-contributlon to-the total kinetic exera of-the blade results

0 0 fro-Its linear andangular ations due to flappln, its lo-pla-e

(16) linear ad angular not me end the- torsional deflectlons of the

In the above Cn Is a constat C! preportinasitty corespondiog to blade about Its elm tie anis. In Writlng the kinetic energy

the constant teree-In the squate brackets of equation (15). terms due to anular-displacements of a modified bernoulli-ruler

Referring to figure 8 it appears-likely that, for the slapping beom theory to bWng wed where both the angle of rotation of-the

cale, the sharp decreaselin the levels at about 40 and 150 ho beam crees settle, and the angle of cheer deformation are considered.

result-from the vldth of the resism-of -implaive loading. A Neoe-the folloing two relationships are obtalre4 by cowsldering

dIA of 6.7 oppesrs to-fit tlhe shaope of-the spectrum best carreo- the flaing and-lead-leg sati e*:

pondlog to a * of 270. DIa for this-rotor Is approieateiy 40. lo ( -(st)J - cot) - y(o.t) - A

hentr-this term vould not be expected-to have mvh-affect except (18)

nsar a frequency of approximately 500-ha. L (h(n.t)) - ri(Nt) 4 14.t) - r

flgure (11) presents asn the spectra vlth blade slap

of figure-(), together vlth equatlon-(16) vith and vthout where:

the sin term. The siaple tvo-dlmasteoal epprerleetien to the v - llneer dIsplaceent of sectien in flapping free reference (MI. Ii) 1)

slapplng-rotor appears to chatacteriag the spectirum-surprillogily a - Iloear-displacement of-sectlon In lead-lag free reference (fio. I))

veil. The decrese of the malan envoloe above-ln ht. Is 8 - flapelnit angle of elastic blae

predlcte-4fairly clocely as elIl An the shapes of the valleys C * lcs4-laq angle of elastic blade

An peaks. C cresa-.ectlon saele-of-rotatlen in flapping

IIS



STUDIES RELATING TO STEADY AND UNSTEADY-AEROOYNIICS OF HI.ICPTERONTOR$

n-cross Icjctio angle-of-rotciion ito lead-laS These then are the simultaceous equatios which are to ho solved

y - angls of shear olefotton-ln flapping for the two linear dieplatemsic, w and to ad the agular

t- angl, of shear deformation In lead-*ag displacsasmr.-S. The croes section of a typical blae Is shown

The total potential energy of the blade is the am of that due to In Figure 14. Genterally the three moion" of the blade will

gravity andthe strain energy due to blade deflections. This he coupled since the center of gravity of each section, Its elastic

latter energy mst Include the etrains d4e to flapping. lead-leg, &moo and the canter of pressure are not coincident. If the

cnd torsional deoflectionn s "well ci the strain doe to at"@*se

resulting from centrifugal forces. The gravity-potsntial eve rgy

Is written relative to-the Initial vertical displacent of the TrANOINT

blade in Its drooped position. With the Lagrangian tae&

calculated as Just described, the next stop in deriving the three V ,t

.inco atione for a blade it to ossl the dynamic

equilibrium of a diffe'rential element-of a blade. 5-.ch an eleftnt

wit% the forces acting on It Is shown in Figare-i). Here for ao -REFLRNCE
r

sieplitity only, flopping notion is-considetod. Notice that ci.. iue1.Dfnto fFeibeIoe id ipaeet

rotary inertia tore. J a-do, Is considered In-the equilibrium of

the alemout jod Is an additional sudificition to tio. classtcal

UrnoulL-luler bean rheo.'y. If we take s a generalized j

coordinote. v. the displacement of-the blode froe a reference

ponirco of . pseudo-rigld rotor uezthen obtain,.

-hbere yu Is the son of' the non-conservative forces actit on the

elevont. S.uit nosents-Ahout the teotr or "snn renults in 1
_2 ;.%t 

AI

;- ('i. e)- - -- + F s cin (8 *8) (20)

Fig ire 13. Eqollibrium of Slade Vlesent.

vAcre 0i Is the blae uan per unitJongth and-la is the moment

of inertia About the z axis. These -equationo - (19) And (20). are _ ELASTIC AXIS

related by the iollonvint elloatiots e.e-- O2C

32 'a

-~ 3'iC. .

So'a 1 (21)

72 t y

After mtntdtrlt'g Algebraic reduction the preceding equations Figure 1i. Typical blade section

t edure to the followilng eqotion ;Qvernn the-flapping ntoen

of the blade. elastic aRio it-displaced upward mn amount . andlthe sectim. in

twisted throug1b an angle-of et thbn the displacement of the-cc

3 -- I 31S. Xi free Figure 14 will be

t I *r ' - cojd~dX 4(22)U _-nt

; InF This raaping-between the-lInear end nebular dispiacesent msat be

+n Sn7tC.a ;z I xFla0 ) considered when writing the kinetic teorgy for-the linger (lapping

stotlarly for the lqsd-lag notion. moRn o eape

-~ ~ *~ 1, 3  3L TIL 2 , d.

qD r JT(23) where- r

m- for ool noton (rt -- j 0) +F . -ita -

)a

d C3L 4L. - ' _ do (24) Fortunately Wthe, been shown ty others tOat for a Slender heen, the

* S 'S Sthree .iynaftlczequstions (22). (2)). atm (21 can-be un-'oupied
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STUDIES RELATING TO STEADY LAO UNISTEADY AEAOOYMIAICS OF HIELICOPTER ROTORS

before solving for w. h. and Ot. to order to obtain the kInetic is applied through the lower control port the jet flap will separate

e@erates associated with the blae noties the blae will be from the bottom surface etiting through the top channel thus producing

divided Into lumnped sases-and then A normal mode approach asumd n upar deflection of the jet. A sietlar jet flap design considered

of the-form by ["am Cleferesic 12) vansehown to "qusire a control flow *goal

to pproamotely I1Z of the primary flow-at the jet flap. The

w~n~t) * tawaton preesce* required In the control flow-is &too approiNsetely

the earn fraction of the stagnation ptrosure io the man jet; thus,

whoroetil .rtothere should be no diffculty in otainn the required control

natherl mode ofo thel beam. Thus th esignaon rrmledued to anwae

tigen-value - drbe h Ic caN e ( solvedac by th usual sactro cnthbaie.ods cnidrtint

to~~bas obtain tho naturalm trheue differeneor-fo the geesereslbtwee

cdinatens ft)e4m. I order tocle the laiepdeetinfoths

func~stionu bande wll) bste rtededeinit ial d from rd ate. i~.

Te t s rop hoiion. muT-afhe-bisatnouaryodiioni for eozandQTJCF

soetst atinpon eaf bisladeentsecinw be decurisd from a nope

ntuderation of the local Thusta e elcties aerdcetn a hnorariigpit nteupradlwrsrae ftca~ol

blse-ade pctob lemhit Ia eshoped tha thi supoal an etScnlsnh-hoceertodilheneeayay ih

toobtin wth natu freqenciyes ofd helsno rtors bld.f tisiert thisina ien-rrdere tomoti no.tpootonl t

corealie hoee itht Iun are tocacult be vlery-ti onsoigtevria eoiyotcbae r ifclyhr.-covr

and-Imay therefare tillbe are itidally ffr o& evolv at-tewhcmitbehefttaths lctsoyofcoruih

sic coola feosie. nthe itntemu sonsotat o a rpdcrie heagoo-tab Teaclrto uno srooo

etod prtnobaln a blaomdoe ws secution .wlbedtridow heasato i hc elcssadrce~ain h eice

utlided setion cluatl-t oe th-ardslcoas tis prany even bt-I -jet the nts oe oftwcrcel vetion is hn- 4aylifie _oighntol

planined wto aot frre re falsofftecrto blade. aIt Isallt-etrala Th iaiconrolr to hich is devised wrprill to

raid ahoweer thtscoorgrmwl ewy-ecnuigted vria o-i fot wi de O~nezte velociuty of aprosimtely

Sn- yteriose taf a osidab efor oto tole ~ro sich migihtas bosdeaios the fatta hsvl - s lo e fare whicop r

I oderl foeaibe. t huce naterim and soningf assciate dtaerse as-i ange of reuced eacclesof fcsrom-.I#-e* .00

withod loarg helicote rotnorm othalytucal an weilotl bea-atof ar hicdefy. sold et nestieat. The eflectedhig

stulidies cuare e thonigat .the p any evntlo it-to jog at nted rsbbl me tie catrspodi steto cnitid o eon a

plannontoabccouet flap-toersec alo efftor. itaeo dynmi stl the-jetls flaTefnlc lshm hiht eie ilb

last Mat t.hsti. tottalydivshtrtrwihtedefo In ouditlon to t-wipermtlstuavoie y o salitic a l1

b ttio.povd onl aug t-plor s oor te ro pnretgalmnary rosdherftomnc of thasz oilatig helidcoptesal

c no fores. Th-oue positaosuch et flap wud con oltrod jt-fapr I ernge of d rtaedcede- freees-of from tcf - .0sl

atomlatg icaly pt ersn oth bthe aatcalet and its loctalup appro ately of soud befIest1iga rh ted.y t~ ~wwhig-
suie-sfattuerway ton sinatlsa wthe fepracbilt tof eetlopvn daon l .6 sholdpoapply I be ing oestendedo the tso an case

leastat ths-tim, to ctualy drie therotorwith he jo-Th Inne egiton ils to the w7o on~ suig.a analtica

Ia order to provi:, aerodynmic forces-which would oppose the motion Pigure 16 iMemetntte the geometry of-the problem.
of-the blade. Th-ne el sCoft th wit I (I)- -asnuing

A, the present ties. %*Case of=.to Potential siailty. s-large aspect ratio Wasg lheros. the outer realtmiptloa-X * Oii) -

ihe-poositity of using-a fluidic ctotrol system is Waitg inveeti- away from the wing. The-approsch ln-thip caseis to expand the
gaed. The some pressuresourcee which supply the flow for tue let sosateaily velocity potential and drvah In tlu.=regiess .41iof the
(ceism itrdi tueI.Hr tejtfa sbsclyp ould be woed to power the fluidic: device. One such possible reciprocal ofapect ratio us the **ill parmter. thu. so called

digital or bietable fluid amplifler. W~hen a crotrol fICw. 
4
,.Il



sTMwrn KLAT26 TO STUB? AND iTi#V AMMCS OF NIZCO MMS

fiur c16aas .. k.aina dinati

J(y) - Jet nomiaio fink rCait-spas

The y co-odinate esaer* 001Y am a Prnter. The sirgeiertty de
SO IWto flowe :iecsntieef ty at the ira las 04 ba e l fst

4A Al o a f the iag t e at id t hr fowg at-b ina i to th.

(20)

To an edfel oit n the otr reion ther is$ noc diatoee

win are pears as a lthe alinf with tr apect oe.Th

bonay-otito ateet* t stsidirclwhea

TOP (30Inr ouin.Teote xws)-t a~tn

At &- (l fiel onn the-uttr region ther etc poe t o nd st bnc J

It. are stretched aa folesA

S*AX, Z - AZ.

4-- (n.t~. IA (SI)-
Inner and outer expansii&o-eareatched tn the-Interadiato region I(~~c AA * 2

aIon& the XIs. Since the-flow Is Assumd incoagresesible Laplace's .. n II~t A) - WI + 2

equitIon Scvem. the problem.I
A +~ 0 (25)#-+4 +L 0M

The downwash bounidary conditions-are given as: a *a A
2 

ry

c(0) To obtain the first erder lamer solution. fix a field poiti
ontierin u(ny..t- c5 2 (2)a. y. x awd-let A f. rom equation 32)-the elocity

potential ioso".. to satisfy the Two-dimensional problem.
at the crailing edge ct(x~y.0.t) - Ut~ew'~ X C (27) Space (Reforeace 16) has solved this problem end stt.. the

asesini *seell TO jet height *bofa the mom It" as a fusitlee of a. in this i
~t. ~ah~ case the tonner variable.

(1 U I (slefl)-1 h() (33)

diethi boude cnton istt the aried atof the asumptot

begin to roll tup unttil It to-for emough datrvm thet It has a - I12 -

964s1 *ff*eCtpQa the indvcedd8VmVuah Is the n*er V411e. Nasbeti h(b-z 0Z 1 (F-) t,'l f(ip) 3 (34)

and Speacefeef. 15) 41w thezprveere differeace across the-threo

dlnsionslfj~t sheetas



STUDIES RELATING TO STEADY AND UNSTEADY AER00YNMICS OF HELICOPTER ROTRS

gA

Using the followng oquation.~~~12. Rlmsln N., ft l n Cotro b w iv d Third Ctaffld

fluidic Cosftlsue Nay 1944.
yj. sris Very Esw Lift caorets for thm igo of theU* Unted Stetee ARMy Maecsd etecist Concepts Anency, linshintnto,

the first order Innet d*winGh on the x axoi is found oi . PArtu 4,906-72.

- )~-1 2 - | . 1. ?s ud a, N , A s A s-m isr e m r , of th e Jet VF se in Three

i* M  o c2 ( .- ) iw X I . Letit 726.ggJ. . J, of
-. HI ItH 1.is.-l, o. C., and spece, . A, A Tern.f the Jet VIe.

IN. Spete, D.A., The Flew Pest s Thin lm w.'th en Onsets

+ i i+ I t(35Jot. fINS, Pent oy San. Vol. 257 443.471,

17. Ashlny, X.. And Ldahl. N. T.. Asredywaco of Win" Ad
fquati ns (37) and (3$) Satisfy the boundary condition. at the A Addinea*V toy. 1961.

is. Van Dyhe. 34. 0. @Erturise listhed6 is4 Mid mechanics.traiinig *Ige. Thin first order inner dow.ish will Influence M ew fork: AHdesh,9 .
L the second order outer downvanh, v, throegh the nstrhirig process.

This i presently befng pursued. Only the first three orders
should be ntcessey for eccurate rsults from which the unsteady

lift and dreg can be deterlned. Effects-of thickness and rasber

can also-be included by appropriately- ltering the boundary

This work viii be extetded to Include a partial span jet

flop-andifurther a transverse (y direction) sheer flow will be
introduced t better represent the-environoent of the helicoptr

rotor.
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[ AN IPMwAt &MUY Or ME.ICOPT~ ROMO IDMLGIVI AMCS noise. A rourler snmlysis of periodic imlv. -list prod"c*s 4 frequency

with frequency. Mhs Mas restly been demonstrated analytically by icason mnd

WILLIAN X. UCH & MUMAL 0. SCIML. oliovhmad (Referene 5) and Lavetoa (Reference 6). mn.
1 

experimentally by K~ing and

Sikorsky Aircraft Schlegel (Reference 7). King and Schlsgel found that during nowimpulsive noise
Division of Unmited Aircraft Corporation

Stratford. Conncticut. U. 3. A. conditions. blade mirloadiug barmoalesa decay with harmonic order. At approximately

a 211.1 to sbus vil during iapulsive noise conditions the mirnced. decay

IVr rO N~o about as 1/1 0.6. Tha Inceased high fequency airloodioag harmonic level$ for e

Tb. helicopter generates noise of both mechanicl end aerodyrnic Origin. imj*l#iV# nise case result In Increased high frequency sound harmonic levels.

eHsicalc* noise, such as that due to the gefirbeoso beaings.- hydraulic systems. yielding t observedI 'ese~. Furthermore. the phmeing of the sound harmonica Is

O tc.. Is 10 most cases important only at locations near the helicopter. Of the Iapoertant In detemining the Impulsive mature of the observed sound; for-examPie.

aerodynamic sources. Ouch as the main and tail rotors and the engine camp@ sorst a harmonic spectrum with harmonic$ phase shifted by g0 degrees with respect to the

A#iorotOr generated 14pusidve noise (When-it occurs) cmn be by far the most pre- rupdatalI mayboenmoe impulsive than one with all harnmonics in phase. In a recent

dominant moise, exceeding even piston engine exhaust noise (as has been shown paper. Sadar ad Loswy (Xaesc*-6) Indicate that the high frequency content ofr

recently by Cox and Lynn. Reference 1). While the other arodylsicl sources of RIX nay be primrily ssociated with vortex (broadband) noise. This, too, appears

helicopter noise (:otor rotational noise, rotor vortex noise. turbine engine to be highly unlikely nine vortex noise is random In sapiIt.d. freQucncy.-e'-M

compressor noise, etc.)-have been studied In-quite som detail during the past few Phase. Consequently. It does not contain the necessary harmonic conttent-nd phaseI

years. rotor Impulsive noise (RIX) has been generally referred- to as a unique ad- cohereace necessary to define an Impulsive sound.

separkv phenomenon and has been largely Ignored until very recently. The present ?be affect-o acoustic wveform of harmonic amplitude and phase is-shown

raper-given results of a-study of RIX. sponsored by the U. S.-Aray AWL, that in Figures (2)-ad (3). Figure (2)-compaest waveforms; for noise barmonicralloff

sought to Identify the aechanises causing 11.,-to dettrmine-if-All is primarily of 3 D/ octave a-20 411/octave, from which we conclude that BIN requi res
rotational or broadband. andl to check the ability of an euisting PCV19tic analysis rotational noise spectrum that ij rich in harmonics. Figure (3) shows th radical

to calculate characterintiro of RIX. Reference (2) contains more detalled descrip- change In waveform tlI-t Is caused by shittng; the phase of all h-amotics -90 -degrees

tionszof the experimental program, the acoustic analysis. and-the-correlaticn stLdy. from those of Figure (2).j

3oise an- rotor airloads wcre measured simusltaneously- top-flight conditions

of bover. 120 kt. * 110 kt. and 170 ht. The-flight test vehicle wes a Cli-53A -NOVO AIl

helicopter configured for-s neutral center of gravily and nominal gross weight The .tatement that impulsive nuise during hover-involves strong bladetwslke

4f 35.000 pounds. One main rotor blade tarried flush-mounted Iressre transducers -Interactions is supported by the flight data. Comparison of airlond asplitud-'s-

at 5 chardwise stations for-each of 5 spanwise station. Figtte-l shows the-co..- frequency gpectro-shows that way more harmonics are p-resent for the RIX case than

figuration of the aircraft and of the Instrumented rotor blade. 'The frequency -for the PIM-free case. This Increase in high frequency-bonding raises the-bgher

response of -%e airborne-measuresent system permitted 30 hasmonics-of airload to harmonics of noise. thereby satisfying one requiroment for PISi. The locat~on of

be extracted from the data with an accuracy-of t2% of full scale oc, vibratory the min rotor blades at the Instant of impulse gentration correspondS to-the

sessurements arnd 13% of full scale on steady measureets. almuthal ragion-of masimuns airload -fluctuation during hover. This was determirei

Dt;ing the flight-test. RIX wan observed only during hover and IT0 knot- by-relating acoustic- !spulses recorded at 3 locations- nside the helicopter-to the

flight. Principal conclsoris ere 1) that RIXM19 a form of rotational noise, locations of the rotor blades at the Instant that the noise was generated.

2) that-hover RIX Is essentially in aerodynamic process Involving-the Interaction Interectionu-of rotor blades-with aerodynamic wakes cause t rapid airload

of theiimain rotor wia. Its oun andfor tail rotor vortices. 3) that high-speed RIX -fluctuations that-produce RIM during hover. Clark ad Lper (Reference 9) demon-

Is caused by the combination of a moving source acoustic yrocessad son aerodynamic strated analytically that a vortex- frequently eill rise above the rotor disc-plane

process associated wit, blade drag, and 4) that-un existing acoustic analysis pre. before s~tarting down during Ideal hover of a 6-bladed main rotor. but thur behavior

dicts qualitative differences between flight-conditions with and without RIM, hut does not guarantee blade/vorteo Intersectiona. Intersections frequently occur In

that quantitative correlation of RIX Is deficient due to (1) the lath of profile a real hover because the wake respoxos-to reflections from the ground plane and

drag and movirg source terms in the 2.94lysis and (2) the Currest-iatility to -sall wind disturhances which Induce blade flapping and further changes in-the

predict-the higher harmonics of airload necessary to prediec the higher acoustic -wake structure. Figure (I.) shows how blade/,sshe Intersectio.s affect the azimuthal

harmonics. -variation of airloods during hover. In this case, the-impinging vortices came

from the tail rotor during hover O with-thti tail rotor-upwind or the main rotor

OPZUERI, OISCSIOV In a 10 knot ambient, wind. Intersettons Of Main rotor blades with main rotor tip

Several Investigators (References It 3.-and 4) have postulated that the vortices were not Indicated from the date-of this particular fiight, test.

observed character of impulsive moile from rotors Is due to severe amplitude

modulation of brondhand noise. while Ofis phenmenon can be observed during RIM iiICli..IPI RIN

conditions, It Is highly unlikely that It is the-sole cause of the Impulsive The implsive-noise obsere during 170-brot flight appeatrs to be primarily

scoustft-wsveforms which are perceived by an observer as impulve noise. RIM an acoustic event, rather then an a-rodynosic event -%a vas-the cane during hover.

occurs at-the rotor blade passage frequency and Is primarily a harmonic phenomenon The aIrload amplitude - frequency spectra for cruise with and without RIX rtowed

whose origin appears to be oritred rolatiooninoise rather than rarAoM broadband no strong differences. and acoustic ispulses were not detectel Inside the helicnpter.

Preceding page blank



A14 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY1 0F HELICOPTER ROTOR IMPUJLSIVE NOISE

statioonry observers on the ground heard Rio only at large distances in front of CONWAION AND ANALYSIS

the helicopter. These observationa lead to the conclusion that motion of the Measured and calculated rotor noise data war. compersed-to determine how Weil

DOise* source tOWL'd an Observer i$ a anJe source Of high-SPeed '.an emisting acoustic analysis could predict wavefors sod rotational nots. harmonic

This farm of PIN ims originally thought to be di.. to the formation of week loyels for flight conditions with and without KIM. Wavefoems; correlated well as

local shock ,favts on the advancing bled2. As mentioned Wy 0llerhead snd Lason can be seen in Figures 6 sod 7. 1112 vas not baed by ground observers during the

(Reference 10) and discuaee by Leverton (Rofereac. 6), sn-oheervor can bear sock a ItO-boot flight that resulted in Figue. 6& and the wae~fora reflect the absence of

shock wave only if the blade speed Is supersonic. If the blade speed is subsonric, impulsiveness. waveforms far 170-hoots aod belicopterlobserver placement comparable

the shock ave can not propagate, to an aoservr's ear. Moever. the foemation of to Figure 6 definitely appear iWpusive In Figure 7, ahich &aes with observers

local-shocha cen affect rotor nois levels by Influencing the local airloodissg repoetiag RIX for %his flight condition.

acting on the blade. Bigh-opt"d MIN as discussed Is Reference 10 is basically an Despite the good qualitative agreemnt betweenr measured and talculated wv&e-

accustic effect reriltig from the coalescent, of' the harmonic wae fronts at high forms. for the 170-boot ease, the unsteady behavior of the calculated uavetform

source traslatiaol. speeds and tan be asplaised by the laoeol~llarhead theory. betweest pulses sugests that the acoustic analysis underestisates the h.,er hamnc.

The-predicted increso-in levels of higher-order noise harmonics with Increasing tip Figure 11 gives a general Indication of the correlation between measured sod calculated

speed Isiroinependent of the loading spectrum and satisfies one of the requiremata rotational noise harmonic levels. Measured harmonit levels are conuistently-greater

for PIN. The highly directional characteristic of high-spied KIN noted by observers than calculated ones at distances over 1400 to 2000 feet In front of the helicopter

on the ground track Is an acoustic affect which results from the forward speed during hih-speed forward flight. Consequently. although the, calculated waiefos

correction where thet distance term, ro-AC modified to reficct the rotor's Nucb accurately reflect thu trends of measred variations; with airspeed. these waveforms

cnber toward an ati2ervrer ly substituting r(l..) In the argument of the Zessel do sot hae asougs higher-harmonics content to produce the measured steadiness of

runctiona. thus Influencing the directivity characteristics. This effect can be presser. between Pulse. The Inability of the analysis to predict the higher-order

sceiti figure ', taken iron Meference -5. As forv. I -speed tncresees. the radiated heaosic -levels far In front of the rotor Is attriuted to the following factors.

sound-hecones highly-directional In the-forward direction. particularly for-the 1) Motion of-the rotor system in the diretion-of an observer-is-

higher harmonics. This scans that thelKIl experienced by a helicopter athigh speeds not Includied.

will-be radiated perferentially forward with the maximum. at about 15-20 derees 2) Drag divergence aerodynmaic-forces are sot incluied In determining

tilt"- the plane of the rotor. This 'ffect was shown experimsentally by Cox (Kefereu source strength and directionality.

11) In full-scale wiVndtUrnel tents. Thus, the acoustic effect of a high-tip The acoutic analysis that was used represents the rotor system as a conical

sh tnmer te at lesnt partially responsible for the generatin of the tepulutne surface of dipole radiators Inclined at-an angie to the ground plane. At-any j-
noite and th~e aircraft forward speed account$ for the highly directinal character point on this surface, the dipole radiates continuously at Integer multiples ofJ

a, *his type of PIS, the blade passage frequency to -roduce the pressure field experienced by that

ose are te it-plane (induced drag) ad out-of-plewthrust) components of the transfer the coustic-presaor at the source to the pressure reaching an-obsrer,

blade section lift. 'The profile drag-is ignredo sinte-it Is generally small com- anidtht total acoustic pressore field Is-obtaned by integrating the cottrihutiona

pared-to the other ter"a. When advancing tip speeds-totted a critical Hach number. of all source dipelee on the rotor surface for all noise harmonic*.

however, the drag Increases rapidly due.-to dreg divergence. This Increased drag

nay-be a significant-contributor to the-radiate4 cr.i n a recent paper, Arndt SUIUAY

and Borganf (Reference 12) exained the effect of dreg divergence on the radiated In ssinpry, a numer of Important conclusions have resulted from this study.

noise. the effect of this drag term Is to Increase the-levels of the higher I-Ar- The first of these Mst~ otor Impulsive Noise (KIN) Is-characterized by an In-

toter of noise, a necessery condition-for impulsive noise. wihile Arndt and boraan crease in mound pressure level of the higher harmsnits-or rotational noise, rather

Indicate that the addition of this ttrm-to the LowonOllerhead oiae equation than Increases In broadband noises alitudt, sa modatios, with up, to 23 harmonics -

enhances correlation, they unfortunately do sot show to wat degree. For small (bz-xerts) being semeued during KIM.

angles of attach (such as near the tip), the lift term say be quite mall and the The Pecond conclusion Is that cruise KIMNs&d hover RIO of single rotor heIt-

dreg terms will dominate the noise radiation. In this case, the directivity will copters appear to he generated by different seroscoustic mechanisms. CroIse NIX is

be that of a dipole with Its maximum radiation in the plane of rotation, thus further highly-diretionsl-vith manimmn severity occurring directly ahead of the helicopter

cuntrihutir.. to the observed directivity of high-op"e KIM. An additional factor at-mall ao~ies below the plane of-the-main rotor, adaoppeers to result-fram the

which may contribute to the observed directivity and character of PIN io thickness comhinartion of acoustic- effects of source notion towards sn observer at high sub-.

noise. Wile It is-not significant for highly loaded-rotors at low forward speeds, sonic tip Macb am'ber, and of the stro4dynic effects of drag divergence. Atrm-

thickness noise can becae significant at high forward speeds. ArsdtnW Karan dywooic shock does not eppear to te a-primary contributor Zi cruise RIX. Hover

accounted for thickness noise by applying a forward speed correction to the theory .:X results from high frequency oscillatioas in airloads comnly causedhy

developed by Diprose (Reference 13)-for a static propeller. No attempt was made bladtlwske (mmin adlor tail) Interactios.
to correct for the-noounfform velocity field o'er the rotor disk, but the results The acoustic analysis developed by Sikorsky Aircraft under sponsorihip or

show that the levels of the higher hrcisof rotational noise Increase rapidly the-Mostia Directorate of U. S. Army A*WL appears trbe adequate to predict the

as-tip speed iscreses. This tffe*.t, coopled with the in-plane directivity pattern harmnics and tiae histories of rotor-noise fairly well Is 009 hover andl at

of-thiclnes raise will tend to vnhance the severity of the ohs-ve4 NIX. moderate distances from the holijoptsr (up to 1,000-1,$00 feet) during cruise

exn
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harmonics of noise. Correlation at large distances frm the belicopter (beyond

1.000-1.500 feet) tend& to he poor during high speed cruise. prosumably-due to thet

analytical mission of source aotion and drag divergence effects. and possibleZ

atosp;heric scattering effects on the highly directional. higher frequency radiating
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SIMiI

A SY$TSZS SIMJY Or 9018 RUIRRMIffS OWi noiseageneration. This program considers only conventional

Z DSUIQN Or V/STOL AIRCRAFT pure helicopters.

The program begins by reading input data such as do-

Robert W. Simpeon sign payload, range, speed, etc. and generating constants,

Nenry B. Faulkner including atmospheric data, for later use. Calculations

Anthony P. Mays regarding hover performance are-don, for a hot day, all

other calculations assume a standard day.

FLIG T TRANSP=TATIO LABORAORY Then the program goes into-a design procedure which

Nassachusetts Institute of Technology is an iteration on gross weight. Initially a gross weight

is estimated based on the design-payload: on succeeding

iterations the previous gross weight is used. The rotor

1.0 Introduction in then designed considering both cruise and hover. Next

the fuselage is sized and perasite drag is calculated.
The reduction of helicopte roise in military operations Then-the power plant and drive system is sized to the maxi-

-he tw main purposes: me of-cruise and hover requirements. If hover rpm Is less

1) Avoidance of detection, or delay of detection to then cruise rpm then the installed power required for cruise
increasa the surprise element of an operation is increased accordingly. This completes the selection of

2) Minimization of noise levels in-the region of
friendly forces to-reduce communication loss-due design parameters.
to operations. The vehicle is then flown through the design mission

The chief-elesents of-heli(e:pter noise are due to vortex to find-the fuel consumed. Ten phases in the-mission pro-

and rotational noise from the main rotor and tail rotor, and file are-considered: hover, vertical climb, acceleration-

S engine noise. One method of-reducing the effect of helicopter to advance ratio .325, unaccelerated climb, acceleration to

noise is to reduce the noise at the source, using techniques cruisezcruist, undcelerated descent, deceleration to ad-

such as slowing down the-rotors, adding more blades, and vance ratio .325, deceleration-to hover, and-vert cal descent.

using engine and gearbox noise suppression techniques. The The time,-distance and fuel-consumed in each phase Is cal

first section-of this psper-will show-the penalties in per- culated. A table of-rotor lift to drag ratio-vs. advance

formance and payload ( as measured by-operatinq cost) which ratio and-thrust coefficient to solidity ratio -is used to

result from using this approach. estimate performanoce-above advance -ratio .325. This table

An alternative method-of reducing the effect of-aircraft was derived from Ref. 2.

noise is to -modify the flight profilesoin position and-speed. Then the component weights are calculated, resulting

The ability of-the aircraft to fly the modified profiles may in a new gross .eight. If the difference between new and

be constrained by Its available thrust, acceleration-limits, old gross weights is greater than-10 lbs.,-the design pro-

etc., end somseatll penalty may be incurred in fuel or time cdure goes through-another cycle. When the iteration is

of flight. V::- second section of this paper describes a complete the parameters describing the final-design are output.

method for findi;aq noise optimal trajectories for a-heli- b)-Vehicle Opersting Cost

copter takeoff-and climbout. hen the vehicle is flown-through various mission

2.0 Hellcopter Vceiqn for Minimm Noise Generation lengths- th. are less than the-design range, with appro-

priate-cruise altitudes and speeds. The time, distance,

The process for preliminary design of air vehicles can and fuel consumed for each phase-o! each mission is cal-

be computerized such that fast, parametric variations-can culated, output. and-stored for-use in the calculation

-be obtained. These computerprograse are now a design- tool of direct operating cost (DOC).

used to find-optimel configurations for-required vehicle Then the program-colculates-DOC's, broker down by

performance in-terms of payload, range, speed, etc. At the categories, for each-stage length and prints-this out. The-
Flight Transportaticn Laboratory, we are-extending our de- DOC is now calculated according to the Lockheed VTOL for-

sign programs to include the noise generation of a given mula (Refs. 3, 4).

vehicle (as best we can estimate it) as one of the parfor- c)-Vehicle Moise Generation-

mance measures-of the vehicle. We thencan-meet other Finally, the program makes calculations regarding the

design objectives at varying levels of noise, or can search noise generated by the vehicle. Vortex noise-is calculated

for optimal denigns for a specified noise level. The-fOl- using-the well established formula taken from-reference S

lowing section briefly descrites one such-computer program, for an observer at 300 feet distance:

Zor helicopters, and shows-some of the noise tradeoffs one

can study using the program. Lp i0 loglo 7.62 x 10
10 

T2 (Vti )
2

_________ ____l___ 2%

2.1 Description of the Hellconpter Design Program -Lp * overall-sound pressure level, db

a) The pesin Logic where T - thrust,-lb.

The helicopter computer design program is fully des- Vtip 0 Z*tor-tip speed. ft/sec
cribed in rI Technical Memo 71-3 (Reference 1). Briefly, - air density, slugs/ft

3

the purpose of this program-is to provide a rapid means of A- - total rotor blade area, ft
2

investigating tradeoffs between design paramters-and-varl- i
Sipple-inverse square-low attenuation is assumed for ob-

o u a f i g u r e s o ~ m r / t , s u c h s e d i r ec t o p e r a t n g c o s t a n d s e v r - t o t e i t n c & i e t i i y e f c t r o
serversaLa other distences. Directivity effects are not -• j
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A SYSTEMS STIAJY OF NO3ISE REQJIRINLJIS ONl THE DESIGN OF V/SCA. AIRCRAFT

considered. This formula is Applied to all flight condi- Ima itnecrepnigt ahPit hscnb
tions. in cruise the advancing blade tip apeed in used.

coa* ndt age ma indrao o thie op i thro the initial ACLRT OCIeSED

CLIMB WITH EXCESS POWER
conditions are more precisely defined them the terminal conditions.

3.1.2 Dynamic Model of the Aircraf

A dynamic model of the aircraft-is shown: in Figure 9.

and T-(and hene the noise generated) -are caleulated In CLIMB VERTICALLY- TO SPECIFIED

ters of the state variables. ; and Ii, and control varia- _ HIH FVRIA LM

bles A; and .
The system constraints with this program are OBSERVER

DOC xIC 250 ft/sec I.- OBSERVER -. j RO.1MO LEVEL

0O9h Co90 -ft/sec DSAC
-10 t/se

2  ( ~ I ft/ec2 FIGURE I SCHEMATIC OF TAKEOFF PROFILE4

-10 ft/sac 2 
IC h IG 10 ft/tec 2  repeated for observers at different distances from the take-

off point. Poise-on the ground due to the vehicle-cruising
Powerlimiatio P ~P.. ~at-cruise altitude directly overhead is also calculated.f

Other constraints, such as maximumt height, could easily be *2. viaReutAA

added-but have not been-iuplemented-at this stage.
-iniial ondiionsare2.2.1 Heliecooter Noise Tradooffs

X 0 0 A study of the tradeoff betwee n noise generated-and

h 0 DC using the helicopter computrdesign program, has

been started. The-initial resulte-are shown In Figures

Terminal conditions are 2, 3 and 4. DOC is-plotted vs. perceived noise levelI-in- i
IX term hbover for an 16.000- lb. payload tandem helicopter. The

h , hters 1100 -is for a aultiple hop trip with-hope of 5, 20-and -100

t -tters milos for a total-of-125 miles.

Rotational noise was-hand-calculated-for a saple case-flosOte yblonhegasarasi

using the method of-Ollorhead and Lowson, Ref. 6, Lnd -CT -rotor thrust coefficient
another method developed in the Flight-Transportation 0' rotor solidity
Laboratory (Ref. 7).zBoth results-indicated that rotationalMa adncg-iMchumein ris

noise was not significant for helicopters with low tip -Vcr - cruise speed, mph

speeds, and thus it has not been included in the program. -DR - design rang*,-miles

helicopter denign-proeram is shown in Fig. 1. The-land- Vtcr - blade tip speed in cruise, ft/sec
ing-profile Is just--,*. reverse. During the acceleration D1.- disc loading, The/ft 2

phase the vehicle-tries to accelerat*zhorisontally at-the Tefruafrtecluaino oo otxnieA-

alloableaccleraion andif i-h mor thn enughAtz-300 ft from Ref. S-may be written-as follows for-the
powr-to do this, it-uses the excess-power to climb. Nene*hvrcniot

the-profile varies depending on how-much power is avail- 9 6-A 2)
able and the maximum- acceleration allowed. During-the L~ 0lg(.4Xl t~AC

climb-phase the vehicle climbs at-constant forward-speed. where

The observers are always in the plane-of the takeoff-pro- %-blade area-

file, Varying the height of vertical climb has the effect 9-11

-of-shifting the noise profile up or-down. Reducing the DL

maximum acceleration comses greater-excese power to be Vgr - vehicles-grOss weight

available for climb and hence hae -the-effet of tilting c*aeaebaelf ofiin
the-peth upward during-acceleration.

As the vehicle accelerates from-rest to its vertical- CL.  B(C!/V)hoverj

rate of climb, thrust Is greater then weight and hene ex- In order to reduce-vortex noise In-hover it is clear that -

tra noise Is jenorstnd. The noise resulting fron maxios wemet reduce hover-tip, speed. Howver, since the same
thrust is calculated and assumed to represent the noise rotor develope very nearly the same thrust in hover-and4
in-the first few seconds of the takeoff profile. cruise, the following relation applies:

The noise Is calculated at 15 points during the-take-2

off-profile and output along with-the time, eltitude-and hot- 
1/26.over Vth- (Y*)hover 1/ locruise V ter (CT/
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A SYSTERS STUDY OF NOISE REQJUIREMENTS ON THE DESIGN OF V/STOE. AIRCRAF

A safe mexiest for (cT/41 isz0.200. Vtor is given by 40

SN TANDEM HELICOPTER
ocrut SO-?O8PASSENGERS

Vter 1.9 Vg-Z C/~pey*.O
z (CT/C (CRIKE'0.070

where IIo 0

.,-l advance ratio inodrt eueni:w

L6Thme we kospjt at a practical maximum of 0. 50-an Vt is
fTproportional to "at. Hfence. nodrt eueniew e a e 9

mst reduce (C'/E* )Cruse or-Ha. Teeaetevariationsga
shown in Figurs 2 and 3, respectively. for different valuesDL3

*of PT.. These two sets of curves assume that Vth a Vtcr OL 5
are-independent. This requires aithert that there is- no

variation in engine power or-specific fuel consumption withI

engine rpm over the appropriate range: or. that there is 76 7? 70 79 00 111 02 53

a transmission ratio change between cruise and hcver. This LP d IN MOVE A T 0FE

a amtio-isoptiistc. M vriaton n Fgure4 I AN ORCONSTANT

eqiaetto Fgr3onywith Vth " Vtcr' eliminating

this hasumption. 40

7he propagation conditions assumed account-for geometric Mgt -070 TANDEM HELICOPTER
spreading only from a nominal distance of 300 ft. There Is IlSOvk.590 PASSENGERS

no correction for ground reflection. efactof air absorption. y/
1
.0R 

7

Figures-2 and 3 show about 25% increasetinDoc for-a pMs' ~
6 do reduction in Sound Pressure Level. In general. radutc- '36OR-o

tion of (cT.4-) in cruise appears; to be a slightly lesseox- v-9

pensive way-of reducing noise-than reducing N*except U34
for very low disc loadings. This is because &XC is quite "
sensitive to cruise-speed, which depends directly on U.,t.9

Alsothe optima disc loading-is shown-to be about 5 for

this vehicle. This -is somewhat lower than current practice. -0
Kowever. the reduction in hover power-required, and hene In -30 -rO 5

engine and -zotor weight, and-the cost of maintaining these
components, justifies a movement toward lower disc loading. 02,61 -- I
The-curVas of Figure-4-are similar to those of-Figure 3 -7 T 50 S. 52 63 64 65

except they oret displaced upward for a given hover tip speed. FIR 4 DO VS LP FOR-VARIATIO4S IN JAW WITH I1 0
7"

1
c, .,CT/* 4ME~R.

This is because putting V th z-Vtcr hes-refuced V tct and-con- ANDo OR CONSTANT

sequently cruise speed.
Unfortunately, there are-no presently operating heli- sme noise for a given vehicletsize. The helicopters under

copters which are equivalent to the vehicles studied here. study here are-assumed-to incorporater 1975 technology, This

The-right hand ends of the various curves Indicate vehicles is reflected in-various aerodynamic and structural parametersI

which are close to optimal (minimum DOW) without regard to which-are input-to the program. Thus present day helicop-

noise. Presently operating helicopters were also designed ters wiould fall- above the right-hand ends of the curves.

without regard to noise, and-hee, should make roughly the Since-they have-Vth " Vtcrl they would be plotted-in Figure
4.

.C"";0030 TANDEM_______HELICOPTER_______
TANDEM 0 LICOPNER 2.2.2 HelicoPter Noise Histories

(Cr1'NGKN~ 100Another study has examined the noise perceived by a
4 3.6listener under-the takeoff path of three-distict-helcop-

Ey./',.OOCO DR *200 ter designs; one representing a currant helicopter, one
W.-IM45representing a minimum opernting-cost vehicle designed0040 R 'Wusing present state of the art technology, and the last

S.,. representing a quiet vehicle designed using present state
4iVh 9 C.'OS of art-technology.

W7 The three vehicles-are all tendon helicopters, carry-

403 Ing 10,000 lbse.pyloa4 and a crew of three. They all fly
IN. 7.0takeoff and landing profiles similar to thoon previously

OL-5 described, and cruise at 5000 feet. The vehicles are

21I compared in Table 1.4
is _7? 75- 79 so at 62 03 The, first, called X70, represents witast Is existing

LP~d@_1M MOVER AT 30O MYE and available now. It is an approximation-of the owing/
FILAE 2 D0C VS LP FON-VARIA71OIIS IN (Ct/ur *IrHM* .C/eVE.Vro34.5hic trproypwib-itflwn

VAMD 0OR CONSTANT otl37a -lcpr-rttp-hfrtfowi



A SySTEmsSTW OFu OIS REUI* ON TH 0SIGN OF V/STOL AINCOAFT

Nay 1970, exept that it baa leas parasite drag. It has of f area more rapidly. All of the CUM@e Show two Peaks,

sightly ore ran"e than the other two, but does not heve one at lift of f (vertical saeleration) and One aproiately

the ability to hover after engine failure.

The-second vehicle, called INC75, is a minimum DOC -075
vehicle-designed without regard for nois.9. It represents It £70

what could be flying in prototype fors in 1975 using: the

latest technology. it is an optiaal vehicle given the size

and flight profile. The single rotor configuration was

cnaidered-for this and the-third vehicle but the-comparable aU?

single rotor ship was always 'iglymore expensivet to I

operate-and slightly noisier.

Table-t- -Vehicle Comarison _ _ _ _'

Payload, lb 10.000 10,000 10.000

Cruise-Altitude, ft. 5000 5000 5000

Range with reserve. mi. 600 400 400

Gross-Weight, Lb 46,140 33.613- 43,003 0 goo IOO 300~h 400

ngie..ut ovr Cpablit N te FIGPURE 5 DIRECT OPERATINGCOSTS FOR I HELICOPTERS

installed -power. hp 7257 5448 6913

Solidity .01111 .063 .205

Numer f bads 6 6 630MAX ACELERATIN .25s

ft/ sec 707 640 ~ 20HEIGHIT OF VRIA
Tip Speed. Hover.ftse 70 64 "20HITOFVRCA

Tip Speed, Cruise. ft/sec 707 672 14 ?5 CII60F

CT- Hover .067 .062 .100

CT- cruise .078 .065 .045

Advance-Ratio in Cruise .45 .55 .55 70

'dvancing Tip MaCh No. .935 .950 .7S0

Lift/drag Cruise 4.86 5.52 5.36 6

DOC 6-100 ml O/seat mile 3.67 3.07 4.02 6

LTakeoff 0 500 ft. d19 2 79 70

LCruise 0 5000 ft. kit 4 6 6l0r'

The two configurations. however, differ by lost-than the I
I075- MC75 E70

accuracy-of our techniques-and-hence no definit-choice
can-be-made. 

I5
The thira vehicle, called 075, is a minimum DOC vehicle4-

*designed to have a peak Sound Pressure Level at-takeoff or 50 20 40 6 0 0112

*landing of 70 dB at 500 feet-and a peak Sound Pressure TIME. SEC

Level-in cruise flyover of 56 da at 5000 feet. -Th 50 FIGURE 6 TAKEOFF N0ISE-VSTIME FOR OBSERVER AT 500 FT

feet cruise altitude wae chosen to make the vehicle Compar-
able-to the first and second vehicles, but thiszvshicle________________________
could-cruise at 10,000 feet, making an L, of S- wt

only a-sall penalty in DOC. This vellicle elso-uses, 197S5A CEERTO .5
T1111 * 800 F

and noise constraints given. 
CLNII50F

The-direct operating-cost- (DOC) of the three vehicles 7

Is shown In rig. S. DOC is-*Sown In dollars perse*at trip

which-makes-a clearer presentation then cents 
Vesa 

ie

Bach vehicle could hsave 50 seats. It can be readily seen 65

that at-very short ranges-the DOC is about the-same -for all -

three while at longer ranges 370 and 07S cost about the sm
so E70

whiie-MC7S Is significantly cheaper. 6 T

rigures 5, 6 and 7 show the Sound Pressure -Level versus - V7

tine dulI ng the tekeoff of the-three helicopters as heard by 9-075-

three-observers at 500, 1000 and 1500 feet distance* from -

the takeoff point.
Various conclusions can be drawn from these curves. It 0 0 0 60 6 10 I0 4

Is clear that 075 is dramticflly quieter, not-only because TIME. SEC

it generates less noise but because it oves oat og the take. IIAE 7 TAKEOFF 0111 VS. TINE FOR OOSSRVER-At 1000 FT
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MAX ACCELERATION * .259 THUST. T
HEIGHT OF VERTICA L
CLIMO * 500 FT

1C5 70 WdI6-4T. W

5-075 IL AND0 IC ARE COMPONENTS OF INERTAL REACTION

PARALLEL ANO-PERPENOIC'JLM TO THE FLIGHT PATH

50 4
0 20 40 60 so too 120 M4 IL WI 2 IC av a

TIME, SEC gI
FIGURE a TAKEOFF NOISE V1 TIME FOR OSSERVER A 1500 FT

A
FIGURE 9-DYNAMIC-M0OL OF AIRCRAFT V

Overhead In flyover. -Which peak is greeter depends-0.-the
takeoff trajectory and-the observer location. The-effects A noise generation model is required which predicts-
Of increasing the-height of vertical climb and of-tilting the sound pressure level-in-actave bandwidths at any-point
the flight path upwardafter vertical climb are similar. o-ashr fgvnrducnee ntearr Ftrom

This raises the question of the optimal flight trajectory a knowledge of attenuation due to spherical spreading.--
to minimize either annoyance or detection resulting-from ground effect and atmospheric attenuation, the sound
the noise, and the design-of the aircraft capeble of flying pressure level in octave bandwidths as heard by a listener
this trajectory. could be determined, and the perceived noise level-in PW6B

3.0 Ootimwl Noise Takeoff Profils for a Helicopter calculated. This figure could then he substituted into -

som function relating--perceived noise level and annoyance
ror a given-helicopter with Its performance constraints, so as to find the annoyance over the given tims interval.

and noise generation-charcteristics, the question-still re- Unfortunately such-a noise model does not yet exist 0
mains of how to operato that- helicopter such as to-minimize in analytic form so-some-simplifying assumptions mst-be
the noise exposure ziby- some criteria) of a given-aet of made. Rotor rotational-noise is a low frequoncy-phnomsnon,
listeners. if en optimal trajectory can be found, -then-the and although the 511, may-be higher than for vortex noise,- Its
effects of constraints arising from vehicle performance can contribution to annoyanceis small. Assuming that continued
be Investigated, and-a feedback established to-the-vehicle use of noise suppression techniques can reduce engine, trans-3
design process. the- following section describes the use mission and tail rotol noise to acceptable levels,-main
of clynamic programing to minimize the annoyances-due to rotor vortex noise remains as the moat important peramater.
noise of a helicopter -in the takeoff and climboutzphases This Is momentat-of-an-oversimplification but -it-does
of flight on a listener directly under the flight-path. mean that an easily manageable noise model can ba created.
A more coeplote-description may be found In References-$, Using Schlege-s equation for overall vortex noise -from

9. Appendix C of Reference 11,-the sound pressure level-at

3.1 The Nathematia Model a radius r from a helicopter Is given by (1)
3.1.1 Use of Dynamic ProgroMing SFL - 0 (2 lo9 VO.7  + 2log T- log b- 2 log-(r/300) -3.57j
A detailed description of dynamic programing Ray ba where VO,1 Is the linear-blade velocity of the 0.7-rad.

founvi in Reference -10: in this example the state variables section.
have been chosen to belierizOntal end vertical components Ab Is the total blade area (blade pltnform ares-x
of velocity. x and 4. Conttrol variables are discrete dif-nubroblds

ferences In-the values-of the state variables, a; and Ah. T Is thrust.
This affords some simplification of the problem since ap- -Directivity effecthve-not been Included at this-stage.
plication of controls-takes the aircraft directly~ from one from a-knowledge of the vortex noise frequency distribution,
set of quantized-values of state variables to-anothtr. the pnrceived noise level may be calculated in terms-of
This avoidb the necessity for Interpolation. As-it is the overall 511,.
usually the case the-stage variable Is taken to be-tie.,
t, which Is also-quentizad Into discrete Value,;of-interval 3 .1.4 The Ca iteron- of Annoyance

at. in a study by eraburger and Lee (Ref. 12) on-optimal
Height and ground track st-the terminal conditions-are trajectories with respect-to noise for conventional-air-
unconstrained, craft, the unit of-ann,2yance called the noy was used. This

is related to PMl by

3.1.3_ Noist Generation *"*I *!If Annovanc Cr3itei -011,0)3. 2
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whet*re is total noisiness in noys. For noise in the urban I0) the ROM has no explicit background noise level
environment there are two factors that make the nay unauit- cut~ff- whereas the U&nser does.
able. The first is that noi*e level below 40 "Md appears £ite3m ~e h aaih ftesm ht.
to be acceptable to the majority of the population (Accord- the 2-gsmmber does not.
ing to results in Rsf. 13). The second Is that if the-back-
ground urban noise level in- SO, PON. themn aniy additional .iM sn
noise below 80-PWd3 does not have such effet.jA possible alternative is to use a modified noy defi- 3.2.1 es of Parameters in Examol.
nition in the-form figures 11 tol 7Show the graphical output from one.

r0(Pt&-80y33 .2) -rlComputer run. It Is only intended to show how the program-
1,noyance - Ll pft) So "geateep-it 1 t @Gb*to drew any conclusions about

In this work the -following relationship was used impZOvOent to the aircraft design from these figures.

r (" - 8) 200"Ih616 I heydo show what the program Is capable of
Annoyance - 0 jJ~ 00 (4) And. mOre-isPOrtantly, ow it-needs to be improd.

this expression agrees-with equation (3) to vithin 1 unit Oro.;& weight Sa,0oo-lb.
over the rar~le 85 to 123 P0dh Csee F:q',ca 10). 31566 chord 4.16 ft.

The other effect that must be conrldered is the dura- Blade thickness .50 ft.

tion-of the noise on Annoyance. -In this work the performance Rotor radius 36.4 ft.

function to be minimized was chosen to be Rotor angular velocity 14.3 tad/sec
L -[PNL2]_ 6tiRotor blade angle of attack 0.07 red.

-i (5) Nomber-of blades-per rotor 3
i- o -- Atf wambetzof rotors 2

fu"selg equivalent fl1at 39.5 ft 
2

where J7 is the- function-to be minimizod, and given the unit paeae
S-nuabtrs Dlistance of observer frost 500 ft.
is the number of time Intervals take-off

Mazisma-allowable mmL unlimiteld
Iis the horizontal velocity Terminal horizontal velocity 150 ft/sec.

Iis the vertical-velocity- Terminal vertical velocity- 0 ft/se.
At i is the time interval over which pMg Is measured Tim to reach terminal 20 sec.
&. in some reference time Interval. conditions

TtAl-Shft horsepower 22,000-hp.

Cometaing this unit with that of-the 2313.-which also-inte- 3.2j2 '.1scussion of Results

grates noise-over a time period,-there arezthree main-dif- figure Ili Pliaht Path Profiles This figure shows
ferences -~the Shape Of the -flight peth-profile.-Progrsm constraints-

322i) the S-number sums annoyance I w. 10 3PtVrent-negativ4 values Of ;-Or A. Am-might be-expected
wheras he-EUL un* nery (- 10the aircraft takes Off vertically &Md gradually trans-

lates to horibontal-flight.
to-that the-duration effect Is given more relative Importance FZ1ors, 2: 14eiht and Crownd Track ulotted-nainst time:

In-the S-number formulation. This figurn serves-only to raference- the subsequent figures,
wh.ich are plotted-a7einst time, Against the flight path
profile.- in which time is not expressed explicitly.

20 ioute 12, Values of V.-x and i: The figure sh"w

that theairceraft-initislly cliahe vertically until a rtet
of climb of 40 ft/sec. Is re-ieheds It-then starts to ac-

16- celerate horizontally and khe rate of-clink remains constant
at SO ft/sec. The-reason for this can-be een-froft Figure

hi 15, which shows that at t w- seconds Increase of rate of-
It 12 PNL-8 clivb Is restricted by power- limitation. When-the horizontal

0 I*-o. velocity has reached Go -ft/see. the induced power hes do-
/ crossed-sufficiently for the-oirctaft-to increase Its rate

of climb to 60 fW/ee, whereefter the rete of climb remains
Z / t

constant- for 2 sacnnds and then gradually decrege.( PtIL4OThe decreaso-In horizontal velocity at t - -21 seconds
4 to 332

4 10 -$sr"es to decrease the thrust, and hence noise level, while
oe the aircraft Is In audible-range. from Figure-16 It con-be

seen that for t P -2S seconds the aircraft In out -of audible

so 90 100o 110 120- 130 range and! Is able-to accelerate to terminal conditions
-PPEL (d 9 Y without-causing-further annoyan.-e. The overall-reduction-

In anoyance gained by this eosuvetC is very smell end In
FIGURE 10 NCISE LEVEL VS. AW4YAPICE
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-practice would hardly be worth performing.

Pigures 14 and lS1trust uand Power ftauirgdL "w

plot of power requirement against time shows up one of

the mejor limitations of the program as configured at

present: aircraft performance is limited primarily by-th.,

m 5 - number-of control optione that are available, and only
secondarily by tha-aximum power constraint. For example,10.4 It would probably be advantageous to apply full l,er m-

- :etel: after take-off, but the rate-of-climh cuntrol

x03 Ia available does not-use full power at the take--off condi-

0.2tions. e solution to this problem-would be to have
greater range of controls available, so that controls

.1utilizing max m power could be used under all flight
conditions.a at 0. 060 I0 it I .0 I 0 leeIftrs sapid n essepv huti

02 0.4 06 Oj5 10 12 I4 IS 1.I 20 2.2 riqure i, Annoyano" Produced: The curve shows the
GROUND TRACK (THOUSANDS OF FEET) cumulative annoyance, so-that the gradient-of the curve

indicates the level of annoyance at any given ties. The

curve is step for the first 6-seconds when the highest
IG1UR 11 FLIGHT PA.TH PROFILE level of thrust Is applied, and less stoop wh, n thrut Is

reduced. 7he rate of cumulative annoyance finally decreases

to zero as the aircraft recedes out of audible range.

A - 3.3 Program Limitations and 3gtensions

GROUND TRACK -3.3.1 Use of More Controls
In-this dynamic programeing-example the control vari-

= 1,4 ables were numerically equal to-the quantized increoents

In state variables. Thiseavolded the-need for interpolation
9.C -. procedures.

50.6-8EG10.4

oO0.4

0.2s

002 TIME (SEC) 20 70o

40--

FIGURE 12 fEIGNT ANO GROUNO TiACK-VS, TIME

40 H

; TINE, SEC

S0 IGURE 14 -ThRUST VS.-TME 2

U/

V140 f

10 20 -

0o 0 90 - 20

TME. (SEC) EGo-l

FI'RE I31 v. r AND- VS. TIME
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____________________________contiwning on all them aspects of Improvement.
4.0 Conilusions

000- 4.1 Dy including noise as a mesure-of vehicle
perormnce itapparspoesible to design

I.. future helicopter@ which are significantly
quieter (10-20 db) than current versions.

The penalties for this quietness as masured
1I20O by operating coats are in the range of 20-30%.

0 -

9000o 4.2 The optimal nois annoyance profiloefor a
C helicopter takeoff Involves a vertical climb
Z

4000 -for 100 feet or more, and a substantial reduc-

tion in power as the listener is overflown.

02 46 8-1012 14If632 22 94 29 213
TIME. SEC

1 . Helicopter Design Program Description. N. Faulkner,
FIGUR 15-OWERVS. IMEN. Scully,-r PTtechnical omo 71-3,-May 1971.

2. Generalized Motor performance. M. lKisiolovski et &I.,
The Dsming Co., TBA AVIABS Tech. Report 66-83. Feb. 1967.

3. Helicopter 300 Cmarison, M. Scully and-R. Faulkner,
_______________________________ PTechnical '" 71-2, Feb. 1971.

14 -4. A Standard-Method for Estimating VTOL Operating Expense.
N. Stoeceal and .2.. Gallagher, Lockheed-California

~~'12 Co.. c/iA0l3, Octor-1967.
S. Uslieopter Motor Noise-Generation and -Propagation,.I 9. Schiegel-et &1. Sikorsky Aircraft Corp. WSA AVLAD6

~ to tech. Report 66-4, October- 1966.
6. Problem* of-Helicopter Noise Retietton and Reduction,

.D.. ollerhead ail N.V. -Lawson. AIM Paper 69-195.
7. goil" characteristics of-VrOL Aircraft-lesenta. D. Xiang,

I I , in-~Proposae Rsportvo. 3. Contract- DOT-TSC-93, April 1971.
a 6 . Noise Optimization of V70L Takeoff and Lending Paths, A.B.

w Col..-HIT Department of-Civil Zngjiraering. H.S. Theis.
4 September'1969.

9. Noise Minimization of Helicopter Take-off and Clixib-out~ 2~ Flight Pathe using Dynamic Programming.-A.P. Hays. MIT
2 Department of Aeronautics and Aetronauticse. H.S. *Thesis

02466 2146 202222630 -l0..Stats Incresnt Dynamic Prgrina,.M.S. Larson, American
2lsevier -Publishing Co., N.Y. 19".

TIME. SEC uI. A Review of Aerodynamic- noise from Propellers. R~otors. and

Lift Fans, ... Hart* and D.W. Nurtz.-IRA TR 32-1462, 1970.

FIGURE 16 ANNOYANCE FROUCD 'VS- TIME 12. technique for Calculating Optimum Takeoff and Climbout
Trajectories for Noise-Abatement, 1N.rzberger and II.Q.

*If-more controls-were used the aircraft could-flY at Lea. A7N To -5182.
otstas-that were not quantized Incremsnts In state vari- 13. 'Aircraft-soiee - Mitigating the Nuisance * 3.3. Richards,

ables. r.g., at pressnt-it can fly-at either 20 ft/secAsrnuisadeoatcJnay197

or 30 ft/sec but not Intervening speeds.

us*-of mo.-e controls would require a considerable

edditional ccqputer storage.)

3.3.2 Mors Def ined Noise Model
Refererc& 6 gives a dl.-ectivity correction to-equstlon

IC, 1 log Po-o 2 4 
t4 0.11

10 Lcoos 70 + 0.1

whets-9 Is the corectizn to be applied to (1).,

correction can be appl'.ed without difficulty.

23.2 use of MOMe Listenerg

Another useful moificstion to the Ptproa Would be

In the-addition of more listeners, who-could be Poeitioned

out Of-the plao of-the flight path. work it presently
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Seound Attenuaetion Overt Simulated Ground Cowe of wise propagaion, rendl the verletion oftinmel ImedAnc sof the boundary with respect

S. P. Pomad L. S. (veto to frequency. Evidence he. been Found tosopport bath theories

Wyl* Laboraries, 7300 Gaoeniors Drive, Huntsville, Alaboama 35007 Owing to the tpeciel neturooweve refloctioewetneor glancing angleso *Incidence, it j
Is not peesIble to aneion a constent Volvo to the Impedance of the entire coatsrposi boundary.

A&STRACT A lyered.0dbrepeetntetlan ecoetesnecesetyin thisceo. Ititretuifed to specify

In dealng with wave poPegetiov over land below 1000 Hz, groundottenuation isan both the acoustic Impedance end the wave trennesion constent of the porous tansition

0wtant c~onsdeaton. Very Often, the actuol ground surfece is covered with a thick layer. A new onelytiskI theirefore required for estimating the magnitude and charocterittict

layer Of vegetation which han a very high overaoll void to volue ratio. Such a c moits of the ground @t"e oan of such a layered boundary.

F, boundary 1
t
soud be represented as laered media in Order to esee. the ground attenuatien In eddition to the analysit, en experieontal ttudy has also been undertaken to determtine

effect correctly. The wove atenuaton cherocteristics under such conditiors ore studied theoieetenen cherecterittics of a layered boundary. The resulst ofthe eperient ore

in thit paper. it it Found through theoretical analysis that a laermed boundary gives rise to Intede for the verification of"th theory at well as for obtaining a teperate view of the

underlaoratory candition overa widerage f normalized -ptartrs,and theresult canditions tuch thet the ground attenution effect con be studied wihaut the uncertainty of

[ quantitatively cnnfirms meny aspects of the predictions. "t theory and enperimet indicate othe COMPlietOH1 su tch es wind refraction end turbulent scattering. Overall, the presen

that significant attenatlion to very low freqtuencieis con he expected for sounid pr leeion stur* has found significont departure In several aspects of the attelnuation chactetittics OfI: over a deep layer of vegetation. O6thr rsults iclude heconfirmtion ofeastrongsoun a layered media from those of o simple bsndary. Thut, one nay find the results ueeful in

presure gradient in the vertical direction near the layered boundary, that the exceesive dealing with a verity of practical problems where a layered representation of the boundary is

rattenuion con increase at mait 6dril per doubling distance, and that the effectiveness of warranted.
-ground attenuation depends critically on the elevation angte of the sound source. I ~UAINADAAYI

INT*ODlUTIOtJ The geometrical configuration For wave propagation over a layered boundary it thawn in

The precite analytic nature of sounrd attenuation nowe a boundary with known acousc Figure 1. In this figureo, the top siomi-inite layer it cismimed to be air, which has a density

on toundpropegetion in theaotmooere. Same sut~berient onalysical ttudliee"
5

l-Iota aords i1t scomples acoustic impedance such thetac planewav trontted from

ev-Poli-antsS""-have further enplored thet details *I thit phrenomenon. In ths tudies, teair into this layer will be refrectad into the layer with a phese thift, and will be

the acoustic medias obove and below the boundary plane ote assumed to be sami-infin~te. attenuaterd es it prapoig let through thit matearl A third medium which represents the

Consaont values are prescribed to either thes ;operdancog of the two media or the nermsal ground, occupies the lower half space. For the simplicity of analysis, a constant nonmal

sespedaonce of th boundary itsalf. However, is snotty sitluaoint with practical imprtance, impidnrce it prescribedl at tho interface betweeon the middle layer and the smri-infinite

theboundarfybetween the upper and the lower semi-infi.niteacoustic: medie it nw a simple gound. Also shown in Figure I ito a chemtatic of wove progt, ion paths through which

plane,-bet a porous layer with finite thickne. It 4s natural, then, to ;nveusIgoee the sound Fram aWit source con reach art arlisteory paint in the hilf space above the

-wove ettenuation charocrertcc~e near such. aoposite bonay layetred boundary. The interferece of the waveis through these paths is responsible for

In the analysis of the simple boundary confIguration, the only geometrical parameoitth boundary attenuatin effect.

istshe rto of source height to thewove length. The magitudleofettenusion depends As pointed out in previous studios, the imple roy acoustics approach can net account

moinl/ on ther imrpedance ratio, or the normal impedance, at the boundary, It was painted for t observed ground attenuation phenomenon, and a more rigorous mnathematical analysis

out in the previous anatlytical studies that grossad absorption arises because the sound wove must be followred. In the present ttudyr, th6 approach of Ingard ', "ogthatwith coordisl*e

pIop-getes atary glancing anger of incidenc, and "th is front it spherical. On system and symbols in that paper, has boon adepted. Ther coordinate system ore shown in

the Ito adery,- the ground attenuaetion inreases oi 6 dl per doubling the %operation distance Figure 2.

betweiros the sound source and she paintof observation. A steepisounid presregradient A spherical wavefront which originates fromsa point source con be reptresenred as on

-itris near the boundoay such that the ground atternuation affect decrease rapidly, as onenloeIspaewaeeeet

maven away from 11r. boundary. R.f tr

-inprevious esero tudet~ns ootv obsorption ofsudduer to roud o. a df is I' aindo (

hars also been observed. The peels absorption bond isusually locetad betwveein 3-00M Ht. 0 0

-Two probable eniometior;o ve been offiered: the ;iterfereonce effect of differential Pao ntesoeitgete etrl dniie h aeubro ln

wove element, end k deote the height of the sound source above the t" of the layered ~
-he materil in AN~ pape was presented in War at # th Msrheeting of the bousndary. The reflection nif the priary wove et a boundary con evidently, be represented

Acousticel Stcoity, of Aoerice, Nuovemrber- 1970, Houston, 4msa. as

13S
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dr (IJ s.. I ts Iffy k3(huzs 1) , 1 .R(B (#ats %*i3 eas dO'ca 1 (2)

whets, R 1#, 0) is the plane-wve reflection coeffciente. Thse reflection coefficient.41co coO cs -34t/{asv oB)(~* 3}

It is mare convenient for the purpose of integration to wftt Equation 12) in a new

spherical coordinate system v hotif the principal direction of the teflected may.4 chosen as nr-tl 2 ;u 21 W, - 1. 4 o"0-

the referersce axis 2 .The niew angurlar variables are definsed as 0~ and rn. lqsisirs 12)

con no. be repreented as and cao 0 na
t 

(.1-1 i,'.e[

2n jr ib 14 coori where 13 is the specific admittarnce ratio of the middlet layer with respect to air. 32 is

t, (In )f fthe specific admittance ratio at the interface of the middle layer and the ground, and O
0is fire refraction angle in the middle layer. The function 4. ar~counts Far the phasei di sffers(-2i.)J ~s~r'F R(5~rritinrdribetween t4' two teflected oave cotmponents. This phase shift is caused by pash difference

An inegral of th is fartm can be evalcvsted by in:'2 t method of steepest diticentt in tho n l@wv rnmsincrrattsiso h vdtlyr

acoustic far field wher* t value of kr is large compared to vvIty. Alonrg the paths or
2The instantaneousn value of sound pressure in thotr field cars now be determined as

steepest descent in the complex ri-planer a new satiable carn be defineJ such that

where I rs val and positive.

The reflected wave carn be then written asf

,hr ikr The derivatives of- RI I with respect to cot 0 can be obtaioned from Equations (7).

7 =r Bhr = vr.r.*-- - 0ysubstituting the tnown eupress.oi fat R (8),-R', andR' into EqvatiotssWean explicit-

00 espeioss can be obtinsed Fat the refracted wave. Thes attenuatiion of found near the

layered boujndary con snow be obtained by simply adding the incidentt and t reflected sound-

which Fat t6e form of a woe originating from an ";nae sour*ce', located at a dhstrice h Pressures Fields.

below the top of the layered boundary, with a satiabile strength 0. Te~gb.~ otsir naudi h optto ftesudpesr il nte

For on arb'trarily given Fsunction of- RIO 0s' 1 . Eto~tion (5) cars only be integrated upper half space is sufoightfoneord,-but relatively bu~lky. Therefore, she results here been

approxsmtrrely. A first asymptotic approximaotion has been given bit Srkosk ' as progrommed for calculation usingoadigital compsuter. The asymptotic oppaoinsatesolutian

'kt is very accurate for Computations of sound pressuore levels ;n the fatr fild, ;.o.r points

P,. R (Y. (I-'-s-T. (6) which ate more than a few wavelengths away from the sound source. Fat the study of ground -

attornuntion effects, this if a practically insignificant restriction. In t Computirng program.

all of t geortictl and ocosrtical parameters con be veried ;ndept ndently. In particular.

where y 0 Cotss thre specific admtittance t~at J, , 3, end the refroct'an index n ore assumted to be complex

It' and R'are"th first and second detivoten of ftwith respect to y-cot 0. Equiatisi(6 numbers. Sante comnputationss beese been made fat the limiting case where tlit thicksness of

serveis as.a starting paint fat the present analytical investigation -into ground attenuation the riddle layer approaches teto and the results agree very well with those given by Ingard 1.

Owing to laereed mredia. 1.EPRMNS'

It trers here to de.rmwine the plo,ewove rtfractiaon coefficient RIS) fora bounder, the measuteents of sound attenuation Oer a lsayered boundary were mtade on a 20 ft

withaflayeretdconfiguraition. thre overall reflection coelfficient accounts far t. woe" by Oft plywood ploatr. It serves as on idealized herd g-ound surface with very high

reflection at the top of the middle layer, as well cr the wave which it transmitted into t6S acoustic impedance. A layer of porous stiol of uniform thichness is placed on top of this

m' idls layer, reflected by * the rund,-and returned into t Oir, (Figure 3). Hlence, the platform. The canstrurtin of the platfrma, the :"yot of the porous material, and the

overall reflection coefficient of the loyered boundary con be given stv finrmnain.aerltvl tagrfrod h ogs ag itneaal

able-on this platform is 200 inches and the thfIchnos of the porous layer varie from 2 to.6

rrtclrs n the variou costs.* The chosen sound savco is an coustic transducer .sma V4 n
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4dingier setpanning. 0"e Iflinch Molelillst Kim esicreie OrN motd The rehectims Indices of thosemeteriels hwrnt bowmeasured. According to tie

ofsixs loations an she tap a gw.sh layer of Pert* material to amw the kn' dotm g9e ion I ne , weserels In.a simillar desity tempe usually hare.a roctias

Pressur levelsn ise for fildw. asesbtwe 1.10 esd .25 at freqluabase 1000 H.

The entire itat zet-up was placed in a free field onviresseat,I n a a " W soic A totael of twenty sets of eeAreoment were sme (avt~u r ene allptios of meterilk,

in mt cses sh, C~r~ci., waverymal ~ lg;e ange approeilsetewly fonm eight. Tnehse, mihoe fredings wer ouldachme was rot oailab. However, ohw free fielderessgesent ill= quie satisfactorylae hcsa5 sunerlsgh.Ielttmrpaserdiswreaknt

wetre virtually non-asitanot. The dope wag ca'ected for moleculer absorption In air nd, facter of this laoarey eupeImentl se0"s With MeP&ct 00 V9riou Practicel field COnditon, I
From experience gained through prelitelnery teth e on iet waves propegetigcrepstorqscrref0zo00siteil.Otfhstt,

ot new glancing angles of Incidence cen penestreter through.a perust layer Wd re-vmrg significant raogre of nosreelized conditions for soundi attenuetion aver layered moode hes been

from it ontly if slw layer is eotreesly porous. Layers composed of wothr typee of acoustic ecmosd ~e h et r sfc i s fdsrt rqece n 4mco

Wirteriahs wIth higher densties my behaeve litke semi-infinite loaers. Henme, the choice ph oneraings errecre directly an a level recorder, the dote reduction Procedure was

of layer malariel far this test becomes a perticularly Interesting tl. Senoscelly, the suit, relatively simple. 11 ICSINO EUT
able materiel should he estremely poros and yet have a stable end usniform structure such Il ICSINO EUT

that repeatable dote can be obtained with eccurey. The eseterll chose for this export- ly using Equation (1), a series of mae studies hae been calculated to invistigate the

moent are listed below: dependenc Of tSund attan0uetl naerious geometical and ecoseicol perMesers. In WbS

(1) Ssbberized Horsehair hateriel - Thistitsa matrix type of moteir'l composed of rubr study th principal geometrical quantities one the wavelength, the rniddle loyer thichnn,

ized synthetic fibers. The density, it 1.36 Wift'. -Theestimented void to wlm ratio and the height of soundi source above the top of the middle layer. For calculations of sound

is 97.8%'. -Average fiber dm onsehter are opproaimotly 0.004 - 0.01 inch. The pressure levels in the for field41, thes wavelength is chosen to nrmanlime the coordinates, while I

avetage distance between two nonintersecting fibs is apprassiotely 0.005 -0.15 in studies ofsound obsorpion sectum, the loyer thickness is chosen as the reference length

;ich. However. large clear opennirges of 1/2 inch in Woaer andl depth ar* not osslz h reunis msgtethe cutclprmte. iadnoemr

wscoosas* Ths mteril inorigrely inende fo pacegin of lacrani iM~t5-impartont, $- h suelly much smaller then unity, end it has only w.condary ifuenet

tatto. Isis coewsercally oveilabl n sheetsof 2.ch thickness, the overell result,. Farea highly porous middle layer, ~ is generally in the neighborhood

(2) Gle Fiber ir F;Itt - Thi is theinstvio commony usedfitunity. The irefraintion indeThernractio iodexcn, ose too onesftoroisotropicropporousolmatatriall

and air-conditioning unit,. Ith iscmposed of liong.-stiff, end unbonded glass fibemrs. Wh o oste.-Hwvo a"msea ihVco tutr m aeavr

The size of th fLers is fairly uni;form with a neminel diameter of 0.002 inch. The large refrection index.

ovor~t dstance etween prallel ib*(% i oppro~mtely, Soundnca ten detity over. loyatenuatiboundarylaierefbonddaryI depend toade the o laterla thickness.j
ovrA dtstance beagee paale fibern is appaowael 0.0 inch Thee dsound ofsuelvlcn si o il a

th is material is 0.52 illr, and the vwid to volume ratio is approximately " yia u i he nFgse47Tesud rsuelvl ottr nth.a il o
-a sound source located at the top of the boundary have been computed for twoi diffetrelnt

This material i4 commnercolly avoilsble in rolls of Wich thickness and up to 36 Inches

in widthlayer thicknesses. - A geneseal redistribution of sound con berseen in this Figure. Of particu-

(3) her -fbergls als In h significance is the ettenuation pattern near the boundary. Ms the boundary itself, the

ly lw deityf 02~ l~'f
2

, I hason cousic ipednce anpoabl ra he aoveatteuaton at asy paint con differ by about 5 dl from one cue to another. -The difference
ly low dnsity o 0.29 ls~ft', t Fm an cousticimpedane ino ound tpressureveileveliddecreaseslegradually.g onea moves oe awayefromy, thegn boundary.ar AtAtlinn

two moteriols. Moreover, tha c~sixorption factor far sound pr OF agotion in this moterial
AA, the difference vanithes. In theis wedge shaped region betweens th boundary and line

is relatively high.
AA, the difference In sound presaure level es different layer thicknesses prevails even if the

The acoustic impedance of these materials has been measured in en imperksnce tube

son sucem ill located ighlth abovee the boundary owner the airs of. mourfre4c

and the rigid end plate o~f the tube has actually been eesred. It won found that teisccssileoaetmwaeetenteenaynteieA iu
acouticimpdanc chracerisicsof he frsttwamateial ar opposiatey eqal.Theshows also that the sound pressure gradient nro the boundary is very steep.
acousti Impedace charcteristcs of te firsttwo matrialsCoelculationsmahave ealso Tbeers modeiontohvinvestigatemaetho daperdenc theofeenoenceof ttonuationrct onn a

measured impedagnce velues ore frequency dependent.- For frequencies above 1000 Hz,

however, the imtidsce reaches a constort limiting value. Attemptsf have been soda~l Frequency end individual acoustic po -roeetr. For simplicity, the layer thichneso, the source

detennine the acoustic timpeodane of the somple itself by decoupling theo effect, due to the hegt n I, r one ob osat tesuc egtI sue ob n ae

solid backting. -Some analysis indicates that the specific admitarsce ratio of the first two t~lxsaoetebugliy on rsuelvl nteFrfedaecmtte i ie

* ~ owtrilswrhesettoirnbewen0.roO7.lntetirdoteio~thdespig requenscosiesenvriosvalues of , -end n. It wasfoundin thesecalculations that, for

-j factor For wave trensissin through this materil is relatively higi,. Hence, the effect ofa given pelt of vulva hor 01 end n, -the atte Nton of sound at the boundary itelf reming

the olki bak~r44 mch In prminnt. he orawod seciic ooitencetortto f-morew or lees constnt hor all frequenies. -Howeser, et a slight distence above the boundary,

I'lsorler bet hof t Iisntel, 06.a significant bend abe oin pattern emerge due to she naoiation of she sound pressure
fibegla bet i oprosmatly .6.gradient hr differnto Frequencies.
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SOUND ATTENTIOIN OVER SIMLATED GROUND COVER

Attt anasbl eceec ewe teaeyi tdpatclgon teu A few unique properties of sound attenuation over a layered media ore elso born out

Otion consideration becos apparent. Ins the analysis, the acoustic media in alt layers by thils expetaIent. A competrtors of th e.xperimental and theoretical attenuaetion spectre

at*r assumed to be perfectly homogeneous arrd slotsinrery, and the beiundaries or* perfectly It shownin FigureR. Three sets of attenuation measurements with ,;m~lor normalized geomet-

Hot surfaces. A round pressure gradient can always be maintained even timougl at ricol configuration, but with different materials ansd layer thickner o re shown on this

may beextremeiy large. However. In lboratory or fildmeasurments ,ht perturbo- figure, The agreemns of tm anItudeof trundatterwtion crdthe location ofthe peak

Ion in thre speed of sound or moateriol non-umifomnity will exist. Untlser such cetditiotrt are very close. Although Ot acoustic parameters reed for thre theoretical curve It probably

heactual sound pressure level con
t
our .1ll not be as sharp as predicted by the anialysis. niot the exact valve for the acoustic materials usied in the eqer;ment, the prediction,

Ore cars only measure the average sound attenuations value over a partions of th, computed n'everthele, thoves th coirrect trend and order of maognitude.

steep sound pressure gradient. Hence, in subsequent disussions attenuation spectrimi Il comparing the analytical cur%-e with ther dote, one finds that the data is significant-

the value of sound attenution due to bovndory effect it taken by averaging over a dittance ly below the predictions In the high frequiency, range. It is probably bemusee the wave

of0 010of the layer thicknss lostrediotely above the boundary. The 0.10 thichneaosvlue reflections become randomized Kuch that the ground ;ntefrence effect becoes Ineffective.

is set arbitrarily. However, it it partially related ro the fact that most of thre experiments It it interesting to note that th meaured absorption peak frequency is significantly below

were mrode with layers of 4' to 6' thic', and the trIcropronst used in these measurements the expected 'bare ground" interference pooh, which i4 comtputed by using ray acoustics end-

were l/2.inch iarseter, which is appiroinately IlOaof the layer thickness. The pressure It ;idicuted by the dash line, This it particularly significant since the layered msaterials

sigrrl sensed by the mricrophone is, therefore, an overage value, used In the experimrent have a void to volume ratio of well over 97 percent, and large surface

T'e dependence of the sound attenuation spectrrum ons the refraction index is shown in apenirngs. Intuitvely, orne might think that such materials should hove little effect on

Figurns 4and 5. The specific oderittonce ratios ate held constant. irs these figures, ground absorption.

the wovnlenqetrs ore norfmaized with respect ro the constant layer rhicknress. The trend Sane avormolies of the dependence of sound attenuation versus dstrance have been

atteniuation due to the boundary effect is J
1 

wn in decibels for a paint 50 layer iiocchnettes measured. In Figure 9, c: variation of grounmd absorption vesus distance i shown. The valus

away from the rovnd source, In Figure 5, three curves with tsall values of the refraction wee obtained From the experiments. For the low density ground materials; that were sed,

index, ni,ore shown. The attenuation spectrum showt clearly a peas in the low frequency arnd for ground atternaton in distances of lest than 5D wavelengths (ho <300), the ground

of 20 fr thickness, these oaoption 5soks will correspoed to frixiuencies between 50 Hz doubling distance rote is observed for distinces beyond 50 wavelengths. -In tonme sets ofda,

200 Ht. l1e dash vertical line indicates the expectedobsoption peak location if the IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
middle porous layer weri removed such that only the high Impedance here grcund were left. Several important characteristcs of sound attenuation, which or. unique tooa layeredI

For values of n berwieri-1 20 and 2.0, the attenuation peak oscillates in thme low frequency b Eodory, hove been found through this analytical and experimsental tr.,y

range fhh <40). Howrver,- the overall attenuation spectrumr shows a definite shift towards 1. Selective sound attenuation in a certain frequrency band has been predicted and

lower frequetncers anincreasers. In sane cases, there is mare thans on* peakt. In"th observed for a loyered boundary with constanst (trequancy independent) acoustic

limitng case of a layer wtha very torge comrplex refractionsindex, i.e., n->>2, the layered properties. Such on effct has not been considered in previous invetstilora ins

bosundary it effectively equivalent too a sire boundary with a normal impedance. The etten- the literature.

uoao %icrr "cr~, which 4s an overage value over a short distance near the boundary, decreases 2. A layer of extremely porous material can st;il offer significant attenioon to sound

vionatonicolly with frequency. the coriputed attenuation spectra for n >>r2, and for propagating at voar glancing angles of Incidence.*

n-ci 2, are shown in Figure 6. The ot.-enuation spectrum for n >> 2-shows a higher 3. For en eutremely porous layer, the '.osxnd ottnation in the near field of the sound

level of sound attenuation than all computed spectra at other values of n . souirce Is usually veryr ow. Pressure doubling may occur due to the reflected wave

For a fixed vole* of refraction index near unity,- the variation of en attenuation from the hard ground surface. However, the attenuation at distances sufficiently far

spectrum with rnspect to .3 is quite simrple. A typical ses of curves i4 shown in Figure away from the source will be donminated by the acoustic properties of the layeredI

7. The magnitude ofattennuation increases with tir specific admittance ratio whrile the tneterial, and signilicant otltn...tior levels are observed.
attenuation Peak remains in approximately the "ame location. prewsure doubling has also been detected let the near field at the lower frequencies.

The apenimentol data obtained ino this study hove been reduced and notnolixed. fire It was found also in the analysis and the enpeiment that the magnitude of ground

general characteristict of ground ottenuation, such as the eniece of a steep sound presture attenuation depends cttcolly an the height of the sound souce. Figure 10 shown the

tirodient lemediatetly ohove the biturdary, and thait rho ground attenuation Increase; by 6 d per dependence of sound attenuation on the apparent elevation angle of the sound source as

doubling the ditnce from the sounult sourc, have been clearly confirmed. The experimental observed From a point in the fa field, The data paints are obtained in the experiment.
data was found to be repeatable within a bond of abovrt 2 d4. the classical Ion, of reciprocity, If the round source is at more tWan8 degrees above the horizontal, the boundary @Ite~u-

which implies that the value of sound attenuation remains unchanged if the position of the tion drop, below 54d~. In many practical situatIons where noise control is of primary

sound source and the mnicrophrons ore exchanged, was found to hold in this experimrent. concern, the ground attenuation at large elevation angles becomes Insigqnificant. An

Although I had nothing to do with the objective of this study, it wes a convenient reeece vialytical computation, shooing the effect of source height on the far fiefte sound pressure

fee t'm verirjtian of accuracy. 10evelpastemt, is given ins Figure 1I.
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SOD ATENIO1 OVER StLATC QWNVD COVER__p

Th smolyic m ulls aslne in this s*se to Predict the correct troenle anid -p* 11% Medium I

bais far the developement of practical rewund attenuation prediction techniques for Source

sktfwm layered oundey ducrption iswerronted. Of courve,e.suhueniel S Receiver4

erout of walk lhnt yet to be doe. r2

ACICNONLEDOMENT Medium 3

Figi;e, Refecio oft, plant Wov From Layered Media at Near-Glancifrg incidence Angles
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I ~ATMO D W 21R C A WO MI ION O F SO UND-o ITEOW IICAL M OEICIIO NS A borp tin L ase
L. S. Esord Wyle lobamoses, Huntsvlle, Alabamea 3W00 0 Alosetess by groundl and round

H. E. 100 Wisvesly fsklvlppl, Oepeient of physics&A waool a Asorpin s anbtls e

L.C. Suthorlrd Wyle Leborelorle.. El Segundo, Collfeanle "M4

- moecuar rlow"Onabsorption

Othmsudpropagation effects, diffewen oemmabetecnrligswFo foea

ASIRACT 61eshol -1 eo0lgle

ll asming Sir Is comrgued of feur sew., I.e., 0n"ItrN, osYge, water sOor en for nyypofoalton oreany type of55sound p tiapop nth, doaboption5 due to clamical

curb"n d lie, OW applying am rawlenser tote. For the binary collisions iAer"n In suck a and ma90lat *ffectk e floo Io hemeaneSeO014 esaCplseon SOW Of ti*M nl 6f1)'o the

system, Vtoses.s inheus here bsron predicted. Thaclated urvubow I pei aIan posth disoonce, the humidity content, ge. Impurities, and the tomporeturo. kfoee

upon ;*ahe nry ao.mekiswe compred with esperimensel "aeover the the wore Variable I Ip ;ton effects can be accuraely eeedit it necussey, terefore,

humidity~ ~ ~ ~ ~9- sog f010 eaieh*ds.Desstbetweenthory nd esiprifienthi to esmblish the proper voelus for those fined abserption loe".f

Worysgod. Ily incluigclucl bepte re tfoel oein effects the totl .m- Atmospheric 6hMoptio Lease

pOnic absorption .6 else predicted at 209 C. Cohlutiom moe fier Variu concoereiore of Afmespheric absorption lows how "u basic fares (1) cbosicel loss es scited with

CO2 lrdoet olehoe C02 ,. l evel 0.te 0.1%) do het significantly seet ebseepton of the chat"e of ecsticel enerity (or kinelt energy of molecule.) ino, hoot by fundamental gft

-z sun othih smilsesAs very lsrow uiese, hnawove s en imett Prrpr Wepeit e. 2 polyrommic gases relaxation looe. associoted eth the change
lete.of kinetic of ftronsltinl ene r of the mrolecule. into Internal energ Within the molecules

The cloisicol lse. can be further sub-divided Into
1. INTRODUCTION

A basic cA ,ctrisc of sound propagations Is the attenusation with distonco due to- Vtisc-oushof Loom

hoo. Predictiorson d ppe st i tain tr oer long dste has beomnea metter of-

incresings practicel sinfl rc i eol woeIcluding o Sdeinhe

0 peditio ofcomuniy niselevk erph Oly the Stee..llithoff Loose. we considered significant for air under nosrmal otmspf~rk

cenditiere. Olffuslon loue contribute only about 0.3% msnoe nd radiatien loses ore significant
0 Analysis or acoustic deteton of veticel equIpment or aircraftonyaveylwfqucis

a Evuleionof erylawho*WY omwIn he p' 1 0 tlmeien absorption lossos Irs pelyrotomic gase we hraown te hove th following frs.
by socket "nae or fro evrn Iya ~oe such e. tidal motion,

* Thermalool emetion bewe move toinleeg n ~beinleeg
state. of th molecules

9 Inatiatin o *0Verica prporionof $omic disturbance. froms
-e thermal rolonetion btween.a close vibrational resonancesof two differnt

melecules-
whr tis nocoury to *valuet#*swind IOion ove o substantial rnumber of were-

o Thenmal relessoton between the viretion of one molecule end the roton
lengtle,~~~~~ thed ofsun yth t oser mstbe coreidred. Prepsoen cherectee-

istcs re opesietuon(s) amesplseric conditire, (k) the pasitien of the soureo relative

to therolnd, m (tI) the Worrs'voefelon festuro adjacent to tre sound poth. -Theo obesIosnlt;rl0 yad atloe n

ste of the molecules
listed fectost ohich effect the ontensity of the sound errivin ot the observe con be clovsified!

0 ElectarWgntic relaxation betee tetoinleeg n loel

electronic energy states of the molecule.
t
ofA siv known, eloctermgnesic roelltonki signooicent for only one comman gas, nitic

4 tuhsfwm tphor'ioe spreedli fnavrse Square tow) loses
W6ld, NO, and then, only at very hihMesoi frequencies

5 .
o Nen-Oniferse peeing

In sh6 holencoa I this paper,.s b vsi theseescol tech4.iq for prodkctin the total

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i *efacio by eIn-tson atopeeow~sfeibsorption losses is presented along With suppO ortn srmental -data,

- dif~,tie (sctteing byrn-satineryoteosperoIf. THEOWEICALACEHOD

Investigetiwsso so und ebserpeban mechOnlinsin 4it here been carried Out by wony'

The Omeeo I thit Pape ho. bee presented In part of th Heicopte Noi s Syrpoolos di.font Ilaoraories $ine the pioneern espotriwontel work of Piaoleo IorIn IM2 0.4 hot

Durhamn, North Caolina, Soptewbhr 26-30, 1971 ende athew C"n meeng of the Aeuslto[ culmsinted recentty-ift the work of wagrts, es end Tawpest, A n d E VIend n-

Socey of Amenico, Denwer Colored., Octer itf.Slred. the t'sorevtcel treetmont of the problem hos legged somewhot behind the esperi-
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ATII)SPWrRIC ABSOPTION OF SONI: THEORETICAL PREDICTION

mmeal tomits. Kanesan 1#33 thseoretical treetment has langel, been used to 01911011" the wh2' " ersnstecsdun mlcls0 ~,ieC 2 40' 024 'Y N: o

aeermota ds.. owveIt ho aiwt been recognizxed " sltSi theory d"snot cicetrvinfaslcule-

give an adeuat description of She entire Problems. Sutlsrend end PIercir lo3-e shoown f *dgeso ree *mlcl

slt eueiniles well below She masieasborptien Ohee isO* distinct$sytematic devie-- 2ow times the sownd frequeincy,

tion front single relewestiso Sheesry. Itk Ws tham. Shot this paper attesept, to clarify. - oatoa relaxation time of molecule

In ths pow, Si sConsidered a a fourtoa elstute,.e.P 55Itrogent ontypins Carbon Is eibro ye 1 eeue usdrd

tromddeend watesrvapa. 1yopply11s', vvwgy -- I ret for She bIsnery cellisiens For purses of this susdy-, only CO2 ' N2' 02 and Mt2 wer@ considered: hosver

Ioherent in such a system, Awton al' sound In She samosher is predicted. The celculated so sqtejnrlpoie h bv uupie eadn h fet fulk

cuve W asd at wet-fusmoy iosormehnim sshio in Tables I and 11. collisions an the rotationel relexerian times is valid.

The theoreticel Prediction of total sound ebsorption also reqire calculationo 00 thehe fnael lowe to be considered Includels the souod lonw due to She therml reloxatwo

lesse de o cklascl effects aso elcuer reloxetos. The clessicel absorion ceobe between tuneletloral aeegy eod vibretional onergytates (V-I), betwreen vibration of one

Writeiesmolecule and She virtionoferooher (V-V), end between the vibration ao re molecule

20*1'l~ ~ y-l 1and the rotatien ofthe san or diofferent molecule (V-k). -The difference betwee (V-T) and

Is DP (V-R) Proceses is only Im1pert ton Calculating -negy transfer rates, -so, for these

calculatons beth Preceson will be considered in being (V-T). These vibrationel retenstiono

where ' 5c1 tota clesicolabsortionprecesses ON the doumsnant am"es 0s at low acoustic frquess.
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Addendum to Proceedings

Helicopter Noise Symposium
28-30 September 1971

SUMMARY SESSION

Mr. Richard Ballard:

I think a summary session is very important for a couple of reasons.
One is that it gives us an opportunity to sum up the papers that we
have had during the last day and a half of meetings. The other thing
is that it gives us a good opportunity to take a look and to assess
where we have been and where we might be going. I would suggest that
you give a little thought to where we are going in some of our programs
and if we are really effective in solvihg the problem of the helicopter
in the military environment. As I mentioned to you yesterday, operators
are- going to be reluctant to sacrifice performance to reduce noise.
They are going to be reluctant to pay more for quieter helicopters with
the exception of special purpose vehicles. These special purpose ve-
hicles have a grouping of their own, so I don't think we're going to
orient our efforts in that direction. Also, if we're going to reduce
the noise of helicopters, we cannot do it at the expense of performance.
I think we should keep these points in mind as we proceed.

We have five sessions, and I propose to let the chairman of each one

o. these sessions approach it as he wishes. He may summarize the
session or make his own remarks. The first session yesterday morning
was chaired by Mr. Meade Mitchell and addressed the Government programs,
so I will ask Mr. Mitchell to start off. I
Mr. 4eade Mitchell:

We have given considerable thought to trying to summarize the session
we had yesterday. Generally it was a summary of the programs being
sponsored by AMRDL (the Army Air Mobility Research and Development I i
Laboratories) in conjunction with NASA. Out of that, a couple of re- 4
-marks would be appropriate now from the AMRDL standpoint. It is
evident that we are going to continue to invest a considerable amount
of our limited resources, that is, funds, manpower aid, in the case
of NASA, facilities. We are going to depend pretty heavily on NASA
for support as far as the Government facilities are concerned, and also
on industry and universities for support of our noise program. However,-
it is evident that we must concentrate now on coming to an agreement
amongst ourselves about defining the causes and possible solutions,
and then acceptable ways of predicting noise and noise reduction methods. 
There are questions of hcw we put this in specifications from the I

* -i Governirent's standpoint in our new systems work, how we specify what -!

we want, and then, after we've specified it all, how we measure it.
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I think there is some work to be done on coming up with an acceptable,
understandable, common system of measuring noise reduction techniques.
We have made some starts on this, such as under what conditions do we
measure, what type of instrumentation do we use, what are the atmos-
pheric conditions under which we are going to grade the contractor
for his efforts, what kind of terrain is to be considered and things
like that. It's- about time we try to bring some of these aspects
into focus. As we said yesterday, we are going ahead to develop
systems whether or not we reduce the noise.

I am excited about some of the work that has been reported here,
sponsored by ARO-D, some of the independently sponsored work, and
some of the work we're trying to sponsor through the Army labs. I
think we are on the verge of coming up with some techniques of pre-
dicting and eliminating noise. Now that we are beginning to under-
stand some-of the fundamental mechanisms that cause it, I think
there are some design techniques that we can use. That has been
evident in some of the papers presented today by Vertol. So, in
summary, I think we've got to bring into focus some of these things
that we are all discussing - the techniques, the measurements, and
more important, the way to specify what we want without compromising

performance. After we have specified, how do we grade the contractor
and how do we make him stick to his-contract of producing what we say
we want?

I think that generally summarizes our session of yesterday. Again,
I am encouraged by the things I've heard here today. It seems as
though we are well on the-road to a better understanding of the causes
of noise and how to use them to make design improvements to reduce
noise.

Aerodynamic Theory

Dr. Robert W. Truitt:

Thank you, Dick. As most of you know, I have worked with ARO-D closely
over the past six or more years. And in :a~ticulir, I saw the planning
of Dr. Kumar in what we now see as the oeginning of fruitful work in
heliconter noise.

First of.all, I want to say that I am impressed with the quality of papers
that we- had in this session. I think it's clear, and Meade Mitchell men-
tioned this, that there have been some important things reported here. I
do think that the mission we set out to accomplish in this noise program
can be -realized, and I emphasize "can be" because I think it's clear to
all of -us that we still are a long way from answering some of the real,
fundamental questions.

i4-
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First of all, I want to mention the papers that were presented during
this session. The first paper was a preliminary "Noise Analysis of
the External Aerodynamic Diffuser Applied to Shrouded Propellers",
presented by Dr. Ron Bailey and Mr. Richard Longhouse. It was browsht
out during the discussion of this paper that the instability of the
flow due primarily to any forward motion would be caused by flow sepa-
ration, that is, separation off of the shroud itself. This points to
the important fact that viscosity effects are of great importance not
only in the aerodynamic considerations but to noise problems as well.

The second paper was concerned with "Theoretical and Experimental

Studies of Helicopter Noise Due to Blade-Vortex Interactions" and was

presented by Drs. Widna,l, Chu and Lee. The first type of blade-
vortex interaction discussed was for the tandem rotor, where the un-
steady lift on a blade is calculated uuing an existing linear unstead y
qvron.mvn theory ror blade-vortex Interaotion, For the tip-domirated
blade-vortex interaction, unsteady slender body theory is used to calcu-
late the unsteady forces on the blade as it encounters the vortex. The
theoretical model for radiated sound due to transient lift fluctuations
was presented along with the predictions of the directivity, frequency
spectrum, and transient acoustic signals. Agreement was found to be
good compared with the experiment for small angle blade-vortex inter-
actions. It occurred to me that perhaps one of the places where we
need to consider an improvement in the approach to a problem as com-
plicated as this is to hope that sometime we can get into the non-
linear theory, particularly as you approach larger angles of attack.
The inviscid slender body theory io, of course, an old standby that
we always lean upon,but there are many new theories that are concerned
with the viscous-transonic slender body flow which I hope we can in-
corporate soon.

As -we move along, hopefully we can improve our theories and our ability
to predict by putting in more realistic inputs from the aerodynamics
point of view. Right now, transonic aerodynamics is a very popular
subject. ARO-D is supporting some very interesting work in viscous
transonic flow, and we are hopeful that important findings will develop
from these studies. I think it would behoove us as helicopter people
to keep abreast of all of this new research activity.

The third paper, given by Drs. Lyon, Mark and Pyle, was entitled
"Synthesis of Helicopter Rotor Tips for Less Noise". Dr. Lyon gave a
presentation of studies of rotor tip sound radiation for purposes of
designing rotor tips that radiate less sound in specified frequency
bands. Consideration, as you may recall, was given to radiation due
to lift and thickness effects. Dr. Lyon showed that lift radiation is
generally negligible in comparison with thickness radiation in specified

frequency bands. Factors that affect trade-offs between choices of
airfoil section and planform were discussed. Now, here again, I believe
that the non-linear viscous aerodynamics that we might have as an input
might be an improvement in the approach to this problem. In other words,
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both the second and third papers seemed to me to require a better
input than linear inviscid slender-body theory. I do not mean to
imply that we won't be needing to u. e the wind tunnel to get a lot
of answers, because theory is not going to be completely sufficient.
But, some very important theoretical findings are available concerning
optimum or shockless transonic airfoils. The work of Nicuwland and
others may lead to optimum airfoils, bodies and wing-body combinations
that will be efficient in the transonic range. They are not going to-
be as efficient -at lower speeds, but it looks like we can hope to have
rome better and more efficient means to operate very near the speed
of sound or certainly in the super critical range. It seems clear to
me that an optimum aerodynamic body shape (meaning optimum with respectto, say, drag rise) is compatible with an optimum shape for less noise.
i don't think we are going to eliminate noise but I would certainly be A,

surprised if when you get a good aerodynamic configuration in the
transonic range you're going to have a good noise configuration too.
i would like to hear what someone else in the audience has to say about
thateoei.

The fourth paper, as you recall, was given in two parts, one by Profes-
sor Sears and the other by Mr. Homiez. The first part -of this- presen-
tation was related to engine noise and involved an investigation of!
blade forces arising from rotor-stator interaction in subsonic flow.
One important conclusion was that the Kemp-Sears type of approximation
can be extended to include compressibility effects by means of tech-
niques suggested by Amiet and Sears. He also mentioned some apparent
discrepancies in the results of Johnson on gust loads in subsonic two-A
dimensional flow. But, in particular, the extension of the Kemp-Sears
theory in the compressible range involved a first-order theory for
unsteady flow that was analogous to the Prandtl-Glauert correction,
but it had an additional effect,- that is, a first order distortion cf
any time-varying boundary condition, which was referred to as the gasp
-approximation. It is very clear that this work cannot be applied to
the transonic range or even to the super critical range, because the
Prandtl--Glauert theory simply breaks down. Ths, again, points to
the fact that a better viscous-transonic approach is needed. The noise
problem is most acute in this aerodynamic regime. Finally, you recall,
Greg Homircz gave the second part of the presentation: "Acoustic Radia-
tion from a Plane Surface with Application to Rotors". He developed -

a general approach for predicting acoustic radiation from a plane sur- 1
face that exerts a fluctuating load upon the surrounding fluid. But
again, if your recall, his analysis called for a linearized aerodynamic A

theory input. The same remarks that I made before pertain here, too.-

it would now seem appropriate to have questions or comments from the
audience.
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Dr. Sheila Widnall:

.I certainly agree with much of what you say. Arid when you and I talk
about transonic -flow, we know what that extension requires. I think
many of the other people here may not realize how difficult transonic
flow has always been for the aerodynamicist. It's one of those
fields like turbulence, which everybody knows is very important. There
have been very few strides made in transonic flow and these have always
been won at great expense and great complexity. The reason that we use
tools like linear aerodynamics analysis is that they allow us to pre-
dict an enoiinous number of phenomena with fairly good accuracy at a
.fairly low cost. The transonic flow is not that kind of a problem,
although I certainly agree it is a very important problem. I would
also make the remark that it is known that in the case of unsteady
transonic flow, the linear theory is often much better than it has any
riht to be. I'm sure you are familiar with the work of Martin Landahl,
tjho did a lot of work in unsteady transonic flow. In the unsteady flow

reime, you may be much better off using linear theory than you would
be in the corresponding steady flow case. This has an application to
whiat Dick Lyon is doing. He is looking at an unsteady transonic flow
problem, using linear theory. Because it is unsteady, it is very likely
that his results are more accurate than they would ever hope to be in
a steady flcw problem. So, what 1 am suggesting is that I do agree
that transonic flow, if we could do it, is very important. One has to
realize how much that is going to cost. Aind I put quotations around
the word "cost", because I don't mean just money. I mean our ability
to understand our results and our ability to obtain results, including
the fact that we would have to do separate calculations for every single
set of parameters, every single case would have to be investigated as
a separate topic, possibly numerically. So, that is a-cost in our
ability to understand the -results.

Dr. Robert Truitt:

I would like you to comment also on the compatibility of the best aero-
dynamics we can-do. How do you feel about that as far as the noise is
concerned?

D-. Sheila Widnall:

Certainly the work that Harry Sternfeld and Boeing are doing shows that
if you-want to fly that tip at Mach numbers close to one, you might as
well design it from Mach numbers close to one. Now nobody would ever
design jet transport aircraft with straight wings to fly at Mach .92.
Yhere -is technology in that field. Certainly supersonic or swept wings
utilize planform shaping, and certainly the helicopters ought to take
advantage of it. That's going to be rather slow in coming because it
has to be done very carefully, but it's a direction in which to go.
I do agree with you that if you do have an efficient tip shape from
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the point of view of drag and performance, then I intuitively feel,
-as you-do, that it will be more efficient from the noise point of
view. Boeing correlations with critical Mach number of the airfoil

section and the onset of very high impulsive loading and high impulsive
-noise certainly bear that out.

-Dr. Fred Schmitz:

We, at Ames, have a group now doing transonic aerodynamics quite
actively and the unsteady problem in particular. We are doing both
theoretical and theoretical-numerical computations; that is, doing
the full-blown problem. We hope to run some experiments within the
next year in the wind tunnel on various operating conditions. I'm
not an expert in the area, but I do know the unsteady problem is
being attacked right now. And it's not just the Army; it's the Army
and NASA -- a group of about'six people who are attacking it. All of
a sudden it's a very popular problem.

Mr. Meade Mitchell:-

Bob, you triggered a thought that had been playing on my mind through
the whole session -- your best shape aerodynamics would probably give
you your best noise condition. There's an old adage, you know; "Where
there's smoke, there's fire". I've been thinking about this, where
there's noise, there's vibration. If we can reduce the noise, I think
it will have a great effect on reducing the over-all vibration of the
helicopter, and that's of serious concern to us right now from the
standpoint of the reliability and maintainability of the machine. So,
I think we can relate noise to that aspect. We have active contracts
right now trying to isolate vibration or study vibration in relation-
ship to what has been done to the reliability of parts and maintenance
on the machine. I know Sikorsky has realized some improvements in

their maintenance of the machine using a damper on the rotor. Of course,
we can isolate vibrations, but if we can reduce them, the reduction in
noise, i think, will have a great payoff too. That is a point I wanted

but forgot to make.

Dr. Paul Pao:

I have a comment to miake which is not related to transonic flow, but to
the question of how you get noise out from a sound source in a transonic
-flow? In some recent analysis that I have done, I found that in transonic
flow conditions with a sound source embedded in it, the local condition
due to the flow gives a very serious distortion to the acoustic properties
near the sound source. So the correspondence between the sound source
and the far field noise are quite different from what we can see from
a simple wave equation as was used in the theory. I don't know how much
this property will affect the intensity of the noise but certainly it
has something to do with the directivity. Transonic flow is, of course,
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an extremely difficult thing, but transonic wave equations are easier
to handle. So as the first step, probably we can do something in
that direction.

Mr. Ronald Schlegel:

Bob, just to reiterate something I have said earlier, but in support
of something you and Meade had mentioned. We find that the work we
are doing right now and which is in very active progress at Sikorsky
to develop quieter and more efficient rotor blades is in exactly the
direction in which you're talking. We are using transonic airfoils.
We do find that we can achieve very significant improvements in per-
formance with reductions in noise level which are on the order offive to ten pndb in the range in which we're looking. We find from

the vibration point of view that, in fact, as you would intuitively
guess, when you reduce this separation mechanism and improve your drag
characteristics on the blade the vibration levels do improve. Also,
we find, in the high speed flight regimes, very significant reductions

in control loads. I thinkthat a lot of this work we are doing now is
really helping us finally if not to fully understand the problem, at
least to probe in some of the correct directions. I'm not sure we
really understand many of the mechanisms which are going on, but I
think the indications from the research which we're doing are at least-
heading us in the right direction4-

Dr. Robert Truitt:

Would you comment a little more on the optimum type shape that you're
using or is that a trade secret.

Mr. Ronald Schlegel:

Well, I think the latter is probably true at this stage. I don't
want to talk in detail, and frankly, I'm not qualified to talk in
detail about some of the shapes which you're looking at.

Mr. William Nettles:

In the same vein in which Ron is speaking, I would like to point out
that there is one thing you must keep in mind. Now, Dr. Whitcomb is
doing some airfoil work, and the tendency is to use his airfoil. The
helicopter blade section must operate over a very wide range of angles
of attack, over a very wide range of Reynolds numbers, and over a very
wide range of Mach numbers. Now, when you do that very frequently you
find that if you design a blade section that will do one thing for you,
make one point better, it makes the other point worse. Some recent
work which Boeing is doing produced an airfoil that gives them an in-
crease at low Mach numbers, but with the high Mach number range they
have a problem. I don't mean to make a negative statement about what
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you're saying because I think this is perhaps the best point being
made in- this conference. But in considering the comments that have
been made, I think it's necessary that you keep this practical problem
in mind.

Dr. Robert Truitt:

Do you speculate that you might, if you were smart enough, change the
airfoil shape under different operating conditions?

Mr. William Nettles:

You mean actually change the airfoil shape as you fly?

Dr. Robert Truitt:

Yes, perhaps changing the configuration with flaps. You-might be able
to do that.Ir. William Nettles:

I would not want to be negative and say no. This is something we don't
want to- close our minds to. Command is working on what they call a
controllable twist rotor, which I find fascinating because it does all
kinds of good things like this. And I know you people don't like to
hear about that. But we do, in particular with the heavy lift work --

and this work is fascinating because we are trying to do something new,
and we do run into this Mach number variation problem and Reynolds num-
ber problem. If you could, perhaps, come up with an airfoil change,

perhaps it's worth looking at. Let me make one more point. Maybe I
shouldn't say this. Dr. Truitt's comments to Sheila were very
good, but then if Sheila Widnall had not done the work she has done,
Dr. Truitt could not have asked the questions he asked. Now that's
the problem that -existed two years ago. Some of these questions-
couldn't be asked then, because nobody had done enough work at that
point to ask it.

Mr. Richard P. White:

We have come a long way over the last three years in terms of vortex
noise. I don't knov; if we've gone so far that we are sophisticated
enourgh in vortex noise and understand it well enough that we've had
the privilege of using it for systems studies. I thought that it was
pretty- good that people are really considering vortex noise. They're
concerned with it in terms of flight paths, like Bob Simpson this
morning. It wasn't too many years ago that if somebody said vortex
noise, they would look at you and say you were out of your mind. It
did start receiving some recognition as a serious area that should be
understood. if you understand it, you may be able to do something
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about it. There are some -handy formulas. Ron Schlegel had one that
worked pretty well. And Martin Lowson had one. I think the first
person I can remember that used it discretely in an analysis to de-
termine what effect it might have on the correlation between measured
and predicted was based primarily on how large the rotor loading was.
Dr. Loewj and Gene Sadler indicated that even with the simplified
analysis they could do at this time, it gives tremendously better
correlation at a high frequency in a spectrum. Also, what they de-
termined for one helicopter seemed to apply very well to another
helicopter. This led to some things, and I think it was one of the
forces that led to the two programs that were sponsored by ARO-D.

We heard the preliminary results of those programs yesterday. All
the data have not been analyzed yet. I think the session that I
had the privilege of chairing was fortunate in that it covered a wide
spectrum, with some very basic research being reported in which con-
ditions were painstakingly controlled. One controlled experiment
not truly representative of all aspects of a rotor in its natural
enviroment was work recorded by Jim Scheiman. Then- e went through
the full -gamut of looking at the importance of vortex noise as de-
termined from the machine we call a helicopter, working in its own
environment. I think that the spectrum we have covered in this
session pointed out something very interesting and something that
shows a need for detailed analysis. I think the basic programs that
-were conducted under ARO-D-sponsorship had a primary objective of
-doing controlled tests to demonstrate and show, hopefully conclusively,
that from-an airfoil type lifting section, discrete vortex shedding
of the Karman vortex street type did exist and also to determine some
of its basic characteristics. I think generally that those programs,
within the analysis of the data that has been accomplished to date,
have indicated that it does.- At the same time these-programs are
going on, there are other investigators who -have been doing some work
making some measurements that have also indicated a discrete shedding
on an airfoil does exist. There has been work at M.I.T. and by Dave
-Smith from the Air Force on the sail Dlane work.

it was very impressive to hear those tapes. When you-come to that
discrete tone, they can pick up a sail plane a quarter of a mile away.
-Robin Gray's very recent report with Allen -Pierce indicated the extent
-of the noise that might be obtained- by an airfoil shedding vorticity.
The results of the two programs sponsored by ARO-D are somewhat
-preliminary because the investigators have not had the opportunity to
analyze all the data they obtained. As for UARL, they are still ob-
taining some data. But I think some of the conclusions that -were
drawn or indicated yesterday are interesting to note-again. There
is an indication that there is a pure tone. There is indication
that there may be more than one pure tone. But the frequencies as-

sociated with these tones are not what we expected. They are much
higher, and they seem to be associated with the weight thickness
rather than airfoil thickness. Dr. Sadler reported that in the work A
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he had been looking at there is some indication that the pressure
fluctuation at these pure tone frequencies were correlated across the
entire span of both the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional
models, but they were not in the wake. That's puzzling. He also
indicated in the figures he showed us hat the models seemed to be
vibrating at the same frequency as the pure tone, but the force output
from the model through that vibration was not nearly sufficient to
be the noise that was measured. Just possibly, then, that small
oscillatory pressure might have correlated all the somewhat random
effects we might have gotten from the shedding. It also indicated
that the primary dipole'associated with this is in the lift direc-
tion, not in the drag direction. We have had an indication that
the laminar boundary layer associated with the pressure side of the
airfoil might be one of the controlling aspects of the vortex shedding.
As I've said, these are somewhat preliminary results the two investi-
gators reported, and I think that when they look at the data in more
detail and more extensively, we'll probably find other and more in-
teresting things. I think the comparison of some of the data in
results that were obtained from the basic controlled experiment to
the controlled experiments of the rotor system to the somewhat un-
controlled experiments associated with a real life vehicle might
shed an interesting light, and may be where we don't understand things.

I'd like-to refer to the slides presented by Jim Scheiman. I thought
what he showed here was very interesting. The indication from both
the circular rotor and the lifting rotor with a microphone on the
axis of rotation was that a peak output of the acoustic pressure oc-
curred at roughly the same frequency. The db level from both of these
is- approximately the same. This is interesting because most Karman
vortex-street shedding investigations have-been associated with rods.
I commend Jim for giving us this base point to work from. The charac-
teristic dimension of the rod in its shedding is its diameter. If that
be- the case, and it seems to correlate very well, then I get the same
frequency with the lifting surface. You can get strong indication
that the frequency that was measured here was associated with the thick-
ness of the airfoil and not the weight. That is different from what we
got from the basic experiment with the fixed wing or models in the wind
tunnel.

Another slide that Jim presented showed a lifting r .rfoil. The measure-
ments made on the axis of rotation and measurements made in the rotor
point showed tremendous correlation in the lifting point in the axis
of -rotation. This is associated with measurements of vortex shedding
in the lift dipole. He didn't quite show that in the rotor point.
But it did show one thing: there is about 20 db difference in the
peak levels, which indicates that the drag dipole is much weaker than
the lift dipole. This apparently compares with the observations and
conclusions reached for the isolated airfoil in the non-rotating flow
field. Then Jim threw us a hooker. It was pointed out yesterday that
this might be affected-by the doppler effect.



The oscillatory signal seems to peak in magnitude at the frequency
that has been associated with vortex shedding. I think there are
a couple of reasons for this. Even a circular rod can generate
lift if it is in a sheared flow. If you have an oscillatory sheared
flow created by the vortex shedding and quite possibly the lifting
surface, that is why the lifting surface could develop an oscil-
latory lift. The circular rod could not, possibly because of the
characteristic dimension of the airfoil versus the rod in the sheared
flow. The wavelengths are about right to be magnified by the air-
foil section. Also, in the picture of the experiment that he showed,
the flow was over the motor, over the strut and into the rotor. The
induced flow that I might have had with the turbulences that Sevin
Wright showed yesterday could cause a pressure to be developed. This
might be coming from the oscillatory pressures that are developed by
working the shear flow or possibly slight interactive turbulence over
the strut that excites one of the natural modes of the model. Due

to the doppler shift as it goes around in the rotor plane, we see
a spectrum like this. There might be a reason for it. I suggest
that he ought to take a look at his data to get some information on
this. I don't think it is a problem of concern in terms of vortexshedding and lift. He also noted in his paper that tip shapes did-

not seem to have much effect. Does this indicate to you the possi-
bility that maybe the maximum output of the noise is not associated
with the high Q area? This is something that you intuitively don't
expect.

There is indication in the measured data when you get all the other
types of noise sources out, that the basis of vortex shedding as
an important noise source is there. The papers that were presented
in this session and the data that was given to us to review and
analyze raise a very serious question. Generally you first do a
basic, well-controlled experiment. You are given the results and
analyze and understand everything that's going on. I think from
the differences that we have seen between static-type rotor tests
and free rotor tests, compared to real basic experiments, there seems-
to be too many areas of disagreement to get the meaning that we need
to support ourselves in analyzing vortex noise associated with real
life systems. I thought this was a very good session. We have
learned a lot. From what Kevin Johnson presented, there is a strong
indication that a semi-empirical method can be devised which en-
compasses all different types of noise and which can be used for
prediction of helicopter noise of a given configuration, given the
basic parameters. That's not the first time that a semi-empirical
analysis that's related to basics has been able to do a very good
job. But I think we have a long way to go yet before really under-
standing vortex noise, and I'd appreciate getting your comments along
these lines.
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Mr. Harry Sternfeld:

The comment I wanted to make, hoping maybe it will trigger somebody
else's thinking, is that one of the things that's vexFd me involves
blade slap. I'm using the very general term, but I'll say specifi-
cally tandem, although the frequencies aren't very different when
we get it on our single rotor tower. We get harmonic spikes. They
have an envelope and they peak right up at around the same frequency
that we usually associate with vortex noise. There was no lift so
there shouldn't have been a vortex. In addition, that frequency
doesn't seem to move around very much if we make an airfoil change
or something like that. So, my comment is that the characteristic
that was shown by Schieman is very similar to the characteristic
we see when we get through harmonic analysis.

Mr. Richard White:

As most of you know, I'm a proponent of vortex noise. I'm glad
Harry made the initial input here, and I think the work of Robin
Gray is pertinent to what he is saying. What is wrong with saying,
or assuming, that a Landau shock on the blade causes separation?
Can I not possibly feed in that characteristic? If I get near
stall, can I not get the same thing? Robin Gray indicates that
maybe you can. I'll explain any noise in terms of vortex shedding,
so let's keep ah open-mind.

Mr. Ronald Schlegel:

What I'm going to say is an open question relative to shock forma-
tion. We concluded that the formation of a local shock on the blade
itself, in relating the phenomena of the acoustic dissipation to the

impulsive noise in the far field, was not an important factor. How-
ever, our impulsive noise study did conclude that blade drag and
drag divergence formation was very important. The work we are doing
on the full scale model tends to show that for a transonic airfoil as
you move the shock formation on the suction- side of the blade back,
you stabilize the shock. Then, in fact, the noise does go down. I
wonder if anyone here has given much thought to the acoustics of the
oscillating Shock. In other words, what are the acoustic characteristics
of the oscillating shock? What does this do to the subsequent turbu-
lence and loading on the rest of the blade, and is the stability of
the shock formation important acoustically?

Mr. Chris Bobo:

That is exactly the mechanism we are using to define impulsive noise.
'ITe vortex interaction is the trigger for moving that shock wave,
and i ' you think of it as an impulsive change in Mach number or angle
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you get, therefore, a pulse in that shock wave position. And that
pulse radiates to the acoustic signal.

Nr. William Nettles:

I'm not speaking on this particular topic, but on an earlier topic
that Harry made. Perhaps what I'm going to say isn't too terribly
pertinent but in preparation for some of the testing we did to get
you the data for your vortex noise work, we went over to West Point,
Virginia, which is a very quiet area. It is a deserted air field.
We -did some preliminary noise measurement and when we evaluated
what we got, we found that there was an unusual spike in the spec-

tral analysis data. After further evaluation we found that it was
a dog barking in the distance. Now, if I find anything in the future

that comes at that particular frequency, I think I'll say maybe it's
dogs barking in the distance. I have some reservation in drawing
conclusions too quickly based upon that one experience. I disagree
with some of what Jim said. I disagreed also with some of what
Harry showed yesterday. He showed some work relative to blade-
vortex intersection which was particularly interesting and was left
unanswered. I recommend that we try to leave these questions un-
answered until such time that we have a thorough review of what we
have and a rigorous explanation.

Mr. Peter Arcidiacano:

It seems to me that it's possible that one path of speculation
might indicate that there is no vortex noise: that a well stream-
lined body operating in turbulent free air may not, indeed, generate
any vortex noise, particularly if one includes such things as surface
roughness on the airfoil to perhaps eliminate the pure tone that
we did observe under very- specialized conditions. Certainly in the
high Reynolds number ranges and-even up into stall, the pure tone
did disappear in this turbulent free environment. I wonder, and I'd
like to suggest that perhaps a lot of what people have been calling
vortex noise may in fact be turbulence generated noise.

1Mr. Richard White:

I refer to the data th;±t Dr. Sadler was analyzing which we obtained
in your tunnel. We talked about this high frequency, and I had them
try to generate some turbulence. They put a tripper on it. It didn't
do anything. I think I have to take exception to some of what you
say. However, we hope that the data that we are getting and that we,
as well as you people, are analyzing will give us information to
better mderstand what I am calling vortex noise in a rotor blade. 7

We get very strovg, indications on controlled rotor tests that this is
*! in fact there. But it does not correlate with what we are getting

with- our fixed wing tests.-! -1
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Mr. William Nettles:

I refer to Jim Scheiman's work. With air flow, it appeared that the
spe.tral character of the rotor was definitely changed. Instead of I
having that hump associated with vortex noise, we had almost a concave
signature except for that one little peak, which Jim says he doesn't
believe. So, I can view that as saying that turning the air on re-

moves the wakes from the other blades, reduces the turbulence en-
countered by the blades and there is no vortex noise.

Dr. Sevin Wright:

One shouldn't say they believe or don't bel ve in vortex noise. I
think first of all we should discuss what we mean by vortex noise.-
The sound that radiates in the uppe-- frequencies is usually referred
to as vortex noise. I think we should remove that word vortex and
talk about the noise in the high frequencies. Both mechanisms exist.
What you call vortex noise, I would prefer to call blade self noise -

noise generated by the blade operating in clean flow conditions -

that minimum noise you would get from an airfoil. The purpose of' I
the demonstration yesterday was to show how you can increase that
minimum self noise. We run the rotor in free air, no -obstructions
upstream, no crosswind, no blowing, and the rotor noise was minimal.
As soon as we made any external disturbance on the blade, the- rotor

noise went up. If you look in a propeller spectrum, or a helicopter
spectrum, in the high frequencies, you will find a proportion- of
broadband noise which I think most people credit to the shedding
mechanism. it would tend to be random and would give a random output,
and therefore the spectrum would be continuous. But any kind of --

asymmetry in the loading will produce rotational noise and a discrete A
spectrum. If it is periodic, then it will be discrete, or as the last
sneaker indicated, if the inflow in wrong, if it's incoming turbulence,
then that will give rise to an increase in the broadband noise. So,
it's not an -argument about whether it exists or not - both forms of
radiation exist. The argument really is how much of which dominates.
in the absence of obvious external influences, then i think your self-
noise is the dominant feature. I A
:1r. James Scheiman:

i agree with the comments of Dr. Wright, and I think the problem is
more of terminolowj. For example, von Karman described airfoil drag I
with vortex streets. If you associate vortices with airfoil drag,
then fine. Also, in case of lifting on the ai.foil, if you take the
starting and stopping shed Vortices and say that they rodiate noise,
and- then put fluctuating lift on- the airfoil, and then pu.t f'J'ctuating A
starting and stopping vortices, and if you believe Prahdtl's theory,
then i think it's hard to separate. You are describing the same phe-
nomena by two different mathematical techniquesi What you mean by
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vortex noise is what it amounts to, I think. The other comment I

have is that in addition to the testing that we did, we put some
transition strips on the airfoil and we definitely had separation.
These transition strips were directed towards changing the airfoil
characteristics. I think it was published in a NASA-TN, which
came out just a few weeks ago. But the strips caused an increase
in the airfoil noise and there still is a peak in the radiation
pattern. One of the problems that is bothering me right now is in
the 2-dimensional testing. Why is it this has the discrete radia-
tion whereas in 3-dimensional testing where the Strouhal shedding
frequency is different along the full span, we always get one pre-
dominant frequency shedding? Why isn't it more broad? What radius
dominates the other radii in determining the frequency center? Why
is it that with a transition strip in it, definitely creating tur-
bulent flow, we had a center band frequency, whereas from the 2-
dimensional tests that were performed, evidently with transition or
turbulence on the airfoil, there is no discrete frequency. I think
these are all questions that will require further investigation.

M1r. Richard White:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors in
my session for their work in prepa-*Kng these papers, and in presenting
them.

Aerodynamic Test

Professor Rene Miller:

Well, we'll try to sum up. I think maybe I'd like to go back to our
meeting of 1968 and remind you of a curve that I showed at that time,
which I think emphasizes the importance of test in the evaluation of
-helicopter rotor noise. This slide shows the penalty that is paid
for producing noise based purely on test results. It's based on
Sheila Widnall's data. It tells you that as you reduce the tip Mach
number you're going to get a penalty in performance and that the main
reduction in noise is going to come from reducing rotor tip speed.
I think we have to bear in mind this basic problem which we have is
just to cut down rotor noise. I think Colonel Buchan made the point

very clear last night that we can't wait for very refined theories:
we have to do something about rotor noise. There is a limit to how t
far you can go in reducing rotor noise by reducing rpm. This limit
is actually a limit due to the geometry of the rotor. Only a certain
number of blades can be put into the rotor before the weights go up
asymptotically. So far we really have nothing in the past two days
which indicates that we have a real means of reducing rotor noise
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other than reducing tip speed and increasing the number of blades,
and, Of course, playing around with the separation of the rotor to

reduce the impulsive noise. We should not be concerned with trying
to-differentiate between vortex noise and periodic noise, but should
try to concentrate specifically on the problem of how tc cut down

the-noise. So far, the-only tools we have are from test results.

Consequently, I think that the papers that were presented in this
session on the aerodynamic test are of particular significance. I
wouId-like to draw your attention to one item which you can also see
by looking at the data, The test data for rotational noise presented

by Boeing and Sikorsky both show about a 10 db error between the cal-
culated and the experimental data. The problem that we are up against
is that we really have no techniques at the present time for predicting
rotational noise. This is primarily because of our lack of knowledge
of the high frequency content of the rotor. The paper by Sevin Wright
contained the interesting-statement that, as I interpret it, given the

periodic forces, you can predict the noise. However, we all realize
that these forces are not yet given. The paper by Harry Sternfeld
snowed a fascinating problem which is associated with the lack Of bang
at vortex interaction. A follow-on paper by Bobo on the effect of J
drag-rise on triggering this slap was an interesting and original con-
tri-bution. It would be-interesting if Harry would expand his paper

and-play us a tape showing how, by these straightforward things that
I mentioned, he has succeeded in achieving an appreciable noise re-
duction.

Mr.- -Harry Sternfeld:

I am sure you will all recognize that this is- extremely spontaneous.
Professor Miller and I had discussed this and we thought the two
things which this tape illustrates are: (i) we've got to produce
now, and (2) we know that better can be done, but we can't wait. 4
You've heard a lot of reference to the 347, aChinook derivative,
throughout the meeting by other speakers. There will be three steps-
in each of these sound tape sequences. The !first is the original
Chinook, the A model, which had absolutely no concession for noise
reduction in its design. The perfonnance and production costs were
the- driving parameters. Then we came to the C model and found out
that if we adjust the rotor tilt we can make improvements, particu--
larly at high forward speed. So, the C model has different blade
vortex separation. The 347 was made from the Chinook, but reduced-
rotor noise and elimination of rotor bang were primary program ob-
jectives. We made the aft pylon 30 inches long6r and we made the
fuselage 110 inches longer. That got us blade vortex separation.
We put a 4-bladed rotor on it and slowed the tip- speed down from
about 720 to 650 feet per second. The first sei of tapes is in
the seauence of first the A, then the C, and then the 347. We willhover, fly at 50 knots, 120 knots and 167 knotson the 347. One

of the places where the problem is not solved is in hover. The
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microphone on the fly-bys is 200 feet -on the right side of each air-
craft. The microphone in the hover is- at a 200 feet radius at the
azmuth of the worst impulse noise. This azimuth changes and we can
relate it to the position of the blades in the vortices. (The tapes
were played and noise reductions were evident.j

Professor Rene Miller:

I think these tapes are very interesting. The need for these test
data is extremely evident - we need tests badly. However, this
doesn't downgrade in any way the need for theory, for unless we have
the theory and analyses we really don't know what we are testing.

I had-to cut the discussion off yesterday at several places. In

the paper by Sevin Wright we were in the midst of discussing the
classical topic of "Can the rotor noise be entirely described by
periodic forces?" In the second paper, I think there was sufficient
discussion unless you want to comment on the tapes we heard this
maorning. The third paper was an interesting survey by Barney McCormick
on his work. He showed a comparison between the simplified theory and
the test. These simplified theories are always attractive as a means
of understanding the phenomena with which we are dealing. The dis-
cussion ended on a question as to how important the angle of a
dissection was. The fourth paper that came up was by Mr. Schlegel.
Now, let's continue yesterday's discussion.

Mr. William Nettles:

With regard to the data that Harry just showed us, and I'd like to
address this to Sevin Wright in particular, there are two ways that
Mach number can get to us. They are perhaps dependent, but they
could be called quasi-independent, whatever that means. One is in
the compressive effect on the aerodynamic noise source. The other
is the compressibility effect on the propagation--of the noise. I
-believe these two are essentially independent. If my contention is
correct, does Dr. Wright think the increased tendency toward popping
as Mach number was increased was- the result of the propagation ef-
fect or compressibility -effect over the airfoil itself?

Dr. Sevin Wright:

I think there were three Mach number effects there. One is the source
strength- or the -effect of aerodynamics. Then, the effective Mach-
number affects the radiation cancellation mechanism. Thirdly, the
-effective Mach number affects the directivity and also the sound
power radiated through the doppler effect- So, there are turee points
there.
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Mr. William Nettles:

Mr. Sternfeld's tape seems to show an increasing popping characteristic
when you increase the Mach number. My question concerns the cause for
this.

Dr. Sevin Wright:

I think it's basically the source, the fact that it increases the in-
tensity of the magnitude of the fluctuating lift on the blade. This

increases the radiation, therefore, increasing the popping sound.

Dr. Richard Lyon:

I have to take issue with that, at least in terms of our calculations.
Our studies of the effective radiation of the tip due to thickness
and lift effects simultaneously have in them, explicitly in the analyses,
the effect of the changing speed on the source strength and the effect
of the changing speed on the radiation efficiency, which is what Sevin
meant when he said the cancellation effect. Now, it's very clear in
our calculations for -acceleration of the blade near Mach 1 that theradiation efficiency effect far outweighs the effect of fluctuating
lift or the fluctuating sources due to volume displacement on the

blade. These come out as explicit terms in our analysis. We can com-
pare one against the other and there is no question that for accelera- .

tions near Mach 1, the radiation effect is far stronger than the source
strength effect. You have to evaluate the source strength at the point |
of maximum radiation, it has that effect, but the fact that it fluc-
tuates in strength near that point of maximum speed does not have an
effect. It's merely the acceleration and deceleration of the blade.

Dr. Sevin Wright:

I agree with you if it's a -point source and you're talking about steady
forces. Near Mach 1 these things tend to dominate. But I think blade
slap is a particular case where it's a very local region in the disc
that radiates. You can almost treat it as a stationary problem, be-
cause the blade slap impulse is not to be regarded as in motion. The
point at which it occurs is a particular point in the flight path and
it's- not as--though -you're treating the problem as a constant source
in motion. It only occurs a few milliseconds for each blade revolution
and so the stationary approach would give you this effect without any
cancellation.

Dr. Richard Lyon:

The directivity, itself, denies that assumption, because you cannot
have directivity from a point source that is strongly leaning forward.
it takes, in fact,-a convection effect which means that, the wavelength
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-m.ust preserve itself over several of its own lengths in order to get
sufficient coherence along the flight of the source in order to
radiate directively. So, the fact that you get for the thickness
effect a solid cone of only 10 degrees and for the lift effect this
double cone, but still within a beam width of about 15 degrees,
itself means that the source must be important over about 3 or 4
wavelengths at the frequencies you are considering. You cannot have
directivity unless you have a source that is extended in phase. Now,
it looks like a point source when you take a picture of it but it
must preserve itself over some distance in order to have that di-
rective effect.

Dr. Sevin Wright:

Have you measured these directivities for impulsive noise, such as
blade slap? Have you shown that the dipole is in fact pushed forward?
We are familiar with this idea that in forward flight, the directiv-
ities move forward. I'd like to ask Harry Sternfeld about the direc-
tivity of the recordings we heard this morning. I have not heard
many tandem rotors banging but on single rotors the directivity is
always pointed forward. In other words, you hear the banging on ap-

proach and it ceases overhead. And that was the point where- Jim
Scheiman cried "vortex noise". We heard the banging and as soon as
the helicopter passed overhead the banging ceased and, in Dick White's
terminology, the vortex noise was audible. The way I see that is, if
you think of a simplified model of a dipole produced by this very
localized loading in the disk, this dipole will be tilted, depending
upon the angle of attack, and so on. You can explain this very nicely
if you assume that the dipole, particularly on a single rotor, is
tilted forward as a function of the blade angle of attack. The lower
lobe of the dipole will be pointing forward and the upper lobe will
be pointing up in the air, so, you will only hear sound in the forward ]
direction.

Dr. Richard Vyon:

A- dipole that is tilted forward has a directivity index of 6 -db
and I think the directivity is stronger than that.

Dr. Sevin Wright:

Along a line normal to the dipole, the radiation is 0, so you have an

infinite number of db's from right angles to along the axis of the
dipole.

r. Harry Sternfeld:

I have two pieces of information to impart. First of all with respect
to- directivity, if you listen carefully or if you look at . stripout 4
of the tape as the aircraft approaches in the distance you would see,
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that with a tandem rotor the number of pulses is twice the blade
I passage period of one rotor. As the aircraft gets close to overhead

but is still on the approach, you will hear that period halved. Then
you can hear the squish which may be vortex noise or modulated engine
noise. The length of time that the single rotor -noise exists cor-
relates quite closely with the time it takes the -aircraft to travel
the distance between its two rotors. So the noise is very strongly
radiated forward and in the distance we're seeing it coming from the
two rotors, then we have a period when we see it coming only from
the one rotor and then it goes away. The other-point of information
I wanted to supply was that if we plot the sound pressure level against

Mach number, look for a knee in the curve, and then we plot those, the
shape just about follows the drag divergence curve for the airfoil and
seems to be in the vicinity of Mach 0.5 to 0.6 or higher. The shape
appears to be very strongly associated with the divergence curve.

Mr. James Scheiman:

I'm not sure the distinction between vortex noise and rotational noise
is really clear. For example, I think Loewy and Sadler, in their
theory in which they try to describe a vortex noise, show there is
fluctuating lift force at the rate at which von Karman vortex streets
are shed, and there is a fluctuating drag force-which is twice the
frequency of the fluctuating lift force. Prandtl described the whole
lift on the airfoil with his lifting line theory. How, if we say
we're going to use lifting line theory to describe the lift forces on
a blade or the fluctuating lift forces on a blade, then the problem
is one of using the vortices to describe the fluctuating pressures on
the blade or is one of using the fluctuating pressures on the blade
to calculate its noise. I think we're both trying to solve the same
problem-, looking from different directions. I think it's wrong to say
it's all vortex noise or it's all rotational noise. I don't think we
understand enough about it and I think vortex noise terminology is a
poor choice.

Dr. B. W. McCormick:

You mentioned that in order to predict the impulsive noise we would
need to know the shape of the pulse which is producing this. I think
here is an area where we need some further testing. Nobody really
knows the shape of a vortex coming off a rotating blade at high Mach
numbers. There haven't been any measurements. Somebody should give
some thought as to how to obtain a velocity field through a vortex
coming off a rotating blade at fairly high Mach numbers. Also, let
me mention the effect of the intersection angle where Dr. Widnall
and I seem to have a disagreement. She said at the lower values of 'I
intersection angle she obtained a higher noise level. I said that
at the lower angle the pressure differences across the section tended
to decrease. In the lower angle intersection case, the entire blade
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is -being influenced at once by the vortex and even though you may
have smaller differential pressures, the noise level could certainly
be higher in that case. So I'm not sure there is really a disagree-
ment.

Mr. Ronald Schlegel:

I think in our rush yesterday we missed a few points in the study
which we had conducted. I'd like to take a few minutes to hit some
of its highlights. This study has just been released by AVLABS as

Technical Report 70-72 of June 1971. It's a rather comprehensive
study and I think it has some good data in it. As a matter of fact,
it asks a lot of questions and doesn't necessarily answer as many
as it asks. We were looking at rotor impulsive noise (RIN) as an
impulsive noise. I want to point out the purpose and intent of the
program. We had a program -which was being conducted on the CH-53A
to measure rotor loads. A blade that was very well instrumented
with surface pressure transducers -both chord-wise and radially was
used. Since this is one of the few aircraft that we built that we
have been able to experience rotor impulsive noise on, it offered
to us an opportunity to -study this phenomena. -We contracted with
AVLABS under the direction of John Yeates to conduct this study
along with the loads study. It was really a 3-phase study. It in-
cluded measuring noise concurrently with measuring the loads on the
helicopter and also at the same time conducting some inside measure-
ments of the noise generated. The second phase was a data analysis
phase in which we looked at the data with greater detail than we
had before. All of the data was reduced using real time analyses.
We -saw some things which we had never seen before, such as the fact
that- has been brought out today by many people that rotor impulsive
noise- is a manifestation of rotational noise. -In-other words, it is
periodic noise. By doing real time analysis we- are -able to see that
it -was very ordered noise, -extending well out into- the 400 - 500 Hz
regions. We were also able to determine that the types of impulsive
noise which we got, at least on the CH-53A type of helicopter, were
different for hover and cruise conditions. The hover rotor impulsive
noise is- more associated with blade loading vortex interaction and

*the cruise noise was extremely directional in the forward plane of
the rotor, indicating the probability of blade Mach effects as well
as zrofile drag. We did some modifications to our acoustic analyses
:;hich- included blade motion terms. One of the things which we also
tried- to show was whether with this acoustic analysis we could even
approach the prediction of rotor impulsive noise. We got some
qualitative agreement. We -found that without the inclusion of the
drag and the source translational terms for the forward flight case,
where we started getting into rotor impulsive noise, that we were
not capable of predicting the highly directional characteristic of
the sound nor were we able -to-predict the level to any extent. In
other words, the analysis failed for high speed rotor impulsive noise.
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We were not able to predict above the 4th or 5th harmonic for even
normal inflow conditions such as hover very well either. As Dr.
Truitt mentioned earlier, there is an awful lot of work to be done
to gain a better understanding of the higher harmonics of load.
Another conclusion was that when we modified the analysis to include
blade slapping and coning as steady and first harmonic effects, we
did not significantly improve the correlation of measured and pre-
dicted noise level.

I would like to recommend as one final thought that we make a con-
certed effort, possibly through some central committee which may be
the AHS or another organization like ASSP, to standardize some of
the terminology which we use.

Professor Rene Miller:

I don't think we want to lose sight of the fact that right now the
only way to reduce rotor noise is by slowing down the rotor and in-
creasing the number of" blades. From the chart I showed, we see
that 10 db reduction is going to cost 20% - 30% increase in gross
weight. You can tolerate that on a commercial vehicle because
direct operating cost doesn't change much with gross weight for many
reasons. We obviously can't tolerate it for military aircraft. The
important thought I would like to leave on this session is that what
we need right now more than anything else is not so much a better
definition of the terms, but more tests which give us other tools
than cutting down the rotor speed, such as blade tips and revised
loading distribution on the blade, to reduce noise. Much of the
work that is going on now on non-rigid weights will give some in-
dication on how to do this. We need more tests and more theory on
how to interpret these tests, but we have to find rnme other way of
reducing noise than just reducing tip speed. I think it is important
to recognize, too, that we have other vehicles than the helicopter
coming along, which have entirely different noise characteristics.
I'm thinking of the tilt rotor and the tilt wing. We do have to get
test. data to tr and get a better handle on how to reduce the nolse.

Environmental and System Studies
Dr. Franklin Hart:

Let's briefly look at the section on environment and systems studies.
One item early in the program was identified as detectability and
annoyance. There were three main sections under that heading. One
was ground and environmental attenuation in masking, utilizing exist-

ing theories. The types of recommended tests involved were field
tests to be made under different environmental conditions involving
troops and aircraft. Another area was strictly subjective response
and a third was criteria. Under the heading of systems analysis, the
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topics were vulnerability vs. noise reduction, management of ef-
t'ectiveness of -noise reduction and development of Army criteria
and the penalties involved. I think you can see, based on what we
had in this combined session, that this area is perhaps lagging
in terms of total effort being given to all of the areas that have
been identified as being prominent. Particularly, we are talking
about annoyance and detection, and these things are not the same.
Which should you give priority to? I am not sure we have gotten
to the point here where we can really ask all the right questions.

The first of the three papers presented was given by Bob Simpson.
Here -he was talking about direct operating costs vs. noise and
procedures for achieving operational reductions. He utilized the
term vortex noise. He did have an analytical term there that he
could put into his program, and I think we should keep in mind that
that -was the essential point. Also, I believe he indicated that
on the data he used the annoyance, the PNL, was something like 10
plus the sound pressure level. This is a very restricted look at
the -total noise of the aircraft. This is certainly no criticism
because all of these things-can be built into the--model when he

has the right analytical predictions techniques.

In the second paper, Pao covered sound attenuation over simulated
ground cover. -He showed that there were selective frequency bands
where you get -more attenuation. The discussion following the paper

started on the -fact that he used a simple source and how these pre-
dictions change- if you use a more realistic sound source, as for
example a helicopter.

The- last paper, by Dr. Evans, was on atmospheric absorption of sound.
Nitrogen was identified as a more important part of the absorption
thVn previously reported. It was also pointed out that some of the
people working in the field would like to have the data cover -at
least one additional octave band beyond what he had in the paper.
Also, he discussed how he is going to bring temperature into the
atmospheric absorption picture. The-problem of human factors, which

we like to think about in -systems has received little attention here.
This area of environmental considerations and systems analysis is
not receiving the effort that some of the other areas are. -Now, I
think it would-be well to- ask for points of discussion on Bob- Simp-

son's paper.

Dr. Richard Lyon:

You pointed out- that there Pre loudness criteria and there are de-

tection criteria. If we do achieve V/STOL aircraft at perceived
noise- levels of 95 db at 500 feet, that means that at a quarter of
a mile away they are in an urban background noise. Perhaps the
proper question then is one for criteria. That is, maybe you can
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detect it but can you classify it. I bring that up because there

is a very interesting set of tapes by Hamilton Standard on the DHC-7
flying past at a distance of, I think, a quarter of a mile in the
presence of urban background. There is a freeway nearby, and when
the DHC-7 goes by, it is clearly audible but it sounds like a truck.
That is, if you don't know it's there you cannot tell that it's an
airplane. When we begin to get these aircraft quieter, from a com-
mercial point of view the criteria may include classification.

Mr. William Nettles:

The fact of the matter is that detection is a problem. But as far 4
as the Army is concerned, I think they are beginning to realize that

the man working around a helicopter, the man flying in a helicopter,
whether he is crew or passenger, must be thought of as well. I
believe the Army is beginning to recognize this as more of a problem,
Darticularly when they are working on something like the heavy-lift- -, 1
helicopter where men will be working on the ground below the heli-
copter. One of the interesting points is that anything that you do
to quiet in the detection end will probably help you in the other
end as w;ll. So I think the Army is giving consideration to this
other problem.

Ar. Richard White:

I'm going to use this last session and Simpson's paper as an excuse
to say something else. What we have been working on is getting rid
of the problem-area of the tip-vortex. We have been notably success-

ful is small model experiments and have obtained almost negligible I
degradation of performance. We are going to test a large tip section
of the HU-I-D blade. If we are successful with the full scale blade
section, we hope this can be followed by a whirl tower test, running
under conditions of rotor blade slap to demonstrate that we did get
rid of the high induced effect because we have gotten rid of the
vorticity.

1M r. Harry Sternfeld:

I just want to read into the record that Langley is doing quite a J
bit of work in the Human Factors area. They are sponsoring Sikorsky's
program on vibration and noise on pilots. We have been involved in
programs on subjective response to V/STOL noise and so have other
people. So there is an agency which is working on this in conjunc-
tion with the Army and independently. This should be at least recog-
nized.

4r. Richard Lewis:

We, at the Aviation Systems Test Activity, are conducting a very com-
prehensive series of tests in conjunction with the people at AVLABS,
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in which we are going to be measuring in-flight vibrations on all I
of the fleet aircraft. We have also done some work of great im-
portance to the Army on the effect on crew environment during
weapons firing. I think you know that most of the aircraft are
flown with doors off. We have measured sound levels on the OH6
during firing of very- small weapons (the 5.56 and 7.62) in excess
of 150 db in the cockpit. This is another area that may be of
great interest in the future.

-(Call for discussion on Ground Attenuation and Atmospheric Absorption) j
Dr. L. B. Evans:

I would like to comment that when you try to correct your data and
use our curves, be aware that these absorption coefficients are
plotted as a function of frequency over pressure. For an extreme
case, a half atmosphere pressure of 1000 Hz signal gets absorbed
like it's 2000 Hz. If it's low humidity, this can make as much as
5 or -6 db per 1000 feet. if I am going to- put out this interim
report and set of tables, I wouli like to be sure that I have the
coefficients and type of units engineers would like to use. So,
let me know if anybody wants anything different from db per thousand
feet. Another question. We've heard a lot about helicopter nise,
but nothing about the infrasonic spectrum. Is it important? Does
a helicopter put out I Hz signals? The reason I ask this is that
Harry mentioned you could hear this one helicopter five miles away.
If it- puts out an infrasonic signal, you-might be able to hear it
20 miles away. Does anybody have any information on this? Is the

A-my even interested in this type of detection? Does anybody know
what the spectrum might look like?

Mr. Harry Sternfeld:

We -certainly have the blade passage period, which is, if you like,
infrasonic, depending on the aircraft it could be 10 Hz. So there's
certainly that fundamental which falls off-on the audio range. I
can't speak below that - I don't know if anyone can. But certainly

fundamental blade passage periods of the order of 10 - 15 are very
conAon, so it's not unimportent.

Dr. -L. B. Evans:

Very recently I have seen data from White Sands Missile Range de-
tecting a cannon shot h7 miles upwind, and to me this is rather
remarkable. They are- looking at 1 Hz signals. Also, at Ft. Mon-
mouth they detect the Saturn V first stage when it reenters the
atmosphere about 1500 miles away. Again, it's 1 Hz type signals.
So, perhaps there is a long range detectability factor here that
we could look at.
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Mr. Richard Ballard:

I would like to thank the session chairmen and others for their
participation.

Mr. James Murra :I

I want to thank you all for participating. -There has been some sug-
gestion that there be a follow up meeting of this nature. Any sug-
gestion of this within the next year or two year's time is entirely
dependent upon the productivity of you people, and the efficiency
with which you do the work in qiuestion - whether you think it would

be satisfactory to have a meeting two years from now or three years
from now, ten years from now or six months from now. Any suggestions
as to where it should be, how it should be or when it should be?

Dr. Sheila Widnall:

What is the relationship between this meeting and the Theme reviews
that you ksve?

Mr. James Murray:

This is more specialized. We have over 30 projects in the helicopter
area, of which this is a component part representing about 8 or 9.
We'd rather break it up because it gets a little too specialized.
After all, you've had four sessions here. I'm afraid the other two-
thirds of the investigators in the program might not find it attrac-
tive. We would be running double sessions and I don't think we are
in a position to do that at this time. My suggestion is that the
next meeting should be hosted by the Ames people if they are so
inclined. In that way, their people out there could participate a
little bit more directly.
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